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1

Introduction

Was there & peculiarly "Nazi science"? Were there uniquely "Nazi
scientists"? These questions are deceptively simple. Even the term
"Nazi" is frustratingly difficult to define. A minority of Germans,
including National Socialist leaders like Adolf Hitler, Heinrich
Himmler, and Josef Goebbels, were certainly "Nazis." An even
smaller group, including the small circle of Army officers,
churchmen, and aristocrats who tried and failed to assassinate
Hitler in 1944, certainly resisted National Socialism. But the
conduct and conviction of tens of millions of other Germans were
not so clear cut. There is no simple definition for the term "Nazi."
Mere membership in the National Socialist German Workers Party
does not suffice: there are many examples of party members who
opposed Hitler's murderous policies and of non-members who
actively supported them. Instead, individual Germans have to be
examined and judged on a case-by-case basis, and different
observers may come to different conclusions.

It is important to distinguish between the minority of scien-
tists who happened to be followers of Adolf Hitler and supporters
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2 Introduction

of National Socialism and the majority of scientists who placed
their science in the service of the National Socialist state. The first
group deserves criticism or even condemnation, but their support
of National Socialism may have had little to do with their profes-
sion and therefore may tell us little about the peculiar and specific
effect National Socialism had on science. The latter scientists may
or may not have deliberately supported Hitler's political move-
ment, but in some way their teaching or research was transformed,
channeled, and exploited by the National Socialist state. An indi-
vidual in this group is arguably far more interesting to the histo-
rian, for his story may help answer an important question in the
history of science: can political ideology affect science? Was "Nazi
science" different from contemporary Soviet or American science?

The fundamental problem for our understanding of science
under National Socialism is the persistent and virulent use of the
Janus-like combination of hagiography and demonization, the
black-and-white characterization of scientists—like other profes-
sions and social groups—as fitting into three mutually exclusive
categories: "Nazi"; "anti-Nazi"; or neither one nor the other. One
could also label these categories "Heaven," "Hell," and "Purga-
tory," for they are based on the timeless, if sometimes simplistic
theme of the struggle between good and evil.

A spectrum of "shades of gray" is far more useful than the
black-and-white model for studying science and scientists under
Hitler.2 Although the two ends of this spectrum can also be thought
of as "Nazi" and "anti-Nazi/* these extremes are usually not
reached, only approached. Almost every individual or institution
in Germany embodied some elements that were either "Nazi,"
"anti-Nazi," or neither.

Thus for every scientist like the physicist Johannes Stark and
the mathematician Theodor Vahlen, who clearly identified them-
selves with the National Socialist movement, there were far fewer
scientists like Albert Einstein, who steadfastly opposed Hitler's
movement (opposition facilitated because he left Germany before
Hitler came to power). There were incomparably more scientists
like Werner Heisenberg and Carl-Friedrich von Weizsacker, who



have been judged both "Nazi" and "anti-Nazi," and whose con-
duct during the Third Reich remains both controversial and open
to interpretation.

This book will illustrate science during the Third Reich as a
differentiated spectrum of shades of gray. Chapter 2 "The Rise and
Fall of an 'Aryan' Physicist" and Chapter 3 "The Alienation of an
Old Fighter" tell the story of the physicist Johannes Stark, an early
supporter of Hitler and arguably one of the most prominent Na-
tional Socialist scientists. Stark is perhaps best known for his
infamous public attack on Werner Heisenberg calling him a "white
Jew" in the SS newspaper Das Schwarze Korps. Chapter 2 begins in
the last years of the German Empire and ends before the attack in
Das Schwarze Korps, thereby explaining why Stark made his attack.
Chapter 3 begins with Stark's concerted campaign of character
assassination and ends with Stark's "denazification" after the war.
These two chapters also investigate the history of the failure of the
Deutsche Physik (literally translated as "German physics," some-
times translated as "Aryan physics") movement to win the support
of the National Socialist state.

Chapter 4 "The Surrender of the Prussian Academy of Sci-
ences" and Chapter 5 "A 'Nazi' in the Academy" tell the history of
the transformation of this academy into a National Socialist tool.
This "coordination" is often portrayed as an irresistible seizure of
power by two National Socialist mathematicians, Ludwig Bieber-
bach and Theodor Vahlen. Chapter 4 begins in the Weimar Repub-
lic and ends with the academy's voluntary surrender to National
Socialism before it elected Vahlen. Chapter 5 begins with Vahlen's
entry to the academy and continues on into the postwar period.
Together the two chapters focus on the persistent, courageous, yet
ultimately futile efforts by the physicists Max Planck and Max von
Laue to save the academy, as well as the gradual, step-by-step, and
ultimately successful efforts of Bieberbach and Vahlen to under-
mine, control, and transform it.

Chapter 6 "Physics and Propaganda" and Chapter 7 "Good-
will Ambassadors" provide a thorough examination of the many
foreign lectures the physicist Werner Heisenberg made during the
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4 Introduction

Third Reich, with the support of the National Socialist state and
inevitably as a participant in its cultural propaganda. These lec-
tures include the controversial visit Heisenberg paid to his Danish
colleague Niels Bohr in occupied Denmark in September of 1941.
Chapter 6 covers the period from the start of the Third Reich to the
height of German military success in late 1941, ending with the
Bohr visit. Chapter 7 begins with the winter of 1941-1942, when
the war began to go sour for Germany, and finishes with the end
of the Third Reich. These two chapters illustrate how ambivalent
and ambiguous it was for scientists to work within the National
Socialist system, regardless of what they did or what their inten-
tions were.

"Hitler's Bomb" surveys the history of the wartime uranium
research project, including the background of science during the
Weimar Republic and under National Socialism. "The Crucible of
Farm Hall" examines the postwar internment of ten German nu-
clear scientists in an English country house, Farm Hall, where their
captors secretly listened to their conversations and where they first
learned of the bombing of Hiroshima. The pressure of events and
enforced isolation made Farm Hall into a crucible, where the first
myths surrounding the German atom bomb were forged. "The
Myth of Hitler's Bomb" examines these persisting postwar myths
and legends, which have changed over time.

Finally, this book closes with an investigation of a taboo of
modern science: the scientist as "Fellow Traveler," If we want to
understand how National Socialism affected German science, we
cannot restrict ourselves to the few scientists who enthusiastically
embraced the Third Reich, and those even fewer scientists who
actively and consistently resisted it. Instead we must also include
those very many scientists who neither resisted nor joined Hitler's
movement, rather who went along for the ride.



The Rise and Fall of an

"Aryan" Physicist

Without a doubt Johannes Stark is one of the most famous
and infamous "Nazi" scientists. His Nobel Prize, irascible
nature, and often vicious ideological attacks on modern phys-
ics and physicists make him both an intriguing subject and
the perfect villain. Stark is perhaps best known for his infa-
mous attacks on Werner Heisenberg, labeling him a "white
Jew" in the Schutzstaffein (SS) newspaper. But there is much
more to this story. Therefore Stark's relationship with Na-
tional Socialism will be broken up into two chapters, "The
Rise and Fall of an 'Aryan' Physicist," which ends before
the attack on Heisenberg, and "The Alienation of an Old
Fighter," in order to place his attacks on Heisenberg into
context. Stark's successes, but especially his failures, during
the Third Reich tell us a great deal about the interaction of
physics and National Socialism.

5
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The Weimar Republic Stark was a talented and ambitious
physicist. In 1909 he took up his first professorship at Aachen. The
outbreak of World War I transformed him spiritually and ideologi-
cally into an extreme German nationalist.3 Although Stark may
have been more extreme than most of his colleagues, in general,
German scientists did rally uncritically behind the German war
effort. Professional setbacks also influenced his development.
Stark's relationship with the Munich theoretical physicist, Arnold
Sommerfeld, degenerated into a bitter and unprofessional polemic
over physics, which formed the basis for their subsequent antago-
nism. When Stark's hopes of being called to a professorship in
Gdttingen were dashed by the appointment of Sommerfeld's stu-
dent, Peter Debye, in 1915, Stark blamed the "Jewish and pro-Se-
mitic circle" of mathematicians and theoretical physicists there
and its "enterprising business manager" Sommerfeld.4

In 1917 Stark moved on to Greifswald, where he experienced
the revolution that followed the German defeat. The German
surrender in the fall of 1918 took most Germans by surprise since
their government had fed them propaganda, promising that vic-
tory was at hand. When the soldiers returned home—often with
their weapons—they found a home front devastated by hunger
and a power vacuum. Throughout Germany left-wing soldiers'
and workers' councils took over political power at the local level.
Many Germans believed that the country was going to experience
a repeat of the Russian Revolution. Right-wing militias were
formed to avert the Communist threat, plunging the country into
a short, bloody civil war. An unlikely alliance between the German
military and the Social Democratic Party with a new constitution
in 1919 eventually brought some political stability, but not until
many had died and a great deal of resentment had been caused.

The atmosphere of Greifswald, a small university town, and
in particular the extremely conservative and nationalistic faculty
and student body appealed to Stark. When the socialists gained
power in Greifswald, Stark actively opposed them and thereby

fi The Else and Fall ol an "Aryan" Physicist



began his political career as a. German nationalist and conservative
long before anyone had heard of Adolf Hitler or the National
Socialist German Workers Party (NSDAP).5

In 1920 Stark received the 1919 Nobel Prize for his discovery
of the Stark effect—the splitting of spectral lines in an electric
field—and moved on to the University Wurzbwg in his native
Bavaria. He now became more active in the politics of the physics
community. Berlin physicists, who tended to be more liberal,
cosmopolitan, and theoretical, dominated the German Physical
Society and had alienated more conservative physicists from other
parts of Germany. In April 1920 Stark began soliciting members
for his alternative German Professional Community of University
Physicists, an organization Stark intended to dominate physics
and control the distribution of research funds.

But Stark's efforts were thwarted. The Physical Society mol-
lified most conservative scientists by electing as president, Wil-
helm Wien, one of their number who was much easier to deal with
than Stark. The two main funding organizations, the private Helm-
holtz Foundation and the state-run Emergency Foundation for
German Science (Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaft,
henceforth NG), also preserved their independence by lining up
influential scientists and patrons.6 When Stark realized that his
voice would be only one among many setting science policy, he
withdrew. Stark's efforts in 1920 were a preview of the action he
would take with political backing at the beginning of the Third
Reich.

Scientific opposition to portions of modern physics, and in
particular to theoretical physics, took on a more ominous tone in
the early twenties. In 1921 Wilhelm Wien recognized that the
general theory of relativity was engulfed by an unprecedentedly
bitter and sometimes unprofessional debate which had left the
realm of science and become entangled with politics and dogma.7

Indeed it was considered good form in the twenties for a scientist
to distance himself from the political and ideological battles if he
wanted to comment critically on Albert Einstein's work.8 Ironi-
cally, the postwar anti-Semitic attacks against Einstein as creator
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The Rise and Fall of an "Aryan" Physicist

Albert Einstein, 1922. (From the Burndy Library, Courtesy of the AIP Emilio Segrt
Visual Archives.)

of the theory of relativity were an inversion of wartime foreign
chauvinism. Einstein's work, the type of science which the French
had criticized as typically "German" physics during World War I,
was criticized by right-wing German conservatives as typically
"Jewish" after 1919.9

Philipp Lenard, fellow Nobel laureate and professor of phys-
ics at the University of Heidelberg, was the first prominent Ger-
man scientist to attack "Jewish physics" and call for a more

8



Philipp Lenard, 1936, (From Ullstein Bilderdienst, Courtesy of the AIP Emilia Segrfe
Visual Archives.)

"Aryan" physics. In 1922 he published a word of warning to
German scientists, accusing them of betraying their "racial alle-
giance" and noting that the transformation of an objective question
into a personal fight was a "known Jewish characteristic."10

Lenard's arguments against the theory of relativity initially
had nothing to do with anti-Semitism or personal antagonisms.
Indeed Lenard had followed Einstein's career from the beginning
with benevolent interest, calling him a deep, comprehensive

2 9



10 The Rise and Fall of an "Aryan" Physicist

thinker in 1909. Lenard's opposition to the theory of relativity
began in 1910, but did not include personal attacks on Einstein. As
late as 1913 Lenard was toying with the idea of calling Einstein to
a professorship of theoretical physics in Heidelberg. The discus-
sion between the two physicists became sharper during the war,
but remained within the bounds of scientific debate.11

In 1920 a popular lecture series sponsored by the "Working
Group of German Scientists for the Preservation of Pure Science"
opposed to Einstein's theory of relativity was held in the Berlin
Philharmonie. This organization probably never existed, except on
paper, and was the invention of the fanatical Einstein opponent
Paul Weyland.12 Einstein's subsequent reply, "My Answer to Anti-
Relativity Co.," appeared in a Berlin daily newspaper. His unfin-
ished question, "if I would be a German nationalist with or without
swastika instead of a liberal, internationalist Jew...," cut to the
heart of the matter and raised the stakes in the debate.13

Before 1920 most physicists had taken care to keep their
criticism of Einstein well within the bounds of professional dis-
course.14 Einstein's supporters were the first respectable scientists
explicitly to use the word anti-Semitism, and ironically gave their
opponents the opportunity to claim that it was Einstein who had
introduced race and religion into a scientific debate. However, the
floodgates were now opened.

Lenard began to incorporate anti-Semitism into his publica-
tions against Einstein and his theory in 1921. The lost war was
certainly part of the reason, but perhaps just as important was
Einstein's public criticism of Lenard in the aftermath of the anti-
Einstein conference. Although Lenard had not taken part in the
Berlin lectures and hitherto had only expressed his opinion in a
professional fashion in scientific journals, Einstein's personal at-
tack in the daily press deeply offended Lenard, who was seventeen
years his senior.15 When Lenard refused to lower his institute flag
after the assassination of Walther Rathenau, a Jewish German
foreign minister and Mend of Einstein, the conservative physicist
was attacked and publicly humiliated by a mob. This experience
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was an important factor in Lenard's turn towards more blatant
racism and anti-Semitism.16

Ludwig Glaser, one of Stark's advanced students, was an
ambitious and competent scientific entrepreneur, who edited his
own technical journal and ran his own laboratory, which special-
ized in physical and chemical special inYestigations (optics, met-
allurgy, spectral analysis) as well as the assessment of patent
applications and used scientific equipment. More importantly,
Glaser was a convinced and determined opponent of Albert Ein-
stein's theory of relativity. He had taken part in the Berlin confer-
ence, and thereby became personally involved in the controversy
surrounding Einstein,

According to Max von Laue, an expert on the theory of
relativity and friend of Einstein, Glaser restricted himself to pro-
fessional arguments in his Berlin lecture, even though he did not
succeed in convincing Einstein's scientific supporters. Von Laue
only faulted him for being too one-sided.17 In contrast, Glaser
complained about the demagogic, personal, and unscientific at-
tacks made against the Berlin lecturers at the subsequent conven-
tion of German scientists in Nauheim,18 Glaser published several
articles against Einstein's theory and called the expectations held
by supporters of the theory of relativity premature and exagger-
ated. Stark's student stuck to scientific arguments, just like Lenard
had at first. During the Weimar Republic there was no trace of the
virulent anti-Semitism Glaser developed during the Third Reich.19

In the summer of 1921 Stark accepted a Habilitalionsschrift (a
sort of second Ph. D. thesis) from Glaser on the optical properties
of porcelain. His Wiirzburg colleagues questioned whether such a
topic really constituted a scientific advance. Some mocked Glaser's
thesis as a "doctor of porcelain." However, objections were also
raised because of Glaser's ties to the anti-Einstein group, and his
participation in the Berlin conference had aroused such deep bit-
terness.

Stark considered the academic opposition to Glaser part of a
conspiracy by Einstein's supporters. Furious, Stark resigned, re-
turned to his original home, and invested his Nobel Prize money

2



12 The Rise and Fall of an "Aryan" Physicist

in various industrial enterprises. Almost immediately, Stark re-
gretted his decision to resign. He probably expected to be given
the presidency of the Imperial Physical-Technical Institute (PTR),
the German equivalent to the National Bureau of Standards, a
promotion which would have allowed him to stay in the academic
physics community. When he was passed over and thereby iso-
lated, his bitterness grew.20

If Einstein's scientific theory and support for international-
ism, pacifism, and the Weimar Republic had not made him contro-
versial enough, then the Nobel Prize he received in 1922 made him
a target for vindictive abuse and attack from the radical right. Stark
was now alienated if not enraged by Einstein's political stance.21

Stark's 1922 book, The Contemporary Crisis in German Physics, at-
tacked modem physics—roughly speaking, quantum mechanics
and relativity—as "dogmatic."

Although this argument did not yet include anti-Semitism,
Stark did criticize how the theory of relativity was being propa-
gated by Einstein and others. According to Stark, Einstein and his
supporters had improperly publicized his scientific theory
through newspaper articles and foreign lectures. Since the propa-
ganda for Einstein's theory spoke of a revolution in science, Stark
noted, it found fertile ground in the postwar period of political and
social revolution. Einstein had betrayed Germany and German
science with his internationalism.22

Stark's book did not go over well. Max von Laue's pointed
review, which publicized the personal antagonism which now
existed between Stark and himself, drew the battle lines for the
subsequent struggle over Einstein's science: on one side, scientific
support of the theory of relativity and opposition to the racist,
political, and ideological attacks against its creator; on the other
side, escalating personal attacks on Einstein and his work which
had less and less to do with science and more and more to do with
the National Socialist movement.23

The long-standing cordial personal and professional rela-
tionship which Lenard and Stark had enjoyed now became a
political collaboration. Both scientists began to engage in political
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activity only after their professional work had diverged from the
main path taken by modem physics.24 Although they opposed all
or part of quantum mechanics and the theory of relativity, for
Lenard the distinction between "Aryan" and "Jewish" science was
a matter of ideology; for Stark it was a weapon to use against those
who had kept him a pariah for so long.25

The Deutsche Physik movement they founded was the result of
three different factors: the opposition of professionally conservative
scientists to modern physics, often because they were not in a
position to understand, appreciate, or use it; the opposition of
anti-Semitic scientists to Einstein, other Jewish scientists, and the
physics they created; and the opposition of right-wing, nationalistic
scientists to the pacifist, internationalist stand taken by Einstein as
well as his support of the Weimar Republic. When the three groups
of professionally conservative, anti-Semitic, and nationalistic scien-
tists overlapped, they formed Deutsche Physik, a political movement
composed of scientists using the rhetoric of science. These physi-
cists had nothing new to offer in the way of science, and are best
characterized by what they rejected: modem theoretical physics,
especially quantum mechanics and the theory of relativity, all of
which came increasingly under the heading "Jewish physics."

The anti-Semitism of Deutsche Physik fit well into the political
climate of Weimar Germany. As early as the autumn of 1923, in the
aftermath of the "Beer Hall Putsch," Stark had publicly supported
Adolf Hitler and his National Socialist movement. In November of
that year Hitler had led a march from a beer hall in Munich
designed to topple the city government in a coup and eventually
lead to a national revolution modeled on Mussolini's successful
march on Rome. The coup ended when Bavarian police fired on
the marchers. Although Hitler did not distinguish himself by
bravery when the march collapsed, he regained his composure at
his trial for treason. Hitler managed to turn his trial into political
propaganda, admitting guilt but rejecting the idea that his attempt
to topple the Weimar Republic was a crime. His right-wing judges
were sympathetic and gave him the most lenient sentence possi-
ble—five years with the understanding of early probation.26

2



14 The Rise and Fall of an "Aryan" Physicist

Johannes Stark, 1931, from his NSDAP party book. (From the Berlin Document
Center.)

A year later, while Hitler was serving time in Landsberg
prison for Ms part in the failed putsch, Stark and his wife invited
Mm to recuperate with them after Ms release, an offer for wMch
Hitler thanked him heartily.27 In May 1924, Lerard and Stark
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published an open letter supporting Hitler. Their mystical prose
fit well into the Aryan-supremacist rhetoric of the day:

... the struggle of the spirits of darkness against the bearers of
light.,. [Hitler] and his comrades in struggle ,., appear to us
as gifts of God from a long darkened earlier time when races
were still purer, persons still greater, spirits still less fraudti-
lent.28

Lenard's and Stark's overt support for National Socialism was
unusual among academicians and rare among physicists.29 Hitler
was very grateful for the public support of two leading German
scientists, coming as it did at a precarious time for his movement.

Stark joined the NSDAP (National Socialist German Workers
Party) in 1930. He earned the title of an "Old Fighter" for Hitler's
movement—someone who had joined before Hitler was appointed
Chancellor in 1933, i.e., someone who could not have been a
political opportunist.30 National Socialist ideology was congenial
to Stark, but his early activism for the National Socialists has an
additional explanation: Stark found in National Socialist circles the
honor and recognition as an important scientist that his fellow
academics had denied him, despite his Nobel Prize.31

Stark was even willing to stop his scientific work in order to
help Hitler in the National Socialist leader's final struggle to gain
power. After Hitler emerged from prison and refounded the
NSDAP, he proclaimed that he would henceforth take the "path of
legality." In practice, this meant that the National Socialists would
not try to seize power in Germany via a coup, but instead would
work within the constitution as a political party. Hitler and other
leading National Socialists often stated openly that, although they
intended to come to power legally, once in power, they would tear
up the constitution and end democracy. At the time few people
took this threat seriously.

During the last three years of the Weimar Republic (1930-
1932), the NSDAP mounted what amounted to a perpetual election
campaign. In 1932 there were three national elections: two for
parliament and one for the presidency. The National Socialists
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were successful in large part because of the many dedicated mem-
bers of their movement like Stark who mobilized voters at the local
level, by writing political pamphlets and organizing and leading
mass rallies. In 1932 Stark agitated for the National Socialist move-
ment near Traunstein and his estate and repeatedly held large
public meetings in tihe area.32 Hitler himself thanked Stark for his
efforts on behalf of the NSDAP,33 By the end of the Weimar
Republic, Stark, who owned an estate in rural Bavaria, was seen
by the population as a spokesman for the National Socialist party.34

But from the very beginning, Stark was fundamentally am-
bivalent about the radical right. In the early twenties Stark told
Lenard of his pessimism in regard to politicians on the far right.
They were profiteers, ambitious, and rowdies. Although the Na-
tional Socialist movement was his last hope for the resurrection of
the German people, his optimism was vanishing and being re-
placed with a profound pessimism.35 Stark seems to have shared
a common attitude among supporters of Hitler's movement: he
was disturbed by the behavior of the so-called "little Hitlers," the
low-level National Socialist officials, but nevertheless simultane-
ously embraced Hitler himself as leader of the movement with
uncritical admiration and trust. Hitler was aware of the credibility
gap between himself and his party and both cultivated and ex-
ploited it: whenever there was credit to be taken, he took it;
whenever things went wrong, the blame fell on the little Hitlers in
the party.36

The Third Reich The subsequent step-by-step "coordina-
tion" of every aspect of German society which followed Hitler's
appointment as German Chancellor was unsettling if not deeply
disturbing for most German physicists.37 More than 15 percent of
all academic physicists emigrated willingly or unwillingly after
1933, although the actual damage to physical research was much
greater than this number implies.38 Prestigious scientific research
institutions like the semi-private Kaiser Wilhelm Society (KWG)
(established early in the twentieth century in order to facilitate
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Johannes Stark, 1933. (Courtesy of the Ullstein Bilderdienst)

research outside of the universities) "coordinated" themselves in
the hope of avoiding even tighter control from the National Social-

•2«

ist government,
The National Socialist revolution effectively purged the civil

service of potential opponents to the new regime. Since all univer-
sity employees were civil servants, this policy also purged German
physics of "non-Aryans" and leftist scientists.40 But that was not
enough for the small group of physicists gathered around Lenard
and Stark. They wanted to control all future university appoint-
ments, scientific publication, and funding of research. In other
words, they wanted a "second revolution" in German physics in

2



18 The Rise and Fall of an "Aryan" Physicist

order to accomplish what Lenard and especially Stark had failed
to achieve in Weimar.41

Within a week of Hitler's appointment to German Chancel-
lor, Stark enthusiastically wrote Lenard that the time had finally
come when they could implement their conception of science and
research. Stark used the opportunity of a congratulatory letter to
his personal acquaintance, National Socialist Minister of the Inte-
rior Wilhelm Frick, to tell him that Stark and Lenard would be
pleased to advise him. Stark had specific help in mind. He wanted
the prize that had eluded him in the early twenties—the presi-
dency of the Imperial Physical-Technical Institute.42

Lenard went directly to Hitler and offered his services. There
was a great deal to be done, Lenard told him, for the entire
university system was in badly rotted condition. Although there
were not enough really talented scientists to fill the openings,
Lenard could find enough thoroughly German physicists who
were good enough. Lenard himself was ready to help in checking,
evaluating, influencing, and if necessary, rejecting and replacing
candidates,43

At first it appeared that the two leaders of Deutsche Physik
would get their wish. In July 1933 von Laue complained to his
colleague Walther Gerlach that his influence was now insignifi-
cant. To get something done one had to go through Lenard and
Stark.44 By November Lenard and Stark had been promised that
they would be consulted before scientific professorships were
filled.45 Stark's almost boundless ambitions extended to the KWG,
where he hoped that Max Planck, the current KWG president,
would be forced to resign and make way for a National Socialist.
But Stark first asked Lenard if he wanted the job.46 His colleague
replied that he was only interested in squashing and then com-
pletely rebuilding the society.47 Stark was sympathetic. He did not
want to take over the KWG presidency himself, but was very
interested in the Emergency Foundation and distributing its con-
siderable funds for scientific research.48

Stark made his intentions for German science public at the
September 1933 meeting of the German Physical Society in Wiirz-
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burg. According to von Laue, Stark practically declared himself the
dictator of physics. Many of his listeners found most disturbing
Stark's plans for the physics publishing business. He wanted a
general editorship for all physics journals, which would decide
whether or not work would be published and in which journal it
would appear. This editorship would, of course, be under his
personal control. In effect, Stark was merely advocating the type
of totalitarian control that Josef Goebbels' Reich Cultural Chamber
had over newspapers and general literature, and which had be-
come common in the Third Reich.

Von Laue and others rightly feared that if Stark's plan suc-
ceeded, then certain types of theoretical physics would effectively
be silenced in Germany. The Wurzburg conference probably re-
minded Stark of his self-inflicted professional isolation during
Weimar, and he did not mince words: if the publishers did not go
along, then he would use force. Although his plans certainly
appeared to be a threat to intellectual and scientific freedom, Stark
went out of his way to deny this in his Wurzburg speech, either
because he was employing the common but often effective Na-
tional Socialist tactic of falsehood, or because in his own mind,
"freedom of research" meant scientists were free only to do the sort
of research he valued.49

If Stark had hoped for the quiet acquiescence of his scientific
colleagues, he was disappointed. Von Laue challenged him pub-
licly at Wurzburg by an implicit yet clear comparison of the con-
temporary fight against the theory of relativity with the Catholic
church's trial of Galileo and subsequent attempts to ban the Co-
pemican model of the planets moving around the sun. When von
Laue noted that the earth still moves, his listeners knew exactly
what he meant: despite the rhetoric of Deutsche Physik, the theory
of relativity was true.50 Stark was enraged by von Laue's speech,
and subsequently reported to National Socialist officials that von
Laue had received the enthusiastic applause of all the "Jews and
their fellow travelers present."51 For his part, von Laue had care-
fully not attacked the National Socialist government or even Na-
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tional Socialism, rather the Deutsche Physik campaign against Ein-
stein.

The first tangible fruits of Stark's long-standing support for
Hitler's movement came in May 1933, when he was appointed
president of the Imperial Physical-Technical Institute—despite be-
ing rejected unanimously by the scientists consulted.52 Stark had
been waiting for more than a decade for this opportunity. He threw
himself into plans for an extensive reorganization and massive
expansion of the PTR and took steps to ensure a more National
Socialist institution. However, the PTR administration had already
fired all its Jewish employees in April, before Stark became presi-
dent.

Stark did cut off certain lines of basic research associated with
modern physics, although much valuable research continued. The
Institute took on a distinctly National Socialist flavor when Stark
implemented the "leadership principle." Each individual had a
specific position in a strict hierarchy. He had to follow all orders
received from above without question, but in turn could expect
unquestioning obedience from anyone below him. In the summer
of 1933 the new PTR president fired the "Jews and leading figures
of the previous regime" from the PTR advisory committee, which
itself soon disappeared as well.53

The new president had gigantic, if not absurd, plans for an
expanded PTR, including fifty large institutes, three hundred labs,
and thousands of scientific workers. Initially Stark was able to win
Hitler's personal support for his plans. However, the proposed
move to Munich or Potsdam fell victim to bureaucratic in-fighting,
the passive opposition of the Reich Ministry of Finance, and short-
age of funds. Nevertheless Stark did expand the PTR significantly,
concentrating on military or military-relevant research.

In his infamous speech in Wiirzburg, Stark trumpeted that
the new PTR would have great importance for science, the econ-
omy, and the national defense. A memo he wrote at the same time
described the PTR as a central organ providing scientific support
for the entire economy and national defense. By 1937 the PTR was
working closely with the military, especially the Air Force and
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Army Ordnance. The PTR had originally been created to establish
national standards for science and technology; it now set the
standards for armaments of all types, thereby taking on a key
responsibility for the armed forces. Such a concentration on mili-
tary research inevitably meant that there was less time and re-
sources for basic research,54

There was not enough money to go around in the Third
Reich. At first science was not a high priority for the National
Socialists, so Stark almost immediately encountered personal and
bureaucratic resistance to his ambitions. In October 1933, Stark
asked the NG for 200,000 Reich Marks (the official exchange rate
paid 4.2 "Gold Marks" to the dollar) in order to begin accelerated
research important for the economy and rearmament. Moreover,
he argued that physical research throughout Germany had to be
organized and channeled into the national defense.55

An inter-ministry meeting was called to discuss Stark's ex-
ceptional request and included Erich Schumann from the Defense
Ministry, representatives from the Finance and Interior Ministries,
and Friedrich Schmidt-Ott from the Emergency Foundation. The
official from the Ministry of the Interior began by asking Stark for
precise details of the tasks to be funded. Stark responded instead
with a long presentation in which he argued that a series of
investigations had to be started immediately in the interest of
national defense. He needed several hundred thousand Reich
Marks, although at the moment Stark admitted that he could not
provide a precise budget.

Schumann responded that most of this work was already
being carried out elsewhere under the authority of the Army.
Schmidt-Ott added that other projects mentioned by Stark were
being done by the Transport Ministry with funding from the
Emergency Foundation. Indeed all the subjects mentioned by Stark
were already being examined, either by the Army Ministry, the
Transport Ministry, Ministry for Aviation, the Postal Ministry, or
the national Train Company. Stark responded by promising to
submit a detailed written proposal.56
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The Ministry of Interior decided that this request could not
be granted for legal reasons alone, never mind the fact that Stark's
similar request in July for 100,000 Reich Marks had already been
refused. The president of the PTR was clearly planning to use his
institute to streamline and centralize research in Germany as much
as possible, even though the other bureaucrats saw no need for a
third such institution alongside the Emergency Foundation and
KWG, The ministerial officials concluded from this case and others
that Stark wanted to extend the influence of his institute further
than was necessary. If Stark wanted funds, they decided, then he
should apply to the Emergency Foundation like everyone else.57

Such internal bureaucratic conflict was typical of the "poly-
cratic" nature of the National Socialist state. Despite the National
Socialist rhetoric of a disciplined government organized along the
lines of the leader principle, Germany in fact now consisted of
several power blocs which both cooperated and competed for
power.58 Apparently Stark never bothered to submit the promised
description of his proposed research program.59 Even though ulti-
mately Stark somehow managed to go over the heads of these
bureaucrats and receive the money he wanted, this episode made
clear how and why he was making many enemies among the
National Socialists now running the state bureaucracy.60

Moreover, Stark's ideological enemies and half-hearted party
comrades sometimes worked together against him. When the
Prussian Academy of Sciences (PAW) considered admitting Stark
in the late autumn of 1933, his old adversary, von Laue, managed
to abort the nomination. Some governmental officials did push
Stark's candidacy, but others in the Reich Ministry of Education
(REM), who could have forced the PAW to admit the physicist,
chose not to interfere.

Stark found time to continue his fight against modern phys-
ics, but at first he focused more on international opinion. In late
1933 Stark advised REM that a new debate over Einstein's theory
of relativity in Germany would be superfluous, claiming that the
scientific community had already made up its mind and there was
hardly any more interest in such a debate.61 Shortly thereafter,
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Stark took his case against "Jewish" science to the readership of
the prestigious British scientific weekly Nature. Stark's letter to the
editor asserted that the National Socialist government had not
directed any measure against the freedom of scientific teaching
and research. On the contrary, Germany's new leaders wanted to
restore this freedom, which had been restricted by the preceding
democratic government. The political measures which had been
taken against Jewish scientists and scholars were necessary, he
argued, in order to curtail the great influence they had but did not
deserve.62

The subsequent critical letters to the editor provoked another
letter from Stark, a curious mixture of falsehood and insight. The
National Socialist government had not persecuted Jewish scien-
tists or forced them to emigrate, he insisted. It had merely reformed
the civil service, including all kinds of officials, not just scientists.
No government, Stark asserted, could be denied the right to reform
its own civil service, and no group of officials, including scientists,
could be granted an exception to such a law.63 Stark was dishonest
about the treatment of Jewish scientists, but he was right to point
out that what was happening in Germany was not directed against
science in particular. The "non-Aryan" scientists who lost their
jobs and often were hounded out of Germany were persecuted
because they were Jewish or for political reasons, not because they
were scientists.

Stark took care to report his international propaganda efforts
to the responsible German officials, noting that the National So-
cialist campaign against Jewish influence in German culture had
provoked a strong response by Jews all over the world. Moreover,
Stark added, the friends of Jewish scientists were trying to influ-
ence influential figures in the German government by arguing that
Jewish scientists and especially their "Aryan" friends and allies in
Germany had to be treated gingerly in order to pander to foreign
opinion. Stark was mainly interested in using this opportunity to
attack his favorite enemies, including the "sponsors of scientific
Jewry" and friends and sponsors of Einstein who remained in their
influential positions, specifically KWG president Planck, Berlin
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university professor von Laue, and Munich university professor
Sommerfeld.64

But Stark did not attack all of his "non-Aryan" colleagues. In
late 1934 the National Socialist Teachers League contacted Stark
with regard to the experimental physicist Gustav Hertz. They
wanted a scientific, pedagogic, political, and character assessment,
and were especially interested in information regarding his mo-
mentary indispensahility.65 Stark responded that there was nothing
Jewish about Hertz's statements, conduct, or scientific activity. In
Stark's opinion, he was one of the few first-class German physi-
cists, a Nobel laureate, and the nephew of the great physicist
Heinrich Hertz. It would be stupid, Stark argued, to remove
Hertz's right to teach just because his grandfather was a Jew.
Moreover, Stark was convinced that Hertz would not take such
humiliation quietly, rather would go abroad where he would be
welcomed with open arms.66

Hertz lost his professorship nevertheless, and retreated into
a research position in German industry, where during the war he
devoted himself to military research. Stark subsequently went out
of his way to assist Hertz and his co-workers.67 Stark was certainly
anti-Semitic, but the Hertz affair illustrates that there is more to the
story. Like many people during the Third Reich, Stark made his
own definition of who was or was not a "Jew." Thus Stark could
both assert that someone like Hertz was not really "Jewish" even
though he fell under the legal definition of "non-Aryan" used by
the National Socialists (having a grandparent who had belonged
to the Jewish religious community), and attack others who were
legally "Aryan" as "Jewish in spirit." However, the fact that Stark's
racism was sometimes opportunistic does not make it any better.
His anti-Semitism nevertheless remained virulent and vicious.

Stark did not always take the initiative himself in his efforts
on behalf of National Socialism. In the summer of 1934 a high-rank-
ing official in the Ministry of Propaganda suggested that Stark
arrange a public declaration of support for Adolf Hitler by the
twelve "Aryan" German Nobel laureates.68 Stark sent telegrams to
his fellow laureates and asked them to sign the following text: "In
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Adolf Hitler we German natural researchers perceive and admire
the savior and leader of the German people. Under his protection
and encouragement, our scientific work will serve the German
people and increase German esteem in the world."69

Werner Heisenberg's return telegram tried to refuse without
saying no. Although he personally agreed with the text, he consid-
ered it improper for scientists to make political statements and
therefore he refused to sign.70 The rest of the laureates responded
similarly. Stark reported his failure to Goebbels himself and went
out of his way to damn Ms colleagues while underscoring his own
zeal by forwarding on his colleagues' answers as well as his
criticism of their unwillingness to help the National Socialist
cause.71

Stark's greatest assets were his few direct lines of communi-
cation to the highest levels of the National Socialist state. On 30
April 1934, Stark sent an outline of his proposals for the reorgani-
zation of German science directly to Hitler. The Reich Research
Council he proposed would set guidelines for all research, control
all funding, and oversee all research institutions.72 Less than a year
later, the head of the Reich Chancellery, Hans Lammers, invited
Stark to assess the organization of German research.73 Shortly
thereafter Stark tried to enlist the support of the Army for his plans
to give the PTR a monopoly over technical testing and standards.74

Initially, Stark's lobbying paid off. In the spring of 1934 he
was appointed the president of the German Research Foundation
(DFG), the renamed successor to the Emergency Foundation and
the clearinghouse for most governmental funding of scientific
research. When Minister of Education Bernhard Rust fired the
foundation president Schmidt-Ott, he told him that Hitler had
personally ordered Stark's appointment.75 Stark happily told Le-
nard that together they could now develop the universities and
scientific research in a Germanic sense,76 Indeed this appointment
had an immediate effect on physics: Stark stopped funding theo-
retical work after he became head of the Research Foundation, and
henceforth only funded certain types of experimental research.77
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Lenard congratulated Ms colleague and celebrated the suc-
cess of Deutsche Physik in the pages of the National Socialist daily
Volkischer Beobachter (literally translated as "The People's Ob-
server"):

It had grown dark In physics .., Einstein has provided the
most outstanding example of the damaging influence on
natural science from the Jewish side,.. One cannot even spare
splendid researchers with solid accomplishments the re-
proach that they have allowed the 'relativity Jews' to gain a
foothold in Germany .... [The] theoreticians active in leading
positions should have watched over this development more
carefully. Now Hitler is watching over it. The ghost has
collapsed; the foreign element is already voluntarily leaving
the universities, yes even the country.78

Lenard's article is typical of the tactics employed by Deutsche
Physik in that he simply asserted without any proof that the "rela-
tivity Jews" had threatened German science and Germany itself.

Unfortunately for Stark, Ms two presidencies were offset by
other developments in National Socialist science policy. Stark had
enjoyed excellent connections to Interior Minister Frick, but in
August 1934 responsibility for scientific research was transferred
from his ministry to Bernhard Rust's REM.79 Henceforth, Stark
would see many of his efforts to reorganize and control German
science sabotaged, diverted, or taken over by hostile REM bureau-
crats.80

Early in 1935 Stark was forewarned of an intrigue against him
by an unexpected source. On 26 January KWG president and—us-
ing Stark's own label—"friend and sponsor of Einstein" Max
Planck was called in by Rust, who read Planck part of an anony-
mous letter accusing Stark of making derogatory remarks to "non-
Aryan" scientists about the policy of the Reich government. Such
"anonymous" letters were often fabricated by the National Social-
ists themselves. Rust then asked Planck if he knew of such remarks
and whether Stark had discussed the matter with Mm. Planck
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replied with great care that he would have to describe the account
given in the letter as tendentious.

The Education Minister then directed Planck to put down in
writing the facts as he knew them. According to Planck, Stark had
remarked that, with regard to the effects of the "Aryan paragraph"
in the new civil service law, which effectively fired all Jewish civil
servants, in a few cases a somewhat milder process would be
desirable in the interest of science. Moreover, Planck told Rust that
he agreed with this opinion. Within a few days of his audience with
Rust, Planck brought this matter to Stark's attention. If someone
tried to use Planck's letter against Stark, then he now would know
precisely how and why.81

This episode is significant for three reasons: it illustrates
bureaucratic intrigue in the Third Reich; it demonstrates how
scientists like Planck were exploited in such intrigues; and it, along
with the Gustav Hertz affair, reveals that despite his Deutsche
Physik rhetoric, Stark was willing to make exceptions when it came
to his "non-Aryan" coEeagues. Yet the few examples of Stark's
compassion are outweighed by the much more common and
prominent vindictiveness he showed to his self-appointed ene-
mies.

The most prominent scientist attacked by Stark as "Jewish in
spirit" was the young theoretical physicist Werner Heisenberg, the
student of Stark's hated rival Sommerfeld and one of the creators
of the quantum mechanics, in other words, of part of "Jewish
physics." At first Stark did not single out Heisenberg for abuse like
von Laue, Sommerfeld, or Planck. Since the latter three physicists
had influential positions in German science, they stood in Stark's
way; Heisenberg did not. That all threatened to change dramati-
cally when Sommerfeld announced his retirement and the Univer-
sity of Munich requested Heisenberg as his replacement. The
"Sommerfeld succession"82 quickly was politicized and made into
a prestige object in the struggle between "Jewish" and "Aryan"
physics.

In the summer of 1934, when it appeared that Sommerfeld's
Munich chair in theoretical physics would soon become free, Na-
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tiortal Socialist officials connected with the University of Munich
contacted Stark and asked for his assistance in finding a suitable
successor. Since the university faculty was under the influence of
"pro-Semitic" forces, the party officials would be grateful if Stark
could name a productive and militant National Socialist.83 Stark
responded immediately that the Munich appointment was very
important to him.84

But Lenard's and Stark's desire to control university appoint-
ments and fill them only with candidates they found acceptable
was complicated by their almost universal contempt for German
physicists. In 1934 Lenard could hardly name ten physicists who
would be suitable for science in the Third Reich.85 Stark agreed
wholeheartedly and argued that a professorship should be left
vacant rather than be filled with the wrong person.86 Finally, in a
taste of what was to come, when Stark first tried to influence the
Munich appointment in 1934, his party comrade and REM bureau-
crat Theodor Vahlen politely declined, cynically arguing that regu-
lations forbade any outside intervention in the search to fill a
professorship. What Vahlen really meant was that only REM per-
sonnel would be allowed to manipulate and influence such mat-
ters.87

Lenard and Stark now began spreading their gospel in other
ways. Lenard's four volume textbook on Deutsche Physik (1935)88

argued that everything created by man, including science, de-
pends on blood and race. Thus the Jews had developed their own
physics, which was very different from Deutsche Physik—which,
Lenard noted, could also be called "Aryan" or "Nordic" physics.89

Jewish physics could best be characterized by the work of its most
outstanding representative, the "pure-blooded Jew Albert Ein-
stein" and his theory of relativity.90

The pompous renaming of the Heidelberg physics institute
as the Philipp Lenard Institute in December 1935 provided an
opportunity for Stark to rail against Jewish physics and Heisen-
berg.91 Einstein had now disappeared from Germany. But unfor-
tunately his German friends and supporters were still active in his
spirit: Einstein's main supporter Planck was still president of the
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KWG, and Ms interpreter and friend Max von Laue was still the
physics expert in the Prussian Academy. And Heisenberg, "spirit
of Einstein's spirit," Stark noted pointedly, was supposed to be
distinguished by an academic appointment.92

Part of Stark's speech was subsequently used by a physics
student named Willi Menzel in an article in the National Socialist
newspaper Volkischer Beobachter: Einstein's theory of relativity,
Heisenberg's matrix mechanics, and Schrodinger's wave mechan-
ics were all dismissed as opaque and formalistic.93 Heisenberg
recognized the seriousness of Menzel's article and wrote his own
piece for the National Socialist daily. But his article was accompa-
nied by a counterattack by Stark. Heisenberg was still advocating
"Jewish physics," and indeed expected that young Germans
should take Einstein and his comrades as role models.94 From this
point onward, Heisenberg was the focal point for Stark's attacks
on "Jewish physics."

Willi Menzel's role in the concerted campaign of character
assassination against Heisenberg is significant because the Na-
tional Socialists were most concerned with winning over German
youth. One of the most effective methods for grabbing and holding
the attention of university students were mandatory political
reeducation camps, often devoted to specific topics within the
context of the National Socialist "People's Community": the new
national, and racially homogeneous community which would
eliminate class distinctions and social inequality. This community
was often more propaganda than reality, but many Germans had
to make at least symbolic gestures towards a classless society.
University professors were pressured to attend indoctrination
camps where they would mingle with Germans from all classes
and professions. If a young scientist wanted to get a teaching job
or perhaps a promotion, then in practice he was forced to attend a
similar camp as well.

In early 1936 a "physics camp" was held at Darmstadt for
university students from throughout the Reich. The teaching staff
was dominated by four adherents of Deutsche Physik, all of whom
had received teaching positions during the first years of the Third
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Reich: Alfons Buhl, professor at the Technical University at
Karlsruhe, Prof. August Becker, Lenard's successor at the Univer-
sity of Heidelberg, Rudolf Tomaschek, professor at the Munich
Technical University, and Prof. Ludwig Wesch, also at the Univer-
sity of Heidelberg. They were joined by three other physicists,
including Dr. Wilhelm Dames from the Education Ministry.95

Menzel was one of the students attending the camp. He wrote the
official report on the camp's accomplishments, and sent a copy to
Stark.

Alfons Buhl told the assembled physics students that physi-
cists had gotten a bad reputation because they had not paid enough
attention to practical matters. Physics had to be made relevant for
society at large. The training of science teachers was fundamen-
tally wrong: teachers knew the laws of quantum physics and wave
mechanics, but little of applied and experimental physics. The
influence of Jewry had made the physicist into a desk physicist.
Perhaps most important for the students, Buhl argued, was the
historical study of physics through Lenard's Deutsche Physik, in-
cluding examinations of the influence exerted by Catholicism and
Jewry, as well as the worldview of "Nordic" physics.

The adherents of Deutsche Physik did not forget to attack
"Jewish physics." Science had been greatly affected by the influ-
ence of Jewry since the end of the first world war, they claimed.
Jewish research was little more than mathematical formulas. The
theory of relativity was mental acrobatics. While the "Aryan"
physicist drew pleasure from nature, the Jewish physicist relied on
self-made formulas. Mathematics was merely an auxiliary aid.
Finally, Buhl brought up Heisenberg in this context: he possessed
a mathematical, constructive, and "Jewish" mind.

Dames, who represented REM and was neutral on the subject
of Deutsche Physik, argued that a physicist had three tasks: long-
term research; immediate applications—lor example, the use of
physicists in World War I; and political and ideological work. Pure
science was insufficient, rather applications were required. When
Heisenberg's name was mentioned, a student from Leipzig said
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that the physicist was a genius. Dames replied that Heisenberg was
interested only in pure science and therefore was seen as a genius.

But in careful contrast to Buhl, Dames allowed that one day
Heisenberg might abandon his one-sidedness and appreciate prac-
tice. Dames took care to echo National Socialist ideas even while
distancing himself from the specific doctrines of Deutsche Physik.
The National Socialist ideology of physics was based upon milita-
rism and racial solidarity.96 This physics camp is important be-
cause it makes clear that the Deutsche Physik of Lenard and Stark
had no monopoly on "Nazi physics." The Third Reich was inter-
ested in science that would help further their long-term goals of
racial purity and military expansion. As Dames made clear, even
Heisenberg would be acceptable, if the National Socialist state
found his physics valuable.

Although Stark's career and the fight against "Jewish phys-
ics" appeared to be going well, his attention was diverted by a
serious political threat from Adolf Wagner, one of the most ruth-
less and powerful of the National Socialist regional party leaders.
Stark became embroiled in local party politics and challenged
Wagner's authority by accusing a local party leader, Endros, and
a local mayor, Karl Sollinger, of improper conduct and damaging
the prestige of the NSDAP.

In early 1934 Stark told Wagner that the Endros matter was
so important that Stark felt obligated to make a formal written
complaint. Endros had misused his position as local party leader
to intervene illegally in a financial matter and thereby shield an
acquaintance who had defrauded both the local government and
a widow. Such a man should at least be removed at once from his
Party offices. Moreover, since Endros used lies and slander against
his enemies, Stark assumed that he was also using them against
him.97 Nothing happened to Endros, but this matter was just the
beginning of Stark's struggle with the party officials in Stark's
home town of Traunstein and the surrounding region of Upper
Bavaria.

Less than a year later Stark intervened again in the local
politics of Wagner's region, with serious consequences. Karl
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Soliinger, Traunstein mayor and city leader of the NSDAP, had
been arrested on the authority of Justice Minister, Franz Gurfner,
who significantly was not a member of the NSDAP but rather was
one of the many representatives of the old order who had helped
Hitler into power and who shared power with the National Social-
ist movement during the first years of the Third Reich. Wagner
contacted Gurtner immediately. Although Wagner admitted that
the offenses of Sollinger and comrades should not be condoned,
they should merely be warned. The state had no interest in the
carrying-out of his sentence, since the desired goal could be
achieved merely by announcing and suspending the sentence.98

Giirtner responded by going over Sollinger's offenses in
detail, Sollinger had been sentenced by the special court in Munich
in October 1934 to eight months imprisonment for resisting the
state's authority and causing dangerous bodily harm. On 20 Au-
gust 1934, when police commissioner Betz announced the curfew
in the local tavern, Sollinger refused to go home. Betz was then
brutally beaten and stabbed by Sollinger and others. Wagner ad-
vised Sollinger to ignore the sentence. When the party leader told
Gurtner that the sentence could not be carried out at that time for
reasons of state and party, the Justice Minister agreed.

Sollinger was subsequently sentenced again by a Traunstein
court to six months prison and 50 Reich Marks penalty for embez-
zling from the Winter Relief Fund. This fund was a supposedly
voluntary collection taken up by the National Socialist movement,
but in fact was a type of coercive tax designed to raise funds and
force people into making public shows of support for the National
Socialist cause. Fortunately for Sollinger, this sentence was elimi-
nated in the general pardon decreed by Hitler on 7 August 1934—
but his guilt remained clear.

Sollinger's conduct and his apparently successful attempts to
avoid punishment had caused considerable unrest in the area of
Traunstein, This had gone so far that Stark, who owned an estate
in the Traunstein area and was considered a party spokesman by
the local population, had repeatedly come to Gurtner and argued
that it was an urgent necessity in the interests of state and party
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that Sollinger's sentence be carried out. Giirtner had nevertheless
been willing to let Sollinger go unpunished, but the latter finally
forced Giirtner's hand. Stark informed the Justice Minister that
Sollinger had once again clashed with the police by refusing to
obey the curfew. Moreover, Sollinger had bragged about his
power, claiming that he would never obey the police, and that his
friend Wagner would always protect him. Worst of all, Wagner
had hushed up this incident."

Once Wagner's staff knew that their party comrade Stark had
denounced Sollinger, they began a concerted campaign of charac-
ter assassination. First, they told Hitler's personal chancellery that
although Stark did have the confidence of a portion of the local
population, these were the people who were hostile to National
Socialism. Stark wanted to shake up the Traunstein leadership
merely because the local leader had once alienated him. In any
case, Stark did not have the right to interfere in party political
matters. He could not judge whether or not the punishment of
Sollinger was in the interest of the state or party. This decision
could only be made by the responsible party and state authorities.
Stark knew very well, Wagner's staff added, that both the local and
regional authorities had always backed Sollinger.1*

Wagner's own reaction was swift and severe. He began legal
proceedings to throw Stark out of the NSDAP. If Stark wanted to
complain about the conduct of a party comrade, then he should
have made his report to his regional leader. Moreover, Stark had
known that Wagner had taken Sollinger's side against the Justice
Ministry. By taking a party matter to the Ministry of Justice—
which was not controlled by a National Socialist—Stark had
caused considerable public damage to the image of both Wagner
and the party.

Wagner provided a cynical and hypocritical justification for
the process against Stark: a party comrade should not treat another
party comrade badly or damage the image of the party.101 When
Wagner's staff submitted their application for Stark's expulsion to
the Berlin party court, they also referred to a February 1936 decree
by Rudolf Hess, Hitler's personal representative for party affairs
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and the highest ranking official in the NSDAP: every party com-
rade who filed complaints in party matters to external state
authorities would be expelled.102

The Bavarian Party leader then contemptuously told off
Giirtner. Wagner had asked Hitler for a pardon for Sollinger,
whom Giirtner had imprisoned due to Stark's intrigues. The Jus-
tice Minister had no idea of the damage he had done to Hitler's
political movement and the National Socialist state. Now action
had been taken to throw Stark out of the NSDAP for imprisoning
a party comrade by denunciation. Moreover, there was no doubt
in Wagner's mind what the outcome of this process would be.
Stark's days in the party were numbered.103

Stark's first reaction to his threatened expulsion was to de-
mand that the court secure and examine the files from the previous
court cases he had brought against Endros and the counter-suit
Endros had brought in turn, as well as the Sollinger records. Stark
suspected that these documents would reveal that Wagner's rep-
resentative Nippold had intervened illegally on Endros' side.104 A
few days later Stark went further and applied for Wagner's expul-
sion from the NSDAP, an extremely unlikely outcome which either
demonstrated Stark's fearlessness, his rage, or his naivete1.

The physicist accused Wagner of vile defamation of character
and damaging the prestige of National Socialism in the Sollinger
case. Wagner had told the regional court in Upper Bavaria that
Stark had already been thrown out of the NSDAP by the party
leadership. The same claim was disseminated in the region of
Traunstein by local party officials. Wagner's obviously untrue
claim had defamed Stark's character in Traunstein. Moreover, this
internal party matter spilled over to Stark's professional reputa-
tion. Wagner had also spread this falsehood in REM and thereby
questioned Stark's character within the ministry. Indeed Wagner's
slander had even became known among Stark's employees at the
PTR. This character defamation was especially incriminating for
Wagner because he knew that Stark had publicly supported Hitler
as early as 1924 and had worked hard for the National Socialist
movement during the last years of the Weimar Republic.
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Stark reminded the court that he had held many large public
rallies for the National Socialists near Traunstein, He thereby won
the confidence of many people in the region for himself and the
National Socialist movement. Therefore, Stark felt responsible for
seeing that NSDAP functionaries were held to the fundamental
principles of National Socialism, for which he had fought. In
particular, Stark had certainly done more for National Socialism
than either Endros or Sollinger. Since Stark had gone to Wagner
twice with no result, the latter had no right to be upset that the
physicist did not go to him a third time. Stark had always acted
loyally and correctly, while Wagner had failed in his duty by doing
nothing. Even though Sollinger had almost killed the policeman,
Stark emphasized, Wagner immediately freed him from jail.105

The party court in Berlin examined the Stark case, but told
the highest party court in Munich that a trial against Stark ap-
peared unjustified. How could the party completely back one
political leader, who had been found guilty by state courts, and
simultaneously expel another party comrade, who from a party
standpoint had not gone through the proper channels and thereby
acted incorrectly, but at least had acted with a clear conscience?106

The Munich court decided to handle the Stark matter itself.107

Martin Bormann, Hess' second-in-command, now took a personal
interest in the Stark case, most likely because of the physicist's
standing as one of Hitler's earliest supporters.108

The conflict with Wagner and looming expulsion from the
NSDAP made Stark vulnerable. In February 1936, Rust told Hitler
that Stark, who was already overwhelmed by his two presidencies,
had also offered his services as president of the KWG.109 Stark
fought back by telling Lenard that Rust was a liar. Stark would not
become Planck's successor even if he was asked. Rust clearly found
it useful to portray Stark as power-hungry110 and certainly did not
want to see him become president of the KWG.

Stark had now fought for nearly two years against what he
considered the criminal intentions of Rust's subordinates in the
hope that the minister would finally come to his senses. But Stark's
patience had come to an end, he wrote Lenard on 11 April. If his
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desired changes were not made by the end of the month, then he
would ask Hitler's permission to retire from his two presidencies.
Under the present circumstances, Stark said, his work had been
made impossible.111 Lenard asked Stark to wait at least until the
presidency of the KWG had been decided.112

But on 29 April, Stark wrote him that the situation had now
deteriorated. Rudolf Mentzel, an influential bureaucrat in the Min-
istry of Education who, in Stark's words, was young, narrow-
minded, unscrupulous, and power-hungry, enlisted Vahlen's
assistance to cut the Research Foundation budget from 4.7 to 2
million Reich Marks. Furthermore, Mentzel retained power over 1
million of that, and would transfer the remaining million to Stark
only on a case-by-case basis, each time requiring Stark to seek
Mentzel's approval. Stark had now been made superfluous and
felt that the only honorable thing for both him and German science
was to resign. Any appeal to Rust would be pointless.113

Stark had a knack for making enemies, both within the scien-
tific community and the National Socialist movement. As if he did
not have enough problems, in the following months he managed
to alienate the Ahnenerbe, the scientific research branch of the SS.
Stark denied the SS research DFG funds because he did not con-
sider their projects scholarly enough.114 The subsequent internal
SS report to chief Heinrich Himmler spelled out the problem.
Although Stark was a National Socialist, the SS official noted that
he did not have the slightest comprehension of politics within the
National Socialist movement.

Unfortunately for the SS, Stark believed that science should
serve the National Socialist state, but was nevertheless an objective
search for truth pursued according to international standards. In
other words, what was good science would be determined by the
international scientific community according to traditional re-
quirements for research and publication. In Stark's mind there was
no contradiction between this stance and his Deutsche Physik,

The SS took the position that science, like everything else in
the Third Reich, should obey the National Socialist leadership and
be determined by the requirements of politics and ideology. Good
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science was research that provided Himmler with the results he
wanted and needed. Thus when the Ahnenerbe complained that
Stark did not have the slightest understanding for those sciences
which had been reinvigorated during the last three years by Na-
tional Socialism, it was in fact referring to the physicist's rejection
of pseudo-science designed to serve National Socialist ideology
and policy. Stark had no problem with the ideology or policy, but
he refused to fund pseudoscience with funds from the German
Research Foundation.

The SS feared that if the combined pressure of Himmler and
Rust could not make Stark and the DFG appreciate the work of the
Ahnenerbe, then the SS would have to finance the research by
itself.115 In fact there was a third solution: force Stark to resign. The
physicist had never had the support of the scientific community
for his presidency, had alienated REM and the SS, and was fighting
to stay in the NSDAP. Mentzel had effectively reduced the DFG
president to a figurehead. All that remained was an excuse to push
Stark out to pasture, for despite what Stark had told Lenard, he
now clung to power.

The opportunity came when one of Stark's funding decisions
blew up in his face. He invested considerable sums of Research
Foundation money in order to subsidize a scheme to refine gold
from peat, but the process was worthless and the peat bogs had no
gold.116 Stark was forced to resign by the threat of a public scandal.
REM offered him a deal: if he resigned from the DFG, then he could
keep the presidency of the PTR. Mentzel, one of Rust's most
powerful aides and an honorary SS member willing to support the
Ahnenerbe research, was his successor.117

As usual, Stark did not hide his frustration from Lenard, his
comrade-in-arms. Now that he was rid of the heavy burden of the
DFG presidency, he wrote Lenard in November of 1936, he felt
psychically and physically relieved and was pleased to be able to
devote himself more to scientific work. For two and a half years
Stark had fought as president of the DFG, not only for German
science, but also against what he called its bureaucratization.118
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In other words, Stark saw himself as having been fighting
almost single-handedly for a second revolution in German science
which would go far beyond the initial National Socialist purge of
the civil service. His real opponents were not the "friends of the
Jews," rather the National Socialists now running the state bu-
reaucracy. But by now the leadership of the Third Reich had little
tolerance for such uncoordinated, unsolicited, and unwelcome
agitation. In the summer of 1934 Hitler had used the SS to purge
the SA (Sturmabteilung, translated as Stormtroopers) leadership in
the "Night of the Long Knives," murdering Ernst Rohm and other
officials who had threatened Hitler's position by their persistent
calls for a far-reaching second National Socialist revolution.119

Stark did have allies and sympathizers who offered their
solace. A member of Hess' staff was shocked by the news of Stark's
resignation and asked for the details so that he could pass them on
to his boss.120 Another letter of condolence cast some light on
Stark's mismanagement of the Research Foundation. Although a
colleague from Alfred Rosenberg's party office was personally
moved by the news of Stark's resignation, he was very surprised
by the form which the physicist chose for expressing his thanks: a
check from the DFG account. Since the Rosenberg official was
already compensated for his work in Rosenberg's office and the
DFG funds were limited, he returned the check.121 Not everyone
turned down Stark's offer. A staff member at Hans Frank's minis-
try noted Stark's resignation from the DFG with sincere regrets and
great concern. The check the physicist had sent him was further
proof of his great generosity.122

Stark's successor Rudolf Mentzel was not pleased by the
physicist's last minute generosity with DFG money and sub-
sequent threat to cut off all cooperation between the PTR and DFG
unless Mentzel provided the PTR with additional funds. Mentzel
replied that, since Stark had left him 1.8 million Reich Marks in
commitments but only 1.5 million in the bank, it would not be
possible to spend more money anytime soon.123 Stark softened his
tone and assured Mentzel that, if he could count on the under-
standing and cooperation of the Research Foundation in the future,
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then he was prepared to support the DFG.124 The PTR president
even went so far as to make the token gesture of transferring 3000
Reich Marks from his special president's fund back to the DFG,
Mentzel welcomed the transfer as evidence of Stark's willingness
to cooperate.125

By the time of this last exchange in February 1937, the party
court proceedings against Stark were already underway.126 Stark
testified that he had gone to the Reich Ministry of Justice with the
Sollinger case out of concern for the prestige of the party and state.
It was in their interest that Sollinger serve at least a token sentence.
Shortly thereafter Stark had visited Hans Frank, a leading National
Socialist lawyer, and said the same thing. Stark had spoken once
with Wagner and twice with Bndros on this matter, as well as
sending Wagner a letter. When Stark went to the Justice Ministry,
he had been unaware that he was going against Wagner's will,
although this became clear later.

In short, Stark denied that his discussion with the Justice
Ministry was in any way undisciplined. He had been doing a
service for both the party and the state. If Stark had known that all
such complaints should have gone through Hess in his function as
Hitler's personal representative for party matters, then Stark
would have done so,

But Stark's real and most effective defense was his long-
standing and valuable service to Hitler's movement. As he re-
minded the court, in 1932 and early 1933, the physicist had made
countless political campaigns in Traunstein and the surrounding
region for the NSDAP and thereby gained prestige as a spokesman
for National Socialism. When the glaring injustice of the Sollinger
case took place, Stark believed that he was obligated to ensure that
this matter would be handled in a way which corresponded to the
interests of the party and the state.127 The Sollinger case threatened
to expose a double standard: party comrades and non-party com-
rades were being treated differently. Finally, Stark took care to tell
the court once again that Wagner had spread lies about him and
demanded an expulsion process against the regional leader.128
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The court could not tell after hearing Stark's testimony
whether the physicist had consciously gone against Wagner's will,
or had been proceeding with a clear conscience.129 Wagner in turn
angrily denied the scientist's claim of ignorance. Although Stark
had repeatedly pushed the Party leader to do something about
Sollinger, Wagner had always refused. But that was not the point,
Even if Stark's claim had been true, Wagner insisted that, as a
long-standing National Socialist, the physicist should have known
that a National Socialist did not sell out a party comrade to the
Ministry of Justice. However, Wagner now saw fit to be forgiving.
Since Stark had fortunately lost the presidency of the DFG, he had
been punished enough. Wagner was prepared to halt the expulsion
process, so long as Stark recognized his error and apologized to
both Wagner and Sollinger in writing.130

Johannes Stark began the Third Reich with a great deal of
political influence, perhaps more than any other German scientist.
But he had already squandered most of his power by 1937, before
he made his famous public attack on Heisenberg. Thus this attack
was not the result of Stark's success in the Third Reich, rather of
his failure.



The Alienation of an Old

Fighter

The "White Jew" Stark's situation in the summer of 1937 was
grim. He had been forced to resign from the DFG after years of
struggle with party comrades in REM. Since Stark refused to
humiliate himself by apologizing to Wagner, his case before the
highest party court threatened to throw him out of the NSDAP.
After having lost so much already in the Third Reich, Stark decided
to fight for what he had left—the purity of Deutsche Physik. Once
again, Stark adopted a strategy of character defamation in order to
deny the Munich professorship to Werner Heisenberg, but this
time Stark took the consequential step of allying himself with
forces within the SS,

By the middle thirties Stark had become contemptuous of the
"dogmatic" theoreticians of his time, who he claimed were no
longer capable of understanding experimental physics.131 Such
theoretical physicists produced work which conflicted with reality
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and remained silent about uncomfortable facts,132 But it was the
combination of Stark's long-standing feud with Arnold Sommer-
feld, the fact that Munich lay in his native region of Bavaria and
was the capital of the National Socialist movement, where Hitler's
movement had gotten its start, and Stark's recent setbacks that
pushed him beyond his previous ideological excesses and led to
vicious and dangerous personal attacks on Heisenberg. If he could
not defeat his party enemies, he could at least try to gain some
satisfaction in the fight for the ideological purity of physics.

In February 1937 the Bavarian Ministry of Culture requested
that Heisenberg be called to the Munich professorship.133 But the
head of the Reich University Students League appealed Heisen-
berg's appointment. Ludwig Wesch hoped that if Heisenberg
could be kept out and the call of the Deutsche Physik adherent
Rudolf Tomaschek to the Munich Technical University went
through (as it subsequently did), then there would at least be one
stronghold of "Nordic research" standing guard in Munich.134

Stark was now forced to ask the hated REM for assistance. He
called Dames in June 1937 concerning the Munich appointment,
but he was told that as an outsider he could not be granted access
to the files or the candidate list submitted by the Munich faculty.
However, REM would be pleased to hear Stark's suggestion for the
post.135 Stark now took a step designed to force REM's hand and
keep Heisenberg out of one of the few Deutsche Physik strongholds:
he used the SS to attack Heisenberg's character.

On 15 July 1937 an anonymous article appeared in the SS
weekly Das Schwarze Korps (literally translated as "The Black
Corps") shamelessly136 attacking Heisenberg as a "white Jew" and
the "Ossietzky of physics."137 The chilling term "white Jew" de-
scribed an "Aryan" who had been tainted or contaminated by
Jewish spirit. The equally threatening label "Ossietzky of physics"
referred to the socialist and pacifist Carl Ossietzky, who had
provoked Hitler's rage by receiving the Nobel Peace Prize while
imprisoned in a concentration camp—where he died.138 Such per-
sonal attacks were exceptionally dangerous for the individual
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target, but in the long run proved ineffective as far as official policy
towards physics was concerned.139

Friedrich Hund, a colleague of Heisenberg at the University
of Leipzig, told the rector that the purpose of the Schwarze Korps
article was clearly to hinder Heisenberg's call to Munich.140 Stark's
own contribution, "'Science' Has Failed Politically," immediately
followed "White Jews in Science" and made clear who was behind
the attack. Stark pointed out that German science had manifestly
failed to rally to Hitler's cause. Even though the Jews were gone.
Stark cautioned that most of the Jews' "Aryan" comrades and
students remained in their positions. Finally, Stark dismissed ar-
guments that these scientists were indispensable for the economy
and national defense,141

In fact, the physicist had not overcome the hostility the SS
had for him. Somehow Stark had gained only the assistance of the
rather independent editor of Das Schwarze Korps. But it certainly
appeared to the general public that the SS had now thrown its
weight behind Deutsche Physik. Several leading British scientists
brought the article in Das Schwarze Korps and in particular Stark's
remarks on "White Jews in Science" to the attention of the editor
of Nature, who wrote Stark on 11 October that he hesitated to make
any reference to this report without confirmation that it accurately
represented Stark's considered opinion upon the subject of "White
Jews." The scientific world, the Nature editor added, would be
interested in knowing Stark's views on the "relation of a certain
group of people to scientific progress."142

Stark was flattered by this request and immediately replied
that he would be pleased to provide Nature with an article on the
influence of Jews in German science.143 Nature responded quickly
in turn and requested an article of 1,000 to 1,500 words on the
subject of "Jewish influence on science in Germany or elsewhere."
The editor assured Stark that he was completely independent of
either Jewish or anti-Jewish influence, and only desired to promote
international cooperation in pursuit of the principles of truth and
the progress of natural knowledge.144 Nature may have chosen to
contact Stark before publishing any criticism of the articles in Das
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Schwarze Korps because its editor feared that his journal might be
banned in Germany. Indeed in late 1937 Nature was proscribed in
German libraries145 after it had been attacked as an atrocity jour-
nal146

Stark proceeded cautiously. After his manuscript was fin-
ished, he sent it first to a party comrade and high-ranking official
in the Ministry of Propaganda for approval. Stark told him that he
had been leading a tough and bitter struggle against the "Jewish
spirit" in science. It was very important to Stark that Heisenberg,
who he called the champion of Jewish influence, not be honored
with a call to the university in Munich. This goal had been served
by the article which appeared in Das Schwarze Korps and which had
incited international Jewry against Stark even more than before.
Jews and their comrades were now attacking Stark in Nature, a
journal with a world-wide distribution. Fortunately, its editor had
been decent enough to contact Stark. The enclosed article had been
written with scientific objectivity and in Stark's own words was
pitched to the Anglo-Saxon and "non-Aryan" psyche. Of course,
Stark hastened to add, when he wrote other publications for Ger-
mans, he naturally was clearer and more concrete.147

Stark's article, "The Pragmatic and the Dogmatic Spirit in
Physics,"148 provides a good opportunity to examine his often
tortured arguments concerning "Aryan" and "Jewish physics." In
Ms Nature article he could not simply use National Socialist slogans
and threats in order to silence opposition, but rather had to limit
himself as much as possible to rational argument and logical
persuasion. Stark admitted that physical science itself is interna-
tional, that is, the laws of nature are independent of human exis-
tence, action, and thought, and are the same all over the world.
However, he insisted that the manner in which physical research
is carried out depended on the spirit and character of the scientists
involved.

There were two principal types of mentality in physics, the
"pragmatic" and the "dogmatic." The pragmatic scientist wants to
discover natural laws by means of experiment. He may use theo-
retical conceptions, but if they do not agree with the experimental
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results, then the theory is abandoned. The pragmatic goal is to
establish reality. In contrast, the dogmatic scientist begins with a
theoretical conception based on ideas he has created, uses mathe-
matics to elaborate them, and finally seeks to give them physical
meaning.

If they agree with experimental results, then the dogmatic
scientist emphasizes this agreement and implies that these experi-
mental results could only have been established and only have
scientific importance because of his theory. But if the experimental
results do not support his theory, then he questions their validity
or considers them so unimportant that he does not even mention
them. Furthermore, Stark claimed that dogmatic physicists imply
that their theories and formulas cover the whole range of phenom-
ena. They do not see any further problems in this field, rather their
formulas freeze any further thought or inquiry.

According to Stark, this difference between pragmatic and
dogmatic physics has important consequences. Whereas the
"pragmatic spirit" leads to new discoveries and knowledge, the
"dogmatic spirit" cripples experimental research and is compara-
ble to the theological dogmatism of the Middle Ages. Stark then
put faces to these labels. The German experimental physicist
Philipp Lenard and his British counterpart Ernest Rutherford were
pragmatic. Both had made important experimental discoveries,
the former for the connection between the electron and light, the
latter in radioactivity and the nuclear structure of atoms. In con-
trast, Stark labeled the theoretical physicists Max Bom, Pascual
Jordan, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin Schrodinger, Arnold Sommer-
feld, and more importantly, Albert Einstein, dogmatic. Their work
was arbitrary and "physical-mathematical acrobatics."

But what disturbed Stark the most was not the dogmatic
theories themselves, rather how they had become influential,149 the
same criticism he had made in 1922. The pragmatic physicist did
not conduct propaganda for his research results. But the protago-
nists of the dogmatic spirit were very different. They did not wait
to see whether or not their theories might prove to be inadequate
or incorrect. Instead they use articles in journals and newspapers,
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textbooks, and lecture tours to start a flood of international propa-
ganda for their theories, sometimes almost before they have even
been published. Neither Lenard nor Rutherford used lecture tours
to promote their results, Stark noted, but propaganda for Einstein's
theory of relativity had been carried to a wide public around the
world.

Stark now turned to the specific situation in Germany. Dur-
ing the previous three decades the representatives of the dogmatic
spirit had become dominating with the help of the governmental
bureaucracy, in particular by acquiring many physics professor-
ships. This domination of academic physics, together with lively
propaganda for modern dogmatic theories, meant that much of
German academic youth was educated in the dogmatic spirit. Stark
had repeatedly observed the crippling and damaging effect this
domination had had on the development of physical research in
Germany.

Finally, Stark turned to the matter of the Jews. He had op-
posed the damaging influence of Jews in German science because
they were the chief exponents and propagandists of the dogmatic
spirit. According to Stark, the history of physics demonstrated that
the founders of physics research, and the great discoverers from
Galileo and Newton to the physical pioneers of his own time were
almost exclusively "Aryans," "predominantly of the Nordic race."
Thus Stark concluded that men of the "Nordic" race were predis-
posed towards pragmatic thinking. In contrast, the originators,
representatives, and propagandists of modern dogmatic theories
were predominantly "men of Jewish descent." Moreover, Jews had
played a decisive part in the foundation of theological dogmatism
and were mainly responsible for Marxism and communism. Thus
Jews were naturally inclined to dogmatic thought.

Stark finished his article with several qualifications. Of
course there were "Aryan" scientists who were dogmatic, and
there were Jews who could produce valuable experimental work
in the pragmatic spirit. "Aryans" could become accustomed by
training and practice to dogmatism and Jews to pragmatism. Stark
would welcome scientific achievement and new discoveries no
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matter who made them. He combated the harmful influence of the
dogmatic spirit in physics whenever he encountered it, whether
the culprit was a Jew or not. Moreover, Stark noted that he had
been fighting this battle since 1922, not 1933.

In other words, Stark's juxtaposition of pragmatic and dog-
matic physics had two complementary sides: (I) an experimental
physicist's rejection and lack of appreciation of modern theoretical
physics, compounded by his own personal and professional bitter-
ness; (2) his own personal brand of anti-Semitism and support of
National Socialism. Stark thereby rejected the two most common
National Socialist attitudes to physics (or indeed to science): either
(1) an opportunistic approach, whereby if scientists and science
were useful for the state, then they would be used; or (2) an
idealistic approach, whereby a Jewish scientist was a Jew first—
and therefore an enemy of Germany—and scientist second. Since
Stark fell in neither camp, he could be sure of support from neither.

When his comrade-in-arms Lenard criticized Stark for pub-
lishing in what he called the "Jewish journal" Nature, Stark's
growing alienation and bitterness became crystal clear. Stark's
struggle against the "Jewish spirit" had been systematically boy-
cotted by the influential German authorities. Indeed influential
forces in the National Socialist state had begun to forsake him and
instead either line up behind scientists like Heisenberg or remain
neutral. In 1936 Alfred Rosenberg stopped taking Stark's articles
in the Volkischer Beobachter and in Stark's opinion had become "the
protector of the friends of the Jews." Das Schwarze Korps no longer
accepted Stark's articles as well. The SS began an investigation of
Heisenberg immediately after the 1937 article attacking "white
Jews," which ended with Heisenberg's political rehabilitation.
Under these conditions Stark had to be grateful to the editors of
Nature for the invitation to bring the influence of Jews and the
Jewish spirit before a large international public.150

Ironically, the articles in Das Schwarze Korps and Nature con-
vinced very many people inside and outside of Germany that Stark
was very powerful indeed, perhaps even the dictator of physics he
claimed. In fact, when the Nature article was published in the
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spring of 1938 Stark's influence had peaked and was fading fast.
In particular, the main result of the article in Das Schwarze Korps
was that the head of the SS, Heinrich Himmler, threw his support
behind Heisenberg and forbade any further attack.151 As the head
of the SS explained to his subordinate, Germany could not afford
to lose Heisenberg, who was relatively young and could train
another generation of scientists,152 something Stark and Lenard
obviously could not do.

Since Stark had refused to apologize to Wagner, the supreme
party court scheduled his trial to begin in the fall of 1937.153 Stark's
trial had been repeatedly delayed because the court records of the
relevant previous trials in Bavaria had not arrived. Wagner had
apparently hindered their transmission in the hope that Stark's
case would be decided without them. When the Highest Party
Court made clear that they would not proceed before they arrived,
the local court officials in Wagner's region finally relinquished
them.154

Stark described this trial as the tragic end of his fourteen year
struggle for Hitler and his movement155 and flatly rejected the
charges against him. Appealing to the Justice Ministry was no
offense against the NSDAP and the fact that a regional leader
disagreed did not make it so. Stark was not responsible to Wagner
and the latter's opinion was hardly identical to that of the NSDAP.
Indeed Wagner had demonstrated through his conduct that he, not
Stark, did not deserve to belong to the NSDAP.

The PTR president and old fighter was shaken by the fact that
the Highest Party Court began a trial against him for conduct
which he had felt obligated to do precisely in the interest of the
party. Stark had been fighting longer for Hitler and the NSDAP
than had Wagner, and could judge for himself what benefited or
damaged the party. Moreover, the physicist had no intention of
taking his expulsion quietly; he would inform Hitler personally of
the tragic end of Stark's struggle for the NSDAP and its Fuhrer
(Hitler's title, literally translated as "leader"). Hitler, Stark was
convinced, would not judge his conduct as an offense against the
efforts of the party.
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Once again, the physicist went down the list of his distin-
guished service to National Socialism. Stark began supporting
Hitler publicly in 1923 and in particular when the National Social-
ist leader was imprisoned after the failed Beer Hall Putsch. In 1930
Stark sacrificed his scientific work in order to help put Hitler and
the National Socialists over the top. The Ftihrer subsequently
thanked tJie physicist heartily in the name of the party for his work.
Even after the National Socialists came to power, Stark continued
to fight for Hitler and National Socialism, for example in his Nature
articles. Scientists outside of Germany, Stark claimed, considered
him both the most respected and most hated "Nazi Professor."

Lately Stark had been fighting within Germany against the
scientific influence of Jews and their comrades. This struggle had
led to a cowardly conspiracy against him, whereby influential
party comrades harassed Stark and tried to stain his reputation.
Wagner's efforts against him were all the more bitter because the
Party leader had been Stark's student in Aachen where the profes-
sor had benevolently assessed Wagner's examination, i.e., had
given Wagner a grade he really did not deserve.156 Finally, when
Stark came to the end of his statement, he did not merely ask to
remain in the party. He demanded again that the court give him
satisfaction and expel Wagner.157

After careful consideration of all the testimony and evidence,
the Munich court saw no point in proceeding with Stark's trial.
There was no doubt that Stark truly believed that Sollinger should
have been disciplined. Stark could be punished only for not going
through official party channels to Hess with his complaints. Since
Sollinger had not been punished in any way—and obviously
would not be—and Stark had already lost the presidency of the
Research Foundation, the court intended to stop the proceedings—
if Hess agreed.158

The NSDAP leadership agreed that the trial should be
quashed. Indeed, Hess' office remained one of the few forces
within the National Socialist state that continued to support Stark,
possibly because he was an old fighter.159 Although the physicist
should have taken his complaint to Hess, the court had to agree
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with Stark that the Sollinger affair had hurt the image of the party.
Stark may also not have known that he should have gone through
Hess. Thus he had very little guilt. The court decreed that no
punishment was necessary, especially since the accused had per-
formed valuable services to the National Socialist movement dur-
ing the "time of struggle," as the National Socialists described the
Weimar Republic.1* Stark could now stay in the party, even
though he had already become an outsider. In many respects the
struggle with Wagner left him a broken man.

All that Stark had left was the fight to deny the Munich
professorship to the "dogmatic" "white Jew," Heisenberg. In the
end the public attack in Das Schwarze Korps, together with the
steadfast opposition of Hess' office, killed the appointment despite
Himmler's support of Heisenberg. The main party office first
rejected Heisenberg, then argued that it could not change its mind
for reasons of prestige. REM had previously offered the job to
Heisenberg, but now fell in line behind the Party Chancellery. Even
Himmler was only willing to promise Heisenberg a prestigious
appointment somewhere other than Munich.161 Heisenberg and
Sommerfeld had little choice but to acquiesce.

But who would succeed Sommerfeld? In early 1938 Stark
asked Bruno Thiiring, astronomer and Deutsche Physik adherent,
to take over the professorship for theoretical physics temporarily.
If all went well, he might be able to succeed Sommerfeld. Stark was
not worried by the fact that Thuring was not a theoretical physicist.
Indeed Stark argued that it would be easy for his younger col-
league to give reasonable, not too detailed lectures on theoretical
physics. Most importantly, Thuring would bring a new spirit into
the Munich faculty. If he was interested, then Stark would suggest
him to REM.162

Thuring discussed Stark's suggestion with the local National
Socialist officials in Munich and replied that, for political reasons,
he was prepared in principle to take over the professorship tem-
porarily as a last resort. However, he had more professional scru-
ples than Stark and was unwilling to take the job permanently. He
was an astronomer, not a theoretical physicist. Moreover, it was
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well known that Thiiring was already involved in the fight to keep
Heisenberg out of Munich. If Thiiring would now take the job, then
he feared that his future career would be tainted with the stigma
of a cold-blooded careerist, which would not help their fight
against "Jewish physics,"163

The Munich position finally went to Wilhelm Muller, another
supporter of Deutsche Physik. Stark had been very influential in
Miiller's career during the Third Reich, In 1934 Stark threw his
support behind Miiller's appointment at the Technical University
of Aachen.164 Less than a week after the article in Das Schwarze
Korps, Stark confidentially asked an Aachen colleague about
Muller, whom he intended to recommend for a professorship.165

Muller was eager and willing to join the fight against Einstein and
"Jewish physics."166

After a long and Byzantine bureaucratic conflict between the
Party Chancellery, REM, the University of Munich, and supporters
of Deutsche Physik, Miiller succeeded Sommerfeld on 1 December
1939, three months after the start of World War II.167 Muller's
appointment has often been seen as proof of the power and dan-
gerous nature of Deutsche Physik. In fact, it was a Pyrrhic victory.
By the end of 1939, Deutsche Physik occupied six of the eighty-one
professorships available in Germany and Austria. Henceforth their
numbers would only decline.168

The year 1939 was an ambivalent year for Stark. Muller's
appointment was his final success, but in the same year Stark
retired from the PTR, returned to his estate in Traunstein,169 and
thereby lost the last political or scientific influence he had left in
the Third Reich. Stark and his Deutsche Physikbecame less and less
relevant for the Third Reich as the war progressed. Even the
appointment in 1939 of Wilhelm Fuhrer, a follower of Lenard and
Stark, to an influential position in REM only delayed the fall of
Deutsche Physik, For example, although Fuhrer strenuously op-
posed the appointment of the astronomer Otto Heckmann in Ham-
burg, he eventually had to admit defeat and give him the
professorship, due in large part to Heckmann's successful efforts
to make himself and his science palatable to National Socialism.170
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The established physics community also launched a counter-
attack against Deutsche Physik. Meetings between the two sides
sponsored by National Socialist officials in Munich in late 1940,
and in Seefeld two years later, practically silenced calls for a more
"Aryan" physics. The followers of Lenard and Stark who attended
were forced to discuss physics rather than politics, with the result
that a party agency officially recognized relativity theory and
quantum mechanics as acceptable science and embraced neutrality
on the issue of modern physics.171 After the Munich meeting
Heisenberg wrote his mentor Sommerfeld and expressed satisfac-
tion with the outcome. Thiiring and MMler, the most fanatical
advocates of Deutsche Physik, had left before the compromise agree-
ment was signed.172 Rudolf Tomaschek, considered one of Le-
nard's best students,173 had already noticed that the wind was
changing.174

This victory was only possible because Heisenberg and other
supporters of modern physics were willing to make the distinction
Himmler had required when he backed Heisenberg's political
rehabilitation: Einstein had to be separated from his theory of
relativity. Sometimes he was attacked as a Jew, sometimes (un-
fairly) as a plagiarist, and still other times physicists like Heisen-
berg merely argued that the theory of relativity would eventually
have been discovered by someone else.175

A few years later, after Heisenberg's political rehabilitation
by the SS had sunk in, after he had become a valuable goodwill
ambassador for German science outside of Germany,176 and after
his secret work on applied nuclear fission brought him the support
of influential figures in the armed forces and Albert Speer's Min-
istry of Armaments, Heisenberg was given two prestigious ap-
pointments: the directorship of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Physics and professor of physics at the University of Berlin. These
appointments were widely seen as a victory over Deutsche Physik177

and no doubt perfected Stark's bitterness towards his enemies
within the National Socialist leadership.

Muller's appointment in Munich also turned sour, in part
because he was not even a physicist, rather an engineer who had
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taught applied mechanics at Aachen. He had never published in a
physics journal.178 In 1941 the eminent aeronautical engineer Lud-
wig Prandtl complained to SS leader Himmler, Reich Marshall
Hermann Goring, and high-ranking officials in the armed forces
that Miiller taught only aeronautical and engineering mechanics.

Although students should learn these things, Prandtl argued
that they were denied an essential part of a physics education and
their necessary education was thereby sabotaged.179 Mullet's
weakness in this regard was symptomatic of a fundamental flaw
in Deutsche Physik: its ideological hostility towards modem science
and technology ensured that it could not compete with its rivals
when the German state became more interested in economic and
military power than ideological purity.180

Stark's exchange with Thiiring demonstrated that the senior
scientist was not really interested in whether or not Sommerfeld's
successor was a theoretical physicist, rather only whether he was
willing and able to fight the "dogmatic" spirit in German physics.
However, Miiller's obvious and fundamental incompetence made
him a lightning rod for the attacks by the growing forces arrayed
against Deutsche Physik, At first it appeared that Muller was hold-
ing his own, thanks to political backing from local party officials.
REM agreed to transform the Munich institute into an institute for
theoretical physics and applied mechanics,181 thereby undercut-
ting the criticism that Muller taught only mechanics. In the spring
of 1941 Muller was named dean of the scientific faculty. When
Stark congratulated his younger colleague, he noted with pleasure
that only a few years ago this faculty was dominated by the "little
Jew-descendent Sommerfeld,"182

The fight against "Jewish physics" continued, with Munich
now replacing Heidelberg as the stronghold of Deutsche Physik. But
local advocates like Muller and Thuring lacked originality and
only repeated what Stark and Lenard had already said. In particu-
lar, Muller differed from Lenard and Stark only in the violence of
his language, describing the theory of relativity as "magical athe-
ism," "pseudophysks," "swindle," "Talmudic inflation-physics,"
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"unscrupulous falsification of reality," and the "great Jewish
world-bluff."183

However, it soon became clear that Muller did not have the
nerve to lead the fight against "Jewish physics," especially when
he became the victim of the same sort of tactics Deutsche Physik had
used against their enemies. Sommerfeld's institute mechanic, Karl
Selmayer, remained loyal to Sommerfeld and began to torment
Muller, who denounced his mechanic in turn as the tool of the
"Jew-comrades" Sommerfeld and Gerlach. Since Selmayer was
also an Old Fighter in the NSDAP and enjoyed the support of
National Socialist university officials, there was little Muller could
do except complain, which he did profusely.184 By the end of 1941,
conditions in Munich had deteriorated so much that Muller threat-
ened to leave Munich if the harassment of Mm and his co-workers
was not stopped.185

Muller demanded support from the local party leadership
and complained about the rumors which were being used against
him. Within a little more than a half a year, emissaries of the
university rector pressured Muller to resign as dean. He told the
rector that recent events had hit him so hard that he was afraid of
a complete nervous breakdown.186 In the fall of 1942 Miiller's
complaints to his party allies took on a pathetic tone. From the
beginning Miiller's appointment in Munich had been a sacrifice
which he had accepted freely as a National Socialist because Muller
believed that he was serving a holy cause.187 If personal wishes had
been most important, Muller told Stark in 1943, then he would no
longer be in Munich.188 Muller managed to hold out in Munich to
the end of the Third Reich, but then ironically was one of the very
few scientists to lose his chair through the official postwar Allied
policy of denazification and be barred from academia. After the
war both Sommerfeld and Selmayer went out of their way to damn
Muller before the American Occupation authorities. In contrast,
Sommerfeld worked to clear Selmayer's name.189

In April 1944 Muller congratulated Stark on his seventieth
birthday with the following rather pathetic praise. There were
more followers of Deutsche Physik than the "dogmatists" wanted
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to believe. Many independent-thinking engineers and physicists,
Miiller claimed, were only waiting to be liberated from dogma-
tism. Unfortunately, the current state of the war hindered the
victorious continuation of their struggle, but as Stark had often
told Miiller himself, it would be rekindled after the war. Miiller
assured Stark that after their struggle was finally victorious, those
men would be remembered who had instinctively carried the flag
forward, undaunted by persecution and slander during the early
years of struggle and under the harshest "Jewish domination" and
who had paved the way towards a future freedom in science.190

One of Miiiler's many problems in Munich was Ludwig
Glaser, Stark's former student at Wiirzburg. Miiller immediately
hired Glaser as his assistant when he succeeded Sommerfeld,
probably at Stark's suggestion. A year previously Stark had asked
Glaser to describe the Wiirzburg events in writing and offered to
help Glaser reenter higher education.191 Glaser's track record as an
early opponent of Einstein,192 the subsequent opposition to his
Habilitation, and the fact that he joined the NSDAP before the
National Socialists came to power should have ensured a success-
ful career under National Socialism.193 Officials at Hitler's personal
chancellery believed that Glaser had a political past in the best
sense, was self-confident, tough, and courageous in the service of
National Socialism.

During the Weimar Republic, Glaser had restricted his oppo-
sition to the theory of relativity to scientific arguments, but he was
now more than willing to use virulent anti-Semitic and racist
rhetoric in the struggle against "dogmatic" physics. He spoke at
eight party functions during his first year in Munich and gave
many lectures before groups of the armed forces.194 His publica-
tions during this period were just as enthusiastic:

The remainder of the Jews, the Jewish half-breeds, and those
with Jewish blood have vanished from the academies, librar-
ies, and the lecture halls, and where else they had clung to
because of their supposed indispensability ... We thank our
leader Adolf Hitler, that he has liberated us from the Jewish
plague.195
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Perhaps more interesting was his apparently unconscious
use of National Socialist imagery in an otherwise strictly profes-
sional physics article, Glaser described energy quanta as "foreign
bodies" in physics. Their "elimination"196 would be a deliver-
ance"7

Unfortunately, Glaser had become too enthusiastic and ex-
treme in almost every way. In June 1941 Bruno Thiiring told Muller
that Glaser was now a liability to the Deutsche Physik movement.
He was eccentric. The more his professional prospects improved,
the wilder he became. He was an elephant in a china shop. Worst
of all, he could not keep his mouth shut. In short, Glaser was a
"psychopath."198 Muller agreed with this judgment and hastened
to help Glaser find other employment. Glaser was not saying
anything different from Muller or other advocates of Deutsche
Physik, but he was too much of an idealist to submit to the disci-
pline of either the Deutsche Physik movement or the NSDAP.

First, there was an aborted attempt to send Glaser to the
reestablished Reich University of Strassburg, a university re-
founded in what had been French territory as a showcase for
National Socialist scholarship.199 Glaser ended up instead at the
eastern counterpart of Strassburg, the Reich University of Posen
set up in what had previously been Poland, Glaser was made the
provisional director of the institute for applied physics and began
a six-part series of lectures on the "Jewish question in science" and
the racial nature of science.200 Ironically Glaser's lectures at Posen
demonstrated how bankrupt the idea of a Deutsche Physik was.
When Glaser, perhaps one of the most extreme followers of Lenard
and Stark, finaEy got an opportunity to teach German youth, he
ended up lecturing not on physics, rather on a racist form of history
or philosophy of science. There was no uniquely "Aryan" physics
which could be taught in a physics course.

Muller soon warned a colleague in Posen to watch Glaser
carefully.201 Muller's assistant had stirred up a lot of trouble for his
boss in Munich, but worst of all Glaser had both taken Munich
equipment with him to Posen without permission202 and ordered
a wind tunnel—coincidentally from a firm where Glaser's brother
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was employed and stood to benefit from the deal—without
authorization or being able to pay for it. Mullet was left holding
the bag. When he protested, Glaser reacted by blaming everything
on the friends of Jews,203 Glaser soon wore out his welcome in
Posen and had to move on to yet another National Socialist uni-
versity set up in occupied Europe, the Reich University in Prague.
According to postwar records, Glaser disappeared there at the end
of the war. Perhaps he died fighting the invading Red Army, a fate
befitting a true follower of Deutsche Physik.

The failures of Miiller and Glaser ruined the only real tri-
umph of Deutsche Physik, denying Heisenberg the Munich chair,
and brought Stark full circle back to the personal and professional
alienation he had felt during the early twenties in Wiirzburg. Then
he had rejected the German republic and his academic colleagues;
now he no longer believed in National Socialism and rejected his
party comrades. In 1942, when most Germans still believed that
Germany could win the war, Stark told Lenard that he was consid-
ering leaving the NSDAP because of his struggle with Wagner.
Lenard responded with a telegram urging him to reconsider, even
though Stark's senior colleague had also been alienated by Na-
tional Socialism. Hitler, Himmler, and other influential National
Socialists listened to the advocates of pseudoscience like the
"World Ice Theory," not Nobel laureates like Lenard.204

By the end of the war Stark and Lenard had been taught a
hard lesson about using political and ideological means to influ-
ence science and scientists. National Socialist science policy was a
volatile mixture of technocracy and irrational ideology.205 The
technocrats or technocratic institutions in the Third Reich rejected
Deutsche Physik in favor of science and scientists that were more
useful. There were also National Socialist leaders who were un-
willing or unable to appreciate high-quality and useful scientists,
but such individuals were hardly likely to appreciate even Lenard
and Stark. The two senior physicists wanted to have it both ways:
to be able to use political and ideological means to attack other
scientists, but to have the National Socialist state nevertheless
honor, respect, and cherish their own scientific credentials.
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There were many instances where Stark did not get his way
in the Third Reich, not due to resistance to Deutsche Physik within
the scientific community, but instead because he was hopelessly
outmatched when it came to political in-fighting within the Na-
tional Socialist state. Stark saw this clearly and early, and knew
who to blame. In April 1934 he told Lenard that it would be
difficult for he, Stark, to fight for their conception of science and
like-minded colleagues. He did not fear the Jews and their other
opponents, rather the arrogance, jealousy, and intrigue in the
leading National Socialist circles.

They had to see things as they truly were, he emphasized to
Lenard. People like Lenard and Stark were not honored by the
National Socialist leadership. First, the two physicists were too old
and for that reason alone were mediocre. Second, Lenard and Stark
had achieved something in their lives, and in the anti-intellectual
climate of the Third Reich many of the men around Hitler consid-
ered this a disgrace. Third, Hitler was fundamentally unsympa-
thetic towards science. When Lenard and Stark offered their help
to the National Socialist leadership, the latter considered the sci-
entists a burden and made sure that Lenard and Stark were aware
of their feelings.206

The depth of Stark's frustration and bitterness was revealed
in the steps he took towards the end of war to leave the National
Socialist movement.207 Stark's son Hans, a National Socialist of
even longer-standing than his father,208 was arrested by the Ge-
stapo for treating a Polish forced laborer too well and then sub-
sequently drafted and sent to the front. When Stark was threatened
by local party officials, he and his wife used this as an excuse to
submit their resignations from the NSDAP. The matter was re-
ferred to the Munich regional leader, who forced Stark to remain
in the party by threatening Stark's son.

This sequence of events may subsequently have saved Johan-
nes Stark's life. Towards the very end of the war an SS officer who
was quartered at Stark's estate decided that he wanted to keep it.
But when he tried to get rid of the Nobel laureate, the local party
official refused to support sending such a long-standing party
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comrade to a concentration camp. At the beginning of May 1945
Stark's house was abandoned by the SS and taken over by repre-
sentatives of the American military government, who in turn
arrested Stark.209

Postwar After the war the Allies agreed that Germany and
Germans should be "demilitarized" and "denazified." All Ger-
mans had to fill out a detailed questionnaire on their activities
during the Third Reich, A minority of Germans subsequently had
to defend themselves in denazification court and risked being
convicted of complicity in the crimes of National Socialism. Al-
though the overwhelming majority of German physicists managed
to pass through denazification and retain or regain a university
position by the early fifties at the latest, the adherents of Deutsche
Physik were quickly purged from the German universities and kept
out.

Since Philipp Lenard, a very old man at the end of the war,
died in 1947, Stark had to defend Deutsche Physik in denazification
court. When the physicist filled out his denazification question-
naire, he argued that he should be cleared of all charges. Instead,
the denazification court at Traunstein convicted and sentenced
him as a major offender to four years of hard labor. Stark, seventy-
three years old and in failing health, appealed.210

The Munich court of appeal subsequently reversed the
Traunstein judgment. The court broke down the charge against
Stark into three parts: conflicts with people in the region of Traun-
stein; support of Hitler and National Socialism before 1933; and
activity as Research Foundation president from 1934 to 1936 and
PTR president from 1933 to 1939. The first charge was disposed of
quickly, since Stark's accusers were less credible than the accused.
The second charge was undeniable, but the Munich court accepted
the argument that support of Hitler before the National Socialists
came to power was not necessarily support of the subsequent
National Socialist dictatorship. Moreover, the court believed
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Stark's claim that he had resigned from the party before the end of
the war.

The third charge was complicated by the apparently false
testimony given in Traunstein that Stark had employed only party
comrades as scientists at the PTR. This sweeping claim was re-
vealed to be an exaggeration, although relative to other institutions
the PTR may well have had a high percentage of NSDAP members.
Furthermore the Munich court heard testimony that Stark had run
the PTR in a professionally correct manner.211

But the third charge also included Stark's attacks on the
supporters of "Jewish science," so the Munich court solicited state-
ments from Einstein, Heisenberg, and others on Stark's anti-Semi-
tism and opposition to tite theory of relativity. Ironically the court
thereby mirrored the postwar apologia employed by the German
physics community. After the war Heisenberg and many other
physicists implied that the advocates of Deutsche Physik had been
the only physicists who had collaborated with the Third Reich and
that the collaboration of physics with National Socialism had been
limited to the anti-Semitic campaign against Einstein and his the-
ory of relativity.

The followers of Lenard and Stark were anti-Semitic and did
oppose relativity, but this in no way constitutes the total perver-
sion of physics by National Socialism. After the war all German
physicists were anxious to document tiheir purely academic activi-
ties during the National Socialist era and to assert that, by adhering
to professional values, they had opposed National Socialism. But
such adherence was no opposition.212 Their activities had not been
exclusively academic and their professionalism had merely facili-
tated greater collaboration with the Third Reich.

Heisenberg was asked two very narrow and specific ques-
tions about his conflict with Stark. Was the difference between
"dogmatic and pragmatic physics" grounded in anti-Semitism, or
in professionally justifiable research methods? Did Stark play a
role in the rejection and prohibition of the theory of relativity
during the Third Reich?213 Heisenberg told the court he believed
that the attack by Stark on him as a "white Jew" was not due to
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personal antagonism. Stark had wanted to block Heisenberg's call
to Munich,214 Einstein characterized Stark as paranoid and oppor-
tunistic, but not sincerely anti-Semitic.215 In fact, both Nobel lau-
reates doubted that anti-Semitism had been at the root of Stark's
actions. Rather Stark's bitterness at not having been appreciated
by his colleagues and government—at least in Stark's mind—had
caused what Heisenberg called his preposterous behavior. How-
ever, Heisenberg did make clear who was responsible for Deutsche
Physik, The campaign against the theory of relativity, led by a small
National Socialist clique, had been due almost exclusively to the
activity of two people. Lenard and Stark, Heisenberg added, had
successfully seduced young party members into attacking "senile
and Jewishified" physics.

The Munich court of appeals determined that the Deutsche
Physik controversy was a scientific debate which the court could
not judge—ironically the same argument the National Socialist
bureaucracy made in 1942, when it rehabilitated Heisenberg—and
placed Stark in the group of lesser offenders and fined Mm 1,000
German Marks.216 Stark himself went to his grave convinced that
he had fought for the freedom of research against REM, that he had
only accepted the burden of the Research Foundation presidency
in order to forestall its politicization, and that his problems with
Wagner proved that he had fought against the injustice of National
Socialism,217

Thus Stark was able to convince himself that even the very
fight for Deutsche Physik had been a fight against National Social-
ism. He was hardly alone. After the war almost all scientists
managed to convince themselves (not to mention others) that they
had resisted the evil of National Socialism. The eighty-three-year-
old Stark died unrepentant in 1957.

The Death of Deutsche Physik In his study of scientists
under Hitler, the historian Alan Beyerchen argued that the Deut-
sche Physik movement failed because it was neither able to gain
backing from political sources nor to win the support of the pro-
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fessional physics community.218 Lenard, Stark, and their small
group of followers remained isolated during the Third Reich and
lost what little political influence they had because they were
unwilling or unable to serve National Socialism effectively as
scientists. Most of the usefulness of Deutsche Physik to the National
Socialist movement ended when Einstein and the rest of the Jewish
physicists had been hounded out of Germany.

For the established physics community under Hitler, a fun-
damental issue was the extent to which compromise with the
regime was necessary in order to retain the greatest possible degree
of professional autonomy.219 But Deutsche Physik threatened this
autonomy far more than did the National Socialist leadership.

did not seek to embrace National Socialism on its own terms.
But neither did Lenard and Stark.

Embracing National Socialism required far more than merely
railing against "Jewish physics" and the "friends of the Jews" in
science. It also meant a willingness to participate in the cynical
politics of the National Socialist state, where principles of any kind
had little place, and once the war began, both a willingness and
ability to contribute to the German military and economic expan-
sion into Europe and the Soviet Union and thereby to participate
in the policies of persecution, exploitation, and genocide.

In the past, emphasis on the "evil Nazi" has often been
used—consciously or unconsciously—for apologia, to divert at-
tention from or to deny the responsibility and complicity of the
overwhelming majority of German scientists under National So-
cialism. Similarly, an exaggerated juxtaposition of the good with
the bad can be misused to portray life and science under National
Socialism sirnplistically as a series of clear choices between right
and wrong, made by individuals who themselves fell clearly on
one side or the other of the line between "Nazi" and "anti-Nazi."221

The historian Dieter Hoffmann has argued that if some of the
scientists in the middle of the spectrum are critically examined—as
this book intends—then there is a danger that they will be lumped
together with the "real Nazis" and that the real differences be-

Beyerchen notes that the leading figures in the physics community
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tween individual cases will be obscured.222 In fact it must be
possible both to criticize individuals standing somewhere between
the two poles and nevertheless distinguish them from the more
extreme examples at the spectrum's end. It must be possible to
criticize or honor anyone according to objective criteria, no matter
where they stand on the spectrum.

The political scientist Joseph Haberer characterized the be-
havior and self-image of scientists like Heisenberg as "resistance
through collaboration,"223 In fact both sides of the struggle be-
tween "Aryan" and "Jewish" physics collaborated with the Third
Reich. The former group supported the racist, anti-Semitic policies
of National Socialism, The latter group helped the Third Reich
wage its genocidal war. After the war both sides were convinced
that they had thereby resisted the evil side of National Socialism.

If there ever was a "Nazi physicist," it was Johannes Stark.
But despite his best efforts, in the end his science was not accepted,
supported, or used by the Third Reich. In other words, his science
was not "Nazi science." By the end of the Third Reich the followers
of Deutsche Physik saw themselves as persecuted with any and all
means,224 Stark spent a great deal of his time during the Third
Reich fighting with bureaucrats within the National Socialist state.
Most of the National Socialist leadership either never supported
Lenard and Stark or abandoned them in the course of the Third
Reich.

Ironically Stark was just as concerned with science as with
racism or political ideology. The race, nationality, or political
standpoint of a physicist he attacked was at least in part a welcome
excuse to be used to discredit a particular type of physics,225 Stark's
story also illustrates his stubbornness in pursuit of his goals. His
science policy objectives in the Third Reich were practically the
same ones he had had in the early twenties—except now combined
with anti-Semitism and National Socialist rhetoric. The claims he
made after the war of having fought against the excesses of Na-
tional Socialism and for the freedom of research faithfully reflected
his conviction that, during both the Weimar Republic and the
Third Reich, he had done precisely that.
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The Surrender of the

Prussian Academy of
Sciences

The three mutually exclusive categories described in the
introduction, "Nazi," "anti-Nazi," or neither one nor the other, are
equally problematic for scientific institutions. The Prussian
Academy of Sciences (PAW), one of the first European academies
of sciences, is one of the most notorious examples of a scientific
institution going "Nazi," But a debate over whether or not the
PAW should be labeled "Nazi" obscures both how and why it was
transformed into a willing tool of National Socialism.

Most histories of the PAW under Hitler are dominated by
three events from the early years of the Third Reich: Albert Ein-
stein's well-publicized resignation, including the role played by
Max Planck;m Max von Laue's successful efforts to keep Johannes
Stark out of the academy;227 and the takeover and transformation
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of the PAW by the National Socialist mathematician Theodor
Vahlen.228 Such portrayals of Vahlen are especially problematic
because they can imply that the academy scientists were mere
victims of an irresistible and ruthless perversion of their institu-
tion.

These three events are important, but when they are put into
context, they reveal a more subtle picture. The institution and its
members were both victims of and collaborators with National
Socialism. This book will underscore both the victimization and
collaboration of academy scientists with Hitler's movement by
splitting the history of the academy during the Third Reich into
two separate chapters. "The Surrender of the Prussian Academy
of Sciences" examines the first years of the Third Reich, before
Vahlen entered the academy. "A 'Nazi' in the Academy" begins
with Vahlen's election and ends in the postwar era.

In contrast to what happened to the universities and the rest
of the civil service, the transformation of the academy into a willing
tool of National Socialist policy was a less gradual, steady loss of
independence and scientific integrity. It was more of a blood-let-
ting than a sudden wound. This transformation had two comple-
mentary components: the internal purge and restructuring of the
academy according to the principles of National Socialism; and the
external exploitation of the academy for National Socialist foreign
policy.

The European academies of science date back to the seven-
teenth century. Some enjoyed the reputation of being the first
scientific institutions. Leading scientists were honored through
election to the academy and paid a salary, making them some of
the first professional scientists. The academies published their
transactions, including the research and achievements of their
members, thereby becoming the first scientific journals. Acade-
mies corresponded and exchanged publications with each other,
thereby facilitating international communication in science.

The PAW had two classes, scientific and humanistic, and
three categories of members: ordinary or full, corresponding, and
foreign corresponding. Only the full members had the right to vote
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on academy matters, but all of the members could present their
own or someone else's scientific work to the academy. Even if this
work did not appear in the academy transactions, the PAW thus
provided an important scientific forum; the minutes of the acad-
emy meetings would establish scientific priority. Academies like
the PAW also sponsored large-scale and long-term scientific proj-
ects, which were staffed by academy employees who were Prus-
sian civil servants.

The Einstein Affair Vfhen Adolf Hitler came to power in
January 1933, Max Planck was perhaps the most respected and
influential elder statesman for German science. His work on black-
body radiation and his quantum hypothesis—that energy exists in
discrete, finite units, called quanta—earned him both a Nobel Prize
and recognition as one of the founders of modern physics. Al-
though his productive scientific work was now behind him, Planck
dominated German science policy through a plethora of offices
and responsibilities.

During the German Empire he received a professorship for
theoretical physics at the University of Berlin, and was influential
in the German Physical Society. In 1913, just before the start of war,
he became rector of the University of Berlin. After the German
defeat, Planck dominated the newly-founded Emergency Founda-
tion for German Science by sitting on its committees and influenc-
ing how its money would be spent In 1930 he became the president
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society. Most important for the history of
the academy, in 1912 Planck was also elected one of the two
standing secretaries of the PAW's scientific class. The four secre-
taries of the academy alternated every three months as its execu-
tive officer and acted collectively as its spokesman.229

Planck decisively influenced German science for decades
despite radically different political and ideological regimes. He
was in many ways a product of the Empire and saw service to
the German state as subservient only to service to his science.
During the heady early days of World War I, Planck allowed
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The four Secretaries of the Prussian Academy of Sciences. Left to right: Hetarieh
Liiders, Ernst Heymann, Max Planck, and Max Rubner, ca. 1930, (From Ullstein
Bilderdienst, Courtesy of the Library and Archives of the Max Planck Society,)

himself to be swept up in the enthusiastic and uncritical chau-
vinism shared by most German scientists. In contrast to many of
his colleagues, Planck subsequently realized his error, and man-
aged to accommodate both nationalism and scientific internation-
alism. As long as this war lasts, he said, Germans had only one
task, serving the nation with all their strength. But there were
domains of intellectual and moral life that transcended the strug-
gles of nations. Honorable cooperation in science and personal
respect for citizens of enemy states were compatible with "ardent
love and energetic work" for one's own country.230 During the
Third Reich and especially during World War II, Planck would
face the same dilemma: what to do when service for the German
state came into conflict with service for the international commu-
nity of science?

Although Planck personally rejected democracy, after Ger-
man defeat in World War I he was willing to work with the Weimar
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Max Planck speaking at the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society
at the Hamack House in 1936. (Courtesy of the Library and Archives of the Max
Planck Society.)

Republic for the good of his science. Thus it is no surprise that, at
least at first, Planck was misled by the "national revolution"
touched off by Adolf Hitler's appointment as German chancellor
and the apparent return to traditional, authoritarian German val-
ues. Planck was always reserved towards the National Socialists
and in time recognized that the new rulers were far more destruc-
tive toward science and society than the democrats had been.
However, this realization was a difficult, gradual, and drawn-out
process, arguably lasting until the very last years of the war when
his son was murdered in the aftermath of the failed attempt to
assassinate Hitler.231

Planck's role in the National Socialist transformation of the
PAW is important because here is where he held onto his influence
the longest. The struggle over the future of the academy was his
last, most poignant stand against National Socialism. Unfortu-
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Max Planck, date unknown. (From the E. Scott Barr Collection, Courtesy of the AIP
EmEio Segrfe Visual Archives.)

nately, Planck was already an old man in 1933, when he struggled
to oppose his more vigorous and ruthless National Socialist oppo-
nents.

Planck and Einstein had a special personal and professional
relationship. Despite Planck's political and ideological differences
with the unconventional physicist, he respected Einstein's scien-
tific talents so much that he arranged to bring him to Berlin before
World War I. The package of appointments and benefits which
successfully wooed Einstein included election as a full member of
the PAW, The differences between the two physicists were exacer-
bated during World War I and the Weimar Republic, when Bin-
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stein's pacifism and subsequent support of the republic also made
him the target of the far right in German politics.

Einstein was in the United States when the National Socialists
came to power and immediately became a symbol for the Jewish
"internationalist" influence which Hitler's movement was deter-
mined to eradicate. The political right, of which National Socialism
was at first only a part, labeled anyone or anything internationalist
which did not place the German nation first. Of course, Jews were
by definition excluded from this nation. The reports of officially
sanctioned anti-Semitism and the purge of the universities reached
Einstein and appalled him. This led to his announcement that he
would not return to Germany, which no longer enjoyed civil
liberty, tolerance, and equality of citizens before the law.232

Planck, who typically was trying to work within the system
in order to ameliorate the National Socialist policies and gain
exemptions for a few Jewish colleagues, was not pleased by Ein-
stein's action. In a private letter he chided Einstein: "by your efforts
your racial and religious brethren will not get relief from their
situation, which is already difficult enough, but rather they will be
pressed the more."233 Einstein's friend Max von Laue also criti-
cized him privately for mixing science and politics: "but why do
you have to take a political stand? I am the last person to criticize
you because of your opinions. The political struggle requires dif-
ferent methods and different natures than scientific research. As a
rule, the scholar is crushed under the wheels."234

Einstein replied by telling the PAW that, if he had defended
Germany instead of criticizing it, then he would have contrib-
uted—if only indirectly—to the brutalization of morals and the
destruction of all contemporary civilization.235 Planck and the
PAW urged him to resign, but Einstein had already done so. A day
after his letter of resignation arrived at the academy, the Ministry
of Education ordered the PAW to investigate whether Einstein had
participated in the slander against Germany and if so to discipline
him. The academy noted Einstein's resignation236 and argued that
any further action was moot.
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But the politicized Einstein affair had gained too much noto-
riety and the Minister of Education, Bernhard Rust, was not con-
tent with a voluntary resignation. Rust insisted that academy
secretary Ernst Heymann immediately take further steps. Hey-
mann complied the very next day, issuing a public statement
charging Einstein with slandering Germany and announcing that
the PAW had no cause to regret Einstein's resignation.237 The
announcement came on the same day as the first quasi-official
boycott of Jewish businesses in Germany.

The March 1933 elections, which were the last elections in the
Third Reich and strengthened the National Socialists' position in
the German government, were followed by attacks by the NSDAP
rank-and-file, on individual Jews and Jewish businesses. This vio-
lence was not coordinated by the central government, rather was
an example of the spontaneous "revolution from below" which
terrorized the opponents of Hitler's movement and helped facili-
tate National Socialist efforts to consolidate their control over
Germany.

Hitler sympathized with these attacks on Jews, but they
threatened to get out of hand and jeopardize his alliance with
Germany's conservative elites. Therefore Hitler decided to provide
a controlled outlet for the energies of his rank-and-file and directed
the party to organize a nation-wide boycott of Jewish business and
professionals. Originally the boycott was intended to be indefinite,
but concern about its negative impact on the economy and oppo-
sition by Reich President Hindenburg and the German Foreign
Office persuaded Hitler to limit it to a single day.238 The Einstein
affair took place in this context: REM clearly wanted to demon-
strate that it was doing its part in the struggle against the Jews.239

When the academy condemnation of Einstein was raised at a
subsequent meeting, the academy retroactively approved Hey-
mann's action and thanked him for his professional handling of
the matter. However, Max von Laue did insist that the record show
that no member of the scientific class had been consulted.240 Planck
did not dispute that Einstein had to go. Instead he regretted deeply
that Einstein's political behavior had made his continuation in the
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Academy impossible,241 Planck apparently did not see, or did not
want to see, that eventually Einstein and all Jews would be forced
out of the PAW.

Although Planck went along with the censure of Einstein, he
also did what he could to soften posterity's judgment by lauding
Einstein's work before the academy as comparable only with
Kepler's or Newton's,242 In response to Planck, Heymann replied
that he had been aware both of Einstein's great scientific signifi-
cance and the consequences his expulsion would have. For this
reason he had consulted men with foreign policy experience.243 In
fact, von Laue and Planck were most concerned with separating
science and politics. When confronted by the National Socialist
purge of Einstein and the academy's acquiescence, they insisted
that there was no scientific or professional justification for it.

Planck and other academy officials may well have been re-
luctant, non-enthusiastic participants in the Einstein affair, acting
for what they considered prudent and pressing reasons.244 But
despite the fact that a few individuals like von Laue took Einstein's
side, and others like Planck regretted the incident, the majority
went along with the wishes of their government.245 Whatever
Planck's motives might have been, the public effect of the Einstein
affair was clear. Within Germany, the PAW shared in the official
ostracism of Einstein; outside of Germany, the PAW was a willing
accomplice of National Socialist anti-Semitism.

Barring the Door to Johannes Stark Max von Laue did
his Ph.D. with Planck and his Habilitation with Arnold Sommerfeld
in Munich, where he discovered x-ray interference in crystals and
thereby earned the 1914 Nobel Prize.246 In 1909 von Laue was so
eager to return to Berlin and rejoin Planck that he traded his full
professorship in Frankfurt for an associate professorship247 in the
Reich capital. Von Laue had actively and publicly defended Ein-
stein and his science when they were attacked in the early twenties,
and continued to oppose Deutsche Physik in the Third Reich.248
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Max von Lane, 1945 at Farm Hall. (From the National Archives and Records
Services.)

In November 1933 Johannes Stark, the Nobel laureate and
enthusiastic National Socialist, was proposed for membership in
the PAW. This was a distinction which Stark normally would have
a right to expect, thanks to his recent appointment as president of
the Imperial Physical-Technical Institute.249 Government officials
pressured the physicist Friedrich Paschen to nominate Stark and
the academy to elect him.250 But Stark's old adversary, von Laue,
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openly opposed Stark's admission, despite the latter's obvious
political influence.251

Von Laue told the academy that in the past he had watched
with regret as Stark was passed over for appointments, including
to the academy, even if it was partly his own fault. But Stark had
recently called for a dictatorship of physics and threatened to use
force against anyone who resisted him. The academy tabled the
proposal and thereby excluded Stark. He responded in December
1933 by canceling von Laue's position as a scientific advisor to the
PTR.252 Stark had made plans to fire von Laue before the academy
affair was decided, but the timing now seemed especially appro-
priate.253

Von Laue's opposition was courageous and principled, but
why was he successful? In contrast, von Laue did not oppose
Theodor Vahlen and Eugen Fischer when they were proposed for
academy membership in 1937.254 Fischer was a race hygienist and
respected anthropologist who had placed his expertise in the
service of the National Socialist state. The mathematician Vahlen,
a National Socialist of even longer standing than Stark, was also
both anti-Semitic and anti-Einstein.255

Stark's personality may have been harder to swaEow than
Vahlen's, but the latter obviously represented an equal if not
greater threat to German science. However, in striking contrast to
Stark, Vahlen's high-ranking position in REM and his membership
in the SS gave him real political power. Germany in 1937 was also
very different from 1933. Gestures of opposition which could be
made in the first year of the Third Reich were much harder even
to contemplate four years later. Von Laue and others could oppose
Stark without grave repercussions, even though political allies had
pushed his candidacy. But the academy had to submit to Vahlen.

Historians often emphasize von Laue's opposition to Na-
tional Socialism. For example, Alan Beyerchen argues that this
physicist rejected even a show of cooperation.256 Unfortunately,
even von Laue had to make concessions to National Socialism. He
certainly did not resist the National Socialists in general as vigor-
ously as he did Stark, and even his courageous opposition to Stark
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was possible only because the latter had so many enemies within
the state bureaucracy. When National Socialist officials assessed
the mathematicians and physicists at the University of Berlin at the
end of December 1934—thus after the academy had rejected
Stark—they judged that von Laue was an excellent scientist. Peda-
gogkally he was less talented, and nothing was known about his
political conduct.257

Furthermore, von Laue sometimes had to make concessions
to Stark. Von Laue was in charge of the Physics Colloquium at the
University of Berlin, where in the past members of the PTR had
been valuable participants. This cooperation was now threatened
by the open hostility between von Laue and Stark. Von Laue
decided to cooperate and compromise with Stark. It would bring
von Laue great pleasure, he wrote, if Stark would give his blessing
and thereby support to this type of cooperation between the PTR
and the university. Moreover, von Laue signed the letter "Heil
Hitler!"258 The point here is not to accuse von Laue of being a
"Nazi," rather to illustrate how difficult it was for anyone or any
scientist to avoid some sort of submission to or collaboration with
National Socialism.

The Purge The National Socialist transformation of the PAW
included four complementary strategies; purging the academy of
racial and political opponents; coercing the real or apparent alle-
giance of the remaining members; bringing scientists into the
academy who actively supported National Socialism; and, per-
haps most important, allowing a great deal of business as usual
and thereby encouraging members to believe or hope that govern-
ment intervention was over or would soon end, leaving them in
peace.

On 7 April 1933 the German government announced the
infamous "Law for the Restoration of the Professional Civil Ser-
vice," the legal framework for the purge of the German govern-
ment of all racial and political enemies or opponents of Hitler's
regime.259 The euphemistic title of this legislation implied that the
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Weimar Republic had debased the bureaucracy since World War
I and cynically portrayed this purge as a restoration.

This law had an important effect on German science because
all university teachers and most other researchers were civil ser-
vants. The National Socialists adopted this tactic because of its
apparent legality. By providing a law for their purge of the civil
service, the new government won the support of many Germans
who otherwise might have protested or at least condemned the
dismissals. So long as the National Socialists could cloak their
racist and ideological politics in legality, they could count on the
passive acceptance and tacit support of many Germans who them-
selves were not racist, but who were nevertheless unwilling to
question their government.

Civil servants who had been hired after 1918, who were
"non-Aryans"—which at this time meant having at least one Jew-
ish grandparent—or because of their previous political activity did
not ensure that they would act at all times and without reservation
in the interests of the national state, could be fired or retired—and
usually were. If none of these categories fit, an official could still
be dismissed by means of the cynical justification of rationalizing
the administration. On 30 June, this so-called "Aryan paragraph"
was extended to officials married to "non-Aryans."

The April 1933 civil service law included some exceptions for
"non-Aryan" civil servants who had fought in World War I, but
even these were not always honored and were all eventually
rescinded. Although this policy caused a great deal of personal
hardship, the overall quantitative effects of this purge were com-
paratively small, which illustrates how homogeneous, "Aryan,"
and conservative the civil service had been.260

The National Socialists were very thorough and took great
pains to ensure that no one could fall between the cracks. REM
decreed that no official under its jurisdiction could be given a leave
of absence and sent abroad without its permission. The ministry
thereby eliminated one way officials tried to avoid firing someone,
especially if they believed that these excesses would soon blow
over. However, REM also noted that the Aryan paragraph should
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not be applied to areas for which it was not intended, in particular,
not to the private economy.

This policy reveals the limits of the National Socialists' power
at this time. The civil service could be purged, but the private sector
had to be left alone. Thus even the well-publicized boycott of
Jewish businesses on 1 April 1933 was called off by the party
leadership after only one day and not repeated. Only in the after-
math to the infamous "Night of Broken Glass" in 1938 did the
National Socialist state take further steps to force out Jewish busi-
nesses.261

The purge of German bureaucracy did not stop with the civil
service law. In June REM passed on a decree from the Reich
Ministry of Interior that any civil servants who were Jehovah's
witnesses were to be fired because they could not be counted upon
to serve the national state unconditionally and at any time. This
decree was one of many confidential, i.e., secret instructions which
were to be carried out, but not made public.262 At almost the same
time, the Interior Ministry instructed all state institutions that,
until further notice, the following civil servants should not be
promoted: individuals who had belonged to the Social Democratic
or liberal political parties; who had opposed the national renewal;
who were not pure "Aryans"; and who were married to "non-
Aryan" women.263 Thus even if an official had not been fired, he
might be denied all hope of further promotion or advancement.

Many former civil servants still believed in the German legal
system and went to court in the hope of reinstatement. In July 1934,
the Prussian Ministry of Justice made clear that the many legal
cases brought by civil servants fired or forced into early retirement
by the Civil Service Law would be dismissed. Moreover, state
institutions like PAW were to send any information they had on
such matters directly to the Minister of Justice.264 Individuals who
persisted or made trouble not only would not get their jobs back,
they could face even worse treatment.

If the politically motivated purge was not enough, in the
autumn of 1934 REM announced cost-cutting measures which also
directly affected the PAW. First, civil servants who were not ful-
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filling a necessary function would be fired. Second, almost every-
one would receive a cut in pay. Although the academy members
had not officially protested the Civil Service Law, they now in-
structed their secretaries to complain about the cuts to the Ministry
of Finance, but with little hope of success.

The National Socialists took additional steps in 1935 to
tighten their hold on the bureaucracy. Each civil servant had to
provide written documentation of his "Aryan" ancestry.265 In the
fall REM ordered all civil servants to submit a written list of all
professional organizations they had belonged to or were still mem-
bers of since the end of World War I.266 Since the list of politically
suspect organizations increased over time, such information inevi-
tably led to more resignations and dismissals. An October 1935
REM decree directed the academy and all other agencies under its
authority to suspend immediately all remaining civil servants who
were Jewish, or had three or four Jewish grandparents.267 In De-
cember another order added insult to injury by decreeing that if
civil servants who were politically suspect or "non-Aryans" re-
signed or even retired after twenty-five years of service, then they
could not be thanked officially by ceremony or letter.268

The National Socialists also took care that any new appoint-
ment fit their specific requirements. In December 1935 PAW was
informed that when a candidate for the civil service was proposed
to REM, the proposal had to include the following information:
ideological conduct and conviction, efforts on behalf of National
Socialism and in what form this took place, attitude towards duty,
professional abilities, camaraderie, and other positive and nega-
tive character and professional qualities.269

As far as the existing bureaucrats were concerned, civil ser-
vants could only be promoted (and thereby given a raise in pay) if
their past political stance and their conduct since 1933 ensured that
they would at any time and in every way fight for and effectively
represent the National Socialist state,270 Thus in a step-by-step
fashion the National Socialists molded a compliant and subservi-
ent civil service.
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In June 1933 REM decreed that the civil service law would be
applied to the employees of the PAW. Although most of the full
members were subject to the law in their capacity of university
professor, for the moment the position of "non-Aryan" academy
members was not threatened. When Planck and the other three
academy secretaries met to discuss this matter, they were pleased
to note that none of the civil servants or other paid employees were
affected. The academy had only "Aryan" employees. However,
when a subsequent decree extended the law to unpaid employees
as well, one individual was affected. The academy sent him the
official questionnaire and washed their hands of him. He had to
make his own case to REM for remaining at his post.271

The German academies in Berlin, Gottingen, Heidelberg,
Leipzig, and Vienna had formed an academy cartel during the
Weimar Republic as a response to what they considered the inter-
national boycott of German science.272 When the cartel met in June
1933, the political upheaval with its still unpredictable effects lay
heavy on their minds. Fortunately for the academies, they had a
record of consistently and decisively taking a nationalistic stance
in their struggle against the foreign policy of the Weimar Republic.
The Vienna academy in neighboring Austria hastened to declare
its loyalty to and solidarity with the Reich members of the cartel.

The academies were faced with the now acute "Aryan ques-
tion." The universities and the rest of the civil service were being
ruthlessly purged of scientists and scholars either racially or politi-
cally objectionable to National Socialism. There was no reason to
expect that the academies of science would fare any differently.
Although the government had not yet taken any step, the question-
naires would certainly come. The Austrian representative re-
marked that, although the National Socialist policy did not affect
them in Austria, in the future the Austrians would be much more
demanding and cautious with regard to the election of "non-
Aryan" members. Finally, PAW Secretary Heinrich Liiders
brought up a matter of great concern: English newspapers had
exhorted the foreign corresponding members of the German
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academies to resign in protest. Fortunately for the German acade-
mies, these members had not yet done so.273

This meeting was the first of many discussions of a crucial
dilemma for the German academies in general and the PAW in
particular. The academies were completely dependent on govern-
ment support. Cooperation with the National Socialists meant
making concessions on the "Aryan question." But such measures
also threatened to provoke mass resignations of their foreign cor-
responding members, which in turn fundamentally threatened the
academies themselves. If the academies became showcases of
"Aryan" science in Germany, then they would no longer be ac-
cepted by the international scientific community.

Shortly before Christmas 1935, news reached the PAW of
unrest in their sister academy in Heidelberg, by far the most
radically National Socialist academy. Three younger members in
Heidelberg announced their intention of giving talks before the
academy on the new type of scientific research, i.e., race-based
science, but added that the presence of the "non-Aryan" members
would be embarrassing and hinder their appearance. Thus they
proposed that the Jewish members either resign or agree not to
attend academy meetings in the future. The embattled "non-
Aryans" refused to leave unless the entire academy asked them to
go. The young radicals then backed down, at least temporarily, and
the Heidelberg academy passed the matter onto the cartel, which
delayed making any decision as long as possible.274

Affirmative Action for National Socialists Once the Na-
tional Socialists had purged the bureaucracy of their obvious
enemies, they began using civil service jobs as rewards for their
long-standing supporters. In August 1935 REM ordered PAW to
report how many of its employees had joined the NSDAP (Na-
tional Socialist party). Unfortunately, the academy had none to
report.275 In January 1936, REM specified who was to be favored:
only applicants who had joined the party before 14 September
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1930—well before Hitler's movement appeared heading for
power—were to be given preferential treatment.

However, at almost the same time REM ordered the PAW
and all other agencies under its control to make an annual report
on the following: employed NSDAP members who had joined the
party before Hitler's appointment as German Chancellor;276 the
number of National Socialists hired as civil servants; the number
of applications from such individuals turned down because of lack
of positions; and the number of these National Socialists who had
been unemployed. Even if no such individuals had been hired or
had applied, the PAW nevertheless had to submit a written report.
Indeed the PAW had to report once again that no such individuals
were employed.277 These were only the first of the many regular
inquiries which pressured the PAW to employ NSDAP members
and coerced existing employees to join.278 Eventually many acad-
emy employees and a significant minority of full members joined
the party.

Coercing Allegiance There were other, more subtle ways to
transform the PAW. In February 1934, REM ordered the PAW to
close all official correspondence with the words "Heil Hitler!"279

In September 1935 the Heil Hitler! formula was extended to special
celebrations and congratulations, although it was not to be used in
correspondence between state offices. This technique forced
conformity. Either someone refused to use Heil Hitler! and thereby
revealed himself as an enemy to be dismissed or he went along
with the mandatory formula, and apparently supported the re-
gime and the Hitler cult.

Hitler's power was limited for the first year and a half of the
Third Reich by the presence of Reich President Hindenburg. There
was a danger that the Army, the only part of the German state
which could still topple Hitler in a coup, would insist upon replac-
ing the aging president and thereby thwart Hitler's ambitions of
achieving total power. Hitler bought the support of the Army in
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late June 1934 with his bloody purge of the National Socialist SA,
a potential rival of the traditional armed forces.281

When the President and former war hero finally died in
August, Hitler fused the offices of Chancellor and President into
his new title: Fiihrer, or "leader." The National Socialists then
honored the deceased Hindenburg as part of their strategy to
minimize the opposition to Hitler's consolidation of power. Inte-
rior Minister Wilhelm Prick and Propaganda Minister Josef Goeb-
bels subsequently decreed that all civil servants participate in the
two-week period of mourning for Hindenburg by wearing a
mourning flower on the left arm.282

Three weeks later, the Reich government took additional
steps to bind its civil servants to it by means of a new oath for all
governmental employees:

I swear that I will be loyal and obedient to the Fiihrer of the
German Reich and people, Adolf Hitler, respect the laws, and
exercise the obligations of my office conscientiously, so help
me God.283

This oath provides another example of the elaborate, totali-
tarian mechanisms the National Socialists used in order to ensure
compliance. All civil servants had to swear this oath. Each insti-
tution was required to send the Ministry of Interior a written
report on the oath-taking within eight days.

Moreover, the oath had to be taken in a certain form. The
officials and employees gathered together, the head of the insti-
tution read aloud the oath, and the civil servants repeated the
oath in unison. Each civil servant immediately confirmed his oath
in writing, a copy of which would remain in his personnel file.
Any civil servants on leave had to take the oath immediately
upon their return. REM ordered that all official trips or other
reasons for a civil servant's absence be postponed until after the
swearing-in ceremony.284

Thus elaborate steps were taken in order to ensure that
everyone take the oath of allegiance to Hitler. It was an integral
part of the duties of a civil servant; refusal to take it was grounds
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for forced retirement or dismissal. If a civil servant took it with
any reservations, then that would be equivalent to refusing the
oath. Finally, the ministry passed on a thinly veiled threat.
Anyone who was not prepared to follow his oath without res-
ervation should resign. If he did not, then he should expect to
be treated the same as those who had flatly refused to take the
oath.285

The National Socialist state was concerned that all Ger-
mans take part in public National Socialist rituals as part of
the "peoples' community"286 and thereby at least appear to
express solidarity with the Third Reich, In November 1934 REM
decreed that appointments and promotions of all employees
would be announced on one of the new national, i.e., National
Socialist, holidays. April 20, Hitler's birthday, was especially
suitable.287 The PAW was also caught up in this ritual tribute
to National Socialism, On 30 January 1936, the anniversary of
Hitler's appointment as Reich Chancellor, rotating chairman
Planck began the day's business by reminding the members of
the national significance of the day,288

Such concessions to the regime had a similar manipulative
and exploitative effect as the Heil Hitler! salute. Thus Planck
and his colleagues were coerced into public gestures of support
for National Socialism. The 1936 NSDAP party rally in Nurem-
berg throws some light on how daily life in the PAW had been
changed by the new order. The entire academy was ordered
to gather at 4:25 PM on 28 September for a communal broadcast
of a Hitler speech which would begin five minutes later. Fur-
thermore, each academy employee or voluntary co-worker had
to sign the memo informing them of the communal action,
thereby eliminating any excuse for not attending.289 Such com-
munal meetings were common in the Third Reich, and were
yet another technique to coerce conformity. If someone did not
participate, or attended and protested, then he would reveal
himself as an enemy of the regime. If he did participate, then
he gave the appearance of solidarity with Hitler's movement
and thereby helped justify it.
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Business as Usual However, daily Efe for the members of
the PAW—as opposed to its employees-—during the first years of
the Third Reich probably appeared quite normal and apolitical.
For example, there obviously was no censorship of Einstein's
science. On 10 January 1935, von Laue presented a scientific paper
by a colleague which applied Einstein's theories to cosmology.290

In April 1936, von Laue delivered a paper on the quantum theory—
yet another branch of physics that had been labeled "Jewish sci-
ence."291 These topics were at the cutting edge of science, but such
gestures by von Laue may also have been intended to make up for
acquiescence with regard to other matters. Yet a month later von
Laue drafted a congratulatory letter from the PAW to Philipp
Lenard on the fiftieth anniversary of his doctorate.292 Von Laue
was either making concessions to, or studiously ignoring the po-
litical nature of Deutsche Physik.

The National Socialist Fifth Column The PAW was not
merely attacked and pressured from the outside, it was also be-
trayed to the National Socialists from within. Perhaps the first
indication of a National Socialist fifth column within the academy
came when the respected mathematician Ludwig Bieberbach pro-
posed in early 1935 that in the future the PAW ask REM's permis-
sion before electing corresponding members from foreign
countries.293 The academy secretaries rejected this suggestion,294

which in effect would have surrendered the academy's autonomy.
Bieberbach was no old fighter, rather a classic example of an

opportunist who embraced National Socialism once it came to
power. He had held the position of full professor of mathematics
at the University of Berlin since 1921 and full academy member-
ship since 1924. Bieberbach's colleagues and students were sur-
prised when he turned to the National Socialists in 1933; he had
given no indication during the Weimar Republic of fascist sympa-
thies. He joined the National Socialist University Teachers League
in November 1933, the NSDAP in May 1937, and belonged to
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several other National Socialist organizations, including the SA
(Stormtroopers).295 After the start of the Third Reich, Bieberbach
was rewarded for his political cooperation with the appointment
as dean of the scientific faculty at the University of Berlin.

Bieberbach made his reputation as the "Nazi" among mathe-
maticians by the theories on the psychological (and thus racial)
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background of different mathematical styles which he propagated
after 1933. According to Bieberbach's Deutsche Mathematik (literally
translated as "German Mathematics"), "Aryans" and Jews created
different types of mathematics because they belonged to different
races. Thus he advocated a philosophy of science analogous to the
Deutsche Physik of Lenard and Stark, even though he did not
support the two physicists in the politics of the Third Reich.

Bieberbach also tried and failed to seize control of the Ger-
man mathematics community by taking over its professional or-
ganizations. His mathematician colleagues managed to thwart
Bieberbach's ambitions by making concessions to other National
Socialists. By 1937 Bieberbach and his group were an "ideological
residue" in the system of mathematics without substantial influ-
ence.296 They continued to publicize their Deutsche Mathematik as
an example of true National Socialist science, but just like the
Deutsche Physik of Lenard and Stark, Bieberbach's group was ig-
nored by the National Socialists bureaucrats in charge of science
policy. But if Bieberbach had failed to realize his aspirations for
German mathematics, he could still work to transform the PAW
along National Socialist principles.

On 30 September, 1935, REM followed Bieberbach's sugges-
tion and decreed that German scientific organizations had to pro-
ceed very cautiously when naming foreign scholars as correspond-
ing members. The academy now had to take care that only scholars
who would at least take a neutral stance toward the new Germany
be considered. If a case was questionable, then the academy should
contact the ministry ahead of time. The PAW responded that it had
always taken the political stance of the potential candidate into
account when electing corresponding members and would cer-
tainly do so in the future.297

In early 1936, three academy members who supported Na-
tional Socialism, Bieberbach, Hans Ludendorff,298 and Paul Guth-
nick, proposed that the PAW fill two free positions with
representatives of anthropology and racial science, scientific disci-
plines which were especially important to National Socialist ide-
ology. They suggested Eugen Fischer and Hans F. K. Giinther. The
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former was a respected anthropologist and leading race hygienist
("race hygiene" was the German term for eugenics); the latter was
a popular racial theorist who invented a typology of racial types
which facilitated and justified racist policies as well as Bieber-
bach's Deutsche Mathematik.

At first the academy responded favorably,299 but a few weeks
later the secretaries announced that it would be better not to
constrain the academy by binding positions to particular scientific
disciplines.300 This response was probably an attempt by the acad-
emy to retain some of its steadily eroding independence and
scientific standards for membership. It was willing to elect such
scholars, and indeed did subsequently bring Fischer into the acad-
emy, but also wanted to avoid sanctioning particular types of
science.

At this time the academy still enjoyed its independence with
regard to the election of members, although some concessions had
been made. In 1935 Karl Becker, an Army officer interested in
science policy, was elected a full member of the PAW.301 The Reich
Minister of War subsequently thanked both REM and the PAW.302

The election of a member of Germany's conservative military elite
was no doubt welcomed by some as insurance against an invasion
of the PAW by radical National Socialist elements, but it neverthe-
less represented a profound break with tradition. Someone like
Becker probably would not have been elected as a full member
during the Weimar Republic or even the militaristic German Em-
pire.

In late April 1937 PAW members proposed the IG Farben
industrialist Carl Bosch for honorary membership in the academy.
When Bieberbach raised objections, perhaps because Bosch was
ambivalent about National Socialist policies, the vote was post-
poned.303 However, Bosch was about to be elected President of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Society with the approval of Minister Rust and
obviously had his backers in the National Socialist state. When the
vote was finally taken, Bosch received only one opposing vote.304

Members like Becker or Bosch rarely if ever participated in the
academy. Their elections, like the subsequent elections of leading
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National Socialists, were merely insincere and increasingly mean-
ingless honors designed to curry political favor and contributed to
the scientific debasement of the PAW.

In early 1936, without warning REM began to restructure the
Reich academies along National Socialist lines, simultaneously
forbidding any public discussion of this reform. The Bavarian
Academy sent PAW a copy of the official publication of laws for
the state of Bavaria, which included significant changes in the
organization of the Munich academy. The president of the acad-
emy and the two secretaries of each class, who had previously been
elected by the academy for three years, would now be appointed
by Reich Minister Rust. The Munich academy had received no
notice of these changes other than the publication of the law
itself,305 a common and effective strategy employed by the Na-
tional Socialists to create confusion and minimize opposition to
their policies. The members of the Berlin academy must have asked
themselves whether they would be next. A few weeks later REM
strongly suggested that PAW should expect a similar reorganiza-
tion.306

The academy took the hint and chose to do voluntarily what
they assumed would otherwise be done by force. On 27 February,
the four secretaries reported to the full academy their proposal for
altering the academy statutes. The most important change was a
simple one: the word "elected" was replaced by "appointed."
Although the PAW would continue to nominate and elect scholars
and scientists as before, and thereby preserve the illusion of inde-
pendence, in fact the results of their elections now became mere
recommendations which officials in REM could either accept or
reject. The academy had in effect surrendered their independence,
and indeed went far beyond the changes forced upon the Bavarian
academy. After a short debate on the secretaries' action, the acad-
emy approved the proposal unanimously.307

The threat of a public debate over Jews in the academy was
one reason why the German academies were willing to give up
some of their independence before it was required. The Einstein
affair was still fresh on everyone's mind, and since the PAW still
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had Jewish members, the academy was vulnerable. When the PAW
was attacked in the January 1937 issue of the National Socialist
journal Volk im Werden for harboring Jews and opposing National
Socialism, the academy empowered its secretariat to investigate
the matter and bring it to the attention of the ministry.308 A month
later an academy member pressed the matter further and insisted
that they could not remain silent about this attack.309

But REM decided that it would be counterproductive for the
PAW to clash publicly with their critic, the Heidelberg anthropol-
ogy professor Ernst Krieck, who had gone so far as to question the
academy's right to exist.310 When REM did respond officially, it
hardly calmed the academy. Rust chastised Krieck for going out-
side of official channels, but welcomed any suggestions he might
have for renewing and reorganizing the PAW. This was a question
that had been occupying Rust himself for a long time.311

In February 1937, PAW was finally confronted with some-
thing it must have seen coming: the forced expulsion of its Jewish
members. All the German academies were now directed to report
how many "non-Aryan" members they had, when these members
had been elected, which of the honorary and corresponding mem-
bers were Jewish, and what steps could be taken against these latter
individuals.312 Thus from the very beginning REM pursued a
policy that ensured that the PAW and its members would be
accomplices to any purge.

REM appreciated the fundamental problem of the "non-
Aryan" foreign corresponding members. All concerned wanted to
retain at least the appearance of legality, but legally these members
could not be dismissed for being Jewish unless they were sent
questionnaires and required to prove their "Aryan" ancestry. Any
such action would most probably lead to a mass exodus of foreign
corresponding members from the German academies, generate a
great deal of bad publicity, and make the PAW less valuable to the
National Socialist state. Thus the responsible REM official even
went so far as to forbid the PAW to take any such measures on its
own without explicit authorization.
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However, the same bureaucrat asked a PAW member
whether it was true, as had been reported, that Einstein was still a
corresponding member? The PAW representative hastened to de-
scribe the events of Einstein's dismissal and assure the official that
Einstein no longer had anything to do with the academy. REM
wanted to handle the purge of "non-Aryan" academy members
quietly, perhaps by dissolving and reconstituting the academy,
thereby reconfirming all existing members while omitting the
Jews. This common bureaucratic tactic during the Third Reich
would allow the government to obscure its brutal personnel pol-
icy.313

Although the academy had not been previously included in
the purge of Jews, most of its members were also active university
professors or other types of civil servants who had already been
required to demonstrate their "Aryan" ancestry in order to retain
their jobs. The "non-Aryans" who were fired usually left Germany
and thereby the PAW. But there were still a few older scientists left
in the academy. On 1 March 1937, PAW sent its report on "non-
Aryan" members to REM. There were three "non-Aryans" among
its sixty-three full members. A fourth member was one-quarter
Jewish. All the corresponding members in Germany were univer-
sity professors or state civil servants who had already demon-
strated their "Aryan" ancestry.

The PAW was in no position to provide or determine the
required information with regard to their foreign honorary and
corresponding members. There were five exceptions, and they
were corresponding members who had previously been dismissed
from their university positions as "non-Aryans." The draft report
closed with a passage that was crossed out and omitted from the
final version, but illuminated the PAW's attitude towards Jews;
these figures also showed how reserved the academy had always
been toward admitting "non-Aryans."314

In April an exceptional meeting of the academy cartel was
held to discuss their "non-Aryan" members. All agreed that
merely asking whether or not a foreign corresponding member
was "Aryan" would probably lead to a mass resignation. How-
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ever, they also recognized that the dismissal of the remaining
"non-Aryan" academy members, which appeared more and more
likely, would probably lead to the same thing. All agreed that the
loss of their foreign members would make impossible the tradi-
tional function of the academies—the cultivation of scientific rela-
tions between Germany and foreign countries.

Finally, the formal cartel response emphasized how small the
number of "non-Aryan" members was and how little justified the
accusation that the academy had been "Jewified." The few remain-
ing "non-Aryan" members, who were insignificant and hardly
noticeable to the public, were much less dangerous for Germany
than the consequences of expelling these members. The cartel
academies considered themselves responsible for Germany's for-
eign scientific relations. They had the duty to warn of potential
damage to these relations, and also had the right to be heard when
decisions were being made which would prevent the academies
from fulfilling their unique and most important function in the life
of the nation.315

The members of the PAW approved sending the cartel report
on to REM with one dissenting vote from Bieberbach.316 The unity
of the cartel also fell apart on this point: the more radical Heidel-
berg academy refused to go along and submitted its own report.317

When secretary Heinrich von Picker subsequently discussed the
matter of the remaining "non-Aryan" full and corresponding
members with the responsible ministry official, he found the latter
very understanding, but also saw clearly how difficult this matter
was. Domestic and foreign policy considerations were often very
difficult to reconcile.318 It was clear that sooner or later the Jewish
members would have to go.

The Prussian Academy of Sciences was not seized or taken
over by the National Socialist mathematician Theodor Vahlen or
the Third Reich. When faced with a choice between endangering
their academy or acquiescing in the racist purge of the PAW, the
academy scientists surrendered their independence and became
accomplices by helping the National Socialist state force the Jewish
scientists out of the academy. No "Aryan" scientists resigned in
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protest. Indeed there is no record of a scientist even considering
resignation. The academy report on the "Aryan question" did
argue against the purge, but only because it would make the work
of the PAW more difficult, if not impossible. No one was willing
to question publicly the fundamental National Socialist principle
that only "Aryan" scientists deserved to be in an academy of
science.
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A "Nazi" in the Academy

The "Little Hitler" in the Academy In February 1937 the scien-
tific class nominated the mathematician Theodor Vahlen and the
race hygienist Eugen Fischer for election to the academy.319 Bieber-
bach and Planck were among the sponsors of both proposals.320

Although Fischer's science, anthropology, and eugenics, were
more relevant to National Socialist science policy, Vahlen had
extremely impressive political credentials for the Third Reich, even
better than Philipp Lenard or Johannes Stark. Vahlen was born in
1869, was a decorated veteran of World War I, and had been a
member of the NSDAP from the very beginning, He served as
regional leader for Pomerania and member of parliament during
the twenties, joined the Stormtroopers in 1933, and switched over
to the SS in 1936.

Vahlen became full professor of mathematics at the Univer-
sity of Greifswald before World War I and university rector in 1924.
Moreover, Vahlen was one of the few professors in the Weimar
Republic to embrace early and openly Hitler's movement. In 1924
Vahlen incited a crowd at a rally against the republic and took
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Theodor Vahten, 1934. (Courtesy of the UHstein Bilderdienst.)

down the Prussian and Reich flags from the University flagpoles.
The republican government immediately placed Vahlen on leave
and eventually fired him without a pension for political abuse of
Ms function. Vahlen was offered a professorship outside of Ger-
many, at the Technical University in his birthplace, Vienna.321

Vahlen was also a respected, although not first-class, mathe-
matician. His main interests lay in the areas of ballistics and
nautical navigation. During World War I he had led an artillery
battery. Devastating criticism in 1905 from a Jewish coEeague not
only pushed Vahlen into applied mathematics, what he charac-
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terized as the natural, concrete way of thinking of the "Aryan"
race, but may have made him more anti-Semitic. As early as 1923
Vahlen characterized mathematics as a mirror of the races.322 In
1934 Vahlen began his close collaboration with Ludwig Bieberbach
to propagate Deutsche Muthematik through a journal of the same
name.

But Vahlen also tried to use more rational arguments in the
service of National Socialist science policy. For example, Vahlen
was more circumspect than the adherents of Deutsche Physik on the
subject of the theory of relativity and took care to use scientific
arguments when attacking Einstein's work. In 1933 he responded
to a proposal that this theory and its supporters be forcibly eradi-
cated by insisting that to use the Education Ministry's power in
this matter would mean regressing back to medieval methods. The
National Socialists would be more successful in the purification
and clarification of their spiritual Me by placing the best men in
the best positions.323 Eventually Vahlen adopted the common
tactic of ascribing the theory of relativity to other "Aryan" physi-
cists, thereby accusing Einstein of plagiarism, but also making the
theory palatable to the National Socialist state.324

Vahlen gained power and influence over science policy in the
Third Reich mainly because he was a fascist, not because of his
mathematical prowess. In March 1933 Vahlen was appointed to
the University Division in REM. A little more than a year later he
was in charge. He was especially active in implementing the Law
for the Restoration of the Career Civil Service and decisively
molded the Ministry's science policy towards the Kaiser Wilhelm
Society, the PAW, and the Research Foundation. On 1 January 1937
Vahlen was relieved of his duties in the Ministry.325 As his sub-
sequent conduct would show, Vahlen was most probably eased
out because he was no longer able to fulfill his function.

In the spring of 1936 Vahlen tried to take over the Kaiser
Wilhelm Society through the back door. The mathematician sent
an emissary to Philipp Lenard and asked him to accept the presi-
dency of the Society as a figurehead. Vahlen would do all the
work.326 Lenard replied that Vahlen should take the job himself.327
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If he could have, he probably would have, but the Society had
influential allies within the National Socialist state, Lenard could
arguably have been pushed through in the face of opposition, but
not Vahlen. One of Vahlen's successors at REM hinted to Johannes
Stark that Vahlen had been forced to give up his position in the
ministry.328 In any case, Stark believed that Vahlen, who in his
opinion had little understanding or character, wanted to become
president, not to further a National Socialist revolution in science,
but instead out of desire for money.329

It was no coincidence that Vahlen was nominated for the
PAW after his efforts to manipulate the presidency of the Kaiser
Wilhelm Society had been thwarted. Vahlen's entry into the acad-
emy was coerced by his National Socialist allies. As usual, two
competent experts assessed his scientific career and justified his
admission, but made clear in subsequent publications that they in
fact thought little of the very work they had previously praised.330

However, Vahlen's election was complicated by the tradi-
tional method of voting in the PAW. New members had to be
nominated within a class, elected by that class, and finally elected
by the academy at large. All these votes were taken by a special
form of secret ballot: each member would place either a black or
white sphere in a container. If the candidate received a large
enough majority of white spheres, then he was elected. The spheres
posed problems for scientists who were intent on transforming the
PAW into a National Socialist institution, but at the same time
wanted to keep the appearance that the long-standing traditions
of the academy were still being respected.

When the vote on Fischer's and Vahlen's candidacy was held
on 15 April, it ended with a shocking result. Although Fischer was
elected by a wide margin, Vahlen did not achieve the necessary
majority.331 Such a defeat was almost unheard of at the PAW, and
revealed how problematic the black and white spheres could be:
there was no way to stop a member from professing support in
public but casting the black sphere in secret. For example, although
Planck had been one of the sponsors of Vahlen's appointment, he
could nevertheless have secretly voted against him.
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However, Vahlen and his supporters were not finished and
the victory of Vahlen's opponents proved short-lived, if not coun-
terproductive. Bieberbach immediately called for the following
changes in how the PAW elected members: only the members of
the relevant class would vote; each member would be asked for his
opinion publicly, i.e., no more secret ballots; and the secretary
alone would then decide whether or not this name should be
proposed to the ministry.332 Less than a month after he made this
threat, Bieberbach simply started the process all over again. Vahlen
was proposed by several members of the scientific class,333 nomi-
nated by a wide margin,334 and on 24 June was finally elected by a
sufficient majority.338

It was also no coincidence that Vahlen retired from REM a
few months later, when he received the unusual honor of a per-
sonal letter of congratulations from Hitler.336 Vahlen was still an
honorable long-standing National Socialist activist, but he had
gotten older and had noticeably slowed down. When the SS ac-
cepted him in 1936, the SS Security Service pointedly requested
that he not be assigned to them.337 As far as the SS and REM were
concerned, the academy was a suitable rest home for an aging old
fighter. In contrast to the more powerful and independent Kaiser
Wilhelm Society, the PAW could not resist a takeover.

In October 1938 Minister Rust informed PAW that the stat-
utes of the academy would be changed corresponding to the
fundamental ideology of National Socialism. The leadership prin-
ciple had to be introduced, thereby installing a strict hierarchy and
eliminating any remaining democratic elements. The structure of
the academy leadership would be altered to include a president,
vice president, and two secretaries, one for each class. One of the
two secretaries would also handle the business of the entire acad-
emy and have the title of General Secretary.

The number of full members would be expanded, which was
an effective way to create a majority of National Socialist members
while retaining a sense of continuity with the old academy. RE
not only had to approve the election of all members, but the PAW
had to report its nominees to REM before any public an-
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nouncement was made. Election to the academy was also no longer
permanent, REM could withdraw its approval of a given member
at any time.

Full members could be only Reich citizens, i.e., "Aryans,"
who lived in Prussia,338 The Reich Citizenship Law had previously
redefined the Jews as "subjects" without the full rights of German
citizens.339 This subtle measure provided a very effective mecha-
nism for persecuting "non-Aryans." Henceforth laws and decrees
needed merely to assign certain rights exclusively to citizens in
order to take them away from the Jewish subjects.

Finally, and as expected, the remaining "non-Aryan" full
members had to leave the academy. Furthermore, the PAW was
supposed to persuade these few Jewish members to resign quietly.
The contrast between these final purges and the earlier Einstein
affair is stark. Whereas in 1933 REM wanted to generate publicity
for getting rid of Einstein, the ministry now did not want to draw
attention to the fact that it had tolerated Jews in the PAW for so
long. However, the National Socialist leadership did make a con-
cession for the moment with regard to the foreign members: REM
would not require that external and corresponding members sat-
isfy the same requirements. Finally, REM gave PAW less than a
month to report back to Rust.340

The academy membership and leadership capitulated imme-
diately. The "non-Aryan" members were informed of Rust's de-
cree by unofficial and confidential letters. The three scholars, Adolf
Goldschmidt, Eduard Norden, and Issai Schnur, responded by
resigning from the PAW. When the chairman reported this to the
general meeting of the academy, he requested and received per-
mission on behalf of the academy to express thanks to their former
colleagues for their many years of valuable work. The PAW imme-
diately began altering the statutes as ordered.341 On 14 October
1938 the academy reported to REM that its Jewish members had
left the PAW.342 Thus the academy had purged itself of its last
Jewish members before the infamous pogrom dubbed the "Night
of Broken Glass" and the radical escalation of anti-Semitic terror
and anti-Jewish legislation that followed.
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For the Jews in Germany, 1936 and 1937 were relatively calm
years in large part because the Third Reich wanted to present a
good image for the 1936 Olympic games. But that changed dra-
matically in 1938. In the night of 9 November 1938 a murderous
pogrom was unleashed by Minister of Propaganda Josef Goebbels,
ostensibly in response to the assassination of a German diplomat
in Paris by a Polish Jew. Throughout Germany, SS and SA (not in
uniform) burned synagogues, destroyed seven thousand busi-
nesses, killed 100 Jews, and sadistically tortured thousands more.
There were 20,000 Jewish men arrested and sent to concentration
camps. Most Germans were shocked by the pogrom. Many people
privately complained about the vandalism, lawlessness, and de-
struction of property. However, there was little or no opposition
to the legal measures that followed. The National Socialists used
the "Night of Broken Glass" as a cynical excuse for far-reaching
decrees against the Jews, thereby excluding them from the econ-
omy and removing most, if not all, of their remaining freedom.343

The academy also felt the change in official policy towards
Jews. Without warning in late November, REM specified addi-
tional changes in the new statutes. Members who were half-Jews,
who had some Jewish ancestry, or who had Jewish wives had to
leave the academy as well. Indeed, they were to be handled exactly
as PAW had treated their full Jewish members. Rust considered
exceptions inappropriate. Thus the National Socialists used an
obvious yet effective tactic: no mention was made of the intention
to get rid of the "half-Jews" until the full Jews were gone. Although
the PAW was confronted with a series of escalating demands, each
was presented as if it was the last and final concession and gave
no hint of further measures to come.

Since only Reich citizens could become full members, in the
future no Jews would be elected. Furthermore, the same standards
would of course be used for the election of new corresponding or
honorary members. In particular, REM would reject the election of
a foreign member if he was a Jew in the sense of the Reich Citizen-
ship Law. Existing corresponding and honorary Jewish members
living in Germany would be asked to resign. If they refused, then
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Rust would take advantage of the power given him by the new
statutes and dismiss them. Finally, EEM would postpone further
action on Jewish foreign corresponding members until it had
discussed the matter with the German Foreign Office,

Henceforth Rust would appoint the academy president, vice-
president, and two secretaries, although the PAW was free to make
suggestions. In order to rejuvenate the academy, full members
over the age of seventy could be relieved of their duties, making
possible the election of a younger full member. This apparent
reform was a transparent method of silencing several recalcitrant
older members and replacing them with younger scholars more
congenial to National Socialism. Finally, REM asked the PAW to
consider changing its name to "Berlin Academy of Sciences." As
usual, the PAW had only a month to submit the new statutes to
Rust.344

The external pressure on the PAW to transform itself was
complemented by agitation by the National Socialist fifth column
within the academy. On 1 December Vahlen, Bieberbach, and three
other NSDAP members confronted the PAW leadership. These
party comrades told their colleagues in the PAW that they had
heaved a sigh of relief when REM demanded new statutes for the
academy. Indeed, Vahlen, Bieberbach, and the others had felt
ashamed that the academy had remained silent and not already
voluntarily done what was needed. In other words, the academy
should have voluntarily transformed itself into a completely
"Aryan," National Socialist institution rather than waiting for the
Ministry to force them to do so.

However, the five party comrades noted that a new epoch in
the history of the PAW was beginning. They disagreed fundamen-
tally with the argument made by many academy members that the
PAW had to save what could be saved. Bieberbach and Vahlen
reminded their colleagues that they all had been living since 1933
in a National Socialist state, where everything was to be arranged
according to fascist principles, including science. It was not a
matter of saving something, they argued, rather of building some-
thing new and National Socialist.
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Since party comrades were best suited for such work, Vahlen,
Bieberbach, and the others demanded that they be included in the
committee charged with changing the statutes,345 After a short
discussion and one substitution, the academy agreed.346 At the
same meeting the PAW also capitulated to the demand that all
members with some Jewish ancestry leave the academy. Acting
chairman Planck read the REM decree requiring the removal of the
members who were "part-Jewish or had part-Jewish wives" to the
meeting. He then requested and received the permission to thank
these members on behalf of the academy for their valuable contri-
bution to the scientific work of the academy.

Implementation of the decree was entrusted to the statutes
commission, now dominated by Bieberbach and Vahlen.347 The
academy did risk one pathetic request: that REM not apply this
policy as strictly as had been done in the universities. Apparently
some academy members still clung to the delusion that the Na-
tional Socialist state would grant exceptions for Jewish members.
Shortly before Christmas, the academy learned that the PAW
members who were part Jewish or had part-Jewish wives, Max
Sering, Otto Hintze, and corresponding members Felix Jacoby and
Hans Horst Meyer, had resigned.348

On 22 December, PAW officially submitted its new statutes,
which corresponded completely with the REM decree. However,
the academy cautiously declined the suggestion of renaming the
academy because the title "Prussian Academy of Sciences" was so
well-known internationally.349 The new statutes created the posi-
tion of academy president, and the Ministry of Education immedi-
ately named Vahlen acting president.350 A few weeks later
Bieberbach was appointed acting secretary of the scientific class.
When an academy member complained that the four academy
secretaries had resigned their offices and cleared the way for
Vahlen and Bieberbach without informing the academy and
thereby forestalling any discussion, he was told that there had not
been enough time.351 This was either an excuse or the result of the
tactics skillfully employed by REM to seize control of the PAW.
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Thus the leadership principle was finally introduced to the
academy in 1938 on the eve of World War II, a few months after
the brutal pogrom of Germany's Jews and in the same year when
Hitler purged the leadership of the armed forces. Conservative
generals who had been critical of Hitler's foreign policy were
forced to resign and replaced by more pliable men. The traditional
German elites lost what little remaining autonomy they had within
the National Socialist state. Now nothing stood in the way of
Hitler's war.352

When the scientific class met on 19 January 1939, acting
secretary Bieberbach announced that they had five free positions
as replacements for older members. First, Bieberbach pointedly
noted that he did not want to elect other relatively old scientists,
rather the academy should bring in suitable younger colleagues.
Here "suitable" had a specific meaning. Racial acceptability was
now taken for granted. These new appointments had to meet an
especially high standard with respect to political desirability, i.e.,
not merely being politically harmless, rather having special po-
litical qualifications or backing. However, Bieberbach artfully
passed the buck. Neither he nor acting president Vahlen would
make such a decision; that would be up to the responsible political
offices.

The secretary went on in the January meeting to develop
what must have been a deceptively seductive argument: of course,
political qualifications would not replace scientific performance.
Bieberbach assured his colleagues both personally and in the name
of Vahlen that no one would be prepared to support the election
of a member who did not completely and entirely fulfill the usual
scientific requirements. In short, Bieberbach and Vahlen wanted
only to require especially high political qualifications while main-
taining the usual scientific standards.

In fact, there was no shortage of qualified scientists who also
met these special political qualifications. Many of Germany's best
scientists actively or passively supported National Socialist poli-
cies. Moreover, Bieberbach had been met with understanding from
the political officials when he had argued to them that high scien-
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tific qualifications were an absolute prerequisite of any election.
Bieberbach had taken the liberty of preparing a list of suitable
names for new academy members, but assured his colleagues that
he was prepared to discard any name for whom the repre-
sentatives of the discipline had objections with regard to the scien-
tific qualifications. In contrast the mathematician did not offer to
include any additional names in the list.

Next Bieberbach brought up the case of the physical chemist
Max Volmer, yet he was not named specifically.353 Although the
academy had previously nominated him, representatives of the
National Socialist state had found his political conduct unaccept-
able.354 Thus Bieberbach drove home the point that he and Vahlen
had not invented the high political standards for new academy
members. That had been done by National Socialist officials in
REM. What had happened with Volmer had been very unpleasant,
and the academy had to avoid such situations in the future. Here
Bieberbach and Vahlen also began another effective tactic; telling
their colleagues—whether true or not—that the two of them had
barely managed with great effort to keep the political authorities
from punishing the academy for some matter or, even worse, from
restricting the freedom of the PAW even further.

However, Bieberbach probably revealed his hypocrisy when
he moved on to the next order of business; electing the future
National Socialist Armaments Minister, Fritz Todt, as an honorary
member of the academy. After arguing (rather implausibly) that
Todt's scientific achievement matched that of the other honorary
members and his political and economic significance for the Ger-
man people far outweighed them, Bieberbach not only called upon
his colleagues to elect him, he broadly hinted that any black
spheres might cause problems for the academy. Todt was nomi-
nated with only a few votes against him.355 A week later the full
academy nominated Todt by a similar margin.356

However, the National Socialist leadership of the PAW had
not yet won over their colleagues, Vahlen closed an academy
meeting in late January with a personal and serious appeal to the
members. They had to put aside their personal resentments, jeal-
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ousies, friendships or antagonisms, he urged, in order to place the
good of the whole above that of the individual. The time had come
for camaraderie and support 01 the acting leaders. Otherwise,
Vahlen noted menacingly, the academy might suffer heavy dam-
age.357

A few months later Vahlen turned Ms attention to the tradi-
tional secret ballot. The academy president noted that black
spheres had repeatedly been deposited without any member hav-
ing openly expressed his objections. This result is hardly surpris-
ing. It had always been common for a candidate to receive a few
black spheres, and few members wanted to oppose openly a can-
didate backed by the PAW leadership. The implication of Vahlen's
remarks was clear. The academy members could continue to enjoy
their traditional secret ballots only if they always voted yes. The
academy responded by electing twenty-four members en masse.359

Vahlen's increasingly dictatorial handling of the academy led
to a modest revolt. Three senior academy members, Planck, Hein-
rich Luders, and Hans Stille, criticized Vahlen's actions in writing
and sent copies of their letter to all academy members. The acting
president reacted by accusing his critics of unfairly mistrusting
and trying to pressure him. Since Planck and his colleagues were
hardly in a position to threaten Vahlen, the mathematician's re-
sponse suggests that he was either concerned about his scientific
reputation, or senility was causing him to lose his grip on reality.

Vahlen brought up the matter of confidence before the entire
PAW and challenged anyone to discuss the supposed uneasiness
among the members which had led to mistrust of the acting presi-
dent. Planck now backed down and argued that the letter should
not be seen as a statement of mistrust, rather they had merely
expressed their concern for the future of the academy. The physi-
cist went on to say that, in his opinion, the academy should have
full confidence in Vahlen and be thankful for his efforts on its
behalf. Vahlen was pleased to note that no one had expressed
mistrust in him or the other academy officers, and thanked them
for their support.359
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Vahlen's acting presidency was due to run out on 15 June,
When the academy met that day, the members were informed that
Rust had accepted the new statutes with a few minor changes and
that the PAW now had to nominate a new president, vice-presi-
dent, and two class secretaries. Not surprisingly, Vahlen suggested
that the academy vote on the four offices as a bloc, that is, they
should vote to make the acting officials permanent. No doubt
Vahlen hoped to avoid a referendum on his personal popularity.

But Planck stirred himself to raise a dissenting voice. In his
opinion the academy president should be someone with very good
connections to scientists in foreign countries and therefore could
well represent the academy outside of Germany. Planck nomi-
nated Hans Stille as president. Another member supported Planck
by noting that, even according to the new statutes, the PAW had
to vote on its nominations for the four academy offices. Yet a third
disagreed, and a long discussion with many participants followed.

Vahlen saw that an election was unavoidable, and called for
a two-stage secret ballot for PAW president using slips of paper,
The first round of voting determined the candidates and produced
twenty-three votes for Vahlen, twenty-five for Stille, one each for
Heymann and Planck, and five empty pieces of paper. The second
round, now between Vahlen and Stille, ended in a tie.360 The other
three acting officers ran unopposed and were elected. Vahlen
laconically noted that he would report these results to REM.361

Two weeks later Minister Must appointed the acting officers, in-
cluding Vahlen, to their permanent positions.362 The historian John
L. Heilbron has characterized Planck's final challenge of Vahlen as
a "moral victory" because Planck and the academy did not go
down without a fight.363 If so, it was one of the last such victories
in the history of the PAW under Hitler.

International Relations The PAW and other academies of
science played an important role in the international commerce of
science, often organizing or sponsoring conferences, correspond-
ing with foreign institutions, and providing a forum where science
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policy on an international scale could be debated and created.
Before World War I, German science dominated the international
scientific community,, German was the main language of science,
and the PAW played a decisive role in the international politics of
science.

When Germany lost World War I, the victorious allies im-
posed the Treaty of Versailles, a peace settlement which forced
Germany to give up large amounts territory, to restrict its military,
and to pay large reparations to some of the victors. Many Germans
considered the treaty unfair and punitive, especially because of the
war guilt clause which forced Germany to accept all blame for the
war. Germany was now ostracized, and so was German science. In
1919 two new international scientific organizations, the Interna-
tional Research Council and the International Academic Union for
the Humanities, were created in order to exclude Germany and
Austria.

Many Allied scientists argued that time would have to pass
and passions cool before they could reaccept their former enemies
into the international community of science. The Germans simply
considered it a boycott. This ostracism was fairly effective during
the first postwar years. Congresses were not held in Germany, the
German dominance of scientific journals was broken, and German
was even replaced slowly by English. But the boycott had never
been complete, and by 1925 it was beginning to crumble. By the
late twenties many scientists in the United States and Europe
wanted to reopen the channels of scientific cooperation. However,
when the former allies became willing to accept the Germans, the
latter began playing hard to get.

For the German scientists, the boycott was a moral issue.
Their pride had been wounded. They tried to put up a united front
and condemned the few deserters like Einstein, scientists who
accepted personal invitations to attend conferences when Ger-
mans officially were banned or at least unwelcome. When German
foreign policy changed in the course of the Weimar Republic from
confrontation to cooperation with the League of Nations and the
German Foreign Office turned to German scientists for assistance
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in reestablishing international ties, the German scientific commu-
nity refused to cooperate. When Germany was invited to join the
International Research Council in 1926, the cartel of German acade-
mies and Union of German Universities refused. It quickly became
obvious that they simply did not want to join this organization, in
large part because of the bitterness caused by the boycott.364

Although the PAW refused to participate in international
scientific activities coordinated by the Council, it did take an active
part in National Socialist cultural policy. In late June 1937 REM
asked the academy if it was able and willing to name foreigners or
Germans living outside of Germany who were actively working
for German interests as honorary or corresponding members for
the sake of cultural and political considerations. The academy was
willing, with two conditions: the individual must fulfill the acad-
emy's usual scientific requirements and the relevant experts must
be willing to propose him.365 This was the same bargain that
Bieberbach had offered with respect to full membership. The PAW
was willing to bestow scientific honors for political reasons, so
long as they went to good scientists.

The National Socialist government closely monitored and
controlled the international activities of academy scientists. For
example, in the summer of 1938 REM informed PAW that all
invitations to an international medical congress in Strasbourg were
to be turned down, perhaps because Germany had been forced to
return Alsace to France as part of the peace settlement.366 In late
October PAW received an invitation to attend a congress on cancer
research in Paris. Since REM considered German participation
undesirable, PAW turned down the invitation with thanks.367

However, scientists were welcome to get involved in politics, so
long as it suited National Socialist interests. Shortly after Germany
had absorbed Austria and took one of the first major steps towards
World War II, Walther Nemst suggested that the Berlin academy
send a telegram of greetings to the Vienna academy and welcome
them home to the Reich. His colleagues agreed.368

The successful German Lightning War (Blitzkrieg) radically
changed the quality of the PAW's international relations. It was no
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longer a matter of whether German academies would cooperate
with international organizations in Belgium and France, rather
what the conquering Germans would do with them and the rest of
occupied Europe. War also brought with it additional financial
restrictions. Vahlen announced that the academy finances were
being reevaluated and that until further notice the academy would
not publish the work of non-Germans,369 But exceptions were
made. In April Bieberbach successfully argued that the work of a
Bulgarian mathematician should be published because the work
was of high quality and it would be good for Germany's cultural
relations with Bulgaria.370

The 1939 German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact on the eve of
World War II surprised and dismayed Germany's neighbors. The
two totalitarian states set aside their deep ideological differences,
agreed not to attack each other, and in a secret clause of the treaty
divided Poland and the Baltic states between them. Hitler wanted
the treaty so that his back would be free when he attacked western
Europe, even though he intended to attack the Soviet Union even-
tually. Stalin wanted more time to prepare for the confrontation
with Germany, because he in turn considered German aggression
inevitable.

This pact also caused a radical about-face in official cultural
policy. Cooperation between the PAW and Soviet institutions had
previously been tightly controlled. In December 1936 the Reich
Exchange Office in the Prussian State Library, which controlled and
coordinated all exchanges of publications with foreign institutions,
had ordered the PAW to provide them with a detailed list of every
exchange with the Soviet Union, and informed the academy that
any new exchanges would have to be approved in advance.371

Three years later, cooperation with Soviet institutions was
positively encouraged. REM decreed on 30 November that scien-
tific relations with the Soviet Union would be renewed.372 By the
new year the PAW was able to report that the previous exchanges
of publications between the PAW and the Soviet scientific insti-
tutes had been reinstated, along with many new requests for
German publications. The academy tried as best it could to fulfill
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the many requests,373 The situation changed abruptly once again
in the summer of 1941, when Germany tore up its pact and invaded
the Soviet Union,

War had an immediate effect on the academy's international
communication. Almost no exchanges remained with hostile
countries. Allies were another matter. In November 1940 two more
requests for publication exchanges from friendly countries were
approved: a geophysical institute in Italy and a mathematical
institute in Japan.374 Countries that had been conquered by Ger-
many offered special opportunities for international scientific co-
operation. REM instructed Bieberbach to support an "Analytical
Bulletin" being published by the "National Center for Scientific
Research and Documentation" in Paris. This bulletin provided
brief summaries of the contents of articles from scientific and
technical journals from around the world, and was designed to
facilitate the absorption of French industry by its German counter-
part by encouraging the French to collaborate with the Germans.375

The academy also took part directly in the plunder of Euro-
pean science. In the summer of 1940 the Prussian State Library
informed the PAW that manuscripts and library material of Ger-
man origin were being returned, i.e., removed, from French and
Belgian libraries. Furthermore, the academy was encouraged to
place orders for such material.376 In fact the PAW did order mate-
rials from libraries in occupied countries and thereby participated
directly in the German rape of Europe and fundamentally per-
verted the purpose of an academy of sciences. This ruthless col-
laboration with National Socialism was an ironic twist on the
academy's traditional fostering of international cooperation in
science through an exchange of publications.

Perhaps the most consequential role played by the PAW in
the cultural exploitation of countries under German occupation
came in occupied Poland.377 In late August 1940 the PAW informed
the director of the university library in Berlin that there were
nineteen publications of the Krakow academy which the PAW did
not have. The PAW asked this official to arrange that these publi-
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cations be sent to the Berlin academy from the former Krakow
academy, which had been closed by German officials.378

In November the PAW was contacted by the newly estab-
lished State and University Library in Posen, also in occupied
Polish territory. The librarian was trying to build up a German-lan-
guage library, and hoped to receive PAW publications. Although
the new Reich University of Posen had only just been established
and the librarian did not have much German literature to offer in
exchange, he did have large collections of Polish literature which
he would be willing to send to Berlin. The PAW responded imme-
diately that it would be pleased to begin a publication exchange.
It would send its usual publications to Posen together with a list
of one German and eleven Polish publications which it would like
in return.379

Sometimes this process was pushed by higher officials as part
of the German policy of assimilation. When Education Minister
Eust visited Posen, he pointedly noted that its library only had
PAW publications through World War I. REM instructed the acad-
emy to send the missing publications to Posen.380 Shortly after the
new year the Posen library sent eighteen volumes to the PAW.381

A few weeks later, the German occupation government in Poland
sent PAW volumes from the archives of the former Polish Acad-
emy of Sciences.382 The PAW also elected the rector of the Univer-
sity in Posen a corresponding member of the academy in 1941.383

The Polish scientists and scholars had little opportunity to
protest the plunder of their country, but the special National
Socialist brand of international scientific cooperation was not al-
ways passed over in sEence. Early in December 1943 the PAW and
the other German academies received a polite yet accusatory letter
from the Swedish Academy of Sciences. Sweden was one of the
few neutral countries during World War II. The German authori-
ties in Norway had responded to student protests by closing the
University of Oslo, arresting the male Norwegian students along
with many teachers, and announcing that they would be deported
to Germany for forced labor. How, the Swedes asked, did the PAW
justify this?384 The PAW's first reaction was to do nothing before
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first checking with the Foreign Office.385 REM forbade both official
and personal responses by any academy member.386 One scholar
nevertheless disobeyed the ministry and answered his Swedish
colleagues in the spring of 1944 by reciting a list of destruction
done to German culture by Allied bombs.387

Vahlen's Presidency Vahlen and Bieberbach stuck to their
promise and only elected competent scientists as full members,
some of whom were National Socialists, some who were politically
useful, and others who were politically harmless. In June 1939 Otto
Hahn and two colleagues proposed Adolf Thiessen for full mem-
bership in the academy.388 Thiessen was a capable scientist and
long-standing National Socialist who had taken over the old insti-
tute of the Jewish physical-chemist Fritz Haber, after the institute
had been purged of its "non-Aryan" scientists and Haber had been
driven into exile.389

In 1943, Werner Heisenberg and Otmar Freiherr von Ver-
schuer were elected unanimously to the academy.390 Verschuer
certainly fit the image of a "Nazi" scientist. He was the mentor of
Josef Mengele and carried out research with the remains of con-
centration camp victims which his former student sent him from
Auschwitz. However, Heisenberg's election demonstrates that an-
other type of scientist was also acceptable to the academy: an
apolitical scientist who was nevertheless considered valuable by
the National Socialist state. In a modest act of defiance the scientific
class voted in early March 1941 to nominate Volmer once again as
a member.391 However, the academy leadership simply ignored
them.

By 1939 the PAW was completely integrated into the Na-
tional Socialist state. In late February the PAW finally eliminated
voting by spheres in favor of what was cynically described as free
and open voting.392 REM and the PAW also continued their relent-
less expulsion of "non-Aryan" members. In the summer of 1939
Ernst Heymann informed the academy that the Jewish scientist
Richard Willstatter had been expelled as a corresponding member
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of the PAW. Willstatter had merely been informed that, according
to the new statutes he was no longer a corresponding member
because he did not fulfill the requirements for the Reich citizen-
ship. No member of the academy raised any objections.393

In November 1941 REM informed the academy that the Ital-
ian corresponding member Tutiio Levi-Qvita was a full Jew.
Vahlen noted that he must now be removed from the list of
corresponding members, and the academy moved to do so. The
physicist and corresponding member James Franck was supposed
to be a full Jew, but since he was in the United States, REM decreed
that a decision in his case would have to wait until after the war.394

However, once Germany was at war with the United States the
situation changed. In November 1942 both Franck and Max Bom
as "non-Aryans" were removed from the list of corresponding
members,

Although in a sense Vahlen had now reached the zenith of
his power within the PAW, the start of World War II revealed that
his mental facilities were deteriorating rapidly. In October he
requested that REM transfer him to a position where he could
actively contribute to the war effort. In November 1939, the sep-
tuagenarian mathematician informed the personnel office of the SS
that he was available if the personal protection of the Fuhrer
needed strengthening. A few months later he asked the same office
for permission to wear a field gray uniform and for assignment to
the front. But Vahlen's superiors kindly turned down his offers.396

In early 1943 Vahlen, who was clearly steadily losing his grip
on reality, submitted his resignation to Rust in order to go to war.
The matter was passed onto the SS, where Vahlen's colleagues
tried to say no gently.397 The Ahnenerbe, the SS scientific research
branch, thought that Vahlen's offer was a nice gesture, knowing
full well that Vahlen's faculties were not what they used to be. Of
course, no one wanted to hurt Vahlen's feelings. Perhaps SS leader
Heinrich Himmler could himself tactfully decline the offer.398 In
fact, on 25 March, Himmler told Vahlen that an old fighter like
himself had nothing to prove. Instead, he should devote himself to
his scientific research.399
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Vahlen's memory began failing Mm so often that the acad-
emy business suffered, creating difficulties and embarrassing situ-
ations. The mathematician was finally relieved of his duties as
academy president in the summer of 1943. But Himmler did pro-
mote Vahlen within the SS400 and early in 1944 the SS finally gave
Vahlen permission to wear a field gray uniform.401 Vahlen tried
one last time in February 1944 to join the Waffen-SS, the military
arm of the SS. Once again, Vahlen was gently advised to devote
himself to science.402

The war finally came home to the academy in the summer of
1941, The president began one meeting by honoring two former
scientific employees of the PAW who had fallen on the eastern
front.403 In 1943 Allied bombing raids became common over Ger-
many, causing death and destruction and revealing the impotence
of Goring's air force. However, the raids did not have the hoped-
for effect on morale. The more the Germans suffered, the more they
stuck together and fought their enemies. Goebbels' propaganda
now emphasized the "total war" and the atrocities which the
Soviets would commit if they made it to Germany.

In late November several academy members lost everything
they owned to Allied bombs.404 By mid-December, the bombing
had made further printing of the academy publications impossible
for the duration of the war.405 The first meeting of the academy in
1944 was held in the air raid shelter because the usual meeting
room had been damaged.406 The air raids and small number of
members present ended the meeting on 9 March after just ten
minutes. Vahlen lost his apartment to an Allied air raid and
moved to Vienna, where he was immediately given a honorary
professorship by the Vienna Technical University.408 In July 1944
Rust told the PAW that no new president would be named until
after the war.409 The last minutes of an academy meeting in the
Third Reich noted merely that the meeting had to be postponed.410

Postwar After the fall of the Third Reich, what was left of
the PAW scrambled to accommodate itself to the new political
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realities. The academy began meeting again in June 1945, even
though many members were no longer in Berlin and the city was
occupied by Allied and in particular Soviet forces. The acting
secretary, Hermann Grapow, told his colleagues that the local
mayor was very interested in cultural matters and had offered to
help find a permanent meeting place for them—they were now
meeting in the local city hall. However, a different academy mem-
ber, Eduard Spranger, objected to the apologetic tone of the draft
report which was to be submitted to the authorities. In his opinion,
there was no reason for the academy to begin apologizing for its
former conduct.411 He was soon proved wrong.

In mid-June PAW member Johannes Stroux met with the
local magistrate about the financing of the academy, new statues,
and office space. The magistrate asserted its veto power over the
election of full members. When the academy subsequently dis-
cussed how the elections should take place, one member proposed
voting by acclamation, a suggestion perhaps unconsciously remi-
niscent of the Third Reich. The rest of the members agreed that a
secret vote using slips of paper was preferable.412

The PAW now took great care to ingratiate itself with the new
rulers. When a local politician suggested that the academy start
public lectures as a way to attract attention, the PAW responded
by proposing a lecture on the connections between the writer Jacob
Grimm and Russian scholars.413 The academy also sent a congratu-
latory letter care of the Soviet occupation government to the Len-
ingrad Academy on their 220th anniversary.414 The Germans'
concern about the future of their academy was justified. In a
subsequent meeting with German officials employed by the Soviet
occupation government, the academy representative was told that
the government was not certain that the PAW still existed, rather
it might have to be refounded. In other words, all of the existing
members would in effect be dismissed and the academy rebuilt
from scratch. This barely veiled threat was followed by the pointed
remark that the PAW still employed former members of both the
NSDAP and SA.415
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At the next meeting, in July 1945, the academy discussed
what to do about their colleagues who had been members of the
NSDAP, forcing five former party members to leave the room.
Many more employees of the academy had been in the party, and
the remaining PAW members decided to dismiss four employees
and try to keep two others. Since the city government refused to
allow the academy to impose one policy on its employees but
another on its members, the PAW could not delay dealing with its
politically tainted members. The officials responsible for the PAW
gave its acting president two lists, one of eight members who had
to go, and another with the names of eighteen individuals who had
to be examined more closely. The members present accepted the
two lists and the proposed measures unanimously,416 The list of
eight included Vahlen, Bieberbach, Konrad Meyer, Peter Adolf
Thiessen, Franz Koch, Carl August Emge, Friedrich Stieve, and
Theodor Mayer.417

The PAW had to face criticism for its past under National
Socialism and pressure to conform to the wishes of the Soviet
Occupation Government. In August the shadow of the Einstein
affair reemerged. The magistrate ordered the PAW to use its
records to prepare a report on the entire matter.418 The PAW was
also informed that its library, like all libraries, would be purged
of undesirable political writings,419 In December the PAW began
to transform itself once again, this time according to the model
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences by incorporating scientific
institutes. One of the first to be considered was a new institute
for Slavic languages, but the PAW also began to swallow up
various scientific state and KWG institutes in and around Berlin
that had been orphaned by the division of Germany.420 Thus the
introduction of the Soviet model had both ideological and prag-
matic justification.

Members also protested in vain against the dismissal of for-
mer NSDAP members and the grave dangers this policy had for
the academy, the university, and indeed for the cultural life of
Berlin in general. The result would be the emigration and persecu-
tion of respected scholars on one hand, and the obstruction and
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alienation of new forces on the other.421 It is worth noting that even
though this protest was futile, it went far beyond any criticism
made by the academy of National Socialist policy in the early
thirties.

Shortly after Christmas 1945 the PAW as such ceased to exist.
After a sometimes bitter discussion the academy bowed to pres-
sure to change its name—something not even the National Social-
ists had insisted upon—and remove the name Prussian. It was now
the "Berlin Academy of Sciences."422 By 1947 it had been renamed
the "German Academy of Sciences" and included over nineteen
institutes and other scientific institutions.423 This academy in turn
became the "Academy of Sciences of the German Democratic
Republic" in 1972 and lasted in this form until German reunifica-
tion in 1990, when the institutes were either disbanded or recon-
nected to some other scientific institution. What remained has
returned to the original model for an academy of sciences, now
renamed the "Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences."

On 5 October 1946, something else happened that was ironi-
cally reminiscent of the Third Reich. By order of the Soviet occu-
pation government, all institutions under its control, including the
academy, gathered together at a rally celebrating the judgment
reached at the Nuremberg Trials. With few exceptions, the surviv-
ing National Socialist leadership was sentenced to death for crimes
against humanity. The academy was ordered to ensure that all
members and employees attended, and that they arrived in a
group.424 There were certainly grave differences between the Third
Reich, now condemned for the crime of genocide, and the Stalinist
society the Soviets imposed on eastern Germany. But the coerced
public ceremony recognizing the judgment from Nuremberg is
nevertheless reminiscent of the mandatory collective listening to
Hitler's speeches during the Third Reich and illustrates the special
tragedy of scientists and other Germans in the Soviet occupation
zone and the subsequent German Democratic Republic. They
traded a murderous racist dictatorship for a milder, socialist one.

The National Socialist scientist and PAW dictator Theodor
Vahlen barely outlived the Third Reich. According to his widow,
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the seventy-six-year-old Vahlen died on 16 November 1945 in a
Prague prison.425 Ludwig Bieberbach, perhaps the other most
prominent National Socialist in the academy, was one of the very
few professors who never regained a teaching position in Ger-
many. However, the postwar stigma attached to Bieberbach was
mainly caused by his infamous Deutsche Mathematik, not because
of his role in the subversion of the PAW.

The concessions Max Planck made during the Einstein affair
were not forgotten, but have usually been softened by the empha-
sis placed both on the statement Planck made before the academy
honoring Einstein's scientific achievement, and on the great per-
sonal suffering Planck had to endure under Hitler. The final and
ultimately futile fight Planck put up for the independence of the
academy demonstrates that he saw clearly what National Social-
ism was doing to the academy, to science, and to Germany.

Perhaps the strongest image associated with the PAW under
Hitler is Max von Laue's barring the door to the "Nazi" physicist
Johannes Stark. Von Laue himself published an account of the
affair in 1947 as a response to a self-serving article from Stark.
Indeed von Laue is regularly portrayed as one of the few German
scientists who refused any and all compromise with the National
Socialists, and the Stark affair is presented as proof. The history of
the academy under Hitler demonstrates that his conduct in fact
was more ambiguous and ambivalent, but nevertheless still laud-
able.

The PAW was important enough to be brought into line with
the rest of German society during the Third Reich, but the slow
pace of the transformation of the academy and the subsequent
imposition of Vahlen as PAW president also reveal that the acad-
emy was really not that important to the National Socialist state.
Otherwise its Jewish members would have been thrown out im-
mediately, and it would hardly have been used as a rest home for
senile party comrades. The PAW could delay its purge of "non-
Aryan" members because it was relatively unimportant for Na-
tional Socialist science policy, not because of the personal or
professional courage of its members.
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The academy certainly did not actively oppose or resist the
new regime, but that does not necessarily earn it the "Nazi" label.
On one hand, the academy began immediately to make conces-
sions to Germany's new National Socialist rulers. On the other
hand, with few exceptions the PAW continued throughout the
Third Reich to have outstanding scientists and scholars as its
members who produced high-quality science and scholarship. The
members of the PAW willingly and knowingly cooperated with
National Socialist policies while simultaneously trying to maxi-
mize their shrinking professional and personal independence.

Bieberbach's and Vahlen's argument, that only good scien-
tists would be chosen for membership, even if they also had to
fulfill political criteria as well, was no doubt both seductive and
effective. Any member who wished to believe that the academy
was apolitical and that scientific qualifications were all that mat-
tered could accept this perverse type of affirmative action for
professionally competent National Socialist scientists and their
fellow travelers.

What such a scientist could not do, however, was to dwell for
too long on those scientists who had been driven out of the acad-
emy or who were denied admission. As the political scientist
Joseph Haberer recognized, compliance and cooperation did not
protect the Academy, rather helped transform it into a willing tool
of National Socialism. Furthermore, in the long run, the unwilling-
ness to protect colleagues and the concessions made to the regime
were the most grave legacy of this period.426

The history of the academy shows that its members were
cajoled, coerced, threatened, and seduced step by step into trans-
forming themselves into a willing tool of the National Socialist
state. This transformation culminated in the ruthless purge of
"non-Aryan" members and participation in the scientific rape of
occupied Europe. But Vahlen did not conquer and subsequently
pervert the academy, rather he took over after its members had
already collectively sealed a Faustian pact with the Third Reich.
Bieberbach did not undermine the academy by himself, rather he
was able to persuade the majority of his colleagues to either help
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or at least not oppose him. Planck not only regretted the shameful
handling of Einstein, he also was forced to preside over the forced
resignation of the rest of his Jewish colleagues. Finally, von Laue
did bar the door to Johannes Stark, but he and Planck also had little
choice but to step aside when others held the door open to scien-
tists like Fischer, Thiessen, von Verschuer, and Vahlen.
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Physics and Propaganda

The majority of German scientists neither embraced National
Socialism nor emigrated from it. They stayed and worked, either
withdrawing as much as possible from the disturbing reality of the
Third Reich—often called "inner emigration"—or actively
participating in the National Socialist system. The latter
individuals inevitably acted in an ambiguous and ambivalent
manner. Enthusiastic National Socialists, opponents,
opportunists, and the vast silent majority all worked within the
system despite having very different motives. Thus different
observers have often described the same activity by the same
scientist either as collaboration or resistance. Both labels are
problematic because they mirror the black-and-white
juxtaposition of "Nazi" and "anti-Nazi." For most scientists, the
day-to-day reality lay in between.

Werner Heisenberg's guest lectures in foreign countries and
resulting participation in cultural propaganda during the Third
Reich provide an excellent example of how ambiguous and am-
bivalent cooperation with the National Socialist state could be. One
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lecture in particular deserves close inspection. In September 1941,
when German armies were pushing deep into Soviet territory,
Heisenberg and Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker traveled from Ger-
many to Copenhagen, where they gave talks and visited their
Danish physicist colleagues. This visit remains one of the most
controversial events in the recent history of German science pre-
cisely because it has been used as evidence for diametrically op-
posed interpretations of Heisenberg's and von Weizsacker's
conduct under Hitler: (1) they went to Copenhagen in order to help
their colleague Niels Bohr and to save the world from nuclear
weapons; (2) they went in order to help the National Socialists
exploit Bohr (who had a Jewish mother) and win the race to the
atom bomb.427

Heisenberg's and von Weizsacker's 1941 visit to Denmark
belongs in the context of National Socialist cultural propaganda in
countries occupied by or obedient to Germany during the war. The
physicists did not simply go to Copenhagen to help Bohr. They
traveled to a Denmark occupied by German troops. While in
Copenhagen, they participated in official propaganda by lecturing
at a German cultural institute.

Heisenberg's many guest lectures also facilitate an analysis
of two important aspects of science during the Third Reich. First,
the National Socialist regime transformed foreign lectures and
international conferences into effective tools for cultural propa-
ganda. Second, there was a functional relationship between the
changing official attitude towards Heisenberg, the rehabilitation
of modern physics under Hitler, and the usefulness to the National
Socialists of Heisenberg as a goodwill ambassador.

Perhaps most important, Heisenberg's and von Weizsacker's
September 1941 trip to Copenhagen must be placed in the context
of World War II. For this reason the story of their foreign lectures
will be divided up into two chapters. Chapter 6, "Physics and
Propaganda" covers the prewar period and the Lightning War,
when it appeared that the war would soon end with a National
Socialist victory. In contrast, Chapter 7, "Goodwill Ambassadors"
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covers the period when the war turned sour for Germany and the
persecution of the Jews was transformed into the Holocaust.

The "Coordination" of Foreign Lectures The National So-
cialists took care to regulate quickly and strictly any cultural
exchange with other countries as part of a thorough "coordina-
tion" of the civil service. Officials at REM informed the rectors of
the German universities that they welcomed foreign lectures by
German scientists, so long as the scholar was worthy of repre-
senting Germany in the National Socialist sense. Only REM could
approve a foreign trip by a civil servant or employee under its
jurisdiction, which included all university instructors.428 By early
1934 the ministry noted in a threatening tone that individuals with
unsuitable personalities and ideologies were being proposed as
representatives of the new Germany.

All foreign travel requests for speaking engagements were to
be submitted through official channels and had to include and
quote verbatim the opinion of the regional leader of the NSDAP.429

The Foreign Office of the new Germany now demanded that it be
informed ahead of time of any foreign lectures, and that the
speaker contact and work closely with the German Embassy in the
country to be visited.430 Moreover, this strict policy was introduced
at a time when the Foreign Office was still relatively independent
of National Socialist influence.

By early 1935, REM had extended its control to lectures by
foreign scholars inside of Germany. Any invitation had to be
approved by the ministry in advance, and any such request had to
be submitted early enough so that the ministry could check with
both the Foreign Office and the German Embassy in the country
concerned. The Education Ministry also extended its right of re-
fusal. As of June 1935 no invitation either for a lecture abroad or
for participation in an international congress could be accepted
without its permission.431 By 1937 the Ministry of Education re-
quired that universities and scholars provide complete informa-
tion on all conferences being planned, both inside and outside of
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the Reich.432 The Ministry of Propaganda also gained some control
over international cultural commerce. Its German Congress Center
controlled the technical aspects of such trips by providing the
scholars with foreign currency and through the organization of
congresses held inside Germany.433

Differences in the treatment of nationalities under these
guidelines illustrate how sensitive cultural policy was to political
events. In 1935 Germans living abroad could be invited to purely
scientific conferences in Germany without consulting REM, but
any visits to or from Poland or Alsace-Lorraine had to be approved
well ahead of time. In the spring of 1936, the Education Ministry
forbade German scholars to have anything to do with any organi-
zation or event connected with the League of Nations. By that
October, all official visits to Spain by civil servants were to be
cleared beforehand. A month later this decree was extended to
cover all employees.434

In 1927 the twenty-six-year-old Heisenberg was called to a
full professorship in theoretical physics at the University of
Leipzig. Heisenberg, one of the creators of quantum mechanics,
quickly received honors, recognition, and invitations from abroad.
In 1929, Heisenberg was invited to hold a series of guest lectures
at the University of Chicago during the summer semester.435 Three
years later Heisenberg was granted leave again to lecture at a
summer school for physics at the University of Michigan. Heisen-
berg's guest lectures continued after the National Socialists took
power, but the context in which these goodwill trips took place
became very different.436

The year 1933, which included such radical change in Ger-
many, also brought good news to Heisenberg in the form of the
1932 Nobel Prize for physics. The University of Leipzig was very
proud of Heisenberg, but concerned that he might now be tempted
to go elsewhere. Heisenberg responded with thanks for the appre-
ciation, noted that the philosophical faculty had made his stay in
Leipzig as pleasant as possible, and that he hoped to be able to stay
at the university for a long time to come.437 In the spring of 1934
Heisenberg received a call to a position at Harvard University with
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very generous fringe benefits. When Heisenberg informed the
dean of this American offer, the administrator in turn assured
Heisenberg that he would spare no effort to try and retain the
physicist for the University of Leipzig and Germany, The Nobel
laureate decided to stay at Leipzig, at least for the time being.438

In February 1936 Heisenberg requested another leave of ab-
sence to lecture at the University of Michigan in July and August,
and to attend the tercentennial anniversary celebrations of Har-
vard University. The ministry approved Heisenberg's trips,
granted him leave from July through September, and informed the
Foreign Office and the Congress Center of his plans.439 In May he
submitted an application to attend a physics conference at Niels
Bohr's Institute for Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen, which was
approved as well.440 In his subsequent report on the conference for
the ministry, Heisenberg restricted his comments to scientific mat-
ters and avoided politics. In contrast, Pascal Jordan, another of the
creators of quantum mechanics but an enthusiastic follower of
Hitler,441 submitted a report couched in National Socialist rhetoric.

In the spring of 1937, Heisenberg requested permission to
attend a congress on statistics to be held that October in Geneva.
He had been invited to deliver one of the featured papers, a lecture
on "Statements of probability in the quantum theory of wave
fields."442 The rector approved the trip, but the local head of the
University Teachers League was ambivalent.443 Although Heisen-
berg had never been a radical leftist, had always been nationalistic,
and had volunteered for military training the previous autumn,
the Party official had some misgivings about approving the trip to
Switzerland. Heisenberg had close connections with Jewish physi-
cists in foreign countries and, apparently worst of all, rejected
anti-Semitism. One could not expect that Heisenberg would rep-
resent National Socialist doctrine while outside of Germany.

But despite these misgivings, the University Teachers League
approved the trip because of Heisenberg's international reputa-
tion. He was so well known, inside and outside of Germany, that
the prestige of the National Socialist government would be hurt
more by denying him the chance to travel to Switzerland than by
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Niels Bohr (right) and Werner Heisenberg in the Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen,
1936. (Photo by P. Ehrenfest, Jr., Courtesy of the AIP Emilia Segrt Visual Archives.)

giving him permission for the trip.444 One probable reason for this
ambivalence was the fact that public political attacks on Heisen-
berg had begun, for example in the main newspaper of the NSDAP,
the Volkischer Beobachter.4*5 It is not clear whether Heisenberg went
to Geneva or not. When Heisenberg requested permission in the
summer of 1937 to go to the annual small conference at Niels Bohr's
institute in Copenhagen, no objections were raised.446 Perhaps
Switzerland was considered politically more sensitive than Den-
mark, or the fact that Heisenberg went to Copenhagen so often
made the trip seem less dangerous.

Events surrounding a nuclear physics conference held in
Zurich in the summer of 1936, which Heisenberg could not attend
since he was in the United States, are instructive of the develop-
ment of National Socialist cultural policy. Eight physicists asked
for permission to attend the meeting, and six applications were
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approved. For Ludwig Bewilogua, Robert Dopel, Hans Geiger,
Gerhard Hoffmann, and Fritz Kirchner, the ministry approved
easily, if not swiftly.447 Hans Geiger submitted Ms request on 23
May, and on 17 June had to write his rector again to accelerate the
process, Geiger was scheduled to give the featured lecture in his
own special field of research. It was in the interest of German
science, Geiger argued, that he be allowed to attend, otherwise a
Dutchman or a Frenchman would take his place.448

Rausch von Traubenberg, a professor at the University of Kiel
with a Jewish spouse, ran into political trouble. The rector, the
dean, and the representative of the University Teachers League,
the Party organization in charge of university instructors, all ap-
proved the trip. The rector said that he could not imagine any
serious danger in sending Traubenberg to the conference, which
was to be limited to scientific matters. But Traubenberg had failed
in the past to get permission to travel. The regional Party leader-
ship of the state Sehleswig-Holstein had killed all previous appli-
cations, and refused yet again.449 The Reich Ministry of Education
told the rector at Kiel to inform Traubenberg that he could not go
to Zurich because of the shortage of foreign currency.

Fritz Sauter, who taught physics at the University of Gdttin-
gen, and in 1939 joined the NSDAP, submitted his request to attend
the Zurich meeting, and as far as he knew, it went through without
any problem.450 In fact, REM approved the trip, only to learn that
Sauter was being watched by the Gestapo, the domestic secret
police branch of the SS. The ministry did not want to take respon-
sibility for sending Sauter under these circumstances to Switzer-
land. Officials from the ministry then reached a compromise with
the secret police,451 Sauter could go to Zurich, but he would have
to submit a report to REM on the attitude of Swiss physicists
toward the new Germany.452

The request of Erich Regener, a physicist at the Technical
University in Stuttgart, was forwarded on to the ministry with an
unofficial letter that implied that Regener and his wife were not
"Aryan."453 REM responded by asking the Wurttemberg Ministry
of Culture whether Regener had submitted the questionnaire re-
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quired of all civil servants, and in particular, whether Regener had
ever belonged to a Freemason Lodge and whether evidence had
been presented that Regener and his wife were "Aryan." The Reich
official made clear that, if at all possible, this information should
be gathered without Regener's knowledge.454 The Wurttemberg
Ministry responded that Regener had never belonged to a Lodge
and was of "Aryan" blood. His wife was Jewish,455 A few weeks
later, REM directed the Minister of Culture in Stuttgart to inform
Regener that his trip could not be approved because of the shortage
of foreign currency.456

The "White Jew" and "Qssietzky of Physics" The Na-
tional Socialist regime went to considerable lengths in 1935 and
1936 to present its best face, for example during the 1936 Olympic
games. But during the last few years before the war, the more
radical and disturbing aspects of the new Germany emerged,
including the pogrom known as the "Night of Broken Glass" and
the aggressive German military expansion.457 These years were
also very hard on Heisenberg. He suffered political attacks that
were not only dangerous in themselves, but injurious to his per-
sonal and professional pride.

On 15 July 1937 he was attacked as a "white Jew" and "Jewish
in spirit" by his colleague, fellow Nobel laureate, and president of
the Imperial Physical-Technical Institute, Johannes Stark, in an
article published in the SS weekly Das Schwarze JCorps.458 Heisen-
berg called upon his superiors to protect him against Stark's at-
tacks. A fundamental decision was necessary. If the ministry
considered Stark's viewpoint in Das Schwarze Korps correct, then
Heisenberg would resign; if the ministry did not support such
attacks, then Heisenberg demanded the sort of protection which
the armed forces would grant to its youngest lieutenant. Heisen-
berg suggested that perhaps the Leipzig University Student Or-
ganization could do something, since it was affiliated with the
NSDAP. He apparently thought that he had National Socialist
allies in Leipzig.459
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The bureaucracy did not welcome Stark's attack. Very many
individuals lost their positions or were denied promotions on
political grounds during the Third Reich. But the Ministry of
Interior insisted that such decisions as well as any complaints
about the political reliability of civil servants go through official
channels.460 Both the Ministry of Propaganda and the Party Chan-
cellery had decreed in 1936 that attacks on civil servants in the
press should be avoided.461 The rector of the University of
Leipzig—who brought the matter to the attention of the Reich
regional representative in Saxony—observed that Stark had im-
plicitly criticized those parts of the National Socialist government
responsible for personnel policy and requested that the govern-
ment enforce its policy towards such attacks in the press.*62

Heisenberg continued his aggressive tone with his supe-
riors. Almost seven months after he had insisted on either res-
ignation or protection, he demanded to know whether the
ministry believed that his performance deserved insults like
"white Jew" and the "Ossietzky of physics"? Stark's attack and
the inaction of his superiors had crippled Heisenberg's work.
A student had turned down both a place and a stipend at
Heisenberg's institute after Stark's attack out of fear that as-
sociation with Heisenberg could harm him politically. This case
showed that unless a clear decision was made concerning the
attack in Das Schwarze Korps, work in Heisenberg's institute
would be made almost impossible.463 (The socialist and pacifist
Carl von Ossietzky was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize while
imprisoned in a German concentration camp, thereby embar-
rassing the National Socialist government and prompting Adolf
Hitler to forbid German citizens thereafter to accept the Nobel
Prize. Ossietzky died in the camp.)

Heisenberg also contacted the SS directly, but a low-ranking
official informed him that they could do nothing for him. It ap-
peared that SS Leader Heinrich Himmler and Minister of Educa-
tion Bemhard Rust had decided not to answer Heisenberg's
requests for the Munich professorship and for public recognition
of his service and loyalty to the fatherland. Heisenberg saw no
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alternative but to submit his resignation at Leipzig and to leave
Germany. He did not want to emigrate, he told his mentor Arnold
Sommerfeld, but he also had no desire to live in Germany as a
second-class citizen,464

Meanwhile, Johannes Stark had not prospered. He had re-
fused as president of the German Research Foundation to fund
some scientific research desired by the SS, and was subsequently
sacked by the REM and replaced by SS man Rudolf Mentzel. In the
spring of 1936 Adolf Wagner, one of the most powerful and ruth-
less regional party leaders in Germany, instituted legal proceed-
ings to throw Stark out of the Party for having meddled in the
politics of Wagner's region in southern Bavaria. Stark fought back
and remained in the NSDAP, but his trial dragged on until 1938.
After 1936, he was viewed with increasing disapproval within the
SS and influential Party circles.465

Influential colleagues also intervened on Heisenberg's be-
half. During the summer of 1938 the aeronautical engineer Ludwig
Prandtl convinced Himmler that Germany could not afford to lose
Heisenberg, who was still relatively young and could train a
generation of scientists.4*6 Prandtl was in a position to influence
the SS. In 1937 the Party official in charge of Gottingen described
him as a typical scientist in an ivory tower. Prandtl was an honor-
able, conscientious scholar from an older generation concerned
with his integrity and respectability. However, given Prandtl's
exceptionally valuable scientific contributions toward the expan-
sion of the Air Force, he was also someone the National Socialists
neither could do without, nor wanted to alienate.467

The leader of the SS forbade further political attacks on
Heisenberg, invited the physicist to meet with Mm, and made it
clear that he expected Heisenberg to stick to physics, not politics.468

Heisenberg responded immediately, agreed to avoid politics, but
insisted on a public rehabilitation.469 In November a messenger
from Himmler arrived and asked Heisenberg for more detailed
information on the "physics war" between Deutsche Physik and the
established physics community, which Heisenberg considered to
be a good sign.470 At the same time a Party official told Prandtl that
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the struggle against the theory of relativity had been stopped by
someone in a high position.471

Despite its power, the SS could not end Heisenberg's trou-
bles. In December 1938 an official from the Saxon Ministry of
Culture paid an unofficial visit to his Berlin colleague in the
Education Ministry and asked about the Heisenberg case. Minister
Rust had not made up his mind, in part because the Heisenberg
affair was only one part of the controversy between theoretical and
experimental physics. The two bureaucrats agreed that Stark had
gone too far. But they also agreed that Heisenberg had brought
much of his troubles upon himself. In the summer of 1934, for
example, Stark had arranged a public declaration of support for
Adolf Hitler that Heisenberg had refused to sign. The excuses he
gave for his past conduct were no defense. Nevertheless, the
official from the Saxon ministry assured the rector in Leipzig that
Heisenberg would not be disciplined for this previous politically
unacceptable conduct. Heisenberg would just have to have a little
more patience and wait for Reich Ministry of Education to act.472

Probation The last foreign lecture tour Heisenberg under-
took before the coming war cast its shadow over international
scientific relations was a trip to Holland in January 1939. The
physical colloquium of the University of Leyden invited Heisen-
berg to give a talk on "the penetrating components of cosmic
rays."473 The trip was approved without any objection. As usual,
Heisenberg was required to submit a report upon his return.474

Heisenberg arrived in Leyden on 25 January 1939, and stayed with
his colleague and friend Hendrik Antony Kramers, professor at the
University of Leyden. Heisenberg gave his talk that afternoon
before an audience that included physicists from the University of
Amsterdam and the Philips Factory in Eindhoven. A long discus-
sion followed in which Kramers, Hendrik Casimir, and other
Dutch scientists took part. The colloquium continued the follow-
ing day with presentations from Kramers' students and colleagues
on pressing problems of modern physics.
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Heisenberg also gave a lecture on nuclear forces at the Philips
Company, which included a hundred researchers from Philips'
scientific staff. After the talk, Heisenberg toured the impressive
experimental apparatus in the company laboratory. On 28 January,
Heisenberg went with Kramers to the Hague, and there, in coop-
eration with the German embassy in Holland, the two physicists
visited Prince Bernhard zu Lippe. In the afternoon, Heisenberg
heard a talk in Amsterdam on the magnetic properties of solid state
materials. He then visited his colleague Jacob Clay to discuss
cosmic radiation and returned to Germany that evening.475

In April 1939 Heisenberg proposed another trip. He wanted
to participate in three prestigious and very visible international
physics meetings: a June conference at the University of Chicago
on cosmic radiation, a September meeting on nuclear physics at
the Technical University of Zurich, and the October Solvay Con-
ference in Brussels on the properties of elementary particles. His
travel costs would be paid for by the organizers of the conferences,
and Heisenberg wanted to stay in America for six weeks in order
to visit several institutes.476 The rector passed on the request to-
gether with the approval of the head of the Leipzig University
Teachers League.477 REM approved the trips without special com-
ment.478 However, neither of the last two conferences took place.

The SS Report on Heisenberg A day before Heisenberg's
trips were approved, bureaucrats from another part of the Na-
tional Socialist state completed a document that would silence
Deutsche Physik*79 rehabilitate modern theoretical physics, and
change Heisenberg's life. The SS had finally finished with its
thorough examination of Heisenberg and his work. The SS sent the
report to the Party Chancellery. When the SS forwarded a copy to
REM, it told the ministry that Heisenberg should be given another
appointment, where this new professorship should be, and why
this post was suitable. The SS report, which apparently forestalled
a parallel investigation in the Party Chancellery, was definitive.480
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Heiseriberg could not be called to Munich, for that would be
seen as a victory over the Party officials there. Members of
Himmler's staff independently informed Heisenberg why he
could not receive the Munich professorship. It was the vacant
professorship for theoretical physics at the University of Vienna
that the SS wanted to be Heisenberg's new home. Most of the
physics professors in Vienna had joined the NSDAP when it was
stiU illegal in Austria, and were politically and ideologically reli-
able. The SS was cautiously optimistic that this circle of physicists
would awaken Heisenberg's interest in political events and even-
tually attract him to National Socialism.481

According to the SS, Heisenberg was a man of surpassing
scientific reputation. His strength lay in the school of physicists he
had trained, which included Siegfried Fliigge and Carl Friedrich
von Weizsacker. As for the controversy raging over the founda-
tions of physics, Heisenberg argued that no conflict was possible
between experimental and theoretical physics, because every theo-
retical physicist regarded experimental physics as an absolute
necessity for Ms own work. Moreover, the converse was also true.

Heisenberg preferred to make a sharp distinction between
"good" and "bad." scientists and was willing to agree that physi-
cists who were "divorced from true experience" (a vague classifi-
cation used by advocates of Deutsche Physik) were poor. The SS
argued that Heisenberg's concept of bad physicist could be re-
garded as equivalent to the concept of "non-Aryan" (artfremde)
thinker in physics. In particular, Heisenberg had agreed that some
of the Jewish physicists and "Aryan" physicists from Jewish
schools of physics, for their "Jewish" physics, who had been at-
tacked by Lenard and Stark, were bad physicists.

The SS admitted that Heisenberg had been trained in a school
of "Jewish physics." Consequently, his first great successes like
quantum mechanics were influenced by "non-Aryan" physics.
However, according to the SS, Heisenberg's work had recently
become more and more "Aryan" (artgemasse). For Heisenberg, the
theory was merely the working hypothesis with which the experi-
menter investigates nature by means of suitable experiments, The-
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Werner Heisenberg (middle) in military training, ca. 1937, (Courtesy of the Library
and Archives of the Max Planck Society.)

ory confirmed by experiment was therefore the clear description
of observations made in nature aided by the exact tools of mathe-
matics.

The SS also gave Heisenberg good marks for character. He
was a typical apolitical scholar but nevertheless ready at any time
unconditionally to serve Germany, because, as he told the SS,
"someone is either born as a good German or not." Furthermore,
Heisenberg had a strong military record. As a teenager in Munich
he had fought with the Liitzow paramilitary force (Freikorps)
against leftists during the revolution and short-lived Bavarian
Soviet Republic following World War I.482 After Germany repudi-
ated the Treaty of Versailles in 1935 and announced that it would
rearm, Heisenberg had volunteered for the Army reserve. Finally,
during the crisis of September 1938, when war with Czechoslova-
kia was forestalled only by the infamous Munich conference,



Werner Heisenberg (far right) in military training, ca. 1937, (Courtesy of the Library
and Archives of the Max Planck Society.)

where France and Britain forced Czechoslovakia to give up the
Sudetenland to Germany, Heisenberg had volunteered to fight and
was one of the many German soldiers standing on the front waiting
to attack.

The SS added that unfortunately Heisenberg's political atti-
tude had not been as clear as would have been desirable. He had
declined to take part in an election rally in 1933 (one of the many
elections manipulated by the National Socialists) because his for-
eign colleagues, with whom he had very good relations, might
have misunderstood. When invited to sign Stark's declaration for
Hitler, Heisenberg had declined. But the SS argued that in the
mean time Heisenberg had become more and more convinced by
the successes of National Socialism and was now positively in-
clined toward it. However, he still believed that, aside from the
occasional participation in an instructional (i.e., indoctrination)
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camp or the like, an active political role for a university professor
was inappropriate.

Finally, the SS hoped that Heisenberg could be brought to
accept anti-Semitism. The report claimed that even Heisenberg
now rejected the "excessive alienation by Jews of German living
space."483 A few weeks later Himmler informed Heisenberg per-
sonally that he would be called to Vienna and, exactly as Prandtl
had requested, be allowed to publish his views in the  Zeitschriftfilr
die gesamte Naturwissenschaft, the house journal of Deutsche
Physik.m

But the Ministry of Education could not send Heisenberg
anywhere without the explicit permission of the Party Chancel-
lery, which had veto power over all important appointments in
Germany, including university professorships. The SS could
merely provide an assessment of Heisenberg's character and suit-
ability and make a suggestion. When shortly before Christmas the
SS proposed sending Heisenberg to Vienna,485 the Chancellery
rejected it. Party officials responded that Heisenberg's political
conduct, especially after the National Socialist seizure of power,
made this call unacceptable.486

This conflict over the fate of Heisenberg was typical of the
polycratic institutional rivalry under National Socialism. Different
agencies jealously guarded their own authority and sought to
usurp that of others. No one power bloc, not even a force as
powerful as the SS, could consistently dominate the others and get
its way. In June 1939 the Party Chancellery learned that Heisen-
berg's three foreign trips had been sanctioned—which suggests
that some REM officials opposed such permission—and pointedly
reminded the Education Ministry that the Party had already op-
posed two proposed appointments for Heisenberg because of his
political conduct. Conceding that it was too late to do anything
about the trip to the U.S.A., the Party officials wanted the oppor-
tunity to express an opinion with respect to the Zurich and Brussels
conferences, that is, to reverse the decision made by the ministry.487

But the Ministry of Education, now supported by the SS
report on Heisenberg, stood its ground. Abraham Esau, a Party
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member since the spring of 1933488 and a physicist with consider-
able political and professional influence, was to lead the massive
German delegation to Zurich.489 He intervened on Heisenberg's
behalf. Esau had often had the opportunity to observe Heisenberg
at international meetings, where, he said, Heisenberg had always
conducted himself in a completely unobjectionable manner. More-
over, with respect to the prestige of German science, Esau empha-
sized that Heisenberg's presence in Zurich was very desirable.490

REM pointed out to the Party Chancellery that the local
leader of the University Teachers League, the responsible Party
official, had no political objection, and that Heisenberg was going
to be one of the major speakers at the Zurich and Brussels meetings.
Although in the past the Party had successfully put pressure on
the Ministry of Education, this time Minister Rust politely told his
colleagues in the Party Chancellery that they would have to live
with his decision.491 Heisenberg was too hot to be rewarded with
a prestigious professorship, but he could be used as a propaganda
tool.

Lightning War and New Opportunities For Cultural
Propaganda The German invasion of Poland in September 1939
represented a turning point for Heisenberg the itinerant lecturer.
Whereas he had previously represented German science at inter-
national conferences, now he became a goodwill ambassador for
the German war effort and, whether he liked it or not, for National
Socialism. A reserve officer, Heisenberg was called up in Septem-
ber 1939,492 conscripted by Army Ordnance for military research
on nuclear fission, and allowed to return to his teaching in Leipzig
a week later.493 Heisenberg hoped that the conflict would not cost
too many lives—unfortunately, he was wrong.494 Most Germans
were unenthusiastic about the war when it began.495 Heisenberg
was no exception, yet he was also determined to help his father-
land win the war.

The successful Lightning War provided new opportunities
for National Socialist cultural policy outside of the Reich. Germany
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attacked, defeated, and occupied most of Europe in quick succes-
sion; Poland, Denmark and Norway, Holland, Belgium, Luxem-
bourg, and finally France, Henceforth the great majority of
Heisenberg's guest lectures would take place in countries either
occupied by or obedient to Germany, Each trip required extensive
approvals and notifications: the cultural-political section of the
Foreign Office, the foreign branch of the NSDAP, the German
Congress Center, and the German Academic Exchange Service all
had a say. Most important, in the country to be visited the "German
Cultural Institute" (GCI), which was under jurisdiction of the
Foreign Office, or the local branch of the Exchange Service was to
be informed.

The traveler had to acquire the necessary exit visa, foreign
currency, leave from military service, and tickets. Foreign currency
could be requested from the Congress Center only after REM had
approved the trip. The Congress Center was to be informed of the
exact duration, travel schedule, and any intermediate stops for the
trip, as well as the exact topic of the lecture. Once the scholar had
entered the foreign country, he had to immediately contact the
official German delegation and either the GCI or Exchange Service,

GCIs, branches of the Exchange Service, or comparable insti-
tutions existed in Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark, France,
Greece, Italy, Holland, Hungary, Norway, Portugal, Rumania,
Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, and Sweden. In France and Belgium the
traveler was to visit the military occupation authorities, in Norway
the Reich Commissioner for the Occupied Norwegian Territories.
If at all possible, the scholar was ordered to drop in on the foreign
branch of the NSDAP. Once in the foreigr country, if a scientist
was asked to give an additional talk, then he had to ask permission
from the German embassy. He also had to submit a report to REM
upon his return, including discussions of his general impressions
and experiences, his contacts with foreign colleagues, and the local
attitude toward Germany and German policy.496

Special rules applied to different countries. Scholars in the
protectorates of Bohemia and Moravia, parts of what had been
Czechoslovakia, could attend conferences only in foreign coun-
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tries as part of the German delegation, and if they wanted to speak
a language other than Czechoslovakia!*, it had to be German.497

Czech scientists could not lecture in Germany; indeed the German
occupying authorities made few exceptions to their policy of not
allowing any foreign scholars to travel to Germany.498 Lecturers
visiting Hungary and Rumania, both allies of Germany, were
forbidden to discuss the relations between the two countries,
especially their border dispute.499

Trips by German scholars to the General Government, part
of what had been Poland, were placed under especially stringent
restrictions. Any and all contact between German scientists and
Polish colleagues was forbidden.500 The General Government was
in a sense a laboratory for the most extreme National Socialist
policies, including German colonialism, slave labor, and from 1941
onward, genocide.501

The German Foreign Office and Ministry of Education to-
gether worked out guidelines for German scholars suitable to
represent Germany in neutral (and presumably occupied or pup-
pet) countries during the war. The scholar not only had to be a
good scientist, he had to be well-known outside of Germany and
able to contact his foreign colleagues immediately. Furthermore,
the scientist had to show complete understanding of National
Socialist domestic and foreign policy. Being apolitical did not
suffice. Finally, the scientist had to possess social graces and,
where necessary, knowledge of foreign languages.502 The German
authorities continued to use Heisenberg as a guest speaker, but
since he stubbornly maintained his apolitical nature, the responsi-
ble officials became more and more ambivalent about his value for
cultural propaganda.

As the program grew, officials became concerned about the
uneven quality of the lectures by its touring scholars. Several
reports of poor performances provoked threats and new guide-
lines from the Education Ministry. The speaker had to make a clear
decision whether he intended his talk for a general audience or for
a group of specialists. Every lecture was to be seen as a scientific
performance and as a contribution to the cultural and political
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status of Germany, A lecture before academics which merely re-
peated known results and offered nothing new harmed the pres-
tige of Germany as well as the personal reputation of the scholar.

Scientists who spoke to general audiences should also speak
to a closed circle, seminar, or institute in order to make contacts
with the foreign experts in their field. Finally, lecture topics should
be chosen so as to offer something new to scholars outside of
Germany. The Ministry gave the deans and rectors responsibility
to judge the quality of the scientist when approving their applica-
tions to speak abroad. If valid criticism was made of a speaker, then
REM would not allow him to travel abroad again.503

Since the speaker usually knew little about the political situ-
ation in the country he visited, the ministry suggested that he
discuss the text of the lecture beforehand either with the GCI or
the cultural department of the German mission. In September 1942
the SS informed the ministry that severe restrictions were being
placed on any and all written materials taken across German
borders. Any document, including the text of a lecture, had to be
submitted beforehand for inspection and approval by the univer-
sity intelligence officer.504 In principle, the German scholar was
instructed to avoid politically controversial topics while abroad.
The scientist lectured in order to impress the natives with German
culture, taking pains not to cause problems for the German politi-
cal authorities or representatives.505

In November 1940, Heisenberg received an invitation
through the German Foreign Office to speak at the Paris "German
Institute" on "The current goals of physical research." Around the
same time, Heisenberg was asked by the Hungarian "Union for
Cultural Cooperation" to come to Budapest in early 1941 to deliver
a paper on "Newton's and Goethe's theory of colors in the light of
modern physics." Since Heisenberg was technically considered a
soldier, he assumed that only the Army had to approve his talks,
and that he did not have to consult REM.506 The University told
him that he was mistaken.507

Heisenberg dutifully wrote the ministry, noting that he had
a letter from his superior in the Army granting him permission to
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give the talks.508 The Leipzig representative of the University
Teachers League supported the request, noting that Heisenberg
was suitable in every respect to represent German science in for-
eign countries.509 Both the dean and the rector agreed that Heisen-
berg was an appropriate candidate as well.510 REM responded by
rejecting the Paris trip511 and approving the lecture in Budapest.512

Apparently the distinction between a conquered enemy and an
ally was important.

In May 1941, Heisenberg received an invitation to speak at
the "German Institute for Eastern Work," located in the General
Government.513 The Germans had set up the institute at the site of
the former University of Krakow. With very few exceptions, the
Polish faculty of this university had been arrested by the German
occupation forces and had been sent to the concentration camp in
Sachsenhausen. Hans Frank, the governor of what in effect was a
German colony on the eastern border of the Reich, was also the
founder and promoter of this institute. The Institute's goal was to
prepare for German expansion into this region by providing pre-
liminary scientific research for German colonization of eastern
Europe.

The Institute's work anticipated future "eastern research" of
the sort that the National Socialists needed for their policy of
acquiring "living space" for Germans at the expense of other
peoples. For example, the Institute's section for astronomy and
mathematics employed the forced labor of Russian prisoners of
war and concentration camp inmates for mathematical research.514

Wilhelm Coblitz, institute director, stated in 1941 that the Eastern
Jewish question required scientific investigation as preparation for
the final postwar solution of the European Jewish question.515

The invitation to speak in Krakow had originated with the
governor himself.516 Frank had been a schoolmate of Heisenberg's
and may well have wished to show off one of the scientific insti-
tutes under his control. Heisenberg was willing to go.517 The rector
in Leipzig thought that he was perfectly suited for a foreign trip,
both in the scientific and social senses.518 A month later the officials
in Leipzig sent on an additional letter from the Army, granting
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Heisenberg permission to travel to the General Government.519 But
in 1941 when Coblitz asked REM for permission for Heisenberg to
hold a lecture at the German Institute for Eastern Work, the request
was denied.520

The German Institute for Eastern Work did not give up easily.
Coblitz pointed out it was the personal wish of Governor Frank
that Heisenberg be invited to Krakow. The ministry did not give
permission, but provided an explanation. Heisenberg was a politi-
cally controversial figure. Because Ms connections to Jewish physi-
cists and their followers in foreign countries were so extensive, the
Party Chancellery had rejected two attempts to call this talented
scholar to universities in Munich and Vienna.

Moreover, the Education Ministry understood the concerns
of the Party. The Ministry of Propaganda had monitored Heisen-
berg's talk in Budapest and judged it unacceptable from the stand-
point of National Socialism. All of his foreign talks were apolitical
popular or specialized scientific lectures. The main problem in
Hungary was his audience. The local "Jewish-influenced" physics
community attended and enthusiastically applauded Heisen-
berg's lecture—no doubt embarrassing the National Socialist offi-
cials who were also present. Heisenberg could not go to Krakow,
but REM assured Frank that it was more than willing to assist Ms
cultural policy in any way it could. Frank had only to ask.521

The German Astrophysics Conference at the
Copenhagen German Cultural Institute In March 1941 Heisen-
berg's friend, colleague, and former student Carl Friedrich von
Weizsacker held several lectures in occupied Copenhagen and
thereby set into motion a series of policy decisions that led to
Heisenberg's most controversial foreign lecture. Von Weizsacker
spoke before the Danish Physical and Astronomical Society on "Is
the world infinite in time and space?" The lecture, given in Danish,
was both weE attended and successful. He repeated the perfor-
mance at the collaborationist Danish-German Society.
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The German occupation authorities reported that von
Weizsacker knew how to make a difficult topic stimulating. The
lay audience, including the commander of the German troops in
Denmark, could follow it without difficulty. Finally von
Weizsacker took up an invitation from Niels Bohr's Institute of
Theoretical Physics, and before a purely scientific audience, spoke
on "The relationship between quantum mechanics and Kantian
philosophy." A lively discussion followed. Although von
Weizsaeker's conclusions were controversial, he managed to con-
vince many of his Danish colleagues. Clearly the occupation
authorities were also well informed about what went on in Bohr's
institute.

The official report on von Weizsacker's talks in Denmark
judged that he had an exceptionally good influence on both lay
audiences and purely scientific Danish circles. The German
authorities in Denmark wanted to invite von Weizsacker back to
Copenhagen in the fall, this time together with Heisenberg, as part
of a week-long conference on mathematics, astronomy, and theo-
retical physics at the newly-founded German Cultural Institute
(GCI).522 The German Foreign Office forwarded the request to
REM with its approval.523

The initiative for Heisenberg's invitation came from von
Weiszacker, who has recently recalled that their concern about their
Danish mentor Niels Bohr was one of the main reasons for their
desire to visit Copenhagen.524 Since Bohr's mother was Jewish, the
German occupation officials considered him a "non-Aryan." How-
ever, Bohr and the other scientists at his institute had been able to
continue work because during the first few years of the war Ger-
many treated both Denmark and the Danish Jews relatively gently
as part of the fiction that the Danish government had invited the
German forces and was cooperating with the Third Reich.

A month later REM agreed that von Weiszacker should re-
turn to Copenhagen, but ignored Heisenberg. The Kaiser Wilhelni
Society, von Weiszacker's employer, told the Minister that von
Weiszacker would be happy to take part in the Copenhagen con-
ference.525 The Ministry of Education, in turn, informed the For-
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eign Office in early June that von Weiszacker would come,526 But
the German Cultural Institute wanted Heisenberg too.527

On 14 July von Weiszacker met with an official from the
German Academic Exchange Service in order to plan the Copen-
hagen conference. A week later he submitted a written proposal.
Three German astronomers, Hans Kienle, Albrecht Unsold, and
Ludwig Biermann, should be invited along with von Weiszacker
and Heisenberg. The common theme of the conference could be
the composition of the atmospheres of stars, a subject for which
Kienle represented the best German empirical work, Unsold and
Biermann the best theoretical. In addition—and probably the main
reason for the choice—the subject was also the main field of re-
search for the Danish director of the Copenhagen observatory,
Bengt Stremgren. Heisenberg would present his own work on
cosmic radiation, while von Weiszacker would discuss the trans-
formation of elements in stars.

In his letter, von Weiszacker recommended Heisenberg, as
the leading theoretical physicist in Germany and someone who
could not be surpassed for cultural propaganda. Since Heisenberg
had spent years in Denmark and spoke fluent Danish, his partici-
pation in a conference in Copenhagen would be especially effec-
tive.528 The Foreign Office informed REM in early August that both
Heisenberg and von Weiszacker had been consulted, and asked
whether the authorities in Copenhagen could count on the partici-
pation of Kienle, Biermann, and Unsold as well.529 Von Weiszacker
wrote to Bohr, informed him that he and Heisenberg were going
to speak at the astrophysics conference at the GCI, and invited all
of the Danish scientists to attend.530

But REM, which had just turned down Frank, resisted the
idea of sending Heisenberg to Copenhagen. They argued that a
conference in astronomy had already been planned for Wurzburg
for October 1941, that many foreigners and especially Danes had
been invited, and that the special event desired by von Weiszacker
overlapped with, and would detract from, the Wurzburg meeting.
Additionally, the ministerial official criticized the choice of scien-
tists proposed for the Copenhagen meeting. Heinrkh Vogt, Hein-
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rich Siedentopf, Bruno Thuring, and Paul ten Bruggencate—all
politically acceptable to the National Socialist state—were suppos-
edly the leading German scientists in the field of the atmospheres
of stars.531 The ministry wanted to use the Wiirzburg meeting to
abort the Copenhagen conference. A decree to this effect was
drafted, but never sent.532 The Foreign Office intervened again and
requested a meeting with REM.533

An official from the Foreign Office, the director of the Copen-
hagen GCI, and a representative of the ministry got together on 2
September. The director pointed out that the conference had al-
ready been announced. A cancellation now, when the GCI was just
beginning its work in Copenhagen, would be very damaging. The
objections voiced by REM were irrelevant. The GCI did not par-
ticularly care what the theme of the" conference was, or—with an
obvious exception—which Germans took part. The meeting in
Copenhagen would be a scientific colloquium and have no official
character. The Wiirzburg conference would not be harmed, espe-
cially since the two Stramgrens—father and son—were going to
Wiirzburg as well. Moreover, Heisenberg would only be in Copen-
hagen for two or three days.534

After some discussion, a proposal was cleared with Rudolf
Mentzel, the head of the science section in the ministry,535 to pass
the buck. The Education Ministry would approve the conference
if the Party Chancellery approved Heisenberg's participation. The
head of the Cultural Political Section of the Foreign Office consid-
ered the matter very important. If the Copenhagen conference was
rejected, then State Secretary Ernst von Weiszacker, the father of
Carl Friedrich, would intervene. Thus for tactical reasons it was
desirable that von Weiszacker's proposal be approved.536

The Education Ministry accordingly wrote to the Party Chan-
cellery that von Weiszacker, in close cooperation with the GCI in
Copenhagen and after successful lectures in Denmark, wished to
hold the proposed conference in Copenhagen, at which Danish
and German scientists, including Heisenberg, were to take part.
The workshop would take place in the GCI without being adver-
tised to the greater public. Did the Party object to Heisenberg's
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attendance? Given the need for haste, the ministry telephoned the
Party Chancellery in order to hear the decision as soon as possi-
ble,537

The Party Chancellery responded that there was no objection
to Heisenberg's going to Copenhagen, provided that he kept a low
profile and stayed only a few days.538 This decision went out the
day before the rejection of Heisenberg's trip to Krakow.539 The
Foreign Office was more powerful than Frank, and Denmark a less
sensitive area than the General Government. The Party did take
care to emphasize once again that a high profile visit from Heisen-
berg was undesirable,540

Heisenberg, von Weiszacker, the German occupation
authorities, and later, the Danish scientists, all wrote reports of this
visit. Heisenberg evaluated opportunities for Danish-German cul-
tural relations poorly. Because he had to return to Germany before
the conference was over for personal reasons, Heisenberg received
permission from the Foreign Office to go to Copenhagen a few
days early. He was welcomed by an official from the GCI on 15
September, met with Stemgren at the Copenhagen Observatory
the following day, when he agreed on the schedule for the work-
shop, and contacted his colleagues at Bohr's institute.

The meeting began on 19 September. The only Danes who
attended were the two Staamgrens and the staff of the observatory.
The physicists from Bohr's institute boycotted the conference.
Several members of the German colony in Copenhagen appeared
just in time for Heisenberg's talk on cosmic radiation. Afterward,
Heisenberg met with the NSDAP representative in Denmark and
the following afternoon the German scientists were the guests of
the German ambassador in Copenhagen, On 21 September Heisen-
berg left Denmark.

German relations with scientific circles in Scandinavia had
become very difficult, he wrote in his report. Everywhere he went,
he encountered a very reserved, if not dismissive attitude. Very
few Danish colleagues were prepared to engage in scientific coop-
eration within an official institution like the GCI, Heisenberg con-
cluded with a nonsequitur. The Danes took this position even
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though almost all of his Danish colleagues told Mm that they did
not have the slightest criticism of the conduct of German troops in
Denmark. Where Heisenberg's Danish colleagues saw "Nazi" in-
vaders, he saw German soldiers.541

Von Weiszacker tried to present a positive picture. Instead of
mentioning that most Danish scientists boycotted the meeting, he
emphasized that five did attend, and that the meeting was excep-
tionally fruitful. Instead of referring to members of the German
Colony in the audience, von Weiszacker noted that representatives
of the German occupation government and the NSDAP attended,
as well as at least one other Dane, the rector of the University of
Copenhagen. Von Weiszacker argued that the conference was
living proof that scientific research continued in Germany despite
the war, and ended rather weakly by suggesting that the opportu-
nity in personal conversations to set right several false judgments
about Germany was "not without significance."542

At the end of the war, Danish scientists explained that they
perceived the policy of the GCI as an attempt to coerce Bohr and
his colleagues into cultural collaboration. Although pressed to
attend the lectures—von Weiszacker told the Danes that if they did
not come to the GCI, then the SS would open their own cultural
institute—the Danes refused. During the conference, von
Weiszacker brought the director of the GCI into the Institute of
Theoretical Physics and pushed him without an appointment past
Bohr's secretary. Von Weiszacker thereby forced Bohr into a con-
frontation he had taken pains to avoid, in part because he feared
that the Danish resistance would believe that he was collaborating
with the Germans. The Danish scientists also recalled that Heisen-
berg had callously offended them by remarking that war was a
"biological necessity" and behaving as an intense nationalist, with
the characteristic German deference to authority, here to the Ger-
man state.543

In 1961, Bohr told a Soviet colleague a similar story. Heisen-
berg came to Bohr in the autumn of 1941, when Hitler had already
defeated France and was advancing quickly into Russia. Heisen-
berg had wanted to convince his mentor that Hitler's victory was
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inevitable and that it would be unwise to doubt it. The National
Socialists did not honor science, which was why they treated
scientists so badly. Bohr had to join forces with Heisenberg and
help Hitler, When the National Socialists were victorious, then
their attitude towards scientists would change. In particular,
Heisenberg told Bohr that he had to cooperate with the GCI.544

Moreover, Heisenberg made similar statements after the war.
In their obituary for Heisenberg, Neville Mott and Rudolf Peierls
gently criticized him for his obruseness. When Heisenberg visited
a German refugee physicist in Great Britain late in 1947, Heisen-
berg argued that if the National Socialists had been left in power
for another fifty years, then they would have become quite decent.
As Mott and Peierls note, that was a strange remark to make to a
colleague who had first lost his job and then relatives and friends
in extermination camps.545

Perhaps most interesting, the report of the 1941 visit from the
German authorities in Copenhagen was very positive. According
to an official from the German occupation forces, the workshop
had been run by the Danish scientist Stremgren and the significant
Danish astronomers as well as some theoretical physicists had
attended. This German official was also the only reporter who
mentioned that the German physicists Walther Bothe and Kurt
Diebner, both of whom were involved with the Army research into
the military applications of nuclear fission, participated in the
conference as well. In the opinion of the German officials in Co-
penhagen, both the workshop and the popular lectures at the GCI
were great successes, for they drew new Danish researchers into
the GCI.546 That had been the purpose all along.

The Foreign Office did not stop there. In November 1941, it
informed the Ministry of Education that the Party Chancellery
intended to make a definitive decision: should Heisenberg be used
for foreign lectures in the future? The Foreign Office had no doubt
that with regard to cultural political considerations, Heisenberg
was extremely valuable. The reports on his lectures in foreign
countries—and here the report on Budapest seems conveniently to
have been forgotten—had all been very positive. Moreover, sev-
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eral independent suggestions had been made for using Heisenberg
more often as a guest lecturer. The Foreign Office wanted to know:
was Heisenberg an acceptable goodwill ambassador for German
culture or not?547

There is one important aspect of Heisenberg's and von
Weiszacker's 1941 visit with Niels Bohr which Heisenberg and von
Weiszacker rarely mentioned in their many postwar descriptions
of the event. When they traveled to Copenhagen, the German
Lightning War was driving deep into the Soviet Union. Most
Germans, and most probably Heisenberg and von Weiszacker,
believed that Hitler's victory was imminent. It is unlikely that the
two German physicists would have been concerned about the
prospect of developing nuclear weapons for this war.

The historian Philippe Burrin has convincingly argued that
the decision to launch the Holocaust, the physical extermination
of all Jews under German control, was made on 18 September 1941,
one day before the conference began at the Copenhagen German
Cultural Institute.548 Of course it took some time before the Na-
tional Socialist leadership's policy change, from forcing the Jews
to emigrate or planning to concentrate them on a "reservation" to
murdering them, would become known to Germans like Heisen-
berg or conquered nationals like Bohr. But in retrospect, the Ger-
man astrophysics conference in September 1941 was a watershed
in many respects. Up until this point, Heisenberg had consciously
or unconsciously been a goodwill ambassador for National Social-
ism and German military aggression. Henceforth he would con-
sciously or unconsciously be an ambassador for genocide.

6
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Goodwill Ambassadors

Rehabilitation Ludwig Prandtl made a second, more vigorous
assault on National Socialist policy towards physics in the spring
of 1941, this time seeking allies in German industry, including Carl
Ramsauer, a leading physicist at German General Electric.549 Ger-
many's misfortune in war also played into the hands of Prandtl,
Ramsauer, and company. Shortly after the Soviet defense had
frozen the Lightning War in its tracks during the winter of 1941, it
was clear that the entire German war economy had to be reorg-
anized and made more efficient. Although victory still appeared
possible, the war now appeared much more difficult to win.

Ramsauer now succeeded in convincing Major General
Friedrich Fromm, the commander of the German Reserve Army
and chief of armaments production, that German physics, and
with it Germany's ability to wage war, was in grave danger.550 By
early December 1941, Prandtl had received a favorable response
from Field Marshall Erhard Milch, Hermann Goring's deputy in
the Air Force Ministry.551 The Air Force appreciated the connection
between academic physics and the industrial production of mod-
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em weapons,552 After assembling such powerful political backing,
Ramsauer submitted a twenty-eight page memorandum with six
appendices on the sorry state of German physics to REM.553 Ram-
sauer did not expect Rust to react to this challenge, nor did he, but
the Ministry of Education was not the main target,554 Ramsauer's
memorandum circulated widely. The highest agencies of the gov-
ernment, including the military, developed a great interest in
theoretical physics.555

Perhaps the best example of such interest was the popular
nuclear fission lecture series held on 26 February 1942 in Berlin-
Dahlem before a restricted audience of representatives of the Na-
tional Socialist Party, the German state, and German industry.556

Minister of Education Bernhard Rust, Albert Vogler, the President
of both the Kaiser Wilhelm Society and Germany's largest steel
concern, and the Reich Research Council were in attendance.557

Along with popular talks on the latest research results given by the
responsible project scientists, the Army representative Erich Schu-
mann discussed the military applications of nuclear fission, the
Reich Research Council representative Abraham Esau stressed the
significance of nuclear power for the state and industry, and Hans
Geiger, a politically and professionally very conservative experi-
mental physicist, made the connection between research and ap-
plication.558

These lectures gave the members of the nuclear power project
the opportunity to sell their research for financial, material, and
institutional support. The vivid and suggestive contributions by
Otto Hahn,559 Paul Harteck,560 and Heisenberg561 were exemplary
in this respect. Hahn did not mention his former Jewish collabora-
tor Lise Meitner in his historical account of the discovery of nuclear
fission; instead he described enthusiastically the potential of nu-
clear-fission chain reactions,562 Harteck was even more colorful in
his justification of heavy water research. Heavy water could be
used to ignite a nuclear fission chain reaction. Once lighted, no one
knew how long or how powerfully this flame could burn.563

Heisenberg used a diagram of the various possible nuclear
reactions in uranium and moderator to provide his listeners with
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Chain reaction in uranium machines (left) and in nuclear explosives (right). The solid
black circles represent uranium 238, the ruled circles uranium 235, and the small
circles moderator. (Prom Walker, p. 56.)

a layman's description of how uranium machines and nuclear
explosives should work (see diagram on page 155).564 The left-
hand portion of the diagram represented a schematic uranium
machine and the various nuclear processes that a fission neutron
could experience in uranium, A fast neutron can fission a uranium
238 nucleus, but, as Heisenberg realized, with very low prob-
ability. After a few collisions, the slowed neutron might be ab-
sorbed by a uranium 238 nucleus, and disappear from the scene.
If, instead, the slow neutron collided with a uranium 235 nucleus,
it might cause fission. But that was very unlikely. Therefore the
desired chain reaction could not proceed in ordinary uranium;
new techniques were needed in order to force the chain reaction,565

7
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Heisenberg then made an analogy both in the spirit of the
times and tailored to the level of comprehension of his audience.566

The behavior of neutrons in uranium could be thought of as a
human population, where the fission process represented an anal-
ogy to a child-bearing marriage and the neutron capture process
corresponded to death. In ordinary uranium, the death count
overwhelms the birth rate, so that a population must die out after
a short period of time. For survival, the number of births per
marriage or the number of marriages must be increased, or the
probability of death reduced.

Heisenberg told his audience that nature prohibited an in-
crease in neutron births. An increase in the number of fis-
sions/marriages could be achieved by enriching the uranium 235
in the uranium sample. If pure uranium 235 could be produced,
Heisenberg noted, then the processes represented in the right-
hand side of the diagram could take place. Unless a fission neutron
escapes through the outer surface of the uranium, every neutron
would cause a further fission after one or two collisions. In this
case, the probability of death was vanishingly small compared to
the likelihood of neutron increase.

If a large enough amount of uranium 235 could be accumu-
lated, then the number of neutrons in the uranium would increase
tremendously in a very short period of time. The isotope uranium
235 might make an explosive of "utterly unimaginable effect."
Heisenberg hastened to inform Ms audience of prospective patrons
that the explosive uranium 235 was very difficult to obtain. As for
reducing the probability of neutron death, Heisenberg noted that
a uranium machine composed of uranium and a neutron modera-
tor could facilitate fission in uranium 235 without great danger of
neutron absorption by the heavier isotope uranium 238. Heisen-
berg observed that, like uranium 235, large amounts of the mod-
erator heavy water were not easy to obtain.

Heisenberg recommended uranium machines as heat en-
gines which could produce energy and power vehicles or ships.
These machines would be particularly suitable for submarines,
since a nuclear reactor does not consume oxygen. But these ura-
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nium machines had an even more important application. The
transformation of uranium in the machine created a new sub-
stance, element 94 (plutonium), which most probably would be as
explosive as uranium 235, and much easier to manufacture since
it could be separated chemically from its parent. Uranium enrich-
ment made nuclear energy and explosives possible. A uranium
machine could function as a heat engine and produce another
unimaginably powerful explosive. To achieve all this, Heisenberg
recommended strong financial and institutional support for the
nuclear power project. In short, Heisenberg went out of his way to
illustrate clearly and vividly the warlike aspects of nuclear
power,567

As Hahn noted in his diary, the lectures before the Reich
Research Council made a good impression.568 They were sub-
sequently publicized in a newspaper account under the title,
"Physics and National Defense." Although the words atomic,
nuclear, energy, or power did not appear, a reader would have
learned that the meeting dealt with problems of modern physics
decisive for national defense and the entire German economy,569

The physicist and Party official Wolfgang Finkelnburg could soon
tell Heisenberg that his lecture before the Reich Research Council
and the subsequent press accounts had had a good effect.
Finkelnburg had received several inquiries from Party positions
concerning the military importance of theoretical physics and
especially of Heisenberg's work,570

The military potential of nuclear power penetrated into the
highest circles of the National Socialist state. On 21 March, less
than a month after Heisenberg's lecture, Reich Minister of Propa-
ganda Josef Goebbels noted in his diary that he had received a
report on the latest developments in German science. Goebbels
learned that research on atomic weapons had progressed so far
that it might be used in the ongoing war. His reports claimed that
tremendous destruction could be wrought with a minimum of
effort, with terrifying prospects for war. Modern technology
placed means of destruction in the hands of human beings, the
Reich Minister of Propaganda noted, that were incredible. It was
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essential that Germany be ahead of everybody, he recognized, for
whoever could introduce such a revolutionary innovation into the
war had the greater chance of winning it.571

By this time, no one involved with the research or adminis-
tration of the nuclear power project believed that nuclear fission
could influence the outcome of the war. But by dangling seduc-
tively the prospect of unimaginably powerful weapons sometime
in the future, scientists from the German nuclear power project
could, and did, enjoy exceptional political and financial support
from several diverse sections of the National Socialist German
state.

For example, in the spring of 1943 Hahn and Heisenberg
lectured at the Reich Postal Ministry before a small circle of around
fifteen people, including Postal Minister Ohnesorge, Minister of
Armaments Speer, and General Keitel, head of the supreme com-
mand of the Armed Forces. Hans Meckel, a former staff member
of the Navy commander Admiral Donitz, attended this meeting
and remembered one statement from Heisenberg very clearly:
even though there were a few still unsolved problems, within one
to two years the scientists hoped to be able to offer the National
Socialist leadership a bomb with "hitherto unknown explosive and
destructive power."572

The rehabilitation of modern physics and the great interest
in nuclear power improved Heisenberg's position in the National
Socialist state. In June 1942, he became director of the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin-Dahlem. A professorship at
the University of Berlin usually went with the directorship. The
planned appointment caused another round of political reports on
Heisenberg from various branches of the NSDAP. These investi-
gations573 cleared the way for Heisenberg's call to Berlin. The
unlikely combination of the SS's positive report and the newly
found support for modern physics in German industry had fully
rehabilitated him.

The Ministry of Education stressed the importance of Heisen-
berg's appointment for the national defense. Both Albert Speer's
Ministry of Armaments and the Armed Forces had great interest
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in Heisenberg's research.574 Indeed Heisenberg subsequently told
a colleague that Speer took a great personal interest in nuclear
physics research.575 Alfred Rosenberg's office echoed Ramsauer's
memorandum and argued that the Party could not intervene in the
"difference of opinion" between Lenard's and Heisenberg's
schools of physics,576 The Reich University Teachers League
merely repeated some of the positive statements made about
Heisenberg in the SS report and added pointedly that Himmler
had personally called a halt to political attacks on Heisenberg,577

The contrast with the previous attempts to bring him to Munich
and Vienna is stark.

Lectures in Switzerland and Budapest In the spring of
1942, Heisenberg received an invitation to speak before the Swiss
League of Students, Switzerland was one of the few countries in
Europe to remain neutral during the war. The Swiss physicist Paul
Scherrer, who had recommended his German colleague for the
lecture, asked Heisenberg to give a talk before the physicists at the
Zurich Technical University as well,578 Heisenberg became inun-
dated with offers for speaking engagements. In the end, he agreed
to lecture before the Science Faculty of the University of Geneva,
the Swiss Physical Society, and the student organizations of Bern
and Basle as well579 The rector at the University of Leipzig noted
as usual that the dean considered Heisenberg suitable for the trip
and that the University Teachers League representative had no
objections. He asked REM for its approval,580 which was granted
in late October,581 The Party reminded him of his obligation to call
upon its foreign branch while in Switzerland.582

On 17 November 1942, Heisenberg arrived in Zurich and was
met by the head of the Swiss Students League. The next day, he
spoke at the university colloquium on the observable variables in
the theory of elementary particles. Afterward he visited his old
colleague Scherrer at the Technical University. Heisenberg's next
lecture came before the Swiss Physical Society on 19 November,
which included dinner afterward as the guest of the president of
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this society. The next day he went to Basle, paid a courtesy call on
the physicists there, and in the evening spoke before the local
student organization on the current goals of physical research.

Two days later, he gave an evening lecture before the Zurich
student organization on changes in the foundation of the exact
sciences. On 24 November, he visited the German ambassador to
Switzerland and the representative of the Party in Bern and lec-
tured to the Bern student organization. Heisenberg reported that
he was treated throughout in a very friendly fashion in Switzer-
land, and not just by old colleagues. He encountered frequent
political condemnation of the German "re-ordering" of Europe,
but this ill will did not carry over to personal relationships. His
lectures had attracted great interest.583

In October 1942, the German ambassador to Hungary, a
German ally, complained to the Foreign Office about REM's un-
willingness to allow Heisenberg to return to Budapest. With his
Nobel Prize and his call to the Kaiser Wilhelm Society, Heisenberg
was so well known that a lecture from him guaranteed a cultural
and political success. Hans Freyer, who had been professor for
philosophy and sociology at Kiel and Leipzig during the Weimar
Republic, and who was now the president of the Budapest GCI,
wanted to invite Heisenberg for a talk in his institute. However,
Freyer did agreed that, because of the controversy Heisenberg's
previous trip to Hungary had caused, other lectures in Budapest
would not be a good idea.584

The Budapest GCI managed to get around the recalcitrant
ministry by joining forces with the Kaiser Wilhelm Society. In early
November the Society informed the ministry that a joint scientific
meeting had been planned with the Budapest GCI, including talks
not only by Heisenberg, but also from Max Planck and Carl Fried-
rich von Weizsacker.585 The Education Ministry reacted angrily.
Another talk by Heisenberg in Budapest would undoubtedly at-
tract foreign scholars of Jewish origin or liberal political views who
had been connected with German physics before the National
Socialists took power. For example, Heisenberg had former stu-
dents and colleagues in Hungary. The ministry was afraid that
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some members of the audience would see the affair as a political
demonstration for Jewish scientists.

However, the request by the Budapest GCI was very much
strengthened by the Kaiser Wilhelm Society's participation.586 The
joint series which would present Heisenberg along with Planck
and von Weizsacker to the Hungarian public would not be easy to
cancel, REM informed the Foreign Office that they considered
German initiatives for sending Heisenberg abroad inappropriate
because his visits always ended up being so controversial. But
since Ernst Telschow, General Secretary of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Society, had gone so far ahead with preparations for the lectures
without consulting either the ministry or the Foreign Office, REM
agreed to go along—this time.587

Heisenberg, von Weizsacker, Planck, and the German ambas-
sador to Hungary submitted reports on the lectures. Heisenberg's
was the most sober. On 30 November 1942 he arrived in Budapest
and joined Planck and von Weizsacker as the guests of the Buda-
pest institute. Planck and von Weizsacker spoke on the first two
days of December, respectively. Heisenberg had lunch with the
director of the GCI on 2 December, tea with the German ambassa-
dor to Hungary, and lectured that evening on "the current goals
of physical research." An informal party at the institute brought
the activities of the day to a congenial close.

The three German physicists met the physics professor at the
University of Budapest for lunch on the following day and Heisen-
berg joined his counterpart at the local technical university for
dinner. He returned to Germany on 4 December. When Heisenberg
reported his impressions of the political climate in Budapest, he
judged that the GCI had succeeded in keeping alive the Hungarian
interest in German cultural goods in a most auspicious manner.588

Von Weizsacker reported that he spoke on "atomic theory
and philosophy" before invited guests, including officials and the
representatives of physics and the neighboring disciplines at the
local universities. After the talks, he had a pleasant opportunity to
meet with Hungarian colleagues. Von Weizsacker's remarks about
the Budapest trip stand in sharp contrast to his 1941 report on the
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Copenhagen conference. The apparent interest in cultural politics
he showed at that time disappeared shortly after the tense meeting
in Denmark, never to return,589

Planck's report enthusiastically praised the export of German
culture. He gave his standard talk on "The senses and boundaries
of the exact sciences." The president of the GCI, who as Planck
noted approvingly had set himself the task of cultivating the
cultural relations between Germany and Hungary, met Planck and
his wife at the train station and looked after them throughout their
stay. Planck's talk was held on 1 December in the cozy atmosphere
of the GCI. Guests included representatives of the German delega-
tion to Hungary of the NSDAP, and many Hungarian dignitaries,
including Archduke Joseph, the president of the Hungarian Acad-
emy of Sciences, and the Archduchess Anna,

Following Planck's talk, an official reception was accompa-
nied by pleasant personal conversation. Planck was impressed
both by the good will towards Germans expressed by the Hungari-
ans and especially by Freyer's exceptional skill. He understood
how to awaken and maintain interest in German culture among
the educated circles in Hungary. Planck reckoned that the entire
event completely fulfilled its goal, to support the intellectual con-
nections between Germany and Hungary,590

The account by the German foreign service stressed the col-
laboration of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society. The Budapest GCI pre-
viously had sponsored only lectures in the humanities; they
decided to try physics in order to attract Hungarians interested in
science. The Kaiser Wilhelm Society was happy to send a few
scientists. At first its president, Albert Vdgler, planned to attend as
well and provide a brief survey of the society. General Secretary
Ernst Telschow went instead. As Freyer noted approvingly, Tel-
schow's talk provoked great interest among the Hungarian scien-
tists and the representatives of the Ministry of Culture. The
Hungarians had lost the research funds they previously had re-
ceived from America; Freyer believed that Germany could fill the
gap.
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As far as the scientific talks were concerned, Freyer noted
with approval that the aged Planck spoke with astonishing fresh-
ness, inner dignity, and intellectual elegance. Heisenberg, in his
presentation of the current problems in physics and promising
research areas, lectured with a clarity and maturity which only a
researcher working on the furthest boundaries of science could
provide. Von Weizsacker, who spoke without notes, impressed
Freyer with his ability to combine physics with philosophy so
productively. The discussion provoked by von Weizsacker's talk
lasted until midnight. The lectures by Heisenberg and von
Weizsacker were followed by a concert of Bach and Mozart.

From the perspective of the president of the Budapest GCI,
the lectures were a complete success. The audience had been
hand-picked, and almost no invitations were declined. Along with
the Archduke and Archduchess, the guests included the ambassa-
dors or representatives of Italy, Finland, Croatia, and Slovakia, the
Hungarian Minister of Culture, aE the relevant professors from the
University of Budapest, and representatives of other Hungarian
universities. Best of all, great interest had already been expressed
from the Hungarian side for more such cultural events, which was
what Freyer wanted to hear.591

The Goodwill Ambassador Heisenberg's trip to Budapest
was the last time he experienced difficulty in traveling abroad.
Henceforth, if he declined an invitation to speak, then it was his
decision. The delayed effect of his dual appointment in Berlin and
the ever-worsening state of the war inspired the change in pol-
icy.592 Heisenberg's secret research had been classified important
for the war. As the German position in the conflict deteriorated,
his standing inside the National Socialist state climbed slowly but
steadily, as demonstrated by his election to the Prussian Academy
of Sciences in early 1943.593

Heisenberg received two invitations to France in 1943. The
German Embassy in Paris was sponsoring a lecture series at the
College de France, and wanted Heisenberg to deliver a strictly
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scientific talk in French.594 The dean at the University of Berlin
forwarded the invitation to Heisenberg with the remark that he,
the rector, and the representative of the University Teachers
League naturally would support the trip.595 The German Institute
in France also wanted a lecture from Heisenberg.596 He turned
down both offers because his French was not good enough for
lecturing.597 In contrast, Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker did give a
lecture in Paris, but both his talk and the lunch in his honor were
boycotted by his French colleagues. When the French physicist
Fte'deric Joliot-Curie criticized his German colleague for the "bad
taste" he had showed by accepting an invitation from the German
occupation authorities, von Weizsacker replied that he had been
forced to accept.598

In February 1943, the Slovakian University in Pressburg
(Bratislava) sent an invitation by way of REM for Heisenberg to
lecture in the Slovakian Protectorate. In a striking about-face a
ministry official now told Heisenberg that they wanted him to
accept the invitation.599 Heisenberg agreed to go.600 On 28 March
Heisenberg met the president of the local technical university, the
dean of the Slovakian University, and a representative of the
German Academic Exchange Service. That afternoon Heisenberg
was the guest of the president, who took him to the opera in the
evening. The next day, Heisenberg had an audience with the
German ambassador, lunch with the dean and the president, an
evening lecture on the state of atomic physics, and a late dinner
with some Pressburg scientists. The following day brought more
of the same: a walk through the old town hall with the mayor of
Pressburg, lunch with the dean, the president, the local head of the
German Academic Exchange Service, and the German ambassa-
dor, an evening lecture on cosmic radiation to a small group of
scientists and students, and dinner with Pressburg scientists and
a visiting Italian mathematician. The Pressburg scientists were
very friendly. Heisenberg reported that the relations between Ger-
mans and their Slovakian colleagues were very good.601

A second popular lecture series on nuclear power was held
before the Air Force Academy in May 1943.602 By demonstrating
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the usefulness of modern physics, these lectures became part of the
continuing battle against Deutsche Physik. Indeed Heisenberg's
foreign lecture tours in general also contributed to the continuing
campaign against the forces of Lenard and Stark—the advocates
of Deutsche Physik were of no use when it came to foreign cultural
propaganda. A month earlier, Carl Ramsauer had repeated his
arguments about the dangerous decline of German physics before
this same sympathetic audience. Since Ramsauer had kindled the
interest of Academy members in nuclear physics, Heisenberg was
asked to arrange a lecture series to keep it alive.603

Abraham Esau, the administrator in charge of nuclear phys-
ics research, opened the series with a status report on the nuclear
power project and followed it with a talk on the production of
luminous paints without the use of radium, a pressing topic for the
manufacture of aircraft dials.604 Otto Hahn spoke on the artificial
transmutation of elements—and this time, before a less political
audience, mentioned Lise Meitner by name as contributing to the
work that led up to the discovery of nuclear fission.605 Klaus
Clusius discussed isotope separation,606 and Walther Bothe lec-
tured on the research tools of nuclear physics,607 All of these
speakers stressed the utility of physics as well as the need for
increased governmental support.

Heisenberg's contribution paralleled his 1942 lecture before
the Reich Research Council. But two differences are significant. In
contrast to the winter of 1941-1942, the uranium research now
enjoyed secure political and financial support; in contrast to Heisen-
berg's February 1942 talk, he now represented nuclear fission as
irrelevant to the war effort. A chain reaction in uranium 235 would
produce large amounts of energy explosively, Heisenberg noted,
but that was as close as he came to mentioning nuclear explosives.
He told his audience that the first step toward a very important
technical development had been taken. Nuclear power could be
liberated for large-scale applications. However, he closed on a
more somber note. The practical execution of this process was
greatly hindered by the strained economy and the great external
difficulties presented by the war.608
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Shortly before the lecture series before the Academy, Heisen-
berg received an invitation from the SS. In 1942 the first "SS-
House" outside of the Reich had been established in Leyden.
Himmler entrusted it with two tasks: providing Dutch students
with a Germanic education and establishing contact with intellec-
tuals in Holland. The Dutch were to become acquainted with
German "ideological goods." In a year's time, the director of the
SS-House believed that he and his colleagues had made a good
start towards their cultural and political goals, but they recognized
that the German military setbacks of the previous winter as well
as political developments inside Holland had created difficulties.
For this reason the SS decided to invite leading German scholars
to Leyden in order to demonstrate the prowess of German intellec-
tuals to Dutch academics. Heisenberg was asked to visit Leyden in
the spring of 1943.609 He declined because he was too busy, but
encouraged another invitation in the fall. The SS apparently did
not contact him again.610

In June 1943, the collaborationist Dutch Ministry of Educa-
tion sent Heisenberg another invitation to visit Holland. The Reich
Commissioner for the Occupied Dutch Territories, the highest
German official in Holland, encouraged Heisenberg's accep-
tance.611 REM welcomed the proposal, especially since the invita-
tion had corne from the Dutch Ministry.612 Heisenberg told the
ministry in Berlin that he was willing to visit Holland in principle,
but only under certain conditions. He already had asked the Dutch
officials to tell him which of his Dutch colleagues wanted to see
him and what the exact details of his itinerary would be. He
wanted to know what his Dutch colleagues—including friends
and former students—thought of the idea before he committed
himself.613

A Dutch official in the Dutch ministry collaborating with the
German authorities called in Kramers and showed him Heisen-
berg's letter. Kramers wrote directly to Heisenberg to describe the
poor working conditions of Dutch academics. An official of the
Dutch Ministry of Education had intimated that this situation
might be improved by reestablishing personal scientific contacts
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between Dutch and international—in other words, German—col-
leagues.

The Dutch and German authorities wanted Heisenberg to
spend a week in Holland, He would visit all the physics institutes,
meet with his Dutch colleagues, and give talks drawn from his own
research before small groups of Dutch physicists. Thus Heisen-
berg's itinerary would fulfill the new governmental guidelines for
foreign lectures. Kramers added that he had discussed this matter
with Casimir and other Dutch scientists. All would welcome a visit
by Heisenberg—which was exactly what Heisenberg wanted to
hear.614

The adverse working conditions which Kramers mentioned
may be illustrated by the state of the physical laboratory at the
University of Leyden, where Kramers was professor of theoretical
physics. German authorities had seized and closed the laboratory.
The scientific equipment was to be shipped to Germany as war
booty. Dutch scientists were prohibited from entering the labora-
tory.615

As soon as he received the letter from Kramers, Heisenberg
told REM that he would visit Holland and implied that the per-
sonal invitation he had received from his Dutch colleague had been
a crucial factor in his decision.616 Heisenberg simultaneously wrote
to Kramers and expressed his pleasure in the upcoming visit.617

Kramers replied in kind.618 The German officials were pleased that
Heisenberg was coming, but also displeased that Kramers, who
was not cooperating with the occupation authorities, had become
involved.619 They informed Heisenberg that although he was free
to see Kramers informally, Kramers would not be an official partic
pant in the program for Heisenberg's visit. Furthermore, Heisen-
berg was ordered to visit the German occupation authorities at the
very beginning of his visit in order to be briefed on the political
state of the Dutch universities.620

Heisenberg traveled to Holland in October 1943, following a
summer of protests by students and professors at Dutch universi-
ties over German occupation policies, including the persecution of
Dutch Jews, The Germans responded with harsh repression and
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deportations of Dutch Jews to the death camps.621 As soon as
Heisenberg arrived in the Netherlands, he met with collaborating
officials from the Dutch Ministry of Education and with repre-
sentatives of the German occupation authorities. The following
day he paid a courtesy call on the physics institute in Utrecht, and
dined with the theoretical physicist Leon Rosenfeld, In the morn-
ing Heisenberg journeyed to Leyden, visited the famous Kammer-
lingh-Onnes Laboratory, and met Kramers. On 21 October,
Heisenberg gave the first talk of his trip, a lecture on the theory of
elementary particles, at a small colloquium at the Leyden physics
institute.

Heisenberg spent the next few days in Delft, where he visited
his colleague Kronig as well as the nearby technical university. On
24 October, Heisenberg and the physicists from the Philips Com-
pany and from the University of Leyden attended an informal
colloquium presented by Kramers at Rosenfeld's house. The next
day Heisenberg traveled to Amsterdam, where the physicist par-
ticipated in some experiments on cosmic radiation. On 26 October,
Heisenberg discussed his visit with Dr. Seyss-Inquart, the German
Commissioner in Holland. According to Heisenberg's subsequent
report, everywhere he went he met a most cordial reception. He
avoided politics wherever possible; when it did come up, Heisen-
berg reported, his Dutch colleagues harshly rejected the German
point of view. However, he nevertheless assured his official read-
ers that cooperation with the Dutch on a purely scientific basis was
definitely possible.622

Shortly after the end of the war, Hendrik Casimir was ques-
tioned by the astronomer Gerard Kuiper, a former countryman
and now a member of the American Armed Forces. Kuiper wrote
a report that vividly captured the impression of callous national-
ism that Heisenberg had made on his Dutch colleagues. According
to Casimir, when Heisenberg visited Holland in 1943, he said that
history legitimized Germany's rule over Europe and the world.
Casimir reported that Heisenberg had been aware of the German
concentration camps and the looting of other countries, but he
nevertheless wanted his country to control Europe.
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Heisenberg justified his position to Casimir by arguing that
only a nation that ruled ruthlessly could maintain itself. Democ-
racy was too weak to rule Europe, Therefore, in Heisenberg's
opinion, it was a contest between Germany and Russia. Heisen-
berg, a pronounced anti-Communist, betrayed his great insensitiv-
ity to the plight of his colleagues in occupied Europe by making
harsh statements. He coldly drew the logical conclusion from his
own arguments, that "a Europe under German leadership might
well be the lesser evil."623 Heisenberg's Dutch colleagues did not
appreciate the obtuse message that he gave them, that Germany
had to win the war; nor could he understand how or why he had
alienated them. He believed that his visit to Holland had gone well,
despite all the politics.624

Heisenberg had been asked by his Dutch colleagues to visit
their country in order to improve their working conditions. This is
exactly what he did. On Heisenberg's intervention, Rosenfeld
received permission to visit his mother in Belgium.625 After Heis-
enberg's visit, the German occupation authorities suddenly an-
nounced that the Dutch scientists might be allowed to retain some
scientific instruments vital to their research. Kramers and his
colleagues immediately submitted a modest list of apparatus they
wished to keep. A German official visited Kramers, mentioned that
he had spoken with Heisenberg in Berlin, and expressed surprise
that the Leyden Laboratory was still closed. This official ostenta-
tiously lifted the ban on research and promised that the Dutch
physicists would be told as soon as possible what equipment
would not be removed. Heisenberg's Dutch colleagues were sin-
cerely grateful to him.626

The German occupation authorities had asked Heisenberg
how his visit might be extended and the cultural cooperation
between Dutch and German scientists increased. For a long time,
he felt unable to answer, but at last gave an apolitical response.
Given the state of the war, which was steadily deteriorating for
Germany, further visits did not appear to him to be a good idea.
He counseled the occupation authorities to wait patiently. But
Heisenberg also noted that he considered his trip to have been a
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success, since it had reopened channels of scientific communica-
tion between Dutch physicists and him. His recent correspondence
with Kramers had been very valuable. Heisenberg told his coun-
trymen in Holland that he was convinced that scientific relations
between the Germans and the Dutch would resume very quickly
once the war had come to a happy end,627

A little more than a month after returning to Germany from
Holland, Heisenberg went east to speak at the German Institute for
Eastern Work,628 Coblitz submitted a second petition in the spring
of 1943, and this time it was approved. The ministry made so
prompt a decision, and informed Heisenberg so quickly,629 that he
could tell Coblitz of his willingness to speak in the General Gov-
ernment630 even before the director of the German Institute for
Eastern Work had sent him an official invitation.631

Around the same time, Heisenberg received recognition from
the east of his enhanced professional prestige in another form, the
"Copernicus Prize" for excellence in physics. This prize, originally
awarded by the University of Kdnigsberg, was now awarded
jointly by the university and Frank's institute.632 Both Heisenberg
and Gustav Borger, a Party official from the University Teachers
League, saw this honor as yet another blow against the forces of
Lenard and Stark. Borger sent Heisenberg his hearty congratula-
tions, since this award represented yet another gratifying official
recognition of Heisenberg's work and thereby of theoretical phys-
ics.633 Heisenberg replied that this prize especially pleased him,
because it could be interpreted as an official rehabilitation of
theoretical physics.634 As Germany's position in the war grew
worse, Heisenberg's prestige as a scientist in Germany rose higher
and higher.

Coblitz took care to remind the "in-house physicist" at the
German Institute for Eastern Work to attend Heisenberg's lecture,
especially since Frank, who was a "close friend" of Heisenberg,
had personally invited him.635 Heisenberg's visit to Krakow was
delayed until the end of the year. Frank was either busy or on
vacation.636 Heisenberg had to wait until the dates of his trip to
Holland were set in October.637 A month later, he fell ill.638 He
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finally delivered his lecture in the second week of December, only
a few months after the German authorities had begun to annihilate
the Jewish ghettos in Krakow, Warsaw, and Lodz.639

There is no record of how or whether Heisenberg reacted to
the razing of the ghettos, but he probably knew that it was hap-
pening. Similarly, Heisenberg knew that throughout Europe Ger-
mans were pillaging occupied countries and deporting their Jews
to concentration camps. But Heisenberg was hardly alone. Every
German with eyes to see and ears to hear knew about the concen-
tration camps and that the Jews had vanished from Germany. After
the war, many people inside and outside of Germany assumed that
Germans like Heisenberg knew about the Holocaust, but neverthe-
less either did nothing, or even worse, continued to work for the
National Socialists. Is this criticism fair?

Philippe Burrin's analysis640 of the decision to launch the
Holocaust helps put Heisenberg's activities into context. Accord-
ing to Burrin, Hitler was torn by two conflicting, if both malevo-
lent, intentions towards the Jews. On one hand, Hitler wanted to
purge them from Germany. This goal did not necessarily require
genocide, for Hitler and the National Socialist leadership spent a
great deal of time and effort on plans to deport Jews to a "reserva-
tion" like Madagascar or a region deep in Asiatic Russia. On the
other hand, Hitler also wanted to use some Jews as hostages
against the international Jewish conspiracy he saw threatening
him, his movement, and the German people.

Obviously Hitler could not both eliminate the Jews from the
German sphere of influence and simultaneously hold them as
hostages. Thus his policy toward Jews vacillated during the first
nine years of the Third Reich. His decision to forego both options
in order to murder the Jews was the result of a third theme in his
irrational woridview. The National Socialist leader blamed the
Jews, both inside and outside of Germany, for the German defeat
in World War I. As Burrin demonstrates, Hitler consistently threat-
ened the Jews with physical extermination if there was a repeat of
World War I, in other words, if "the Jews" once again threatened
to betray and defeat Germany.
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In the late summer of 1941, it became clear to the German
military leadership that the conflict with the Soviet Union would
be a long difficult affair, and that ultimately the United States
would enter the war on the side of Great Britain. World War II was
thereby transformed from the quick painless lightning war to a
world-wide war of attrition similar to the conflict Germany lost in
1918. Hitler now ordered a sudden and definitive change in his
policy towards the Jews, Emigration, which had been encouraged,
was now stopped. Plans for a Jewish reservation were dropped.
The uncoordinated murder of Jews by special SS forces in the
occupied regions of the Soviet Union was transformed into a
systematic, efficient, bureaucratic genocide.

Five or six million Jews were murdered, many killed in gas
chambers after being shipped to death camps in overcrowded
cattle cars. The Jews were not the only victims of the National
Socialists. Another nine or ten million people were starved, shot,
or overworked. The National Socialists treated Gypsies like the
Jews and murdered forty percent of the one million Gypsies in
Europe, Around four million Slavs lost their lives as slave laborers
in Germany. Finally, the Germans deliberately allowed two or
three million Soviet prisoners of war to die in captivity,641

It hardly seems fair to accuse Heisenberg or anyone else of
responsibility for the Holocaust before the National Socialist lead-
ership itself decided to commit genocide. Thus Heisenberg's ap-
peal to the SS for a political rehabilitation, his willingness to travel
abroad as a goodwill ambassador for National Socialist Germany,
and his participation in the wartime German "uranium project"642

—in other words, his decision to remain in Germany and work
within the system—all happened or began before the Holocaust
became inevitable. However, Heisenberg knew he was working
for a ruthless, racist, and murderous state.

Moreover, Heisenberg did not stop working on nuclear fis-
sion, traveling abroad, or enjoying the political backing of patrons
in the Third Reich once he learned of the rape of Europe, the
deportation of Jews, the razing of the ghettos, or of the death
camps. That would have meant taking a clear, courageous, and
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potentially dangerous stand against National Socialism, some-
thing Heisenberg did not do. However, it hardly seems fair to
blame Heisenberg for the Holocaust. His conduct was consistent
over the course of the Third Reich, It was Hitler who changed his
mind.

Copenhagen in 1944 During the winter of 1943-1944 the
war entered its last, and for the majority of Germans, most hopeless
phase. The steady deterioration of German society, including the
destruction of cities from the air, interruptions in the transporta-
tion system, and increasing shortages of basic necessities, ham-
pered, but did not stop Heisenberg's guest lectures. He did not go
to the GC! in Bucharest643 or to the "German Academy" in Klagen-
furt644 Instead he stayed in Berlin for the 1944 summer semester
to lecture at the university.645 But he did go to Copenhagen.646

Heisenberg learned in January that the German occupation
authorities had occupied the Bohr Institute. J0rgen B0ggild, the
Danish physicist who had been left in charge after Bohr and the
Jewish or partly Jewish members had been, forced to flee Denmark
for Sweden, had been arrested and accused of working with Ger-
many's enemies.

Once the remaining physicists at the Bohr institute realized
that their German colleagues had not been responsible for the
German takeover, they decided to alert Heisenberg to the occupa-
tion and asked the physical chemist Hans Suess—who was passing
through Copenhagen on his way south from Norway—to pass on
the message. Heisenberg learned of the occupation from Suess on
5 January 1944 and arranged to be part of the German commission
that would investigate whether the research at the Bohr Institute
had been contributing to the Allied war effort.647

Von Weizsacker found out to his dismay that the German
officials in Copenhagen were considering making him the new
director of Bohr's old institute. He did not want to confront his
Danish colleagues as a conqueror and asked Heisenberg to use his
influence to kill the plan.648 In the company of the Army physicist
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Kurt Diebner and others, Heisenberg traveled to Denmark on 24
January and met with the plenipotentiary of the German Reich in
Copenhagen.649 The German authorities were debating whether to
staff the Bohr institute with German physicists, to force the Danish
scientists at this institute to contribute to the German war effort,
or to strip the institute of all equipment needed in Germany.650

Heisenberg obviously wanted to arrange as beneficial a set-
tlement as possible for the Danes. He toured the high-voltage
equipment and the cyclotron at the institution with some occupa-
tion officials, emphasizing how complicated the equipment was
and how difficult to move. The next day, the German authorities
informed the Danish Foreign Office that the Bohr institute would
be reopened without conditions and released B0ggild.651 Heisen-
berg subsequently told Johannes Jensen, a colleague who had
many friends and acquaintances at the Bohr institute, that the
Danes were very happy about this outcome.652

A month after his visit to Denmark, Heisenberg received an
invitation by way of the Foreign Office and the German occupation
officials to speak again at the Copenhagen GCI.653 Heisenberg
accordingly spent four days in Denmark, April 18 to 22, as guest
of Otto Hofler, the new director of the GCI. On the evening of 19
April, Heisenberg gave his talk, "The smallest building blocks of
matter," before an audience made up almost completely of Ger-
mans. Heisenberg's Danish colleagues refused to attend, including
the scientists who had attended the 1941 astrophysics conference
and who, until the resignation of the Danish government, had
participated in the programs of the GCI. The following day Heis-
enberg had lunch with the plenipotentiary of the Reich, Dr. Best,
and spent the evening as Hofler's guest with several repre-
sentatives of cultural politics in Scandinavia.

On 19 April, Heisenberg also paid a visit to Bohr's old insti-
tute, whereupon Heisenberg's Danish colleagues invited him to
give them a talk on his own work. Heisenberg subsequently met
with several Danish colleagues and their wives as the guest of
Professor M011er. On 21 April Heisenberg lectured on "the theory
of elementary particles" in Danish, followed by a brief institute tea.
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Heisenberg asked the Danes why they had not come to his
talk at the GCI. They replied that, because of the tense political
relationship that had existed between Germany and Denmark
since the Danish government resigned in 1943, they wanted noth-
ing to do with the political GCL After discussing all this informa-
tion in his report, Heisenberg went on to support energetically
what the director of the Copenhagen GCI had told him: Hofler
would never be able to win over the Danes and gain their coopera-
tion unless, for the time being, he restricted himself to purely
scientific and scholarly work. The side of his work that had more
to do with propaganda, such as guest lectures and the like, should
be postponed to a later, more opportune time, Heisenberg closed
his report with the same conviction he had expressed after his last
trip to Holland: once the war had come to a happy end, scientific
cooperation with the Danes would not be difficult,654 Indeed, after
the war Heisenberg had a great deal of difficulty understanding
why he had alienated his foreign colleagues.

The director of the Copenhagen institute during the last years
of the Third Reich may have been typical of the scholars sent as
cultural emissaries to foreign countries by the National Socialist
state. Hofler's specialty was Germanic philology. He had spent
many years in Scandinavia and had taught at the University of
Uppsala. The Copenhagen GCI did not limit its activities to Den-
mark, but attempted to influence cultural policy in Sweden and
Norway as well. He had connections with Scandinavian col-
leagues, knew the countries, and spoke the languages,655

Shortly after Hdfler joined the NSDAP in the spring of
1937,656 he was appointed to the Research Council of the "Ah-
nenerbe," a branch of the SS.657 The Ahnenerbe supported a wide
range of research. Some topics would now be considered unscien-
tific or even pseudo-science, such the "World Ice Theory" devel-
oped in the early twentieth century by Harms Horbiger. Both
Himmler and Hitler were very interested in Horbiger's work,
which argued that the universe was composed of ice.658 The Ah-
nenerbe also sponsored respectable science, such as entomology
and plant genetics. Finally, the Ahnenerbe was the branch of the
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SS which planned, financed, and carried out inhuman experiments
with prisoners of war and concentration camp inmates,659

In 1938, the SS helped Hofler trade his professorship at Kiel
for a more prestigious one at Munich, and in return he placed his
expertise in Germanic philology and close connections in Scandi-
navia at the service of the Ahnenerbe's efforts to use the field of
Germanic prehistory in order to justify the dominance of the
"Aryan" race.660 In 1942, before moving from the University of
Munich to the Copenhagen GCI, Hofler visited Denmark with SS
papers to do research the SS characterized as intelligence work.661

After the second world war Hofler applied for a teaching
position at the University of Munich. A university official asked
Heisenberg in 1949 whether Hofler had strictly limited himself to
scholarship while in Copenhagen, or had engaged in cultural
propaganda.662 Heisenberg's evasive answer653 provides insight
into his perception and continued support of the GCIs. First, he
claimed that he had never met Hofler personally. Perhaps he had
forgotten about his 1944 meeting with Hofler,664 of which Hofler
reminded him in 1947.665

Next Heisenberg asserted that the Copenhagen GCI had not
had an entirely bad reputation and that it had not been a source of
explicit National Socialist propaganda. If the Danes had stopped
frequenting the GCI, that was not Hofler's fault. They had merely
concluded that the Germans would lose the war. Heisenberg said
that he had never heard criticism of Hofler by the Danes, although
he did admit that the Danish scientists would hardly have ex-
pressed such complaints to Mm. Heisenberg closed his report on
Hofler by noting that even if the latter had not been as successful
as Freyer, the president of the Budapest GCI, Hofler had not left a
negative impression behind in Denmark.666

As late as 1949, Heisenberg had few misgivings either about
his past associations with, or the goals of, these institutes. Heisen-
berg may have been unaware of Hofler's connections to the SS, but
that would hardly explain the physicist's participation in National
Socialist cultural propaganda. From Heisenberg's perspective, the
GCIs afforded him the opportunity of retaining contact with col-
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leagues all over Europe, A boycott of them would have done him
no good, nor would it have benefited German physicists or schol-
ars in other countries.

After the war Heisenberg wrestled with this dilemma in a
memo entitled "The active and passive opposition in the Third
Reich." This essay—apparently never published or circulated—
offers a unique opportunity to get inside Heisenberg's mind and
arguably demonstrates his postwar denial of the true nature of
both the Third Reich and the role he played in it.

If the vast majority of Germans had refused any collaboration
with National Socialism in 1933, Heisenberg noted, then much
misfortune would have been avoided. But that did not happen.
Rather, the National Socialist system had understood how to win
the support of the masses. Once the National Socialists had gained
control of the government, the relatively thin layer of people
whose certain instinct told them that the new system was bad from
the ground up, now only had the opportunity of "passive" or
"active" opposition.

Heisenberg noted that, on one hand, these people could have
condemned the National Socialist system as basically bad and a
threat to Germany and Europe, but concluded, nonetheless, that
there was nothing that could be done. Whoever reasoned that way
could either emigrate or deny responsibility, and wait until the
system was overcome from the outside. Heisenberg designated
this behavior as "passive" opposition. Another group, he went on,
judged the situation as follows. A war, even if it served to over-
throw National Socialism, was such a horrible catastrophe, and
would cost so many millions of people their lives, that everything
had to be done to avoid it or to reduce its horror. Many people who
thought so, but did not comprehend the stability of a modern
dictatorship, tried the path of open, immediate resistance during
the first years and ended up in concentration camps.

For others, Heisenberg added, individuals who recognized
the hopelessness of a direct attack on the dictatorship, the only
path remaining was the acquisition or preservation of a certain
amount of influence. Such people risked being branded collabora-

7
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tors. Heisenberg now argued that this course was the only way to
bring about change in National Socialism and described it as
"active" opposition. This position was much more difficult and
ambiguous than passive opposition, since the activist had to make
concessions at unimportant places in order to be able to influence
important matters.667

Heisenberg's retrospective portrayal of "active" and "pas-
sive" opposition during the Third Reich makes clear what he chose
to believe after the war. By staying and working within the Na-
tional Socialist system, accepting responsibility and thereby being
in a position to wield influence, Heisenberg had "actively" op-
posed Hitler.

Heisenberg's last foreign lectures took place in Geneva and
Zurich in the autumn of 1944.668 When he met with his Swiss
colleagues, Heisenberg repeated what he had told their Dutch
counterparts a year before: only Germany stood between Russia
and European civilization.669 Furthermore, when Heisenberg was
asked about the prospects for a German victory in Europe, he said
that it would have been nice if Germany had won.670

This answer did not please either the Swiss or the Germans.
The former would assume that Heisenberg wanted National So-
cialism to dominate Europe, if not the world. The latter would
consider Heisenberg's comment defeatism, something which be-
came a serious offense during the last, terrible months of the war.
Finally, Heisenberg's remark need not have been a conscious
endorsement of National Socialism. Once the war began, many
Germans separated in their own minds their support of Germany
from that of Hitler's movement. This self-deluding distinction was
important, for it allowed the National Socialist state to harness the
energies of the many Germans who did not support Hitler, but also
wanted Germany to win the war.

Significantly, Heisenberg never got around to sending in a
report on his 1944 trip to Switzerland. In late March 1945 REM
reminded him of his omission,671 but by this time Heisenberg was
more concerned about the advancing American forces than about
the bureaucrats in Berlin.
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Foreign scientists have shown a great deal of ambivalence
toward Heisenberg and von Weizsacker since the end of World
War II.672 This ambivalence derives largely from the talks the two
German physicists gave in foreign countries during the war as well
as the postwar apologia they have used to justify their conduct in
the Third Reich, But Heisenberg and von Weizsacker did not
merely participate in National Socialist cultural propaganda. They
were also exploited by Hitler and his followers, as were many
Germans.

Heisenberg never spread vulgar National Socialist propa-
ganda. Even his comments to Casimir were couched in terms of
Germany, not Hitler's movement. Every one of Heisenberg's offi-
cial visits was restricted to scientific talks. But that was precisely
what the National Socialist officials responsible for cultural propa-
ganda wanted him to do as part of an effective division of labor.
Heisenberg represented the "better side" of National Socialist
Germany as a "good German," an apolitical Nobel laureate willing
to serve as a goodwill ambassador for German culture while other
Germans were invading, occupying, exploiting, and sometimes
murderously ravaging the very same countries.

The German Cultural Institutes and comparable institutions
such as the German Institute for Eastern Work provide vivid
examples for the distortion and abuse of science and culture. In the
eyes of many native scientists, these institutes were centers of
scientific and cultural collaboration with National Socialism as
well as symbols of the German occupation and exploitation of their
homeland. As long as he could lecture in German, Heisenberg
accepted all offers of speaking engagements at such institutes and
thereby alienated and deeply disappointed many of his foreign
colleagues.

Heisenberg was either unable to understand or unwilling to
confront the cause and effect of this alienation. By delivering
lectures there, he supported and thereby legitimated the National
Socialist policy of cultural propaganda. When he could, he aided
foreign colleagues in trouble, including Jewish scientists. He did
this at considerable risk to himself, and his colleagues were grate-
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ful. But this gratitude could not make up for the alienation caused
by his participation in cultural propaganda and his personal iden-
tification with the German war effort and German armed forces,

The National Socialist state reexamined its policy toward
modern physics during the course of the Third Reich and espe-
cially during the war, with the result that the irrational and barren
Deutsche Physik was eventually discarded in favor of modern phys-
ics, with its recognized economic and military utility. But it was
first and foremost Heisenberg, and not modern physics, that came
under dangerous political and ideological attack in the Volkischer
Beobachter and Dos Schwarze Korps, and it was first and foremost
Heisenberg, not the theory of relativity or quantum physics, who
emerged victorious with a political rehabilitation and enhanced
prestige.

The SS report on Heisenberg suggests that scientific argu-
ments alone did not win this battle. Industrial scientists and re-
searchers with close ties to the armed forces played a crucial role,
The SS and the Party accepted the judgment of Ludwig Prandtl and
Carl Ramsauer, that modern physics was useful and needed sup-
port, and found a politically and ideologically acceptable justifica-
tion for its rehabilitation. Heisenberg's appeal as a "good German"
and especially Ms long-standing association with the armed forces
made it easier for the National Socialist state to accept his physics.
Once the ideological taint had been removed from modern phys-
ics, Heisenberg could be also used as a cultural propaganda tool.

The political rehabilitation of Heisenberg was necessary be-
fore the National Socialist state could take full advantage of his
propaganda value. For Heisenberg to be useful in a cultural propa-
ganda sense—or for that matter, to be useful in the training of
physicists or for research—he had to be used; for him to be used,
he had, to some degree, to be trusted; for him to be trusted, the
National Socialist state had to make some concessions with respect
to the ideological purity of physics. The very utilitarian and inter-
national character of modern physics was used to facilitate cultural
cooperation and ultimately collaboration between scientists in
foreign countries and National Socialism.
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Finally, Heisenberg's foreign lectures illuminate the prob-
lematic black-and-white dichotomy of resistance versus collabora-
tion. Heisenberg's 1941 visit to Copenhagen has been portrayed as
proof that either: (1) the physicist willingly collaborated with the
"Nazis" to exploit Bohr; or (2) he resisted Hitler by warning the
Allies of the German atom bomb.673 When this visit is seen in
context, it is clear that the truth lies somewhere in the middle.

Carl Friedrich von Weizsicker has insisted that intent, not
action, is most important. He and Heisenberg traveled to Copen-
hagen in order to help their Danish colleague Niels Bohr. But what
kind of help did Heisenberg and von Weizsacker offer Bohr in the
fall of 1941, when German victory appeared certain? They urged
him to cooperate with the German authorities and especially the
German Cultural Institute in Copenhagen. Today it is clear that
this was bad advice; at that time it may not have been so clear. It
is hardly surprising that Heisenberg and von Weizsacker offered
Bohr precisely this advice. They merely advised Bohr to do what
they were doing.

7
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Hitler's Bomb

The 1941 meeting between Bohr and Heisenberg is controversial
because it is part of the debates surrounding "Hitler's Bomb."
During the war both Germany and the United States investigated
the economic and military potential of applied nuclear fission. The
American effort, otherwise known as the Manhattan Project, built
the bombs which fell on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Obviously the
Germans did not manufacture nuclear weapons before Germany
surrendered. But ever since the end of the war, scientists and
non-scientists both inside and outside of Germany have argued
over why the Germans failed, and whether the word failure is an
appropriate description. This chapter will survey the German
uranium project in the context of science under National Socialism.

Physics and Politics in Weimar Germany (1919-1932) Today
it is clear that science in general and physics in particular can be
politicized, but science has not always been so susceptible to
external influences. An irreversible politicization of science took

183
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place in Germany during the first half of the twentieth century,
beginning with the exceptional publicity given to Albert Einstein's
theory of relativity and ending with the race for nuclear weapons.
Although physics had been temporarily politicized at different
times and in different places, since 1945 governments have seen
this science as a potential source of political power,

Einstein was a respected scientist even before World War I.
But the unusual popularity his theory of relativity enjoyed during
and after the war, combined with his unconventional personal
style and political stance, transformed him into a cultural and
political icon during the Weimar Republic. The experimental veri-
fication of relativity in 1919 and the subsequent public fascination,
if not obsession with Einstein made the pacifist, democrat, and Jew
a cultural and political symbol that transcended his physics and
incurred the wrath of both political conservatives and scientific
opponents. This political and scientific opposition to Einstein and
his theory of relativity created an ideological struggle between
"Aryan" and "Jewish" physics during the Third Reich,674

Opposition to Einstein and modern physics was fueled by the
political and economic aftermath of World War I in Germany. The
lost war was a catastrophe for the conservative majority of aca-
demic scientists. They often reacted by asserting that science and
scholarship were all that Germany had left as a world power,675 an
attitude which accelerated and deepened the politicization of
physics.

The weak economy and hyper-inflation ruined the endow-
ments of many scientific institutions—not to mention the savings
of scientists—and forced researchers to compete for the ever-
shrinking amount of available funding and to become more de-
pendent on the generosity of the central government and German
industry. This shortage of funds forced the scientific community
to work with the government to create the modem peer-review
system of science funding. Institutions like the governmental
Emergency Foundation for German Science and the private Helm-
holtz Foundation relied on expert committees to decide which
scientists would receive support.676
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A small group of senior German physicists like Max Planck
dominated the expert committees within the peer review system
and thereby influenced, if not controlled, which research was
funded. The major beneficiaries of this system included the crea-
tors of quantum mechanics, including Max Born, Werner Heisen-
berg, Pascual Jordan, and Erwin Schrodinger. In contrast, the
conservative scientists who rejected modern physics did not have
a large share in the new funding system.

Perhaps most important, the politically conservative scien-
tists who opposed the Weimar Republic and rejected the political
stance of liberal colleagues like Einstein were often the same re-
searchers who were unable or unwilling to accept quantum me-
chanics and relativity.677 Similarly, Einstein's non-scientific
political opponents used his controversial theory of relativity as a
means to attack him. Einstein's physics and politics thus merged
into a single target for political and scientific conservatives. The
political and economic upheaval following Germany's defeat thus
made modern physics—roughly speaking quantum mechanics
and relativity theory—at once both the pride of German science
and the target of scientists and laymen who opposed a liberal,
democratic worldview.

Two German physicists and Nobel laureates, Philipp Lenard
and Johannes Stark, vigorously opposed the Weirnar Republic,
and felt betrayed by the lack of recognition given to them by their
colleagues and government. They were professionally opposed to
(in each case, different) elements of modern physics. Such senti-
ments were common in Germany between the wars, but they went
further. By 1933 both scientists were channeling their personal and
professional discontent into the virulent anti-Semitism so common
on the political right and public support of Adolf Hitler. When the
National Socialists came to power in 1933, Lenard and Stark gained
access to political power and influential friends in the new regime.

8

Naziftcation and Militarization (1933-1939) When the
Allies defeated the Third Reich and the National Socialist leader-
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ship was dead or being tried for war crimes, there was a general
consensus outside of Germany that the German people had to be
"denazified." But if the Germans had to be denazified after 1945,
then they must also have been nazified sometime between 1933
and the end of the war. Nazifieation can be defined as follows: the
effective, significant, and conscious collaboration with most—but
not necessarily all—of National Socialist policy. Since the attitudes,
assumptions, and actions of German scientists varied greatly dur-
ing the Third Reich, so did the form and course of their interactions
with National Socialism.

For German politics, 1932 was a tumultuous year. Adolf
Hitler's National Socialist German Workers Party had emerged
from obscurity to become the largest political party in Germany.
Ironically, when German President Paul von Htadenburg ap-
pointed Hitler Reich Chancellor in January 1933, the National
Socialists were on the way down; they had peaked the previous
year and were struggling to hold their political movement to-
gether.

Hitler had been helped into power by an intriguing circle of
industrialists, aristocrats, and senior military officers who hoped
to use the National Socialist leader for their own ends. Hitler
proved to be the more skillful politician and exploited the collabo-
ration of Germany's old elites to help his radical, racist, and ruth-
less movement eliminate step-by-step all opposition during the
first few years of the Third Reich. The old elites retained a little
autonomy until the eve of World War II, when Hitler purged the
Army leadership. Personal scandals were exploited or manufac-
tured for Field Marshall von Blomberg and Army Commander-in-
Chief General von Fritsch, two officers who had expressed concern
that Germany was not yet ready to fight. They were eased out of
their posts and replaced by more pliable men. In addition, fourteen
senior generals were retired and forty-six others required to
change their commands. Hitler personally took over as Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces.678

Both the purge of the German civil service679 and of German
science at the start of the Third Reich are well known.680 The
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so-called seizure of power681 by the National Socialists dramati-
cally and decisively affected all parts of German society, including
science. But both scientists and historians of science have some-
times failed to recognize that the purge of scientists was not a
conscious National Socialist policy against science in particular
and, at least for academics, was an automatic result of the greater
civil service purge.

The National Socialist leadership was hardly concerned
enough about any particular science, or even science itself, to
single it out for special treatment. Education in general and uni-
versity education in particular were priorities for Germany's new
rulers, but in this regard physicists were treated no differently
from their non-scientific colleagues.

Albert Einstein, perhaps the most famous scientist purged by
the National Socialists, represents the exception that proves the
rule. Hitler's movement singled out Einstein for wrathful special
treatment precisely because his public stature represented a real
political threat. However, the thorough and ruthless purge of the
civil service effectively "cleansed" the universities and state-
funded research institutions (like the Kaiser Wilhelm Society) of
Jewish, leftist, and other elements incompatible with the new
Germany, thereby striking a heavy blow to all branches of German
science.

It is important to recognize how the National Socialist purge
and reorganization of German society functioned, why it was
successful, and what pattern it followed. First, Hitler and his fol-
lowers needed and received assistance from influential members
of Germany's conservative elites—including scientists. Second,
and most important for this subject, the purge was neither centrally
planned, coordinated, nor implemented. Instead the seizure of
power was characterized by uncoordinated and often unsolicited
pressure from National Socialist rank-and-file party members and
SA. This violent and often unsolicited pressure was then exploited
by the National Socialist authorities to eliminate all opposition.682

Such unsolicited, yet often welcome, attacks from below by
the masses making up the basis of Hitler's movement were often
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subsequently used by the National Socialist government to justify
further repression from above by blaming the victims for inciting
the violence.683 But since the National Socialist leadership also
wished to present an image of a peaceful, orderly society under
their control, such "revolution from below" eventually became
counterproductive. On 6 July 1933 Hitler publicly called for "evo-
lution, not revolution," a thinly veiled threat to his own follow-
ers.684 When the SA leadership persisted in its calls for a "second
revolution" which would have benefited in particular the lower
levels of the National Socialist movement, Hitler purged his own
movement.

In the summer of 1934 German President Otto von Hinden-
burg, one of the few remaining checks on Hitler's government, was
dying. Hitler intended to merge the office of president into his own
position of Chancellor, but that required the blessing of the Armed
Forces, the only remaining part of the German state which could
launch a putsch against him. The Army feared the SA, and with
good reason. Its leadership wanted to turn the SA into a political
army and to absorb the armed forces in the process. The SS was
also involved, because it technically was still a subsidiary of the
SA and wanted greater independence. Pressure on Hitler from the
Army leadership and the SS finally forced his hand. On 30 June
Hitler personally supervised the arrest of Ernst Rohm and the
majority of the SA leadership. Most were subsequently murdered
by the SS with Army logistical support. This bloody "night of the
long knives" permanently silenced calls for a second revolution.685

The nazification of German science in general and physics in
particular followed this SA model and its four stages, although
recalcitrant scientists were disciplined, not murdered: (1) revolu-
tion from below, uncoordinated and unsolicited attacks in the
name of National Socialism; (2) evolution, not revolution, the
National Socialist government orders that henceforth all change
will be directed by the responsible authorities or occur through
official channels; (3) second revolution, the National Socialist rank-
and-file nevertheless continues its agitation; and (4) finally the
National Socialist revolution devouring its own children, purging
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or disciplining its undisciplined followers.686 The physics equiva-
lent of the SA was the Deutsche Physik movement, which called for
a more "Aryan" and less "Jewish" science.687

The followers of Lenard and Stark wanted to achieve a sec-
ond revolution in German physics which would go beyond the
initial purge of the civil service and would ensure that they would
henceforth receive the best university appointments. Their
weapon was a very effective campaign of character assassination.
However, by 1936 Stark and his allies were beginning to get in the
way of other, more influential forces within the National Socialist
movement, including officials within the Ministry of Education
and the leadership of the SS.

Deutsche Physik was first opposed and then neutralized by
other and stronger parts of the National Socialist movement be-
cause the long-standing goals of the former conflicted with the new
ambitions of the latter. In contrast to the scientifically sterile
Deutsche Physik, the established physics community could and did
effectively contribute to rearmament and the war effort by training
scientists, engineers, and technicians for the armament industry as
well as developing new weapons and industrial processes.

This increase in German military strength and initial military
successes in turn increased public support for the Third Eeich and
facilitated the most extreme and murderous National Socialist
policies: the creation of a racially pure society in Germany; cultural
imperialism; geographic expansion through military aggression;
and finally genocide. Although the Deutsche Physik movement
failed in its efforts to make German physics more National Socialist
by attacking modem physics and certain physicists, ironically the
successful struggle by the established physics community against
Deutsche Physik and the consequential collaboration with the Na-
tional Socialist state it entailed did.

Why was German physics nazified in this way? The adher-
ents of Deutsche Physik simply tried to expand their influence
within the German physics community any way they could, and
initially their strategy appeared successful. The established Ger-
man physics community could easily find influential and sympa-
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thetic patrons within the sometimes chaotic and contradictory
political structure of the Third Reich. This support was sometimes
given for reasons of principle, sometimes as a cynical, tactical
stance within the shifting politics of the National Socialist state, but
no matter why these patrons chose to side against Deutsche Physik,
some of them were in a very strong position to do so.

But why did the overwhelming majority of German physi-
cists ally themselves with, or submit themselves to forces within
the Third Reich and portions of National Socialist policy? Obvi-
ously because when compared to the ideological threat repre-
sented by Deutsche Physik, this course seemed less objectionable
because it would provide more professional autonomy. However,
this apparent gain in autonomy was misleading. The established
physics community had rid itself of Deutsche Physik, but now had
to demonstrate both loyalty and usefulness to the Third Reich, One
of the most controversial and potentially dangerous collaborations
between German physicists and the National Socialist state was
the uranium project, research into the military and economic ap-
plications of nuclear fission.

Nuclear Fission (November 193&~Augu$t 1939) Otto Hahn
and Fritz Strassmann, two chemists working at the Berlin Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry, made a discovery in late 1938
which, in time, changed the world. When they bombarded ura-
nium, the heaviest natural element, with neutrons (nuclear parti-
cles without charge but witih mass) they found barium, an element
half the mass of uranium. Their Jewish physicist colleague Lise
Meitner helped make the initial discovery possible, but had fled
Germany earlier in 1938 after the Third Reich had absorbed Aus-
tria, which ended the protection her Austrian passport had once
provided.

When news of Hahn's and Strassmann's striking result
reached Meitner in Sweden, she encouraged her former colleagues.
When she subsequently met her physicist nephew Otto Frisch in
Denmark, they solved the riddle together: the uranium nucleus
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had split in two like a liquid drop. Although Frisch and Meitner
were among the first scientists to extend the Berlin results, it is
perhaps more significant and important that so many different
researchers in different countries carried out the same experi-
ments, achieved the same results, and came to the same conclu-
sions: when uranium nuclei split, they released both energy and
more neutrons.

Scientists around the world took up this research immedi-
ately and raced to be the first to explain, expand, and apply this
phenomenon. Personal and professional ambition as well as the
obvious potential of nuclear fission ensured that long before sci-
entists began withholding their results in the shadow of World
War II, their publications had already demonstrated that uranium
fission released great amounts of energy as well as enough neu-
trons to make possible energy-producing and exponentially in-
creasing nuclear fission chain reactions.

It was only a very short step from these results to the realiza-
tion that nuclear fission had consequential economic and military
applications: a controlled chain reaction could be used to generate
electricity; an uncontrolled chain reaction would represent a pow-
erful new explosive. Scientists went to the responsible military
authorities in almost every country and passed on the same mes-
sage, that it might be possible to harness nuclear fission both as
nuclear explosives of hitherto unknown power and as nuclear
energy. They noted that enemy countries were probably already
working on uranium; the government had to support a research
program in order to determine whether nuclear weapons could be
built, how they would be built, and whether they should be built.

Even though researchers throughout Europe and North
America went to their governments with this same message, his-
torians and scientists who have studied "Hitler's Bomb" have
often distinguished between the German scientists who enlight-
ened their military and their colleagues in other countries who did
the same. While American, French, and British scientists are
praised for these efforts, their German counterparts are criticized.
Indeed, this distinction plays an important role in the persistent
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fascination with Hitler's bomb. There is an important difference
here, but it is not in what the scientists did, rather in what sort of
regime they were serving.

Lightning War (September 1939-November 1941) The Ger-
man uranium project did not progress until after the invasion of
Poland in September 1939. These two events were connected. The
overwhelming majority of Germans and German scientists rallied
to the flag once the war had begun, including many individuals
who opposed or at least did not wholeheartedly support National
Socialism. War also made it both more attractive and easier for
Army Ordnance to become involved with scientific research pro-
jects which promised powerful new weapons,

Finally, a fundamental transformation in National Socialists'
attitudes towards science and science-based technology began
during the middle thirties with rearmament and accelerated with
the outbreak of war. Military and economic power took prece-
dence over ideological purity. Scientists who could offer some-
thing useful for the war effort could now eclipse their colleagues
who were ideologically correct but scientifically inferior.

The quality of the German uranium effort can best be judged
when compared to its Allied counterpart. During the Lightning
War phase the two projects ran astonishingly parallel. With a few
exceptions, the Germans and the Americans examined the same
subjects, used the same methods, asked the same questions, and
found the same answers. There were many different reasons why
German scientists chose to participate in the nuclear power project:
scientific interest, careerism, financial and material support, ex-
emptions from military service, patriotism, nationalism, and Na-
tional Socialism—in other words, with the exception of the last
point, the same motivations as in other countries.

But motivation and scientific ability alone do not tell the
whole story. The political and military leadership was in control of
the research and had the power of decision. In Germany it was
Army Ordnance, and not the academic scientists. The situation in
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the United States during the war and in the Soviet Union after the
war was no different. The scientists actually carrying out the
research could not and did not decide whether the research was
begun, whether and how it was continued, and if successful, what
would be done with the new weapons once they had been created.

These decisions were made by governmental and military
officials. Moreover, in Germany Army Ordnance not only had the
power of decision-making, it also had its own competent and loyal
scientists, who could well judge the technical and scientific side of
the project. The influence of the research scientists over the project,
let alone their ability to control it, was limited—although these
scientists very often deluded themselves and believed that they
were really in charge.

The German uranium research must also be seen in the
context of the ever-changing state of the war and, in particular, of
the Lightning War which ran from 1939 to the winter of 1941-1942.
Germany used the tactic of massive sudden attacks to overwhelm
an opponent, strip the conquered country of resources, and use
these resources to launch the next attack. The secret reports gath-
ered by the SS Security Service describe how the combination of
military success and skillful propaganda combined perpetually to
convince most Germans that the war was almost over. Thus in the
summer of 1940 it appeared that the war would be over by Christ-
mas. By Christmas it seemed likely that the war would be over by
the spring, etc.

Throughout the Lightning War the overwhelming majority
of Germans (and most likely German scientists as well) believed
that the war would soon end with victory. "Wonder weapons"
were not needed. Army Ordnance was in no hurry to have weap-
ons which would not be ready until after the war, and the scientists
were under no great pressure to deliver them. Indeed, some of the
scientists may well have believed that they were exploiting the
Army and National Socialist government for their own ends by
receiving both exemptions from military service and research sup-
port for something irrelevant to the war being waged.

8
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Postwar claims by project scientists such as Werner Heisen-
berg that he had been convinced from the very beginning that
Hitler would lose the war do not ring true.688 Heisenberg may well
have believed that in September 1939, and It is very likely that after
the war he chose to remember his feelings and beliefs in this way.
But it is very difficult to fathom that between the summer of 1939
and the autumn of 1941, when German armies inexorably attacked,
conquered, and occupied most of Europe, Heisenberg could have
believed anything other than what the overwhelming majority of
his countrymen did: that the war would soon be over, with a
German victory.

It is extremely difficult to judge the motivations of these
German scientists during the first phase of the war. Any such
judgment should really attempt the impossible and try temporar-
ily to forget the Holocaust that began in the fall of 1941 and the
unconditional surrender of German armed forces in the spring of
1945. During the Lightning War these scientists could and did
work without great pressure, secure in the knowledge that the war
would end with victory before any such nuclear weapons would
be needed.

The War Slows Down (November 1941-November 1942)
The German offensive ground to a halt short of Moscow in the
winter of 1941-1942. The subsequent counterattack by the Soviet
Red Army pushed back the German forces for the first time in the
war and brought the Lightning War to a definitive end. The Japa-
nese attack on Pearl Harbor and Hitler's subsequent decision to
declare war against the United States decisively altered the balance
of power and drastically changed the political context for uranium
research. The Lightning War was now replaced by a war of attri-
tion, where natural resources, industrial capacity, and manpower
would determine the victor as the two sides tried to wear down
each other. This was a type of warfare which the United States and
the Soviet Union were in the best position to win, not Germany.
But even though it was now clear that the war would last much
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longer, most Germans still believed that they would eventually be
victorious.

The responsible science policy officials in Germany and the
United States independently reviewed their respective nuclear
fission research programs with one fundamental question in mind:
could nuclear weapons be manufactured soon enough to influence
the outcome of the war from either side? Since Germany obviously
needed a more efficient and better organized war economy, Army
Ordnance asked its scientists for the first time whether they could
expect nuclear weapons soon. American officials asked their sci-
entists similar questions at almost the same time.

Although the hard scientific results were practically the same
on both sides, the political, economic, and ideological perspectives
were decisively different. In the United States Vannevar Bush,
science policy advisor to President Roosevelt and head of the
Office for Scientific Research and Development, decided that nu-
clear weapons might be produced in time, so that the Americans
and their Allies had to try. In Germany Erich Schumann, head of
the research section of Army Ordnance, decided that neither side
could produce nuclear weapons in time, so that the Germans must
not waste valuable resources and time by trying. But as will be
discussed below, the meaning of even the word "try" is not as
clear-cut as it might appear.

The response by the German uranium scientists can best be
appreciated when compared both to its American counterpart and
to the selling of the German rocket effort. The German uranium
scientists' report was practically identical to that of their American
counterparts. There was a great difference between Berlin and
Washington, but it lay in perception of the decision-makers, not
science. Whereas the American leadership assumed that it would
take four to five years to wear down the Third Reich, German
political, industrial, and military leaders reckoned with a war of
only two or three years more—win or lose. Thus the same scientific
results meant that in the United States nuclear weapons could win
the war but in Germany could only divert resources away from the
immediate war effort.
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Schumann's negative decision on nuclear weapons can be
better understood when it is compared with his previous decision
in 1939 to support the rocket research of Walter Dornberger and
Wemher von Braun. When Schumann asked the nuclear scientists
whether atom bombs could be manufactured in time to help win
the war, they responded that nuclear weapons were certainly
possible in principle, but in practice they would require such huge
investments in manpower and resources that they were irrelevant
to the conflict Germany was fighting.

In other words, the German uranium scientists never pushed
nuclear energy or weapons. Moreover, their caution was very
prudent. It was dangerous in the Third Reich to promise what
could not be delivered. In contrast, when Schumann asked von
Braun and his colleagues whether rockets could influence the
outcome of the war, they merely replied that if the authorities
would give them enough support, they would succeed.689

The different decisions reached in Berlin and Washington
had corresponding consequences. The Germans pushed the rocket
project to murderous extremes, using slave labor drawn from
Soviet prisoners of war and concentration camp inmates. They
swallowed up huge resources on the scale of what the Americans
invested in the Manhattan Project, which was used ruthlessly if
ineffectively against civilians in Belgium and England. The rockets
caused terror, but were so inaccurate that they were a strategic
failure and a waste of resources. Rockets became an effective
weapon only after their accuracy was improved and they were
coupled with nuclear weapons.690

Similarly, although the nuclear research programs in Amer-
ica and Germany had been comparable up to January 1942, this
situation quickly changed. Between January and June 1942, the
Americans made the huge and obviously necessary investments of
manpower, money, and materials and set off on the road to the
atom bomb; the Germans did not. By the summer of 1942 the
Americans had accomplished what the Germans had almost, but
not quite achieved by the end of the war: a nuclear reactor which
could sustain an energy-producing nuclear fission chain reaction
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and the complete isotope separation of a tiny amount of uranium;
in other words, the manufacture of a very small amount of nuclear
explosives.

But this stark contrast between the German and Allied
achievements should not obscure the fact that the German re-
searchers simply carried on with their research at the laboratory-
level and continued to investigate all possible applications of
nuclear fission, including military uses. In particular, despite the
claims to the contrary made by Heisenberg and others after the
war, the responsible authorities never made a decision or gave a
command henceforth to research and develop only the "peaceful"
applications of nuclear fission and make it useful for human-
kind.691 Instead Schumann made a "non-decision," The research
would not be shifted up to the level obviously necessary for the
wartime manufacture of nuclear weapons, but the research pro-
gram would also continue without change or interruption. Every-
one agreed that the great future potential of nuclear fission
justified further research, even if it would not decide the war,

Heisenberg's postwar claims that he and his colleagues had
kept control of the research in their hands were either disingenu-
ous or at best naive.692 There is one compelling explanation why
Heisenberg and some of his colleagues chose to exaggerate and
misrepresent the amount of influence they held over the German
uranium project: before they could claim that they had resisted
Hitler by denying him nuclear weapons, they first had to convince
their listeners that they had been in control.

The War Is Lost (November 1942-April 1945) The Ger-
man catastrophe at Stalingrad decisively altered the German posi-
tion yet again and simultaneously began the period of wonder
weapons. German forces had captured Stalingrad with a great deal
of effort, but were soon put on the defensive when the Red Army
counterattacked and encircled the city. Although the German
forces could have broken out, Hitler ordered them to stay and
fight. After his men suffered a high rate of casualties, the German
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commander nevertheless surrendered and took his remaining men
into Soviet captivity. Very few of them ever returned to Ger-
many.693

The surrender of the German forces shattered the myth of
Hitler's infallibility. Perhaps most important, Josef Goebbels'
propaganda machine, which had continued to claim that the con-
flict was going well, was forced to announce the "hero's death" of
hundreds of thousands of troops and suffered an irreparable loss
of credibility. After Stalingrad the first real doubts about the out-
come of the war took root in the German population, and most
probably also among German scientists. These doubts were starkly
reinforced by the continual deterioration of the war, as the front
receded and the Allied bombing of Germany began in earnest.

The worse the war became, the louder and more desperate
the search for wonder weapons which could turn the apparent
defeat into sudden victory. Ironically, applied nuclear fission was
one of the few recent scientific discoveries that were not consid-
ered. That possibility had already been investigated and dis-
carded. Despite the ever-worsening state of the war, the bombing
attacks that destroyed their institutes and threatened their lives,
etc., the uranium scientists continued working with ever greater,
if not desperate efforts.

There was no hint of defeatism, rather an enhanced determi-
nation to reach their relatively modest goals: building a nuclear
reactor which could sustain a controlled chain reaction, and sepa-
rating out small amounts of uranium isotope 235, a nuclear explo-
sive. Ironically, the German scientists involved with uranium
assumed that they were ahead of their rivals in other countries in
the race to harness nuclear fission. For them reaching their goal
was also being the first to do so, an accomplishment which would
have obvious professional rewards, no matter who won the war.

Moreover, the very goals of the German uranium project
changed over time. Once Army Ordnance had effectively frozen
the program at the laboratory level, the progress of the research
was limited by the immediate effects of the war: scientists were
called up; laboratories were destroyed by bombs; materials and
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apparatus were in short supply or unavailable; and the scientists
were forced to evacuate from the larger German cities to the
relatively peaceful countryside. From the fall of Stalingrad to the
end of the war the modest goal of the uranium project was to build
a nuclear reactor which could sustain a nuclear fission chain reac-
tion for a significant amount of time and to achieve the complete
separation of at least tiny amounts of the uranium isotopes.

The threat of impending doom also provoked a perhaps
natural human reaction among the scientists to lower their heads
and bury themselves in their research. The closer the bombs and
fronts came, the harder these scientists worked. By now none of
them believed that their work could bring a German victory,
although a few administrators did flirt with disaster by dangling
such prospects before prospective patrons in the National Social-
ist state. Thus work on applied nuclear fission in Germany had
none of the moral overtones which appeared in the United States
after the successful atom bomb test in the New Mexico desert
and everywhere else after the attack on Hiroshima. Moreover,
the postwar claims by Heisenberg and others, that this moral
question dominated their thinking during the war, also do not
ring true.694

But it is not enough merely to investigate the scientists' mo-
tives. Why was the National Socialist leadership willing to con-
tinue to support their work? For years, many of the uranium
scientists, together with allies in industry and the Armed Forces,
had tirelessly stressed with considerable success the military im-
portance of modern physics in general and of nuclear fission in
particular. Some of the scientists did begin to downplay nuclear
weapons in the last years of the war, during the desperate search
for wonder weapons, but the various military and governmental
officials had hardly forgotten their earlier lesson. The National
Socialist state and Armed Forces were more than willing to encour-
age the uranium project—so long as it did not interfere with the
war effort—because they recognized that such powerful new
weapons would be very useful after the war.
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Purgatory (April 1945-1953) The unconditional German
surrender in May 1945 was followed by the occupation of Germany
by the four victorious powers: Britain, France, the Soviet Union,
and the United States. This postwar period is very important for
an understanding of the interaction between German science and
National Socialism because the manner in which German scientists
now dealt with Hitler's legacy reveals a great deal about how these
scientists had perceived their work during the Third Reich. Al-
though most scientists were happy that the war was finally over,
they were ambivalent about what lay ahead. The Allies' an-
nouncement that they would strictly control scientific research and
both denazify and demilitarize Germany threatened the scientists'
future.

Denazification The military effort against Germany had
been portrayed during World War II as a struggle against the evil
of National Socialism. But after the fall of the Third Reich, the
victorious allies could only agree on their intention to purge public
life entirely of National Socialist influence. From the very begin-
ning the four powers' fundamentally distinct perceptions of the
causes and supporters of National Socialism created grave differ-
ences with regard to the timing and scope of denazification.695 In
the Soviet zone denazification played an important role in the
construction of a new social order based on the Soviet model. In
the western zones denazification was essentially restricted to a
comprehensive political purge of personnel and left the economic
sphere basically untouched. Finally, whereas denazification was a
pillar of American occupation policy, it was much less important
for the more pragmatic British and the French.

The occupying forces initially ran the denazification them-
selves, often with catastrophic consequences for public adminis-
tration and the economy. Mere membership in the NSDAP or an
ancillary organization could be grounds for dismissal pending
denazification, a policy which had the predictable effect of forcing
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solidarity in the face of this blanket threat—including among
scientists. However, denazification was quickly turned over to the
Germans themselves, both in order to save money and because
only Germans were in a position to make the necessary differenti-
ated judgments of conduct under National Socialism. Denazifica-
tion was now recast as a judgment of personal responsibility, not
mere membership in a political organization, and was transformed
into a "Factory for Fellow Travelers."696

When the four powers decided to wrap up denazification by
early 1948, only part of the German population had been investi-
gated. Many entrepreneurs, bureaucrats, and professionals were
temporarily exempted from the process in order to facilitate the
reconstruction of Germany. Other individuals with money or in-
fluence managed to have their cases delayed or appealed. De-
nazification was thus effectively stopped at a point where most of
the "little Nazis" had been through the process, but the big fish
escaped relatively unscathed. In retrospect, denazification seems
to have been doomed to failure. Without the agreement and coop-
eration of the Germans, a political purge like denazification could
be administratively ordered from above, but not effectively carried
out697 Of course, this statement holds just as well for the purge of
German society by the National Socialists.

Since the western zones were on their way to becoming
democracies, their politicians had to cater to the majority will,
which was hardly enthusiastic about denazification or self-critical
with regard to conduct during the Third Reich. The universities
and research institutes were burdened with anti-democratic ele-
ments which long outlived National Socialism. This ideological
baggage was a serious problem, for democracy can hardly work
well when a large portion of those voting are essentially anti-
democratic.

Perhaps the fundamental question is the meaning of denazi-
fication: did the allies intend to neutralize the threat of a National
Socialist revival, or to punish previous conduct? In any case,
scientists and in particular physicists were nothing special in this
regard. Just like scientists had been subjected to the 1933 National

8
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Socialist purge because they were part of the civil service, if they
wanted an academic career after the war, then they had to endure
the general denazification of the universities.

The denazification which began in 1945 was as much of a
political purge as was the nazification that had started in 1933, No
one asked in 1945 whether these scientists were good physicists or
qualified teachers: they were judged by political criteria. Far fewer
physicists were purged after 1945 than 1933. There was a severe
shortage of physicists in Germany after World War II, so that
pragmatism is one part of the explanation. This difference is also
due in part to the fact that the dismissals and expulsions of 1933
were sometimes racial in nature, a criterion not employed after
1945, But this factor does not suffice to explain the stark contrast
between 1933 and 1945.

Apologia can help illuminate this process. According to the
usual postwar party line of the established German physics com-
munity, German physics remained apolitical during the Third
Reich but had fallen behind American science because the National
Socialists had ruined German science. However, there was a con-
tradiction here, for the same scientists also asserted that the Ger-
man physicists who were in place after the dust of denazification
had settled were of high quality. Obviously if the National Social-
ists ruined physics, then some of the many physics professors who
began their careers after 1933 and held positions after 1949 should
be incompetent political appointees. Conversely, if the postwar
physics community was of such high quality, then how could the
Third Reich have ruined German physics?

In fact, when attrition due to aging and the postwar employ-
ment of physicists by the victorious powers are taken into account,
the very small group of physicists purged after 1945 is practically
equivalent to the equally small number of former adherents of
Deutsche Physik, It is no surprise that denazification barely touched
physics—it barely touched almost everything—but that in no way
explains why only Deutsche Physik was purged. No other subset of
German physicists, including former SS physicists, was punished
so thoroughly and zealously.
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A crucial portion of the new party line ran as follows: the
physicists who had rejected Deutsche Physik, almost no matter what
else they had done during the Third Reich, were now practically
portrayed as resistance fighters; while the former supporters of
Deutsche Physik, almost no matter what else they had done under
Hitler, were branded "Nazis," But the latter were hardly the only
physicists who had collaborated with National Socialism.

The political charges levied against the former followers of
Lenard and Stark were usually accompanied by often unfair criti-
cism of their scientific ability. In fact, although they were certainly
not the best German physicists, they were also not all incompe-
tents. Thus the final piece of postwar apologia fell into place.
Whereas the competent and talented "real" physicists had resisted
Deutsche Physik and thereby Hitler, only the followers of Lenard
and Stark, who hardly deserved the name of scientist, had served
National Socialism.

After the war the former followers of Lenard and Stark
naturally tried to defend themselves when attacked and to avoid
part or all of the punishment headed their way. They hoped to hold
on to their positions and pensions, and to avoid fines or, in the most
extreme cases, imprisonment. The occupying powers in turn were
most interested in the utilitarian value of German physics, not in
denazification. Just like influential actors in the National Socialist
state had sided with modern physics because it promised to further
their political and military goals, the occupying powers chose to
back the same scientists because they might be able to help win the
Cold War.

But why did the established physics community consciously
create and consequently use Deutsche Physik as a scapegoat?
Heisenberg, who had never joined a National Socialist organiza-
tion and in postwar Germany enjoyed the status of a "victim of the
Nazis/' had a great deal of influence as the author of "whitewash
certificates," written testimonials designed to help an individual
pass unscathed through the process of denazification. Heisenberg,
for instance, helped the convinced National Socialist physicist
Pascual Jordan698 and the SS physicist Johannes Juilfs699 receive
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university appointments. In contrast, when Johannes Stark was
tried for denazification, Heisenberg went out of his way to con-
demn his elderly colleague.700

By asserting that only Deutsche Physik had been politicized
under National Socialism, the established physics community
could kill several birds with one stone. First, they appeared to be
participating wholeheartedly in the denazification of their profes-
sion, to be putting their own house in order. Second, they managed
to avoid the purge or punishment of the overwhelming majority
of their colleagues. Finally, by coupling scientific incompetence
with service for the National Socialists, both of which they re-
stricted to the Deutsche Physik, they tacitly asserted that their pro-
fession was inherently apolitical and a trustworthy servant worthy
of generous support.

Demilitarization When the occupying powers called for
denazification, it was in the context of denazification and demili-
tarization. Physics and science had certainly been militarized dur-
ing the Third Reich, indeed this transformation was an inevitable
consequence of the strategy the established physics community
had employed in order to defeat Deutsche Physik, However, Ger-
man demilitarization proved just as ambiguous as denazification.
Did the allies intend to neutralize German militarism or to punish
previous militarism? To stop all German contributions to milita-
rism or to demilitarize the German nation?

The demilitarization of German science was fundamentally
and perhaps inevitably hypocritical.701 Each of the four victorious
powers hunted down German scientists and engineers as intellec-
tual reparations. The Soviets called their researchers "specialists,"
a fitting name which underscored how the former allies perceived
and treated their former enemies. The armorers of the National
Socialists were now judged by what they could do for their new
employers, not for what they had done for Hitler.

German specialists contributed significantly to the postwar
science of all four victorious powers, although these countries have
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only grudgingly acknowledged that Germans worked for them, let
alone that these specialists played an important role. Work for a
foreign power obviously had its disadvantages, especially if it was
coerced, but these researchers benefited as well. Their working
conditions and compensation were relatively good, they could
continue their work at a time when such research was often banned
in Germany, and they did not have to go through denazification
or justify their past political conduct.

Denazification and demilitarization had an important effect
on German science, but not necessarily what had been intended.
After World War II the victorious powers as well as the two new
German states were in complete agreement with their scientists.
If physics was useful, and what is more useful than powerful
new weaponry, then physicists would be used. Physicists were
seen first and foremost as tools, and tools do not need to be
denazified or demilitarized. Physics in both the East and the West
was materially rebuilt in order to serve one of the two sides in
the Cold War. By the fifties, German physics in general was a
solid and well-integrated, if subordinate part of the international
scientific community,

Nazification and militarization had an unforeseen long-term
effect on German science: it provided a push towards the "Big
Science" so typical of the post-World War II period. Academic
scientists were compelled to work in interdisciplinary research
teams and closely with the government, the Armed Forces, and
German industry. On the other, more negative side, a generation
of physicists had been lost through the neglect and politicization
of the education system as well as the terrible war. Science also
suffered during the destructive chaos at the end of the war and
immediate postwar period.

The overwhelming majority of scientists passed through de-
nazification unscathed, but with the need to justify their previous
work under Hitler. The denazification and demilitarization of
German scientists and engineers had a profound effect on their
self-image and postwar myths. Service for a victorious power—
whether voluntary or not—retrospectively justified previous work
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for the National Socialists and facilitated apologia,702 After all, how
could a researcher's work during the Third Reich be criticized,
when the Soviets or Americans wanted these same scientists and
engineers to continue their work in the Soviet Union or the United
States?

Did the Germans try to build atom bombs? If under try one
understands the obviously necessary investments worth billions
of dollars, the construction of huge factories, the development of
suitable detonation devices, etc., then they did not try. But if under
try one understands the manufacture of substances which were
known to be potential nuclear explosives, and indeed the efforts
to manufacture them as quickly and on the greatest scale possible
without hindering the war effort, then they did try. The question
perhaps most often asked, did the Germans try to build an atom
bomb, has no simple answer.
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The Crucible of Farm Hall

Why didn't Hitler get the bomb? Traditionally this question has
been answered by scientists and historians alike in a
black-or-white fashion. Either the team of German scientists were
incompetent National Socialist collaborators or they had resisted
Hitler by denying him nuclear weapons. Both claims are
problematic. Once again, the truth lies somewhere in the middle.

One of the most controversial parts of the history of "Hitler's
Bomb"703 is the long-running debate over the mysterious and
elusive "Operation Epsilon" recordings. These conversations,
which have only recently been released, were recorded immedi-
ately after the war and without the knowledge of ten German
scientists detained after the war at Farm Hall, an English country
house near Cambridge.704 General Leslie Groves' Now If Can Be
Told, the immodest memoirs of the former head of the American
atom bomb project, revealed in 1962 that the conversations of the
Farm Hall scientists had been recorded, and that transcripts of
these conversations existed.705 But Groves provided only brief
excerpts from the transcripts. In retrospect, the naturalized Ameri-

207
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Farm Hall, 1945. (From the National Archives and Records Services.)

can physicist Samuel Goudsmit apparently used the Operation
Epsilon report when writing his 1947 book Alsos.706

Samuel Goudsmit and the Alsos Mission came to Germany
in the wake of the advancing Allied armies in order to determine
and neutralize the threat of German nuclear weapons. When the
investigation was finished, the Alsos Mission had seized or de-
stroyed most of the material and scientific reports it found and
arrested ten German scientists: Erich Bagge, Kurt Diebner, Walther
Gerlach, Otto Hahn, Paul Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst
Korsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker, and Karl
Wirtz, They were brought to Farm Hall after brief stops in France
and Belgium,

Since all but one of these scientists had been active in the
German uranium project, they rightly assumed that they had been
arrested because of their research. Ironically, they also falsely
assumed that they were ahead of the Allies. Two concerns preoc-
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Samuel Goudsmit, date unknown, (Courtesy of the AIP Emilia Segrfe Visual
Archives.)

cupied the guests: they were troubled by their inability to commu-
nicate with the families they had been forced to leave behind and
they had no idea when or if they could go home.

In time, the Farm Hall detainees also confronted themselves
with five fundamental questions:

1. Was I a "Nazi"?

2. Did we know how to make atom bombs?

3. Could Germany under National Socialism have produced
nuclear weapons?

4. Did we want to make atom bombs?

5. What about our future?

9
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Erich Bagge, 1945 at Farm Hall. (From the National Archives and Records Services.)

Here we will examine these questions and the answers these
scientists reached in the context of the Third Reich and postwar
Germany. Unless otherwise designated, all of the comments made
by the Farm Hall detainees were private conversations, not state-
ments to their jailers. Although the ten German scientists could
have suspected that they were being monitored, it appears that
they did not.
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Kurt Diebner, 1945 at Farm Hall. (From the National Archives and Records Services.)

Was I a "Nazi"? The first question to trouble the scientists
was whether they bore personal responsibility for part or all of the
excesses of National Socialism. In other words, who were the
"Nazis" among them? Only Erich Bagge and Kurt Diebner had
been members of the National Socialist Party, but only Otto Harm,
Werner Heisenberg, and Max von Laue had not joined some

9
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Otto Hahn, 1945 at Farm Hall, (From the National Archives and Records Services.)

National Socialist organization.707 Diebner, a civil servant in Army
Ordnance, had held far more responsibility than his younger col-
league Bagge, so that it was no surprise that he acted defensively
at Farm Hall,

First, Diebner said that he only stayed in the Party because if
Germany had won the war, then only NSDAP members would
have been given good jobs. Next he argued that he had suffered
under National Socialism. He had never voted for Hitler during
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Walther Gerlach, 1945 at Farm Hall. (From the National Archives and Records
Services.)

the Weimar Republic, In 1933 he became a Freemason in opposi-
tion to National Socialism, Once this information became known,
Diebner claimed, he had experienced difficulties, at the university
institute he was affiliated with and at Army Ordnance, where his
promotion to civil servant was delayed. Furthermore, Diebner
claimed that he had prevented the German looting of the physics
institute in Copenhagen708 and the arrest of Norwegian colleagues

9
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during the war, thereby tacitly coupling the responsibility he had
as a Party member in Army Ordnance with the ability to restrain
National Socialist excesses.709

Diebner's colleagues at Farm Hall were not so under-
standing. Otto Hahn pointedly remarked that being in the NSDAP
had not done Mm any harm. When the scientists subsequently
were considering drafting a written statement which would claim
that their group had taken an "anti-Nazi" stance during the Third
Reich, both Walther Gerlach—one of Diebner's few defenders—-
and Werner Heisenberg said that they could not conscientiously
sign any such statement if Diebner had signed it as well. Diebner
himself had no illusions about his future. He feared that when he
returned to Germany, everybody would label him a Party mem-
ber.710

For his part, Erich Bagge argued that he and the rest of the
young assistants had been pressured into joining the University
Stormtroopers, and that he had entered the NSDAP unknowingly.
When someone asked his mother in the autumn of 1936 whether
Bagge had wanted to join, she thought that it was a good thing and
sent in his name. A few months later Bagge received his Party book
which falsely said that he had been in the Party since 1 May 1935
and had sworn an oath to Adolf Hitler.7"

Bagge generally was treated much more sympathetically by
his colleagues than was Diebner. Heisenberg explained to a visit-
ing English colleague and friend that Bagge had come from a
proletarian family, which was one of the reasons why he joined the
NSDAP, but that Bagge had never been a "fanatical Nazi." How-
ever, Gerlach rejected the suggestion that anyone had to join the
Party, thereby stirring up considerable animosity. Once Gerlach
had left the room, Bagge remarked that Gerlach had been protected
from political attacks because he knew Goring personally and had
a brother in the SS. Indeed Gerlach's jailers believed that he was
particularly concerned to distance himself from National Social-
ism. Perhaps, they speculated, he had a guilty conscience.712

But there was more to being a "Nazi" than Party member-
ship. The British wardens detected the lingering effect of National
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Socialist ideology. Bagge expressed grave concern at the fact that
Moroccan French soldiers had been billeted in his house. Bagge
was not alone. When the detainees were lent a copy of Life maga-
zine containing articles on the atom bomb and a number of photo-
graphs of scientists, von Weizsacker remarked that of course they
were mostly German, even though this statement was in fact
untrue. The British commander reacted by reporting the conceit of
the Germans who, with the possible exception of von Laue, still
believed in the Master Race.713

Finally, the scientists expressed very different opinions about
the worst excesses of the National Socialists. Bagge argued that if
the Germans had put people in concentration camps during the
war—he did not do it, knew nothing about it, and always con-
demned it when he heard about it—and if Hitler had ordered a few
atrocities in concentration camps during the last few years of the
conflict, then these excesses had occurred under the stress of war.
In contrast, Karl Wirtz stated flatly that he and his countrymen had
done unprecedented things. In Poland Jews were murdered. The
SS also drove to a girls' school, Wirtz added, fetched out the top
class and shot them simply because the Polish intelligentsia was to
be wiped out. Just imagine, he asked Ms colleagues, if the Allies
had arrived in Hechingen, the small town where Wirtz's institute
had been evacuated during the last years of the war, driven to a
girls' school and shot all the girls! That's what "we" Germans had
done, he said.714

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this moral question,
who was a "Nazi"? is that this discussion practically vanished once
these scientists heard the news of Hiroshima. Other questions now
preoccupied their minds.

Did We Know How to Make Atom Bombs? When Goudsmit
(and the others who have subsequently taken up his arguments)
asserted after the war that Heisenberg did not understand how an
atom bomb worked,715 there were three parts to his supposed lack
of understanding: (1) Heisenberg had not realized that plutonium

9
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was fissionable material suitable for a nuclear explosive; (2) that
nuclear weapons used fast-neutron chain reactions; and (3) only
relatively small amounts of fissionable material were needed. Put
these three together and you get Goudsmit's claim that the Ger-
mans in general and Heisenberg in particular mistook the nuclear
reactor they were building for an atom bomb.

There is ample evidence that Heisenberg understood during
the war that uranium 235 and plutonium were fissionable materi-
als suitable for nuclear explosives and that such nuclear explosives
used fast-neutron chain reaetions.716The Farm Hall transcripts also
corroborate Heisenberg's consistent understanding of these two
areas.717 All that was left was the matter of critical mass for a bomb.

Fortunately, a comprehensive February 1942 Army Ord-
nance report on the German uranium program includes the state-
ment that the critical mass of a nuclear weapon lay between 10 and
100 kilograms of either uranium 235 or element 94.718 There was
no mention of who had made the estimate, and there was no
reference to a scientific report which contained the calculation of
the estimate. It seems most likely that Heisenberg would have been
entrusted with this task, but he may have delegated the assign-
ment, like he did many others.

Arguably it does not matter who made the estimate of critical
mass or how it was made. German Army Ordnance decided in
January or February of 1942 not to mount the industrial-scale effort
which would have been needed to build nuclear weapons. The
important question is: was the Army decision based on accurate
information, comparable to that used in the United States? Or did
German scientists mislead their military by exaggerating the diffi-
culty of building the bomb?

In fact the German estimate of critical mass of 10 to 100
kilograms was comparable to the contemporary Allied estimate of
2 to 100. Thus the decision made by Army Ordnance was based on
accurate information. The German scientists working on uranium
neither withheld their figure for critical mass because of moral
scruples nor did they provide an inaccurate estimate as the result
of a gross scientific error. Instead the Army decision should be
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attributed to the differences in context between the Germans and
the Allies; for example, how long each of the two sides assumed
the war would last, the availability of raw materials and man-
power, and the effect of the fighting on the war economy.719

The Operation Epsilon transcripts tell us what these scientists
knew about nuclear weapons. On 6 August 1945 the detainees
learned of the detonation of an American atom bomb.720 At first
they did not believe their English wardens, but after hearing the
official announcement later in the evening they realized that the
news was true. Hahn immediately asserted that the Allies must
have managed to separate the isotopes of uranium, thus producing
pure uranium 235, a nuclear explosive. But his colleague Paul
Harteck, who used centrifuges during the war in an effort to
achieve uranium isotope separation, reminded Hahn that another
nuclear explosive, the transurank element 93, could be manufac-
tured in a nuclear reactor.721 They did not yet know how the Allies
had built their bomb.

This exchange also illustrates one reason why the brief ex-
cerpts from the Farm Hall recordings published by Groves have
been misinterpreted. Even though all concerned had already dem-
onstrated their knowledge of the fact that 93 decays within 2.3 days
to a stable element 94 (plutonium), in their informal conversation
the Germans usually used the term 93. The explanation for this
apparent sloppiness in terminology may be traced back to the fact
that during the war Kurt Starke, a young scientist working in
Hahn's lab, had succeeded in separating out and analyzing 93, but
though they were certain element 93 would produce 94, neither he
nor his senior colleague had managed to produce plutonium.722

Heisenberg was one of the most skeptical scientists with
regard to the Allied atom bomb. At first he did not believe a word
of the report, but hastened to add that he could be wrong. Then he
made a curious remark: it was perfectly possible that the Ameri-
cans had ten tons of enriched uranium, but not ten tons of pure
uranium 235.723 Hahn immediately questioned Heisenberg's state-
ment. During the war the physicist had told Hahn that only a

9
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Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker, 1945 at Farm Hall. (From the National Archives and
Records Services.)

relatively small amount of uranium 235,50 kilograms, was neces-
sary; why was Heisenberg now saying that tons were needed?

Heisenberg responded by saying that for the moment he
would rather not commit himself. He did say that if the bomb had
been made with uranium 235, then the Germans should be able to
work out exactly how it had been done. It just depended on the
order of magnitude, whether it was done with 50, 500, or 5,000
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Karl Wirtz, 1945 at Farm Hall, (From the National Archives and Records Services.)

kilograms of fissionable material. He went on to say that the
Germans could at least assume that the Americans had some
method of separating isotopes, even if the scientists at Farm Hall
did not know what that method was.724 Heisenberg did return to
this question of critical mass before he left Farm Hall.

Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker and Karl Wirtz debated
whether the Americans had used plutonium for their nuclear

9
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explosive/25 Von Weizsacker in fact had brought the potential use
of transuranic elements as nuclear explosives to the attention of
Army Ordnance in 1940,726 Wirtz was skeptical, but not because
he was ignorant of what needed to be done to manufacture pluto-
nium. Von Weizsicker agreed. The Allied scientists who had cap-
tured them in Germany had showed much more interest in isotope
separation, so that von Weizsacker assumed that they had used the
same method.727

The official announcement at 9:00 in the evening stunned the
Germans because they now realized that the news was genuine.
Harteck asserted that the Allies had managed to make a bomb
either by using electromagnetic uranium isotope separation on a
large scale—and of course the Americans did use this process
along with other methods—or some photochemical isotope sepa-
ration process.728 Harteck's suggestion illustrates another reason
why the Farm Hall transcripts have been misinterpreted. Although
these scientists were aware that transuranic fissionable material
could be manufactured in a nuclear reactor, most of them now
assumed that the Americans probably used isotope separation to
make uranium 235, and not a nuclear reactor to make transuranics,
in order to make their nuclear explosives.

Thus Hahn remarked that the Allies seemed to have made a
nuclear explosive without first perfecting the nuclear reactor.729

This assumption was accepted by many of his colleagues as well,
apparently because it allowed them to hold out hope (for at least
a little while longer) that they had outperformed their British and
American competitors in at least one area. Considering the news-
paper accounts of the enormous scale and cost of the Allied effort,
Harteck speculated that they must have used a huge number of
mass spectrographs, since if they had had a better method, then it
would not have cost so much. Even though Horst Korsching and
Wirtz, both younger physicists with experience in isotope separa-
tion research, doubted that spectrographs had been used, Heisen-
berg and other senior scientists accepted Harteck's theory. This
suggestion was plausible because the Germans knew that this
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Werner Hetsenberg, 1945 at Farm Hall. (From the National Archives and Records
Services.)

technology was both available and could produce pure uranium
23S.730

When they were alone, Harm pressed Heisenberg again on
the actual size of the atom bomb. If the Allies had set up a hundred
thousand mass spectrographs, Heisenberg said, then they could
produce 30 kilograms a year of uranium 235. Hahn responded by
asking whether the Americans would need as much as that for a

9
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bomb? Heisenberg's answer to Habit's question is illuminating:
yes, he thought that the Allies would certainly need that much
fissionable material, but quite honestly, he told Hahn, he had never
worked it out.731

Hahn then asked how the bomb exploded? Heisenberg first
responded with a rough argument using the mean free path of a
fast neutron in uranium 235 to get an improbably large estimate of
the radius of critical mass: 54 centimeters, which would mean a ton
of 235, But he immediately went on to say that the Allies could have
done it with less, perhaps a quarter of that quantity, by using a fast
neutron reflector or tamping around the critical mass. In 1943 the
young German physicist Karl-Heinz Hocker had worked out the
theory for a nuclear reactor using a lattice of uranium spheres,
calculating both the diffusion of fission neutrons in a spherical
mass of fissionable material and the probability that the surround-
ing spherical layer of moderator would reflect neutrons back into
the sphere. Moreover, it is known that Heisenberg followed
Hocker's work closely.732

Hahn also asked Heisenberg how the Americans could have
taken such a large bomb in an aircraft and be certain that it would
explode at the right time? His physicist colleague replied that the
bomb could be made in two halves, each of which would be smaller
than the critical mass. The two halves would then be joined to-
gether to ignite the chain reaction.733

In response to a subsequent question from Gerlach, Heisen-
berg also speculated that perhaps the nuclear explosive was
merely enriched uranium, some mixture of the isotopes 235 and
238.734 Heisenberg was certainly aware that pure 235 would be
better than any mixture, and in 1939 he had told Army Ordnance
that pure 235 was needed for such an explosive.735 He was appar-
ently so skeptical at Farm Hall that the Allies could have succeeded
in total uranium isotope separation that he was willing to consider
the possibility of using enriched uranium in an atom bomb—a
strategy which would not have worked.

On 8 August 1945 the detainees read in the newspapers that
the Americans had used "pluto" in a bomb, and there was imme-
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Paul Harteck, 1945 at Farm Hall. (From the National Archives and Records Services.)

diate speculation as to whether this new element was element 94.
This newspaper account provoked another illuminating remark
from Heisenberg, The Germans had not even attempted to re-
search fast neutron reactions in 94 because they did not have this
element, and saw no prospect of being able to obtain it.736

The following day the newspapers mentioned that the atom
bomb weighed 200 kilograms, prompting a conversation between
Harteck and Heisenberg. Harteck asked whether this was the true

9
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weight of the bomb or whether the Americans were merely trying
to bluff the Russians. This latest piece of information worried
Heisenberg, because it suggested that his estimate of critical mass
was too large. He decided to take another look at the problem.

An important part of his previous calculations was the mul-
tiplication factor of fission neutrons: how many neutrons would
each nuclear fission release? Heisenberg had been using a conser-
vative multiplication factor, 1.1, the value they had observed dur-
ing their own uranium machine experiments. When Heisenberg
substituted a factor of 3, he found that the radius of the critical mass
was comparable to the mean free path, roughly 4 centimeters,
which made the critical mass considerably smaller.737

Harteck and Heisenberg then reconsidered the possibEity of
using 94 as a nuclear explosive. Heisenberg pointed out that the
use of 94 would mean that the American uranium machine had
been running since 1942. Moreover, the chemical separation of 94
from uranium would be fantastically difficult. Harteck, an accom-
plished physical chemist, agreed with Heisenberg that it was
highly improbable that the Allies had succeeded with 94.

The detained scientists continued to discuss how their Allied
colleagues had managed to manufacture an atom bomb. Eventu-
ally Heisenberg was asked to give a lecture on the subject. Such
talks were common at Farm Hall. The detainees entertained them-
selves and kept busy by holding an informal series of scientific
lectures. The presentation, which was punctuated by questions
and lively debate, took place on 14 August 1945. By this time,
Heisenberg asserted that they (in other words, he) understood very
well how the atom bomb worked.738

Heisenberg now assumed that 2 to 2.5 neutrons were released
per fission. He used a diffusion equation for neutron density,
assumed that there was a neutron reflector surrounding the fis-
sionable material, and calculated a critical radius of between 6.2
and 13.7 centimeters for the atom bomb. Heisenberg was still
dissatisfied, because the newspaper article claimed that the whole
explosive mass only weighed 4 kilograms, but the sphere with a
6.2 centimeter radius would weigh 16.
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In his Farm Hall lecture Heisenberg went on to discuss a
possible detonation mechanism for the bomb. Two hemispheres,
each slightly smaller than the critical mass, would be placed in an
iron cylinder, actually a gun barrel, such that one hemisphere
would be shot at the other. Indeed the Hiroshima bomb did use
such an arrangement. Finally, Heisenberg speculated on the effect
of the nuclear blast. The first 10 meters of air surrounding the bomb
would be brought to a white heat. The surface of the uranium
sphere would radiate about 2,000 times brighter than the sun. It
would be interesting, he added, to know whether the pressure of
this visible radiation could knock down objects.

Four days later, one of the English officers showed the de-
tained scientists the British White Paper on the atom bomb, an
official publication which effectively cut off all further speculation
by the Germans on the technical aspects of Allied nuclear weap-
ons.739 Apparently the wardens at Farm Hall were now confident
that the Germans had revealed everything they knew about nu-
clear weapons. Heisenberg now noted that the physics of it was
actually very simple. It was an industrial problem and it would
never have been possible for Germany to do anything on that
scale.740 Thereafter the Germans spent their time worrying about
their future and trying to get back home.

The transcripts of Operation Epsilon also provide additional
evidence for dismissing the postwar claims by Heisenberg and
others that Bothe's "mistake"—he had measured the diffusion
length of thermal neutrons in carbon—slowed down the German
effort by diverting their efforts away from the use of graphite as
neutron moderator towards heavy water.741 There is absolutely no
mention of graphite as a moderator in the Farm Hall transcripts.
Only after Heisenberg and others had read the official American
publication742 on the atom bomb, and thereby learned that the
Americans had used graphite, did they begin to use Bothe as a
scapegoat, the one German scientist whose error had handicapped
their efforts. In fact Army Ordnance had considered using graphite
as a moderator, but chose heavy water because it appeared less
expensive.743
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The postwar accounts by Groves and Goudsmit of Farm Hall
are sometimes distorted. Statements from the Operation Epsilon
transcripts are often taken out of context and other remarks, which
would make clear what these Germans did and did not know, are
passed over in silence. Goudsmit describes how the detainees
debated what the "plutonium" mentioned in the newspaper ac-
counts meant, but does not also say that the Germans had been
discussing the transuranic elements 93 and 94 and their properties
throughout their captivity.

The question for Heisenberg, Hahn, Harteck, and the rest of
their colleagues was whether the Allied plutonium was what they
knew as 94, and subsequently the Germans reached a consensus
that it was. Similarly, Goudsmit tells us that Heisenberg and the
others speculated whether perhaps the Allies had used the radio-
active element protactinium as an explosive, but without making
clear that this speculation was in the context of either uranium 235,
or plutonium, or protactinium as an explosive.744

Groves is sometimes unfair in his handling of Heisenberg. He
faithfully reproduces Heisenberg's statement admitting both igno-
rance of how the Allies succeeded and the disgrace he felt that they
did not know how their British and American colleagues had done
it. But Groves does not tell the reader that Heisenberg's statement
is preceded by a long and surprisingly accurate speculation on
exactly how the Allied atom bomb worked.745 Finally, Goudsmit
makes several claims that are simply wrong and for which there is
no supporting evidence in the Farm Hall transcripts: (1) that the
Germans believed that the Americans had dropped a complete
nuclear reactor on Hiroshima; (2) that at first the Germans had not
understood that the plutonium used as an explosive is produced
in the reactor; and in short (3) that the Germans had failed to realize
that there is a difference between a reactor and an atom bomb.

But the most controversial technical aspect of the Farm Hall
recordings has always been Werner Heisenberg's apparently con-
fused conception of an atom bomb. His understanding that fast
neutron chain reactions in pure uranium 235 and plutonium con-
stituted nuclear explosives had been demonstrated during the war
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and is reinforced in the Operation Epsilon report as well. The one
unclear point is critical mass of the weapon: how much was needed
for the bomb to go off?

In contrast to Groves and Goudsmit, both R. V, Jones* and
Charles Frank's accounts from memory of the Farm Hall record-
ings were quite accurate. The British scientist Jones remembered
Heisenberg's first "back-of-the-envelope calculation" for critical
mass, whereas his countryman Frank in turn remembered Heisen-
berg's subsequent sophisticated calculation using a "rather pol-
ished version of diffusion-and-multiplication theory."746

During the war Heisenberg most probably made a rough
estimate which was comparable to contemporary Allied estimates,
but more importantly was good enough for German Army Ord-
nance to decide not to attempt the industrial-scale production of
nuclear weapons. At the time the German researchers had been
unable to separate out uranium 235 or to sustain a chain reaction
in a uranium machine. Even this relatively small critical mass must
have appeared out of reach until after the war.747 Heisenberg
himself admitted at Farm Hall that he had never made a more
precise calculation of critical mass, not because he was incapable
of it, but because there was no point, R. V. Jones has even specu-
lated that Heisenberg made an accurate calculation in 1942, but
had forgotten it by the summer of 1945.748

Groves' and Goudsmit's assessments were probably colored
by their desire to "prove" that the Germans had been incompetent
and thus saw in these transcripts what they wanted to see. But
they also called Heisenberg's scientific abilities into question for
a specific reason: to explain why the Germans did not make an
atom bomb. If the Farm Hall recordings make anything clear, it
is that Heisenberg's temporary confusion with regard to critical
mass had nothing to do with the scale, tempo, or success of the
German efforts to harness the military applications of nuclear
fission. Anyone who wants to know why the world never saw
National Socialist nuclear weapons will have to look far beyond
Farm Hall.

9
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Could Germany under National Socialism Have
Produced Nuclear Weapons? It is important to separate the
question, did the German scientists know how to make atom bombs,
from two other questions: (1) could the Third Reich have manufac-
tured nuclear weapons before the end of the war; and (2) did these
scientists want to make atom bombs for the National Socialists? The
press reports of the attack on Hiroshima and Nagasaki touched off
a heterogeneous reaction among the scientists, a reaction which
moreover changed over time.

Karl Wirtz was one of the few detainees to simply and flatly
say that he was glad that they did not have the atom bomb.749 Otto
Hahn's reaction was similarly unambiguous: he would have sabo-
taged the war effort if he had been in a position to do so. When he
was privately told the news before the rest of his colleagues, it
shattered his composure. He told his warden that he had originally
contemplated suicide when he realized the destructive potential of
his discovery of nuclear fission, and that he now felt personally
responsible for the deaths in Hiroshima. Several alcoholic drinks
were required to calm Hahn down sufficiently to let him rejoin his
colleagues.750

The reaction of Walther Gerlach, who had been in charge of
the uranium research during the last eighteen months of the war,
was quite different. He went up to his bedroom and began to cry,
despite the efforts of Paul Harteck and Max von Laue to comfort
him. Gerlach's British captors saw him acting as a defeated general
and contemplating suicide. Hahn subsequently asked him why he
was so upset. Was it because Germany did not make an atom bomb
or because the Americans could do it better than the Germans?751

Gerlach insisted that he was not in favor of inhuman weap-
ons like the atom bomb. In fact he had been afraid of it and had not
believed that the bomb could be made so quickly. But he was
depressed because the Americans had demonstrated their scien-
tific superiority. He realized during the last years of the war that
the bomb would eventually be developed, and was determined to
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exploit the potential of uranium for Germany's future. Thus he told
Colonel Geist, Minister of Armaments Albert Speer's right-hand
man, and Fritz Sauckel, Plenipotentiary for Labor Development,
that he who could threaten the use of the bomb could achieve
anything.752

Heisenberg later explained to Hahn that Gerlach was taking
the news so badly because he was the only one of the Farm Hall
scientists who had really wanted a German victory. Although
Gerlach had known and disapproved of the crimes of the "Nazis,"
he felt that he was working for Germany. Hahn replied that he,
too, loved his country, and that as strange as it might seem, that
was why he had hoped for her defeat.753 Gerlach himself went
further, tacitly criticizing the Allies by arguing that, if Germany
had had a weapon which would have won the war, then Germany
would have been in the right and the others in the wrong. More-
over, conditions in Germany were not now better than they would
have been after a Hitler victory,754

Gerlach was not the only one to criticize the Allies. Von
Weizsacker called the American atom bomb attack on Japan mad-
ness. Heisenberg objected that one could equally say that using
nuclear weapons had been the quickest way to end the war,
whereupon Hahn added that that thought was what consoled
him.755 Wirtz was horrified by Hiroshima and argued that it was
characteristic that the Germans had discovered nuclear fission but
the Americans were the ones who used it.736

When the news of Hiroshima began to settle in, several of the
scientists began to argue that they could not have made atom
bombs. Von Weizsacker pointed out that, at the rate they had been
going, they could not have succeeded during the war. Even the
scientists involved with the research had said that it could not be
done before the end of the conflict.757 Although Bagge rejected von
Weizsacker's comment at the time, he subsequently admitted that
none of the scientists had forcefully pushed the project.758

Heisenberg put this question into the context of science pol-
icy during the Third Reich. In the spring of 1942, when the fate of
the uranium research was being decided, he would not have had
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the moral courage to recommend that 120,000 men be employed—
like in America—to move from research to development on the
industrial scale. The entire German uranium project involved at
most a few hundred workers. The relationship between the scien-
tist and the state under National Socialism, Heisenberg explained,
was at fault. Although he argued that he and his colleagues were
not 100% eager to make atom bombs, the scientists were so little
trusted by the state that it would have been difficult to accomplish
even if they had wanted to do it.759

Kurt Diebner, who had been responsible for much of the
administration of the uranium project, agreed, stating that the
officials had been interested only in immediate results and did not
want to pursue a long-term policy like the Americans had obvi-
ously done.760 Harteck first argued that they might have succeeded
if the authorities had been willing to sacrifice everything towards
that goal, but upon reflection said that the Germans never could
have made a bomb, but certainly could have created a working
nuclear reactor. He was very sorry that they had failed to achieve
the latter, no doubt because of the national and professional pres-
tige it might have meant,761

Von Weizsacker also speculated at first that, if they had
gotten off to a better start, then the Germans might have had
nuclear weapons by the winter of 1944-1945. Wirtz pointedly
replied that then Germany would have obliterated London, but
would still not have conquered the world, and then Allied atom
bombs would have fallen on Germany. Von Weizsacker agreed
that it would have been a much greater tragedy for the world if
Germany had had the atom bomb.762

Did We Want to Build Atom Bombs? The real contro-
versy surrounding the Farm Hall recordings has not revolved
around whether these ten German scientists could have made atom
bombs, rather whether they would have. The transcripts from Farm
Hall demonstrate that von Weizsacker did indeed eventually ar-
gue that, because they had not wanted to make nuclear weapons,
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they did not. But these arguments were hardly a simple cover-up,
rather a concerted attempt to persuade himself and his colleagues
to revise their own memories in order to put a better face on an
increasingly problematic past.

Von Weizsacker began this reinterpretation by stating his
belief that they had not made an atom bomb because all the
physicists did not want to do it on principle. If they had all wanted
Germany to win the war, then they would have succeeded. Hahn
immediately rejected this suggestion/63 and later Bagge privately
said that it was absurd for von Weizsacker to say that he had not
wanted the thing to succeed. That might have been true in his case,
Bagge allowed, but not for all of them.764

Von Weizsacker's next step was to argue that, even if the
German scientists had gotten all the support that they had wanted,
it was by no means certain that they would have gotten as far as
the Americans and British did. After all, the German physicists
were all convinced that the thing could not be completed during
this war. Heisenberg interjected that von Weizsacker's interpreta-
tion was not quite right. Heisenberg had been absolutely con-
vinced of the possibility of making a nuclear reactor, but never
thought that the Germans would be able to make a bomb. More-
over, he admitted that at the bottom of his heart he was glad that
only a reactor and not a bomb appeared possible. Here Heisenberg
was being disingenuous. He was well aware that an operating
nuclear reactor was perhaps the most important step towards
making nuclear weapons.

Von Weizsacker then pushed the point, arguing that if
Heisenberg had wanted to make a bomb, then he would have
concentrated more on isotope separation and less on a nuclear
reactor. Otto Hahn left the room at this point, perhaps because he
did not want to hear any more. Von Weizsacker went on to argue
again that they should admit that they did not want to succeed.
Even if they had put the same effort into it as the Americans and
had wanted it as badly, the Allied aerial bombardment of German
factories would have doomed their efforts.765
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This question, whether these scientists had wanted to succeed,
was couched more and more in terms of moral principles. Heisen-
berg argued that, if the German scientists had been in the same
moral position as the Americans, who felt that Hitler had to be
defeated at all cost, then they might have succeeded. But Heisen-
berg and his colleagues had considered Hitler a criminal766 Indeed
earlier at Farm Hall, when Heisenberg first learned of the agree-
ment reached at the Potsdam Conference and the probable cession
of German territory to Poland, he remarked that it would have
been infinitely worse if Germany had won the war.767

But Heisenberg was clearly changing his mind with regard
to his own past intentions. In a subsequent conversation with
Hahn they both agreed that they had never wanted to work on a
bomb and had been pleased when it was decided to concentrate
everything on creating a nuclear reactor.768 In fact no such decision
was ever taken. Rather than dictating to the researchers that they
would henceforth work on a reactor and not a bomb, Army Ord-
nance merely decided not to boost the research up to the industrial
level.

This minor distortion of the historical record is important, for
it forms a basic part of the postwar myths surrounding Hitler's
bomb.769 Still later, after Heisenberg had seen the British White
Paper and thus knew a great deal about how the atom bomb had
been achieved, he stated flatly in a conversation with his old friend
and British colleague Blackett, who was visiting Farm Hall, that
the Germans had been interested in a kind of machine, but not a
bomb.770

But the most striking comment made in Farm Hall came from
von Weizsacker, who said that history would record that the
Americans and English made a bomb, and at the same time the
Germans, under the Hitler regime, produced a workable nuclear
reactor. In other words, the peaceful development of the uranium
machine was made in Germany under the Hitler Regime, whereas
the Americans and the English developed this ghastly weapon of
war.771 The author Robert Jungk interviewed von Weizsacker in
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1954 and subsequently wrote a similar passage in Ms book Brighter
than a Thousand Suns:

It seems paradoxical that the German nuclear physicists, liv-
ing under a saber-rattling dictatorship, obeyed the voice of
conscience and attempted to prevent the construction of atom
bombs, while their professional colleagues in the democra-
cies, who had no coercion to fear, with very few exceptions
concentrated their whole energies on production of the new
weapon,772

What about Our Future? These scientists were not most
concerned about who among them had been "Nazis," whether
they had known how to build or could have built a bomb, or even
whether they had wanted to do so. Instead, they were by far most
interested in their professional future in the postwar environment
they foresaw: strict control of science in Germany in general and
of uranium research in particular, and tension if not war between
the United States and the Soviet Union.

Several of the detained scientists feared that, when they
returned to Germany, they would be considered traitors for deny-
ing Germany the nuclear weapons it had needed to win the war.
Gerlach stated flatly that they would not remain alive long there.773

Von Weizsacker subsequently agreed that it would be a long time
before he and his colleagues could clear themselves in the eyes of
their own countrymen.774 But when Harteck still later expressed a
similar sentiment, that the German masses would consider them
traitors, Heisenberg pointed out that the inevitable postwar Allied
control of German science would make it look as if the Germans
were forced to continue their work under wicked Allied control
which, he added, they would have to accept with fury and the
gnashing of teeth.775 He was confident that the Allies and the
German people would support German science.

Any fear the Farm Hall detainees might have had of their own
countrymen was dwarfed by the deep mistrust they felt towards
the Soviet Union. Early on in their captivity, Kurt Diebner became
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Hoist Korsching, 1945 at Farm Hall, (From the National Archives and Records
Services.)

frantic at the thought of his wife and son falling into Russian hands.
When he finally learned that they had been saved by the western
Allies, he asked to go to church, apparently a rare step,776 Otto
Hahn went out of his way to emphasize repeatedly their profound
distrust of Stalin and fear of the Soviet Union,777 Von Weizsacker
argued that if the Americans and British were good imperialists,
then they would attack the Soviet Union immediately, before Stalin
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got nuclear weapons. Instead the western Allies would probably
use the atom bomb as a political weapon, which von Weizsacker
agreed was good, but which also meant that there would be peace
only until the Soviet Union had such weapons, when there was
bound to be war.

For Heisenberg, the Soviet threat meant that German science
was more bound up with the Americans and British than ever
before; the nature of Stalin's regime meant there was no real
possibility of switching over to the Soviets even if they wanted to
do so.778 He suggested to Horst Korsching that a United States of
Europe might be far better than Germany being part of the Russian
Empire,779 Such sentiments echoed one of Heisenberg's most infa-
mous statements during the war: the choice lay between German
or Russian domination, and Germany would be the 'lesser evil. "78°

The scientists' fear of both their own countrymen and the
Soviet Union was balanced out in part by a hope that the work they
had done on uranium would make their collaboration an attractive
prospect to the western powers. The Farm Hall detainees were
very optimistic at first that their services would fetch a high price,
but that optimism came at a time when they were fairly ignorant
of the extent of the Allied achievement. The more they learned
about the clear superiority of the American and British work, the
more depressed and humble they became.

From Gerlach's perspective, negotiations with the Allies over
German nuclear power could have begun even before the war had
ended. If they had had a nuclear reactor by the summer of 1944, he
told Heisenberg, and it had been properly handled from the point
of view of propaganda... But his colleague cut him off. That might
have been a basis for negotiation, Heisenberg said, for any other
German government, but not for Hitler. Heisenberg blamed Hitler
for the fact that the discovery of nuclear fission had been taken
away from Germany.781

Gerlach for his part was quick to argue that his main goal
during the Third Reich had been to save German physics and
German physicists. Heisenberg immediately tried to cheer up
Gerlach by suggesting that German physics would be able to

9
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collaborate as part of a greater western group.782 Indeed Gerlach's
argument, that he had worked within the system in order to save
German physics, became one of the most important justifications
made after the war for past collaboration with the National Social-
ist government.783 But the nationalism Gerlach exhibited at Farm
Hall tarnishes this noble goal For example, when Sir Charles
Darwin visited the detainees and asked what they were going to
do in light of the atom bomb, Gerlach replied that he doubted that
there would be free science from then on,784 apparently not realiz-
ing the irony of his remarks, coming as they did from the man who
oversaw physics research during the last terrible years of Hitler's
dictatorship and the murderous SS Empire.

At Farm Hall Heisenberg returned again and again to his
fervent hope that there was some part of the uranium problem for
which the Germans had outdone the Allies and would have some-
thing to offer them. The uranium business would give the Ameri-
cans and British such tremendous power that Europe would
become a block under Anglo-Saxon domination. The fact that the
Germans had concentrated on uranium might give them the
chance of collaboration.785 Heisenberg hoped that if the Americans
had not gotten as far with nuclear reactors as the Germans had
done—later revealed to be a false hope—then there might be a
chance of making money,786

Heisenberg was by no means alone in his wishful thinking.
For example, von Weizsacker chose to interpret a remark in a
newspaper that the Allies had been unable to control the energy in
an atom bomb as proof that the Americans did not yet have a
nuclear reactor and that the German work was still of considerable
value.787 Indeed much of the confusion found in the Farm Hall
recordings arguably has more to do with the Germans' desperate
desire to believe that they had not been completely outdone than
with any lack of understanding of technical issues on their part.

Paul Harteck was the most forthcoming on the subject of
collaboration. He wanted to work as closely as possible with the
west,788 and indeed Harteck was the only one of the Farm Hall
scientists to emigrate, moving to the United States during the
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fifties.789 Heisenberg argued that since it now appeared likely that
the Americans and British would dominate Europe, the German
scientists could work with them with a better conscience. Indeed
he argued that that was the sensible thing to do.790

When Heisenberg and von Weizsacker discussed future in-
ternational scientific cooperation at Farm HaE, they seemed to
consider international physics as being almost synonymous with
work under the leadership of their senior Danish colleague Niels
Bohr. The hope of collaboration led the Farm Hall detainees to
speculate about a new international technocracy with physicists—
in other words, themselves—in charge. In fact it is striking how
quick almost all of the detained scientists were to overrate their
own political influence in the postwar world. Von Weizsacker told
Darwin that either every physicist in every country should refuse
to hand over the secret of nuclear fission to any government—
which all present agreed was impossible—or the scientists had to
lead the governments themselves.791

Heisenberg argued that all scientists were too dependent on
their governments and had to try and get political influence.792 But
this revelation appears to have been caused more by Hiroshima
and the postwar political climate than the legacy of the Third
Reich. This attitude also explains much about Werner Heisen-
berg's ill-fated science policy efforts in the Federal German Repub-
lic, including the short-lived German Research Council and his
failed attempt to bring the first West German nuclear research
center to Munich.793

Similarly, when Gerlach subsequently asked Heisenberg
whether he would cooperate in order to make the bomb useful for
humankind,794 he responded that it was unlikely to occur in that
form. Useful for humankind now meant only that the Soviets
should not get the atom bomb, but that could not be prevented.
Heisenberg believed that the Allies would try to work with the
Soviet Union to establish international control over the manufac-
ture and use of fissionable material. He had no objection to taking
part in such an organization in order to ensure that Germany had
a share in this control.
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Heisenberg envisioned this control being exerted by a tech-
nocratic organization embracing all the nuclear physicists from
around the world,795 a vision which sounds very much like part of
the postwar myths that grew up around his controversial wartime
visit with Niels Bohr, In essence Heisenberg told Bohr four things
in 1941: Bohr should collaborate with the German occupation
authorities in Denmark because Hitler would win the war; the
Germans were working on nuclear weapons; Heisenberg knew
that such weapons could be built; and finally, that Heisenberg
personally had mixed feelings about the prospect.

After the war Heisenberg, von Weizsacker, and others ar-
gued that the purpose of their 1941 trip to Copenhagen was to
secure international control of nuclear power in the hands of the
physicists and thereby forestall the creation of all nuclear weapons.
When the Farm Hall recordings are combined with the other
sources for Heisenberg's and von Weizsacker's trip to Denmark,
the evidence strongly suggests that the two German physicists had
not been concerned with international scientific control during the
war. It was the shock of Hiroshima and the threat of the looming
Cold War, and not the specter of National Socialist atom bombs,
that awakened their interest in controlling nuclear weapons.

Finally, any description of the eagerness on the part of some
of the Farm Hall detainees to work with the western powers would
be incomplete without a discussion of the deep ambivalence they
also felt toward the Americans and British, and especially the bitter
personal resentment caused by their imprisonment. This resent-
ment clearly faded quickly once they finally returned to Germany,
but it had existed all the same.

The British wardens found that their German guests showed
complete lack of appreciation of the fact that they were nationals
of a conquered nation.796 The general attitude expressed by the
detainees was that World War II had been a misfortune forced on
the Germans by the malignancy of the western powers, who by
now should have forgotten it. The German scientists certainly
seemed to have done so.
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Moreover, the detainees were prone to make thoughtless and
disturbing remarks. For example, both Karl Wirtz and Carl Fried-
rich von Weizsacker argued that the Allied war with Japan was
engineered by President Roosevelt, who deliberately allowed the
attack on Pearl Harbor to take place without giving the due warn-
ing that these German scientists were certain he could have pro-
vided.797 Even if these scientists had shown any knowledge of
being overheard, which they did not, such remarks are neither
defensible nor understandable.

Despite his eagerness to cooperate with the Americans and
British, Heisenberg also let fall a few disconcerting and unflatter-
ing remarks. With regard to their continuing imprisonment—the
most sensitive issue—Heisenberg argued that while some Ameri-
cans were favorably disposed toward the Germans, there were
those obstinate people, those American Heydrkhs and Kalten-
brunners, who believed that the best thing the German scientists
could expect from them was to stay locked up.798 Such a compari-
son of American officials to the two heads of the infamous SS
Security Service seems misplaced.

Perhaps most interesting, however, is Heisenberg's specula-
tion concerning what might happen if they tried somehow to force
their release. Their (unnamed) opposition would then use that
opportunity to bring forth all its hatred of Germans and argue that
the German scientists did try to help the "Nazis." Although
Heisenberg and his colleagues did not achieve an atom bomb, their
enemies would argue that if they had done so, then they naturally
would have given it to Hitler.* Heisenberg thereby anticipated
the content of the most influential and damning attacks he and his
colleagues experienced in the postwar era, spearheaded by Samuel
Goudsmit800

In the end, however, the mood of the detainees brightened
considerably once it was clear that their release was imminent.
Indeed Heisenberg practically dictated where he wanted to return
to, the University of Gottingen, one of the few intact universities
in the American or British zones.801 The Americans forbade any
return to the French zone of occupation.802 The British occupation

9
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authorities subsequently made great efforts to make Heisenberg
and his colleagues as comfortable as possible in postwar Germany
as part of their policy to use Germans to rebuild Germany.803 On 7
December 1945 the official order was given for the detainees'
return to Germany,804

The British wardens had quite often been both amused and
exasperated by the conduct of their charges, so that it was with
considerable humor that they described how Karl Wirtz hauled
down his colors. Even though they had all cursed their warden,
Wirtz admitted, it would be wise to stay on his good side. They did
not know when they might have another use for him.805

The ten German scientists imprisoned at Farm Hall neither
collaborated to build nuclear weapons for Hitler nor resisted him.
The Farm Hall recordings provide unprecedented insight into how
these German scientists dealt with the horrific revelations caused
by the fall of National Socialism and the bombing of Hiroshima.
At first the scientists asked themselves whether they were "Nazis,"
and decided that the answer was no. The one possible exception,
Kurt Diebner, was redefined as more of an administrator than a
scientist.806 In fact, none of these scientists were convinced Na-
tional Socialists, but they all made concessions to the Third Reich.
In short, their conduct places them all in the gray areas somewhere
between "Nazi" and "anti-Nazi."

The second question, were the German scientists competent,
was answered with a resounding yes. Any arguments that Ger-
many could not have created nuclear weapons were based on
limitations of the war economy or failure by the National Socialist
leadership, not the individual expertise of the detained scientists.
Indeed few of the Farm Hall scientists were even willing to follow
Horst Korsching's lead and flatly state that their American col-
leagues had been superior.807 The German uranium scientists were
indeed competent, even if their achievement appears modest when
compared to the Manhattan Project.

The third question, would these Germans scientists have
made atom bombs for Hitler to use, had no clearcut answer at first.
Instead a consensus was gradually built up, by Carl Friedrich von
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Weizsacker in particular, that the ambivalence they had all felt
when faced with providing such weapons to the National Social-
ists was the reason why they had not succeeded in making an atom
bomb. But all too much emphasis on von Weizsacker in this regard
is misplaced, for none of his colleagues was forced to accept his
arguments, just as no one has been forced to believe the postwar
myths surrounding the German atom bomb. However, such "what
if" questions have no definitive answer. No one knows or can
know for certain what they would have done, least of all the scien-
tists themselves.

The final problem facing these scientists was how best to
ensure a bright professional future. Here the Farm Hall recordings
show their true value, for these transcripts of overheard conversa-
tions make clear that what these scientists felt they needed most
were myths. Fundamental portions of the postwar apologia were
all forged in the psychological crucible of Farm Hall. This included
the myth that Gerlach and others had worked on nuclear weapons
merely in order to save German physics and free science; that it
was Heisenberg's experience during the Third Reich that had
taught him that scientists had to play an active role in politics; and
most strikingly, that in 1941 Heisenberg and von Weizsacker had
been striving to create an international cooperation (if not technoc-
racy) of physicists to control nuclear power and save the world
from nuclear weapons.

9
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The Myth of Hitler's Bomb

The myths created at Farm Hall are still with us today. They have
even taken on a life of their own. No amount of historical research
or analysis of what the German uranium scientists did or did not
do during the Third Reich has been able to dispel them.808 This
chapter will investigate exactly how these myths have evolved and
why they are so persistent.

The Apologetic and Polemic Theses The German atom
bomb is like the unicorn. It never really existed, but during World
War II many people thought that it did, or that it might. Since the
war very many people have argued about whether it could have
existed, whether it would have existed, and if it had existed, what
would have been done with it. Thus the controversy surrounding
this mythical weapon is about what certain people might have
done if things had been different, and what consequences their
action or inaction might have had.

243
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The controversy surrounding "Hitler's bomb" can best be
explained by breaking it down into its constituent parts. First, there
are two pronounced and polarized sides to this debate, the "apolo-
getic" and "polemic" theses. The apologetic thesis can be traced
from Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker's archetypal arguments at
Farm Hall through Werner Heisenberg's adaptation in the imme-
diate postwar years and Robert Jungk's popularization during the
fifties, up to the recent book by Thomas Powers, Heisenberg's War.

The thesis itself runs as follows. There was no chance of
making a German atom bomb. But if there had been such a chance,
then a small group of German physicists would have done what-
ever was necessary in order to make sure that such terrible weap-
ons never made it into the hands of Adolf Hitler and the rest of the
National Socialist leadership. This thesis is apologetic in the sense
of "apologia," not apology. It is an apologia neither for building a
bomb nor for not building one, rather an apologia for being willing
to work on the economic and military applications of nuclear
fission for the National Socialist government during World War II,
in other words, for being apolitical, irresponsible, and, some might
add, amoral.

The polemic thesis can be traced from Samuel Goudsmit's
archetypal statements and publications in the immediate postwar
period, through the memoirs of General Leslie Groves, the former
head of the successful American nuclear weapons project, and
culminating in the recent book by Arnold Kramish, The Griffin.
Goudsmit was a Jew and a former member of the Allied scientific
intelligence mission that had investigated the German uranium
project.809 This assignment also revealed to Mm, shortly after
reaching Europe, that both his parents had died in the death camp
at Auschwitz.

The polemic thesis itself runs as follows. There was no chance
of making a German atom bomb. But if there had been such a
chance, then the German scientists involved would have done
whatever was necessary in order to make sure that Germany not
lose the war. This thesis is polemic because, in order to explain why
there was no German atom bomb, it makes an objectively false
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assertion: the claim that the German project suffered from gross
scientific incompetence. It should be noted here that, when scien-
tists attack each other on political or other extra-professional
grounds, they very often couch their critique in terms of profes-
sional competence. When Goudsmit publicly accused Heisenberg
and his colleagues of scientific incompetence, he could not have
hurt them more.

Of course the apologetic and polemic theses contradicted
each other—that was the intention of Goudsmit on one hand and
Heisenberg and von Weizsacker on the other. But what is striking
and yet interesting is the significant similarities and commonalities
between them. Heisenberg, von Weizsacker, and Goudsmit all
employed a decidedly ahistorical philosophy of science. All of
these physicists—like very many scientists, then and now—as-
sumed that science is reducible to the actions and intentions of a
few great scientists. For example, either the German work was a
success because of Heisenberg and a few close colleagues, or it was
a failure because of Heisenberg and a few close colleagues. The
possibility that the success or failure of a research effort could
depend on external factors or, more importantly, on the coopera-
tive efforts of a large number of scientists, engineers, and admin-
istrators, was not even considered.

Both theses used an inaccurate black-and-white picture of
scientists under Hitler in order to bolster the apolitical image of
their profession and to further their respective political agendas.
Goudsmit arbitrarily and unfairly labeled some scientists as polit-
icized incompetents, while implying that the competent majority
of German scientists had remained apolitical. In his interpretation,
the National Socialist system had placed a small number of incom-
petent scientists into positions of authority and responsibility and
had instituted tight controls over German science.

Since German research had obviously been damaged by
National Socialism, he argued, it was clear that the United States
could not afford strict controls over scientific research. But by
singling out a few supposed incompetent "Nazi" scientists,
Goudsmit also implied that the majority of "real" scientists had
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remained apolitical, which fitted his implicit argument that most
scientists—American and German—were impartial, trustworthy
professionals.810

Heisenberg arbitrarily and unfairly labeled a few scientists as
politicized incompetents as well—although Goudsmit and
Heisenberg disagreed over exactly who fell into this category—in
order to place all blame and responsibility on their shoulders for
the ideological perversion of German physics. According to
Heisenberg, the followers of Lenard and Stark were the culprits.
Thus the great majority of German physicists who had rejected
Deutsche Physik were competent, had acted responsibly during the
Third Reich, and should not be disciplined further. The few incom-
petent "Nazi" scientists had already been ostracized by the Ger-
man physics community and punished. This apologia was the
scientific version of a general theme running throughout the de-
nazification and reeducation of Germans in general after 1945.
Many Germans hastened to place all blame and responsibility on
a very small number of dead or already prosecuted individuals, so
that the rest of the German people could get on with their lives and
avoid any further punishment.

Both the apologetic and polemic theses were products of their
times. Heisenberg's mythical attempts to forestall nuclear weap-
ons and keep them out of the hands of Adolf Hitler became a
symbol for the resistance of German scientists and science against
National Socialism. In particular, this type of analysis cannot be
limited to Heisenberg, von Weizsacker, and their intimate circle.
Although the apologetic thesis was perhaps the creation of only a
few scientists, once it had been publicized, many other German
scientists embraced it as gospel, indeed with the fervor of the
newly converted.

In America, scientists and especially physicists were engaged
in an important debate during the postwar years over the future
of nuclear research in the United States, that is, whether there
should be civilian or military control. Goudsmit's use of the Ger-
man uranium project as an example of secrecy ruining science was
meant to play a role in this debate. By using a distorted interpre-
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tation of the scientific and technical shortcomings of the German
effort and contrasting it with the successful American project,
Goudsmit implied that future American science might fail just as
miserably as he claimed Heisenberg and his colleagues had if
restrictive controls were placed on postwar nuclear research. In
fact, this motivation may well have been more important to
Goudsmit than his understandable rancor toward Germans.

The connection between the apologetic and polemic theses
was grounded in a common desire to portray science as apolitical.
Scientists try hard to assert their immunity from political influence
and the objectivity of their profession. Both of these theses have
remained influential and virulent to the present day precisely
because of the black-and-white portrayals by Goudsmit on one
hand and Heisenberg and von Weizsacker on the other, A complex
situation was thereby simplified and distorted such that it could
be brought before a much larger, lay audience, which was exactly
what the best-selling author Robert Jungk did.

Probation (1953-1957) In 1953 West Germany regained its
sovereignty over scientific research. The door was now open to
nuclear R and D and neither the government nor Germany's
scientists wasted any time in making ambitious plans to catch up
with the rest of the industrialized world. The continuing contro-
versy surrounding the German atom bomb must be seen in this
context, for the specter of National Socialist nuclear weapons cast
a long shadow over any West German ambitions to develop the
economic or military applications of nuclear fission. Scientists like
Heisenberg and von Weizsacker faced a dilemma: how to generate
generous public support for West German nuclear research with-
out stirring up the ghost of "Hitler's bomb"? Two mutually rein-
forcing publications did the trick: Robert Jungk's 1956 bestseller
Brighter Than a Thousand Suns,611 a history of the American and
German efforts to build atom bombs, and the so-called "Gottingen
Manifesto" of 12 April 1957.812
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In 1957 eighteen leading German scientists, including many
who had played an important role in the wartime German ura-
nium project like Otto Hahn, Heisenberg, von Weizsacker, and
Karl Wirtz, published an open letter to West German Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer and thereby bit the hand that had been feeding
them. Both Adenauer and his ambitious Defense Minister Josef
Strauss had been generous supporters of the massive wave of state
investment in a new generation of big science research centers, but
now also appeared to have military ambitions with regard to
nuclear weapons.

Adenauer and Strauss had made disingenuous remarks in
public, implying that nuclear weapons were not very different
from other weapons and that there were effective defenses against
nuclear attack. The scientists' manifesto contradicted their govern-
ment by explaining that there was neither a limit to the destructive
potential of strategic nuclear weapons nor a way to protect large
population centers from them. Instead, they argued that the Fed-
eral German Republic should voluntarily renounce the possession
of nuclear weapons.

But the Gottingen eighteen were careful about what they
were criticizing. On one hand they announced that under no
circumstances would they be willing to participate in the produc-
tion, testing, or use of nuclear weapons in any way. On the other
hand, they hastened to add that it was of utmost importance to
promote in every way the peaceful use of atomic energy, and that
they intended to continue this task as in the past.

Von Weizsacker subsequently clarified his position; he did
not ask about the responsibility of science for the atomic age, but
about its responsibility in the atomic age. In other words, the
Germans did not want to talk about how or why atom bombs had
been created, rather about what should now be done with them.
Furthermore, von Weizsacker added, the Germans had had no
influence on the development of nuclear weapons since 1945.813

Jungk's book was most influential publicity for the apologetic
thesis and vital to disseminating the myth of "Hitler's bomb." The
controversy was thereby broadened from interested scientists to
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intellectual circles in Britain, Germany, and the United States. At
the heart of Brighter is a juxtaposition of German scientists who
conspired to deny nuclear weapons to Hitler and American and
emigre scientists who created atom bombs and placed them into
the waiting hands of the American president. The intended mes-
sage was clear; German scientists had conspired successfully to
deny nuclear weapons to Hitler and for this reason were morally
superior to their counterparts in America.

Jungk's most compelling "proof" of his thesis was the mythi-
cal journey taken in September 1941 by Heisenberg and von
Weizsacker to Copenhagen in order to speak with their teacher and
colleague Niels Bohr.814 Perhaps no event in the history of recent
science has generated as much controversy as this visit, revolving
around the intentions Heisenberg and von Weizsacker took with
them to Copenhagen. Adherents of the apologetic thesis argue that
this journey was aimed both at helping Bohr (and the other scien-
tists at his institute) and saving the world from nuclear weapons—
all such weapons, not only German. In contrast, the supporters of
the polemic thesis claim that Heisenberg and von Weizsacker
wanted to help the National Socialists exploit Bohr and, in particu-
lar, to get intelligence from him about Allied nuclear weapons.

Rumors of the Copenhagen visit began shortly after the end
of World War II. For example, in 1946 the emigre physicist Rudolf
Ladenburg passed on to his colleague Samuel Goudsmit what
Niels Bohr had told him several years before: when Heisenberg
and von Weizsacker came to Copenhagen in 1941, they expressed
their hope and belief that if the war would last long enough, then
nuclear weapons would win the war for Germany.815 Heisenberg's
side of the story was circulating among scientists as well. In the
spring of 1948, the Dutch mathematician Bartel van der Waerden,
who had spent the Third Reich teaching at the University of
Leipzig and who now was in the United States, heard rumors
about the Copenhagen trip from Fritz Houtermanns and Richard
Courant.816

hi the same year Heisenberg himself told van der Waerden
that, when he had spoken with Bohr in Copenhagen, he had asked
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him whether a physicist had the moral right to work on nuclear
research during the war. Heisenberg recalled that Bohr asked in
return whether he believed that a military application of nuclear
fission was possible, whereupon Heisenberg answered yes. When
Heisenberg repeated his question, Bohr surprised him by arguing
that in all countries the military use of physicists was unavoidable
and therefore justifiable. Heisenberg explained to van der Waer-
den that Bohr had obviously considered it impossible that physi-
cists from all peoples would band together against their
governments.817

The 1941 conversation between Bohr and Heisenberg re-
mained a topic of gossip for scientists until Jungk brought it before
a much wider audience. According to Jungk, Heisenberg's visit
was the key part of a conspiracy: Heisenberg and von Weizsacker
traveled to Copenhagen in order both to help their mentor and
with Bohr's help to arrange an international "strike" among physi-
cists of all nations to forestall the creation of such weapons of mass
destruction.818 Jungk's description also implied that the German
scientists would deny nuclear weapons to Hitler, no matter what.

Jungk interviewed von Weizsacker before writing his book.
His first contact with Heisenberg came in early 1955, once he had
started his manuscript. He approached Heisenberg through one of
the physicist's former neighbors in Leipzig, asking him if he would
be willing to help Mm with his book. But Heisenberg declined to
meet Jungk, explaining that it had been his experience that another
person could not correctly express his side of the story,819

However, Heisenberg's reaction when Jungk sent him a com-
plimentary copy is illuminating, Heisenberg went out of his way
to deny Jungk's interpretation that the physicist had resisted
Hitler, noting that on the contrary he had felt ashamed in compari-
son with the conspirators of 20 July who attempted to assassinate
Hitler in 1944. Heisenberg had been friends with a few of these men
who sacrificed their lives through truly serious resistance. How-
ever, although Heisenberg gave Jungk detailed and thorough criti-
cism of several claims made in Brighter Than a Thousand Suns, the
physicist offered no comment whatsoever with respect to Jungk's
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portrayal of a conspiracy centered around Heisenberg to deny
nuclear weapons to the National Socialists, or to the clear implica-
tion that the German scientists were morally superior to the Emi-
gres and Americans. Rather Heisenberg praised Jungk for
capturing very well the general atmosphere among the atomic
physicists.820

But Heisenberg did more than merely refrain from criticizing
the conspiracy theory. Jungk had asked him for more information
concerning his 1941 visit to Copenhagen. In the first edition of
Jungk's book, the author had implied that this meeting represented
a conspiracy by the German scientists to forestall nuclear weapons.
Heisenberg told Jungk that he had tried to enlist Bohr's help in an
effort to create an international agreement among the world's
scientists not to work on the atomic bomb, because such weapons
would be very expensive, and because of the obvious moral con-
cerns,821

The 1958 English translation of Jungk's book and all sub-
sequent German editions have contained an excerpt of a letter from
Heisenberg to the author which implicitly confirmed Jungk's con-
spiracy theory.822 Heisenberg explicitly confirmed the conspiracy
theory in his unpublished correspondence with Jungk. Unfortu-
nately, Jungk did not make clear in his book that Heisenberg
supported the conspiracy theory. Brighter Than a Thousand Suns
was a commercial success—it is still in print in Germany and the
United States—and it brought the myth of "Hitler's bomb" to the
attention of the public inside and outside of Germany.823

Jungk's book and the Gottingen Manifesto are connected in
at least three important ways. The Gottingen eighteen were genu-
inely concerned about the arms race and Germany's precarious
position in central Europe, but there is more here than meets the
eye. The West German nuclear policy threatened to call public
attention to the unsettling truth that such research led inevitably
down two different paths. The Gottingen scientists were afraid
that too much emphasis on West German nuclear weapons would
evaporate public support for nuclear research. They intended to
combat this threat by simultaneously renouncing nuclear weapons
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while pushing for nuclear research. Jungk's book also tacitly ar-
gued that the military and peaceful applications of nuclear re-
search were separable and indeed had even been kept apart under
Hitler's dictatorship.

The scientists' 1957 description of their motives and inten-
tions also parallels the motives and intentions that Jungk had
ascribed to the wartime conspirators. The Gottingen Eighteen
appeared merely to be continuing consequently the same ethical
conduct they had begun during the Third Reich—of course, in
contrast to their American colleagues, who during the forties and
fifties created both the atom and hydrogen bombs.

Brighter Than a Thousand Suns was clearly influenced by
McCarthyism and the Cold War. Jungk was understandably disil-
lusioned by the witch hunts in the United States and the use of
American economic, political, and military muscle after World
War II, In other words, his portrayal of German scientists under
Hitler as being morally superior to their American and emigrt»
colleagues had as much to do with criticism of postwar American
domestic and foreign policy as any desire to rehabilitate Heisen-
berg, von Weizsacker, and their colleagues. Just like the original
apologetic and polemic theses, Jungk's conspiracy theory was a
product of the times.824

Two publications by von Weizsacker, one before and one
after the publication of Jungk's book, illustrate the effect of Brighter
Than a Thousand Suns, In a letter dated 14 October 1955 and re-
printed shortly thereafter, the physicist gave the following ac-
count. The German nuclear scientists had not been forced to decide
whether they wanted to make bombs or not. If they had been
forced to decide, then different scientists would have reacted dif-
ferently. A few would have certainly wanted to make bombs,
others just as certainly not.

Von Weizsacker regretted most that he and his German
colleagues had not communicated to their counterparts on the
other side the information that they were not making bombs.
Nuclear weapons would have been developed in any case, von
Weizsacker argued, but perhaps not at such a forced tempo, which
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of course had been powered most of all by the fear of German
nuclear weapons. The bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki might
thereby have been avoided. It had never occurred to von
Weizsacker and his German colleagues that the Americans would
seriously try to build atomic bombs. Rather they were completely
surprised by the news of Hiroshima.825

After Brighter Than a Thousand Suns and the Gottingen Mani-
festo, von Weizsacker subtly changed his account. Instead of
merely saying that the Germans had never been in a position where
they had to decide whether or not to make atom bombs, he now
coupled such statements with the claim that the German scientists
had been aware of the moral dilemma they faced and had dis-
cussed whether or not they should work on nuclear weapons. In
other words, after Jungk's book von Weizsacker couched his state-
ments in moral terms, thereby implying that moral considerations
had played a role in their wartime work and perhaps had even
forestalled the German atom bomb.

For example, von Weizsacker now said that after the discov-
ery of nuclear fission a small group of German scientists raised the
same question among themselves as had their counterparts in
America: could secrecy protect humankind from the advent of
atomic bombs? However, it was already too late. Although at that
time a worldwide, universal understanding among physicists
might have done the job, von Weizsacker argued, the German
scientists were not ready for a step of such wide political scope.

During the war the German uranium scientists were spared
the last, hard decision. They saw that they were unable to make
nuclear weapons and were happy about it. But they had overesti-
mated the difficulties and underestimated the means at the dis-
posal of American physicists. They had been convinced that the
Allies would also be unable to build the bomb. This was a grave
error, for otherwise von Weizsacker and his colleagues would
probably have made a desperate effort to inform the West that the
Germans were not making nuclear weapons.

Von Weizsacker was careful not to criticize American mili-
tary policy. He made no moral judgment on the wartime decisions
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by American military leaders to drop bombs on Japan. But the
physicist also believed that it would be very valuable if the use of
atomic weapons could be prohibited by international agreement,
and if this prohibition could be implemented by actual destruction
of such weapons.826 In fact, von WeizsSeker became a very active
participant in the international effort by scientists to stop the
nuclear arms race during the Cold War.

Von Weizsacker's 1958 statement differs from his 1955 letter
in an important respect: the former implies that there was a poten-
tial conspiracy, that is, that a group of individuals were preparing
or considering a conspiracy to deny nuclear weapons to Hitler and
to all governments. But who is originally responsible for the con-
spiracy theory? There are two explanations: (1) the conspiracy was
Jungk's idea and it influenced von Weizsacker's subsequent ac-
counts; or (2) the conspiracy was von Weizsacker's idea but he only
began to use it cautiously in public after he had encouraged Jungk
to publish it and take the heat.

Although Heisenberg's and von Weizsacker's descriptions of
their visit to Copenhagen are the best known, there is more than
one side to this story. One of the few published accounts of Bohr's
side is found in an article his son Aage wrote for a 1967 Festschrift
in honor of his father. Aage Bohr, who was also in Copenhagen in
the autumn of 1941, rejects Jungk's conspiracy theory as a fiction.
He flatly states that there was no mention of any plan aimed at
preventing the development of atomic weapons through a mutual
agreement with colleagues in Allied countries, and notes on the
contrary that the very scanty contact the Danes had with the
German physicists during the war only strengthened the impres-
sion that the German authorities attributed great importance to the
military applications of nuclear fission.827

In 1985 the American author Arnold Kramish took this inter-
pretation even further and published an account of the visit with
Bohr that portrayed Heisenberg and von Weizsacker as spies. They
traveled to Copenhagen in Hitler's service in order to pump Bohr
for information on the Allied atom bomb project.828 The most
recent publication to take Bohr's side appeared in the former Soviet
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Union. According to the Russian physicist Eugene Feinberg, Bohr
made a 1961 visit to the Soviet Union and described while there
how Heisenberg had tried in 1941 to enlist him in the cause of
German cultural propaganda.829

Heisenberg published his memoirs in 1969, and implied in
his book, like in his published letter to Jungk, that this trip was part
of an attempt to forestall the creation of all nuclear weapons.830

Eleven years later, Heisenberg's widow published an impassioned
defense of her husband. Although Heisenberg had not discussed
matters of secrecy like nuclear fission or the motives behind his
visit to Copenhagen with her during the war,831 she nevertheless
argued that Heisenberg wanted to convince Bohr that Heisenberg
and his colleagues would not make atom bombs, in the hope that
all such weapons would thereby be forestalled.832

It is unclear who was responsible for the conspiracy theory.
Today Jungk feels that he has been misled by Heisenberg and von
Weizsaeker. While he was researching Brighter Than a Thousand
Suns, German physicists revealed to him that not even the dicta-
torship of the Third Reich had been able to force its researchers to
contribute to a project they had rejected. In particular, Jungk insists
that von Weizsacker told him that the German scientists had
consciously attempted to hinder the construction of a German
atom bomb; they had not been "activists," rather "pacifists." Sub-
sequently Heisenberg corroborated this statement to Jungk.

When Jungk's book appeared in the autumn of 1956 and
immediately generated a great deal of attention and praise,
Heisenberg and von Weizsacker made no protest. Instead Jungk
learned they were very pleased that, in the eyes of the international
public, their secret resistance against efforts to construct a German
atom bomb had liberated them from any suspicion of complicity
with Hitler's regime.

But when an English translation of Brighter appeared in
America, Jungk's portrayal of the German physicists was sharply
criticized and von Weizsacker began to distance himself from what
he had told Jungk, at first cautiously, then ever more decisively.
The physicist now emphasized that he and his colleagues would
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not have built the bomb because they lacked the necessary re-
sources, not because of moral considerations. At first, von
Weizsacker claimed that Jungk had been naive. However, when
Jungk did not immediately defend himself, von Weizsacker went
further and claimed that the conspiracy theory had been Jungk's
idea, even though Jungk has witnesses who say von Weizsacker
had made this claim years before he met Jungk.

Jungk does not absolve himself from responsibility for the
conspiracy theory of pacifist resistance he publicized. Heisenberg
once told Jungk that decent people would not have been able or
willing to work on such a horrible weapon and Jungk believed him.
But Jungk does feels guilty of having believed what he wanted to
believe. As he now recognizes, unfortunately true history is not a
history of pious legends and upright heroes.833

Von Weizsacker has also recently spoken out on his role in
the German uranium project in general and on the 1941 visit
between Bohr and Heisenberg in particular.834 He in turn has little
respect for Jungk, whom he criticizes for writing biased history in
order to make a political point,835 But there is an apparent contra-
diction in von Weizsaeker's statements. On one hand, he criticizes
Jungk for creating the conspiracy theory;

In Ms book... Jungk argued that the German physicists would
have decided, in a sort of conspiracy, not to build the bomb.
This [argument] did a great deal of damage to Heisenberg in
the eyes of his western colleagues, because some of them
believed that Heisenberg was now using someone else to
propagate this fable. However, that is absolutely false, it was
Jungk's own idea. I have never claimed that we would have
decided to hinder the construction of the bomb ... Rather I
have always said we were happy when we realized that we
could not do it.836

On the other hand, in a statement published almost simulta-
neously, von Weizsacker also said: "the true goal of the visit by
Heisenberg with Bohr was... to discuss with Bohr whether physi-
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cists all over the world might not be able to join together in order
that the bomb not be built."837

These two last statements can be reconciled if the historian
does what Heisenberg and von Weizsacker have not done, and
makes an unambiguous and systematic distinction between inten-
tion and action: (1) Heisenberg, von Weizsacker, and some of their
colleagues were troubled by the destructive potential of nuclear
fission; (2) Heisenberg, von Weizsaeker, and some of their col-
leagues contemplated and perhaps discussed the desirability of
international cooperation among scientists to forestall the creation
of the first nuclear weapons; (3) before Heisenberg, von Weiz-
sacker, or any of their colleagues took any action (or inaction) in
order deliberately and consciously to slow down, divert, hinder,
or forestall the development of nuclear weapons, the decision by
the responsible authorities in Germany not to invest the huge
amounts of money, materials, and manpower required838 made
any such action or inaction moot.

Why have Heisenberg and von Weizsacker been unable or
unwilling to distinguish clearly between their actions and inten-
tions? The reasons for their suggestive ambiguity could range
anywhere from a subconscious repression of the fact that they did
not actively resist Hitler, to a conscious and therefore deliberate
desire to deceive. In any case, it is clear that Jungk and many other
people have listened to Heisenberg and von Weizsacker explain
their intentions not to help the National Socialists but went away
with a conviction that the two physicists had actively fought
against Hitler and thereby spared the world the specter of National
Socialist nuclear weapons.

Counterattack (1957-1962) American and emigre col-
leagues often got the same message from Jungk's book and the
Gottingen Manifesto: an implied condemnation of the American,
British, and Emigre scientists who had helped create atom bombs
while threatened by the specter of National Socialist nuclear weap-
ons. A 7 July 1958 article in Newsweek noted that many of Jungk's
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critics saw "his book as part of the worldwide attempt to discredit
the U.S. as an atomic power on moral grounds." It quoted Samuel
Goudsmit (who helped ghostwrite the article): "the historical re-
cord shows that they [the German uranium scientists] tried hard
and failed."839

When Leslie Groves, former head of the Manhattan Project,
published his immodest memoirs in 1962, Now It Can Be Told, he
decisively altered the debate surrounding "Hitler's bomb" by se-
lectively reprinting a few choice remarks from the Farm Hall
recordings.840 These excerpts, which revealed the existence of these
recorded conversations for the first time, counterattacked Jungk's
conspiracy theory and began three decades of rancorous debate
and persistent efforts to force the release of the transcripts. Many
people struggled so hard to obtain these transcripts because they
assumed that these conversations would "prove" his or her inter-
pretation, that is, either the apologetic or polemic thesis.841

Goudsmif s book Alsos, a polemic account of how National
Socialism had ruined German science, also reported what the
interned scientists had said at Farm Hall. Goudsmit's portrayal of
his colleagues was not kind. The Germans had been shattered by
the news of Hiroshima, which left them with an intense feeling of
despair and futility. They reproached each other with bitter words,
suffered from hysteria, and were bewildered when faced with the
Allied achievement.

Most important, Goudsmit insisted that the Germans had not
understood the difference between a nuclear reactor and an atom
bomb. Eventually, Goudsmit explained, some of the younger men
at Farm Hall hit upon a brilliant rationalization of their failure to
make nuclear weapons. They would deny that they had ever tried
to make nuclear weapons, rather would stress that they had been
working only on a nuclear reactor and forget that they had thought
this would lead directly to the bomb. They would tell the world
that German science never, never would have consented to work
on a horrible thing like nuclear weapons.842

Both Goudsmit and Groves used the Farm Hall transcripts to
argue that the German scientists did not create nuclear weapons
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because of scientific incompetence, not moral scruples. In other
words, if it could be demonstrated that these Germans had made
grievous scientific errors, it would be easy (or at least easier) to
dismiss the postwar claims or insinuations that certain German
physicists slowed down and diverted their work away from mili-
tary applications because they had recognized the immorality of
giving atom bombs to Hitler,

For thirty years, adherents of the apologetic thesis have
hoped that the Farm Hall transcripts would reveal that Heisenberg
was competent and thereby prove (although the argument is illogi-
cal) that von Weizsacker had been telling the truth, ie., there had
been a conspiracy against Hitler. In turn, supporters of the polemic
thesis have hoped that these transcripts would reveal Heisenberg's
incompetence and thereby prove (although this argument is illogi-
cal as well) that moral concerns played no role. This debate was
finally ended by the sudden release of the transcripts in 1992. Both
camps have been disappointed.

The Immortal Myth of "Hitler's Bomb" Forty years of
the apologetic and polemic theses have taken a toll on the history
of "Hitler's bomb." Many recent accounts have been journalistic,
historically inaccurate, and seem intended more to fight old bat-
tles, defend or attack the reputations of individuals now dead, than
to shed new light on the German atom bomb and its myth. Since
1962 the overwhelming majority of the authors who have studied
"Hitler's bomb" have accepted and advocated either the polemic
or the apologetic thesis.843 Very few individuals have been willing
to consider that neither one extreme nor the other might be true.844

For almost three decades, the two groups have been talking past
each other.

There are many recent examples of such literature, but only
two authors will be examined here, one for each thesis: Thomas
Powers as apologist and Arnold Kramish as polemicist. Thomas
Powers' recent book, Heisenberg's War, The Secret History of the
German Bomb, represents both the logical development and an
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extremely virulent interpretation of the apologetic thesis. Despite
Jungk's and von Weizsacker's recent disavowals, Powers revives
Jungk's 1956 conspiracy theory and indeed goes beyond it:
"Heis'enberg did not simply withhold himself, stand aside, let the
project die. He killed it."845 Powers believes a second-hand account
that Heisenberg "falsified the mathematics" in order to kill the
German atc»m bomb "comes very close to the truth."846

Unfortunately, Powers systematically misreads evidence
that runs counter to his interpretation. For example, Powers tries
and fails to explain away both Heisenberg's February 1942 lecture
before Party and military leaders, where the latter emphasized that
uranium 235 and plutonium would be explosives of "utterly un-
imaginable effect/'847 and the recently released Farm Hall Tran-
scripts, in which Heisenberg admits that he never thought that
nuclear weapons could be created before the end of the war.848

Powers demonstrates in his book that the Allies made plans
to kidnap and assassinate Heisenberg in order to halt the German
uranium project. Indeed these plans may explain why Powers
champions Jungk's conspiracy theory. Powers amplifies Heisen-
berg's resistance in order better to emphasize the injustice and
paranoia of the Allied efforts against him. The real aim of Powers'
book is to argue that, if the truth had been known about the
German atom bomb, then this "might have contributed a note of
caution to debate about the Russian danger at the outset of the Cold
War."8*9

The apologetic thesis is so persistent because it facilitates the
rehabilitation of German scientists who, like all Germans, have had
to wrestle with the legacy of National Socialism. This thesis can
also play a role in contemporary science policy. Assertions that
even during the Third Reich responsible German scientists were
able and willing to control their science and its repercussions (for
example portrayals of Heisenberg as the man who saved the world
from National Socialist nuclear weapons) can lend support to the
German nuclear power industry.830 If German scientists had done
the right thing and denied nuclear weapons to Hitler, then the
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public should trust them with nuclear research and nuclear energy
now.

Arnold KVamish's recent book, The Griffin, represents both
the logical development and an extremely virulent interpretation
of the polemic thesis. Kramish portrays Heisenberg and von
Weizsacker as willing tools of the "Nazis," but does so either
through undocumented claims or by using only a small number of
historical documents, thereby ignoring the wealth of evidence
which contradicts his interpretation. For example, a letter from von
Weizsacker to Minister of Education Bernhard Rust concerning the
advantage which American physics held over its German counter-
part—part of a campaign to increase the funding, independence,
and prestige of German science during the Third Reich—is misin-
terpreted by Kramish to portray von Weizsacker as a spy, receptive
to passing on Allied secrets.

Although Kramish is willing to give most German physicists
the benefit of the doubt, he portrays Werner Heisenberg and Carl
Friedrich von Weizsacker as loyal collaborators of Adolf Hitler,
Thus the seeds sowed by Samuel Goudsmit in his book Alsos come
to fruition, for it was Goudsmit's arbitrary black-and-white por-
trayal of German science, and in particular his singling out of
Heisenberg and von Weizsacker as scapegoats, that came to be
dogma. Kramish is fighting the battles that Goudsmit once fought,
or at least he is fighting the battles he thinks Goudsmit fought. But
the idea of Heisenberg or von Weizsacker as intelligence agents or
loyal followers of Hitler is no more plausible than the assertion that
they had conspired to deny the National Socialist leader nuclear
weapons.851

The polemic thesis is just as persistent as the apologetic. It
provides an outlet for Germanophobia. In addition, it justifies the
successful American effort to create atom bombs. The fear of
National Socialist nuclear weapons had been the driving force
behind the Manhattan Project. In fact the Germans did not develop
atom bombs. However, if it could be shown that the German
scientists failed because of incompetence but would have made
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nuclear weapons for Hitler if they could have, then the weight of
guilt for Hiroshima is lessened.

The unfortunate legacy of the apologetic and polemic theses
is a lack of objectivity. Both Goudsmit and Heisenberg gave biased
accounts of the truth when respectively asserting the apologetic
and polemic theses, but their battles are still being fought today.
The greatest danger embodied by the apologetic and polemic
theses has not been that they were false, but that they have taken
on a malevolent life of their own.

Why is the myth of "Hitler's bomb" so persistent? This myth
serves as a symbol for the apologia of the German scientific com-
munity. Since many Germans still wrestle uneasily with their
ambivalent past, it should be no surprise that so do some German
scientists, A considerable amount of Germanophobia undeniably
still exists inside and outside of Germany. The wounds caused by
World War II are still open. For historical reasons, Heisenberg and
von Weizsacker have been singled out unfairly as scapegoats for
the collaboration of scientists with National Socialism, ironically
just as they had treated the followers of Deutsche Physik after the
war.

There also seems to be an irrational fascination with the
thought of a conspiracy, and this fascination has taken two differ-
ent forms. First, there are those who believe in Jungk's 1956 con-
spiracy theory. Second, in stark opposition to Jungk, there are
those who believe in another type of conspiracy, in particular that,
after working wholeheartedly for Hitler, these German scientists
now conspired to deceive the rest of the world into believing that
they had resisted him. But there was no conspiracy, rather apolo-
gia, and the distinction is important. Unwillingness or inability to
face an unpleasant reality is not necessarily the same as the delib-
erate desire to deceive. Finally, many people clearly have a maca-
bre fascination with the dream or nightmare of National Socialist
nuclear weapons winning World War II for Germany. The myth
of "Hitler's bomb" tells us more about our current society than
about events forty years ago.
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Heisenberg and National Socialism If Werner Heisenberg
had died in an accident in 1930, how would we remember him?
Probably as one of those young geniuses who died tragically before
they could fulfill their promise. If during the Weimar Republic
Heisenberg had accepted a call to a professorship in the United
States, how would we remember him? Probably not even as a
German scientist rather as one of those emigrants who are no
longer counted as German because of their absence from Germany,
their non-German citizenship, and the fact that they often worked
against Germany during World War II.

But Heisenberg neither died nor emigrated, rather he experi-
enced and survived National Socialism. Let us now examine what
dilemmas Heisenberg confronted during and after the Third Reich
and how he reacted to them. These problems and reactions, and
not Ms exceptional scientific performance, have molded and deter-
mined for many their postwar image of Heisenberg. Before Adolf
Hitler's appointment as German Chancellor in January 1933,
Heisenberg's problems were of a scientific nature, challenges
which the young physicist met very well. However, after the
National Socialists took power, the problems were always, at least
in part, of a political nature.

There is one question to keep in mind: whatever Heisenberg
did, could he have believed that he was being apolitical or even
was resisting Hitler?

1. How did Heisenberg react to the purge of the German civil
service and the firing of his Jewish colleagues in 1933? First, he
went to Max Planck for advice. Second, Heisenberg did what
Planck suggested (as well as what Planck and Max von Laue also
did). Heisenberg attempted to convince Jewish colleagues who
apparently would be granted exceptions—for example, Max Born,
who had fought at the front during World War I—that they should
stay. When this strategy failed, because the colleagues either were
not granted exceptions or did not want to remain, Heisenberg
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attempted together with Planck, von Laue, and others to fill the
vacant positions as quickly and as well as possible.

2. How did Heisenberg react when he was attacked as a
"white Jew" and "Jewish in spirit" by Johannes Stark? When Stark
published an article in the Volkischer Beobachter, the newspaper of
the National Socialist movement, Heisenberg answered in the
same forum. When Stark repeated his attacks, this time in the SS
newspaper Das Schwarze Korps, Heisenberg pursued two strategies
simultaneously. He went through official channels and demanded
action from the Saxon and Reich Ministries of Education. Either
Stark was right, and Heisenberg would resign, or Stark was not
right, and the ministries had to protect Heisenberg from such
attacks.

At the same time Heisenberg also contacted Heinrich
Himmler, the head of the SS, and asked for political rehabilitation.
The personal answer from Himmler contained an offer as well as
a demand. Heisenberg would receive a professorship—though not
the Munich position—as well as the opportunity to publish an
article in the Deutsche Physik journal. In fact, in 1942 he was offered,
with the support of the SS, both a professorship at the University
of Berlin and the directorship of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Physics.

Himmler demanded in return that Heisenberg make a clear
distinction between support given to scientific theories and to
scientists. Heisenberg accepted this condition immediately and
unconditionally. For example, in his 1943 article in the Deutsche
Physik journal, he argued that the history of a physical theory was
irrelevant, that the theory of relativity would have been invented
without Einstein, and that all that mattered was whether a theory
was correct, not who invented it.

3. How did Heisenberg react in September 1939 to the inva-
sion of Poland? He regretted that it was war, he hoped that the
conflict would come to an end relatively quickly and bloodlessly,
and he immediately reported to the Army for service as a soldier.

4. How did Heisenberg react to the invitation he received to
help research the possible economic and military applications of
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nuclear fission instead of serving his country as a soldier? He took
up the work with enthusiasm, energy, and success. In two articles,
finished respectively in December 1939 and February 1940, he
worked out the theoretical foundations for nuclear energy and
nuclear weapons and immediately passed them on to Army Ord-
nance.

5. How did Heisenberg react when it became clear to him in
the autumn of 1941 that his colleague and former teacher Bohr was
threatened in occupied Denmark, and separately, that in principle
nothing stood in the way of nuclear weapons? He accepted an
invitation to give a talk at a German astrophysics conference at the
Copenhagen German Cultural Institute, a center for the cultural
and scientific collaboration between native scientists and National
Socialism. While he attended the Copenhagen conference, he also
visited Bohr and told him: (1) Hitler would win the war; (2) nuclea
weapons were possible; (3) the Germans were working on them;
and (4) he, Heisenberg, had mixed feelings about it. Moreover,
together with Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker, Heisenberg advised
Bohr to collaborate with the Germans and in particular with the
German Cultural Institute.

6. How did Heisenberg react in February 1942 when Army
Ordnance decided that nuclear weapons were not relevant to the
war effort and that the uranium project would be transferred to the
Reich Research Council in the Ministry of Education, decisions
which threatened the financing and support of the project and
thereby clearly endangered the security of the individual scien-
tists? He lectured in February 1942 before leading figures in the
National Socialist party and armed forces on the theoretical foun-
dation of nuclear fission. This popular lecture made crystal clear
both the military significance of nuclear fission in general and of
Heisenberg's own work in particular, including the remark that
nuclear explosives would have an "unimaginable effect." After a
few weeks this information even landed on Josef Goebbels' desk.

7. How did Heisenberg react in 1943,1944, and 1945 to the
ever-deteriorating state of the war? Together with his other col-
leagues in the uranium project, he worked harder and harder,
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desperately attempting to reach the now relatively modest re-
search goals before the end of the war; to build a nuclear reactor
which could sustain a nuclear fission chain reaction for a modest
period of time; and to manufacture tiny amounts of pure uranium
235, that is, to create tiny amounts of a nuclear explosive.

8. How did Heisenberg react to the end of the war, when his
Allied colleagues arrested him? Heisenberg made a distinct im-
pression on them as an "anti-Nazi" and German nationalist,

9. When Heisenberg was interned in Farm Hall in England
and heard the radio news of the bombing of Hiroshima, how did
he react? He admitted only grudgingly that he had never made the
calculations necessary for an atom bomb because he had believed
that they would not be able to create them before the end of the
war. Subsequently, he worked so intensely on this problem that
after a few days he could explain to his colleagues in Farm Hall
how the Allies had done it.

Yet what is most important is that over the next few weeks
and with the strong encouragement of Carl Friedrich von
Weizsacker, Heisenberg began to change his opinion gradually
and step-by-step. He said that he had not believed that these
weapons were possible, and in his heart he had been glad. At the
end, he said that he and his colleagues had not wanted to build
nuclear weapons for Hitler and that these moral scruples were the
reason why the "Nazis" did not get them.

10. How did Heisenberg react after World War I! when his
American colleague Samuel Goudsmit polemically attacked him?
Goudsmit claimed that the Germans had not been in a position to
build nuclear weapons because they had made crude, simple
scientific errors. However, if they would have been in a position to
do it, then they would have done what was necessary in order that
Germany not lose the war. Heisenberg answered with an apolo-
getic thesis co-authored by von Weizsacker. The Germans had not
been in a position to build nuclear weapons; but if they would have
been in such a position, then they would not have done it. They
would have done whatever was necessary in order that these
horrible weapons not fall into Hitler's hands.
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11. How did Heisenberg react to the denazification of the
German physics community after World War II? He sharply criti-
cized the former adherents of Deutsche Physik like Johannes Stark,
but in contrast wrote "whitewash certificates" for those individu-
als who had worked against Deutsche Physik, almost no matter
what else these persons had done during the Third Reich. Thus
Heisenberg helped rehabilitate the SS-physicist Johannes Juilfs
and the convinced National Socialist and physicist Pascual Jordan.

12. How did Heisenberg react to Robert Jungk's 1956 book,
Brighter Than a Thousand Suns, which propagated the apologetic
thesis and claimed that only a conspiracy around Heisenberg and
von Weizsacker had saved the world from National Socialist nu-
clear weapons? In 1957 Heisenberg explicitly corroborated the
conspiracy theory in his private correspondence with Jungk, al-
though in public he always restricted himself to hints and ambigu-
ous remarks which tacitly strengthened the conspiracy theory.

13. How did Heisenberg react when the nuclear politics of
Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauss and Chancellor Konrad Ade-
nauer threatened public support for nuclear research and nuclear
energy in the Federal German Republic, especially because this
policy awakened the specter of "Hitler's bomb?" Together with
von Weizsacker and other colleagues like Otto Hahn, Max von
Laue, and Karl Wirtz, he sent an open letter to Adenauer which
made it clear that they would have nothing to do with the research,
development, or stationing of nuclear weapons in Germany.

14. How did Heisenberg react in his later years when faced
with his own mortality? In his 1969 memoirs, Physics and Beyond,
he clearly implied that the conspiracy theory was true. In a 1970
private letter he claimed the conspiracy theory more explicitly than
ever before. Together with Hahn and von Laue, Heisenberg had
supposedly falsified the mathematical calculations in order to
deny nuclear weapons to Hitler. This claim was not only false, it is
tragically absurd.

Heisenberg may have resisted Hitler, in Ms own mind.
Heisenberg's behavior was not so different from most of his col-
leagues in Germany, the United States, or the Soviet Union who
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worked on nuclear fission. Almost all of them cooperated with
their governments under very different conditions, either out of
conviction, ambition, or fear. There was an important difference,
but that lay with the political, ideological, and moral nature of the
regime, not the scientists.

But the main point here is not to condemn Heisenberg's
conduct under National Socialism, rather to criticize activity by
him and so many others since the end of the Third Reich, Why were
myths and legends of active resistance against Hitler created and
propagated after the war? Obviously because something is being
repressed. Scientific work, exactly like any other occupation, can
be politicized. Scientists in general are morally neither superior nor
inferior to the general public. Finally, sometimes—for example
under National Socialism during World War II—there are neither
simple answers nor simple questions.
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Conclusion

The Scientist as Fellow Traveler

This book began with a distinction between "Nazi" scientists and
the scientists who served National Socialism, Yes, some scientists
enthusiastically embraced Hitler's movement, but they are only
part of the story. The German scientific community and most of its
members entered into a Faustian pact with National Socialism,
trading financial and material support, official recognition, and the
illusion of professional independence for conscious or
unconscious support of National Socialist policies culminating in
war, the rape of Europe, and genocide.

Ironically, the initial ideological attacks on German science
served to drive scientists into the arms of military, industrial, and
political allies and thereby into an ever closer collaboration with
Hitler's movement. This relationship, in contrast to the discredited
and discarded politicized scientific movements like Deutsche
Physikf was based not on ideology, rather utility. Johannes Stark
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was one of Hitler's first and most loyal followers, but although he
was honored as an Old Fighter by the National Socialist move-
ment, by the end of the Third Reich his party comrades had rejected
him as a scientist and science policy maker in favor of "white Jews"
like Werner Heisenberg,

The fact that German science collaborated with the National
Socialists also explains the persistent and pernicious myth of sci-
entific resistance to Hitler. If decent, moral men like Otto Hahn,
Werner Heisenberg, Max Planck, Max von Laue, and Carl Frie-
drich von Weizsacker stayed in Germany and worked within the
National Socialist system, then, the story goes, they must have
been passively or actively resisting Adolf Hitler, But the popular
black-and-white picture of the Third Reich as a place where it was
easy to see right and wrong, full of villains and heroes, is a
simplistic caricature. It only appears that simple with hindsight.
The history of the Prussian Academy and Heisenberg's guest
lectures provide a more realistic picture of the Third Reich. Na-
tional Socialism often pulled scientists very slowly and gently into
its terrible grasp.

The ambiguous and ambivalent nature of National Socialism
often makes it difficult to judge German scientists who stayed and
worked for their government But there is no such problem when
judging the postwar apologia. After the war there was no totalitar-
ian state or secret police to fear; after the war these scientists could
speak their minds and tell the truth. The recorded conversations
from Farm Hall demonstrate how these scientists reacted to the
hard questions that followed the defeat of National Socialism.
They spawned self-serving and self-deluding myths and legends
which in time took on a life of their own. The unending debate over
"Hitler's bomb" is only the most prominent example.

Finally, one question remains. Was science under National
Socialism a special case? This question can only be answered
through comparison with scientists in other countries or at other
times, but such analysis is problematic. When historians begin to
compare the Third Reich or the Holocaust with other regimes and
genocides, some critics feel that the unique evil of National Social-
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ism is being trivialized—said in some cases, for example the recent
Historikerstreit (historians' dispute), they would be right.852 But it
must be possible to both respect the unique, terrible nature of
National Socialism and compare it with other periods in history.
The fact remains that French scientists served the Committee of
Public Safety during the Reign of Terror,853 Soviet scientists served
Stalin,854 and—admittedly a much less extreme case—most Ameri-
can scientists acquiesced in the excesses of McCarthyism.

Science under National Socialism remains so controversial,
fascinating, and disturbing because of a taboo: the scientist as fellow
traveler. The overwhelming majority of German scientists neither
resisted Hitler, nor embraced National Socialism, Instead, they
were apolitical professionals, doing what scientists do. Scientists
often like to celebrate the "apolitical" nature of science. But one
consequence of such science is taboo. It is precisely this apolitical
nature of scientific research that allows good scientists to do good
science, no matter who their employer or patron is or where this
research may lead. Moreover, as far as science in the Third Reich
was concerned, fellow travelers were often far more dangerous
than either Hitler's true believers or his bitter opponents.
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Abbreviations

AA Auswtirtiges Amt (German Foreign Office)

AdW Akademiearchiv der Berlin-Brandenburgischen Akademie
der Wissenschaften (Academy Archives of the Berlin-
Brandenburg Academy of Sciences), Berlin

AIP American Institute of Physics, College Park, Maryland

BAK Bundesarchiv (Federal Archives), Koblenz

BAP Bundesarchw (Federal Archives), Potsdam

BDC Berlin Document Center

DAAD Deutsche Akademische Austauschdienst (German Aca-
demic Exchange Service)

DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research
Foundation)

DMM Deutsches Museum (German Museum), Munich

EBK Erich Bagge Papers, Kiel
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GCI Deutsches Wissenschafttiches Institut (German Cultural
Institute)

GKT Gerald Kuiper Papers, University of Arizona, Tucson

HSA Hamburger Staatsarchiv (Hamburg State Archive)

HUB Archiven der Humboldt Universitat (Archives of the Hum-
boldt University), Berlin

IZG Institut fir Zeitgeschichte (Institute of Contemporary
History), Munich

KWG Kaiser-Wilhelm Gesellschaft (Kaiser Wilhelm Society)

LPG Ludwig Prandtl Papers, Gottingen

MPI Max Planck Institut fur Physik und Astrophysik (Max
Planck Institute for Physics and Astrophysics), Munich

MPGB Archiven der Max Planck Gesellschaft (Max Planck Society
Archives), Berlin

NAARS National Archives and Records Services, Washington,
D.C

NBC Niels Bohr General Correspondence, Niels Bohr Insti-
tute, Copenhagen

NG Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaft (Emergency
Foundation for German Science)

NRD Nachgeordnete Reichsdienststellen (Subordinate Reich
Agencies)

NSDAP Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (National
Socialist German Workers Party)

NSLB Nationalsozialistische Lehrerbund (National Socialist
Teachers League)

OPG Ober$te$ Partdgericht (Highest Party Court)

PTR Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt (Imperial Physical-
Technical Institute)

REM Reichserziehungsministerium (Reich Ministry of Educa-
tion)
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RIM Reichsinnenministerium (Reich Ministry of the Interior)

RUB Rektor der Universit&t Berlin (Rektor of Berlin University)

RUL Rektor der Universitat Leipzig (Rektor of Leipzig Univer-
sity)

SA Sturmabteilung (Stormtroopers)
SBB Staatsbibliothek, Preussischer Kulturbesitz (State Prussian

Library), Berlin

SG A Sitzung der Gesamt-Akademie (Meetings of the Full Acad-
emy)

SMV Sachsisches Ministeriumfllr Volksbildung (Saxon Ministry
of Education)

SPM Sitzung der physikalisch-mathematischen Klasse (Meetings
of the Scientific Class)

SS Schutzstaffein (Security Squad)
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364. For the international context during the Weimar Republic and early

years of the Third Reich, see Schroeder-Gudehus, (1972); Schroeder-
Gudehus, (1973); and especially Schroeder-Gudehus, (1978).

365. SGA (24 Jun 1937) II-V, 104 AdW.
366. SGA (23 Jun 1938) II-V, 104 AdW.
367. SGA (20 Oet 1938) n-V, 104 AdW.
368. SGA (17 Mar 1938) H-V, 104 AdW,
369. SGA (2 Nov 1939) II-V, 104 AdW.
370. SPM (18 Apr 1940) I-V, 139/110 AdW.
371. RekhstauschsteUe (REM) to PAW (4 Dec 1936) U-XV1, 81/1 AdW;

Jiirgens to PAW (31 Jan 1938) II-XVI, 81/63 AdW.
372. SPM (7 Dec 1939} n-V, 139/100 AdW.
373. PAW to REM (9 Jan 1940) II-XVI, 81 AdW.
374. "Sitzung der math.-naturw. Klasse" (7Nov 1940) II-V, 139/121 AdW.
375. Bieberbach to REM (30 Sep 1941) II-XVI, 58 AdW; REM to Vahlen (19

Jan 1942) H-XVI, 58 AdW.
376. SGA (25 Jul 1940) II-V, 104 AdW.
377. SGA (2 Nov 1939) H-V, 104, AdW.
378. SGA (16 Sep 1940) H-V, 104 AdW.
379. Staats- und Universitats-Bibliothek Posen to PAW (27 Nov 1940)

II-XVI, 73 AdW; PAW to Staats- und Universitats-Bibliothek Posen
(2 Dec 1940) fl-XVI, 73 AdW,

380. REM to PAW (6 Dec 1940) II-XVI, 73 AdW.
381. Staats- und Uraversittts-Bibliothek Posen to PAW (2 Jan 1941) H-XVI,

73 AdW.
382. Staatsbibliothek (Amt des Generalgourvemeurs) to PAW (17 Feb

1941) II-XVI, 73 AdW.
383. SGA (24 Apr 1941) n-V, 104 AdW.
384. Kungl. Vitterhets Histoire och Antikvitets Akademien to PAW (7 Dec

1943) II-XJV 87/116 AdW.
385. SGA (13 Jan 1944) H-V, 104 AdW.
386. SGA (24 Feb 1944) II-V, 104 AdW.
387. Rorig to Schuck (7 May 1944) II-XW, 87/146 AdW.
388. SPM (8 Jun 1939) H-V, 139/86 AdW.
389. SGA {22 Jun 1939) II-V, 104 AdW; SGA (29 Jun 1939) II-V, 104 AdW.
390. SGA (25 Mar 1943) H-V, 104 AdW.
391. "Sitzung der math.-naturw, Klasse" (5 Mar 1941) II-V, 139 /162 AdW.
392. SGA (29 Feb 1940) H-V, 104 AdW.
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393. SGA (13 Jul 1939) II-V, 104 AdW.
394 SGA (27 Nov 1941} D-V, 104 AdW.
395. SGA (19 Nov 1942) H-V, 104 AdW.
396. REM to Vahfen (16 Oct 1939) Vahlen BDC; Vahlen to Personalamt der

Schutzstaffeln (Berlin) (9 Nov 1939) Vahlen BDC; Vahlen to Person-
alamt der Schutzstaffeln (Berlin) (1 Mar 1940) Vahlen BDC; Person-
alamt der Schutzstaffeln (Berlin) to Vahlen (5 Mar 1940) Vahlen BDC.

397. Vahlen to Himmler (19 Feb 1943) Vahlen BDC; "Vermerk" (23 Feb
1943) Vahlen BDC; Brandt to Sievers (25 Feb 1943) Vahlen BDC.

398. Sievers (Ahnenerbe) to Brandt (13 Mar 1943) Vahlen BDC.
399. Himmler to Vahlen (25 Mar 1943) Vahlen BDC.
400. Brandt to von Herrff (10 Oct 1943) Vahlen BDC.
401. SS-Personalhauptamt to Vahlen (3 Feb 1944) Vahlen BDC.
402. Brandt to Vahlen (14 Feb 1944) Vahlen BDC.
403. SGA (24 Jul 1941) II-V, 104 AdW.
404. SGA (25 Nov 1943) II-V, 104 AdW.
405. SGA (16 Dec 1943) II-V, 104 AdW.
406. "Sitzung der ntath.-naturw. Klasse" (6 Jan 1944) II-V, 139/212 AdW.
407. SGA (9 Mar 1944) II-V, 104 AdW.
408. Fakultat fur Naturwissenschaften to TU Wien (3 Apr 1944) Vahlen

BDC; TU Wien to REM (8 May 1944) Vahlen BDC.
409. SGA (6 Jul 1944) H-V, 104 AdW.
410. SGA (1 Feb 1945) H-V, 104 AdW.
411. SGA (6 Jun 1945) II-V, 104 AdW.
412. SGA (21 Jun 1945) II-V, 104 AdW.
413. SGA (14 Jun 1945) H-V, 104 AdW.
414. SGA (28 Jun 1945) II-V, 104 AdW.
415. "Aufzeichnung" (~Jun 1945) II-1,14/16 AdW.
416. SGA (12 Jul 1945) H-V, 104 AdW.
417. SGA (6 Dec 1945) II-V, 104 AdW.
418. SGA (2 Aug 1945) H-1,14/18 AdW.
419. SGA (23 Aug 1945) II-V, 104 AdW.
420. SGA (13 Dec 1945) D-V, 104 AdW.
421. SGA (13 Dec 1945) II-V, 104 AdW.
422. SGA (20 Dec 1945) II-V, 104 AdW; Stroux to Magistral der Stadt Berlin

Abteilung Wissenschaft (27 Dec 1945) II-I,14/31 AdW.
423. Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften to various institutes (19 Apr

1945) II-IV, 10 AdW.
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424. Deutsche Zentralverwaltung fur Volksbildung to Akademie der Wis-
senschaften (4 Oct 1946) 1I-IV, 10 AdW.

425. Siegmund-Schultze, (1984), 31, footnote 19.
426. Haberer, (1969), 145.
427. See chapter 10.
428. Das Preussische Mia. fur Wissenschaft, Kunst and Volksbildung to

Rektor der Uni Berlin (henceforth RUB) (23 May 1933) PF 162, 62
HUB.

429. RUB to die Mitglieder des Lehrkorpers (26 Jan 1934) PF 162,66 HUB;
SGAII-V,lQ3AdW.

430. German Foreign Office (henceforth AA) to sSmtliche Reichsminister-
ien (30 Sep 1934} PF 162,82 HUB.

431. REM to Rektoren alter deutschen Hochschulen (9 Jan 1935) PF 1408,
45 HUB.

432. REM to Rektoren alter deutschen Hochschulen (26 Jan 1937) PF 1408,
41 HUB.

433. SGAII-V, 103 AdW.
434. SGA II-V, 103 AdW.
435. Sachsisches Min. fur Volksbildung (henceforth SMV) to die phil. Fak,

der Uni. Leipzig, (5 Jan 1929) Uk. H185 HI, 20 HUB; SMV to die phil.
Fak. der Uni. Leipzig (2 Feb 1929) Uk. H185 III, 24 HUB.

436. SMV to Heisenberg (21 May 1932) Uk. H185 HI, 35 HUB.
437. Dekane der Uni. Leipzig to Heisenberg (10 Nov 1933) Uk. H185 HI,

36 HUB; Heisenberg to phil. Fak. (29 Nov 1933) Uk. H185 HI, 37 HUB.
438. Heisenberg to Dekan der phil. Fakultat (Kobe) (29 May 1934) Uk.

H185 III, 38 HUB; Dekan to Heisenberg (1 Jun 1934) Uk. H185 III, 39
HUB.

439. Heisenberg to RUL (19 Feb 1936) Uk. H185 ffl, 41 HUB; REM to RUL
(30 Mar 1936) Uk. H185 III, 42 HUB.

440. Heisenberg to RUL (30 May 1936) Uk. H185 III, 44 HUB.
441. Hoffmann, (1988); for Jordan also see Wise, (1993) and Beyler, (1994).
442. Heisenberg to RUL (3 Apr 1937) 2944,15 BAP.
443. RUL to REM (22 Apr 1937) REM 2944,14 BAP; Dozentenschaft der

Uni. Leipzig to RUL (13 Apr 1937) REM 2944,16 BAP.
444. Dozentensehaft der Uni. Leipzig to RUL (13 Apr 1937) REM 2944,16

BAP.
445. Volkischer Beobachter (29 Jan 1936); Volkischer Eeobachter (29 Feb 1935);

see chapters 2 and 3.
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446. Heisenberg to RUL (16 Jul 1937) REM 2944,112 BAP; RUL to REM
(28 Jul 1937) REM 2944, 111 BAP; REM to RUL (12 Aug 1937) REM
2944,113 BAP.

447. Rektor der Uni HaEe-Wittenberg to REM (15 May 1936) REM 2943,
433 BAP; Geiger to Rektor der Uni. Tubingen (23 May 1936) REM
2943,442 BAP; Rektor der Uni. Tubingen," Vermerk," (27 May 1936)
REM 2943, 442 BAP; Ddpei to Rektor der Uni. Wiirzburg (29 May
1936) REM 2943, 440 BAP; Rektor der Uni. Wiirzburg to Bayer.
Staatsministerium fur Unterricht und Kultur (3 Jun 1936) REM 2943,
441 BAP; REM to Rektor der Uni. Halle (9 Jun 1936) REM 2943,434
BAP; REM to AA (23 Jun 1936) REM 2943,448 BAP; REM to AA (27
Jun 1936) REM 2943,457 BAP.

448. Geiger to Rektor der Uni. Tubingen (17 Jun 1936) REM 2943,454 BAP.
449. Rektor der Uni. Kiel to REM (19 Jun 1936) REM 2943,462 BAP; REM

to Rektor der Uni. Kiel (6 Jul 1936) REM 2943,471 BAP; Gauleitung
Schleswig-Holstein to Rektor der Uni. Kiel (23 Jun 1936) REM 2943,
468 BAP; Rektor der Uni. Kiel to REM (25 Jun 1936) REM 2943,469
BAP.

450. Sauter to Rektor der Uni. Gottingen (25 May 1936) REM 2943, 443
BAP; Sauter's membership in the NSDAP is documented in the BDC.

451. Rektor der Uni. Gottingen to REM (28 May 1936) REM 2943,444 BAP;
REM to Gestapo (Best) (23 Jun 1936) REM 2943, 451 BAP; REM
"Vermerk," 23 Jun 1936) REM 2943,451 BAP.

452. REM to Universitatskurator Gottingen (29 Jun 1936) REM 2943,464
BAP.

453. Regener to Rektor der TH. Stuttgart, (4 May 1936) REM 2943,435 BAP.
454. REM to Wurttembergischer Kultusminister (11 Jun 1936) REM 2943,

437 BAP.
455. Wurttembergischer Kultusminister to REM (12 Jun 1936) REM 2943,

446 BAP.
456. REM to Wurttembergischer Kultusminister (23 Jun 1936) REM 2943,

448-49 BAP.
457. For both the period of relative calm during the Third Reich and "The

Night of Broken Glass," see Noakes and Pridhain, (1990), 547-45.
458. Das Sckwarze Korps (15 Jul 1937); see chapters 2 and 3.
459. Heisenberg to Dekan der phil. Fak. der Uni. Leipzig (17 Jul 1937) Uk.

H185IV, 45 HUB.
460. Das Preussische Min. fur Wissenschaft, Kunst and Volksbildung to

PAW (28 Apr 1933) II-IV, 9 AdW.
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461. REM to PAW (10 Sep 1936) II-IV, 10 AdW.
462. RUL to Reiehsstarthalter in Sachsen (22 Jul 1937) Uk. H185 IV, 50

HUB.
463. Heisenberg to Dekan der IM. Leipzig (22 Feb 1938) Uk. H185IV, 42

HUB.
464. Heisenberg to Sommerfeld (14 Apr 1938) 1977-28/A, 136 (18 DMM).
465. See chapters 2 and 3.
466. Prandtl to Himmler (12 Jul 1938) LPG; for Prandtl also see Trischler,

(1993).
467. Kreisleiter (Gottingen) to das Amt fur Techruk Gauamtsleitung (28

May 1937) Prandtl BDC.
468. Himmler to Prandtl (21 Jul 1938) Heisenberg BDC; Himmler to Heis-

enberg (21 Jul 1938) Goudsmit AIP; Himmler to Heydrich (21 Jul 1938)
Goudsmit AIP.

469. Heisenberg to Himmler (23 Jul 1938) Goudsmit AIP; Heisenberg to
Sommerfeld (23 Jul 1938) 1977-28/A, 136 (21 DMM).

470. Heisenberg to Sommerfeld (24 Nov 1938) 1977-28/A, 136 (?? DMM.
471. Prandtl to Heckmann (29 Nov 1938) Heckmann BDC.
472. SMV (Studentkowski) to RUL (Knick) (22 Dec 1938) Uk. H185IV, 37

HUB.
473. Heisenberg to RUL (9 Jan 1939) Uk. H185IV, 29 HUB.
474. RUL to Heisenberg (12 Jan 1939) Uk. H185IV, 30 HUB; REM to RUL

(21 Jan 1939) Uk. H185IV, 31 HUB.
475. Werner Heisenberg, "Bericht iiber eine Vortragsreise nach Holland,"

(1 Feb 1939) Uk. H185IV, 35 HUB.
476. Heisenberg to RUL (13 Apr 1939) Uk. H185IV, 25 HUB.
477. RUL to REM (19 Apr 1939) H185IV, 26 HUB.
478. REM to RUL (27 May 1939) Uk. H185IV, 27 HUB; REM to Rektor der

Montanistischen Hochschute in Leoben (11 Oct 1939) REM 2943,410
BAP.

479. See chapters 2 and 3.
480. Erxleben to Parteikanzlei (9 Sep 1942) MA 116/5 Wissenschaft Heis-

enberg, Institut fur Zeitgeschichte, Munich (henceforth IZG) and
Borger to Parteikanzlei (9 Sep 1942) MA 116/5 Wissenschaft Heisen-
berg IZG; Heisenberg to Sommerfeld (30 Jan 1939) 1977-28/A, 136
(25 DMM; Heisenberg to Sommerfeld (15 Feb 1939) 1977-28/A, 136
(26 DMM; Heisenberg to Sommerfeld (3 Mar 1939) 1977-28/A, 136
(28 DMM; Heisenberg to Sommerfeld (13 May 1939) 1977-28/A, 136
(30 DMM).
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481. SS to REM (26 May 1939) REM 2943,370-71 BAP.
482. Also see Cassidy, (1991), 50-63.
483. SS to REM (26 May 1939) REM 2943,370-71 BAP,
484. Prandtl to Himmler (12 Jul 1938) LPG; Hirnmler to Heisenberg (7 Jun

1939) Goudsmit AIP.
485. REM to PAW (13 Aug 1937} II-IV, 10 AdW.
486. Parteikanzlei to REM (12 Jan 1939) REM 2943,373 BAP.
487. Parteikanzlei to (22 Jun 1939) REM 2943,369 BAP
488. EsauBDC.
489. REM to Esau (25 Aug 1939) Uk. H185IV, 28 HUB,
490. Esau to REM (13 Jun 1939) REM 2943,367 BAP.
491. REM to Parteikanzlei (25 Aug 1939) REM 2943,391-92 BAP.
492. Heisenberg to Dekan der phii. Fak. der Uni. Leipzig (19 Sep 1939) Uk.

H185ffl,45HUB.
493. Heisenberg to Dekan der phii Fak, der Uni. Leipzig (26 Sep 1939) Uk.

H185 HI, 46 HUB; Heisenberg to phii. Fak. der Uni. Leipzig (15 Jun
1940) Uk. H185 ffl, 47 HUB.

494. Heisenberg to Sommerfeld, (4 Sep 1939) 1977-28/ A,136 (32 DMM).
495. Noakes and Pridham, (1990), 597-8; Spielvogel, (1992), 243.
496. REM, "Merkblatt," (1 Jun 1942) Heisenberg MPI; REM, "Merkblatt,"

(1 Mar 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
497. REM to RUB (3 Aug 1939) PF1408, (149-50 HUB.
498. REM to RUB, (19 Jun 1941) PF 1483,105 HUB.
499. REM, "Merkblatt," (1 Jun 1942) Heisenberg MPI,
500. REM to RUB (2 Jul 1941) PF 1483,107 HUB; REM, "Merkblatt," (1 Jun

1942) Heisenberg MPI; REM to Rektor Uni. Berlin (6 Jul 1942) PF 1484,
33 HUB.

501. For the General Government, see Noakes and Pridham, (1990), 922-6.
502. REM to RUB (31 Oct 1939) PF 1483,59 HUB.
503. REM to RUB (16 Jul 1942) PF 1484,34 HUB.
504. REM to RUB (24 Sep 1942) PF 1484,37 HUB,
505. REM to RUB (16 Jul 1942) PF 1484,34 HUB.
506. Heisenberg to RUL (5 Nov 1940) Uk. H185IV, 24 HUB.
507. "Memo," (8 Nov 1940) Uk. H185IV, 24 HUB.
508. Heisenberg to RUL (4 Dec 1940) Uk. H185IV, 23 HUB.
509. Dozentenfuhrer to RUL (9 Dec 1940) Uk. H185IV, 23 HUB.
510. RUL to REM (11 Dec 1940) Uk. H185IV, 22 HUB.
511. REM to RUL (24 Jan 1941) Uk. H185IV, 21 HUB.
512. REM to RUL (19 Mar 1941) Uk. H185IV, 20 HUB.
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513. Coblitz to Heisenberg (20 May 1941) Heisenberg MPL
514. Mehrtens, (1986), 344,
515. Weinreich, (1946), 95-7,
516. REM to Frank (29 Jul 1941) REM 690,67 BAP.
517. Heisenberg to Coblitz (6 Jun 1941) Heisenberg MP1.
518. RUL to REM (23 Jun 1941) Uk. H185IV, 16 HUB.
519. RUL to REM (23 Jul 1941) Uk. H185IV, 14 HUB.
520. REM to RUL (9 Sep 1941) Uk. H185IV, 13 HUB.
521. REM to Frank (29 Jul 1941) REM 690,67 BAP.
522. Der BevoUrnachtigte des Deutschen Reiches, Denmark to AA (Berlin)

(27 Mar 1941) REM 2943,524-25 BAP.
523. AA, "Vermerk," (16 Apr 1941) REM 2943,525 BAP.
524. Von Weizsacker to the author (23 May, 13 Jun, 26 Jun, I Aug, and 5

Aug 1990).
525. REM to KWG (8 May 1941) REM 2943, 528 BAP; KWG to REM (20

May 1941) REM 2943,529 BAP.
526. REM to AA (3 Jun 1941) REM 2943,530 BAP.
527. Der Bevollrnachtigte des Deutschen Reiches, Denmark to AA (27 Jun

1941) 2943,537 BAP.
528. Von Weizsacker to German Academic Exchange Service (henceforth

DAAD) (22 Jun 1941) REM 2943,538 BAP.
529. AA to REM (2 Aug 1941) REM 2943,531 BAP.
530. Von Weizsacker to Bohr (15 Aug 1941) Niels Bohrs General Corre-

spondence, Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen (henceforth NBC).
531. REM to REM (WT) (18 Aug 1941) 2943,539 BAP.
532. to AA (28 Aug 1941) REM 2943,533 BAP [never sent].
533. REM, "Vermerk," (21 Aug 1941) REM 2943,532 BAP.
534. REM, "Vermerk," (2 Sep 1941) REM 2943,534-35 BAP.
535. For Mentzel's position, see SGAII-V, 104 AdW.
536. REM, "Vermerk," (2 Sep 1941) REM 2943,534-35 BAP.
537. REM to Parfeikartzlei, (around 2 Sep 1941) REM 2943,535 BAP.
538. REM, "Vermerk," (11 Sep 1941) REM 2943,536 BAP.
539. REM to RUL (9 Sep 1941) Uk. H185IV, 13 HUB.
540. REM, "Vermerk," (11 Sep 1941) REM 2943,536 BAP.
541. Werner Heisenberg, "Bericht," (23 Sep 1941) REM 2943,547 BAP,
542. Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker, "Bericht," (1 Oct 1941) REM 2943,

549-50 BAP.
543. Crowther, (1949), 108.
544. Feinberg, (1989).
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545. Mott and Peierfs, (1977), 236,
546. Der Bevollmachtigte des Deutsehen Reiehes, Denmark (Seelos) to AA

(26 Sep 1941) REM 2943,544-45 BAP.
547. AA to REM (27 Nov 1941) 2943,557 BAP.
548. Burrin, (1994); see below.
549. Prandtl to Goring (28 Apr 1941) LPG; Ludwig Prandtl, "Uber die

theoretische Physik," (28 Apr 1941) LPG; Prandti to Joos (29 May
1941) LPG; Joos to Prandtl (6 Jun 1941) LPG; Prandtl to Ramsauer (8
Jun 1941) LPG.

550. Prandtl to Ramsauer (31 Oct 1941) LPG,
551. Prandtl to Milch (13 Nov 1941) LPG.
552. Lucht to Prandtl (3 Dec 1941) LPG.
553. Ramsauer to Rust (20 Jan 1942) LPG,
554. Prandtl to Ramsauer (28 Jan 1942) LPG.
555. Finkelnburg to Heisenberg (6 May 1942) Heisenberg MPI; Heisenberg

to Finkelnburg (22 May 1942) Heisenberg MPI; Heisenberg to Jordan
(31 Jul 1942) Heisenberg MPI; Sommerfeld to Heisenberg (19 Oct
1942) Heisenberg MPI,

556. Schumann to Harteck, 4 Feb 42, Erich Bagge Papers, Kiel (henceforth
EBK); President of the Reich Research Council to Harteck (21 Feb 42)
EBK; Heisenberg to Rust (20 Feb 42) Heisenberg MPI.

557. Rust to Lorenz (12 Feb 42) 29-993 David Irving Microfilm Collection,
AIP (henceforth Irving).

558. Goudsmit, (1983), 168-71.
559. Otto Hahn, "Die Spaltung des Urankerns," (26 Feb 1942) G-150

German Reports, AIP,
560. Paul Harteck, "Die Gewtanung von sehwerem Wasser," (26 Feb 1942)

G-154 German Reports, AIP.
561. Werner Heisenberg, "Die theoretischen Grundlagen fur die Ener-

giegewinnung aus der Uranspaltung," (26 Feb 1942), reprinted in
Heisenberg, (1989), 517-21.

562. Otto Hahn, "Die Spaltung des Urankerns," (26 Feb 1942) G-150
German Reports, AIP,

563. Paul Harteck, "Die Gewinnung von sehwerem Wasser," (26 Feb 1942)
G-154 German Reports, AIP.

564. The figure is taken from a subsequent talk, Werner Heisenberg, "Die
Energiegewinnung aus der Atomkernspaltang," (6 May 1943), re-
printed in Heisenberg, (1989), 570-75.

565. Heisenberg, (1989), 517-21.
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566. Heisenberg to Goudsmit, (5 Jan 48), Goudsmit AIP,
567. Heisenberg, (1989), 517-21.
568. Hahn's diary (26 Feb 42), 29-021 Irving, AIP.
569. Newspaper clipping (paper unknown) (27 Feb 42), "Physik und

Landesverteidigung," Max Planck Society Archives, Berlin (hence-
forth MPGB).

570. Finkelnburg to Heisenberg (6 May 42) Heisenberg MPI.
571. Goebbels, (1948), 140.
572. Hans Meckel to the Editor, Die Welt (5 Jim 1991), 5.
573. Parteikanzlei to HSrtle (8 Jul 1942) MA 116/5 Wissenschaft Heisen-

berg !ZG; Brxleben to Parteikanzlei (9 Sep 1942) MA 116/5 Wissen-
schaft Heisenberg IZG; Borger to Parteikanzlei (9 Sep 1942) MA 116/5
Wissenschaft Heisenberg IZG.

574. Parteikanzlei to Hartle (8 Jul 1942) MA 116/5 Wissenschaft Heisen-
berg IZG; Forsteann (KWG) to Heisenberg (13 Oct 1942) Heisenberg
MPI; Telschow to Menteel (1 Mar 1943) Irving, AIP.

575. Heisenberg to Schmellenmeier (10 Jan 1944) Heisenberg MPI.
576. Borger to Parteikanzlei (9 Sep 1942) MA 116/5 Wissenschaft Heisen-

berg IZG.
577. Erxleben to Borger (10 Jul 1942) MA 116/5 Wissenschaft Heisenberg

IZG; Erxleben to Parteikanzlei (9 Sep 1942) MA 116/5 Wissenschaft
Heisenberg IZG.

578. Scherrer to Heisenberg (26 May 1942) Heisenberg MPI; Heisenberg
to Dekan phil. Fak. der Uni. Leipzig (10 Jun 1942) Heisenberg MPI.

579. Stueckelberg to Heisenberg (20 Aug 1942) Heisenberg MPI; Studen-
tenschaft der Universitat Bern to Heisenberg (7 Sep 1942) Heisenberg
MPI; Fischer to Heisenberg (23 Oct 1942) Heisenberg MPI; Studen-
tenschaft der Universitlt Basel to Heisenberg (2 Nov 1942) Heisen-
berg MPI.

580. REM to Heisenberg (21 Oct 1942) Heisenberg MPI,
581. RUL to REM (30 Jul 1942) Uk. H185 ffl, 7 HUB,
582. NSDAP to Heisenberg (28 Oct 1942) Heisenberg MPI,
583. Werner Heisenberg, "Bericht," (11 Dec 1942) Heisenberg MPI.
584. Deutsche Gesandtschaft to AA (17 Oct 1942) REM 2943,89 BAP.
585. KWG (Forstmann) to REM (4 NOY 1942) REM 2943,86 BAP.
586. REM, "Vermerk," (19 Nov 1942) REM 2943,90 BAP.
587. REM to AA (26 Nov 1942) REM 2943,93 BAP.
588. Werner Heisenberg, "Bericht," (11 Dec 1942) Heisenberg MPI,
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589. Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker, "Bericht," (around 10 Dec 1942) REM
2943,97 BAP.

590. Max Planck, "Bericht," (10 Dec 1942) REM 2943,94 BAP; for further
information concerning Planck's foreign lectures, see Hellbron,
(1986), 183-91,

591. Deutsche Gesandtschaft (Prag) to AA (6 Jan 1943) REM 2943,99-100
BAP.

592. For the state of the war see Noakes and Pridham, (1990), 839-45, and
Kershaw, (1987), 189-99.

593. Laue to PAW (11 Dec 1942) II-I11,66/7 AdW; SGAII-V, 104 AdW;
REM to PAW (17 Apr 1943) H-ffl, 66/7 AdW.

594. REM to RUB (11 Mar 1943) Uk. H185II, 8 HUB.
595. Bieberbach to Heisenberg (22 Mar 1943) Uk, H185II, 8 HUB; Dozen-

tenfuhrer to RUB (17 Mar 1943) Uk. H1851,18 HUB.
596. REM to Heisenberg (17 Jul 1943) Heisenberg MPL
597. Heisenberg to Bieberbach (25 Mar 1943) Uk. H1851,20 HUB.
598. Samuel Goudsmit, "Interview with 'F.J.'," (31 Aug 1944) M1108 File

26, National Archives and Records Service (henceforth NAARS).
599. REM to Heisenberg (24 Feb 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
600. Heisenberg to DAAD (9 Mar 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
601. Heisenberg to REM (9 Apr 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
602. Heisenberg to Army Ordnance (13 Jan 43) Heisenberg MPI; Schu-

mann to Heisenberg (18 Jan 43) Heisenberg MPI; Heisenberg to Hahn
(22 Jan 43) Heisenberg MPI.

603. Ramsauer to Prandtl (12 May 42, LPG; Carl Ramsauer, "Uber Leis-
tung und Organisation der angelsachischen Physik: Mit Ausblicken
fur die deutsche Physik," (2 Apr 1943) G-241 German Reports, AIP.

604. Abraham Esau, "Einleitung," (5 May 1943) G-214 German Reports,
AIP; Abraham Esau, "Herstellung von Leuchtfarben ohne Anwen-
dung von Radium," (5 May 1943) G-213 German Reports, AIP.

605. Otto Hahn, "Kitestliche Atoniumwandlung und Atomkernspal-
tung," (5 May 1943) G-216 German Reports, AIP.

606. Kkus Clusius, "Isotopentrennung," (5 May 1943) G-207 German
Reports, AIP.

607. Walther Bothe, "Die Forschungsmittel der Kernphysik," (5 May 1943)
G-205 German Reports, AIP.

608. Heisenberg, (1989), 570-75.
609. Boettcher to Heisenberg (21 Apr 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
610. Heisenberg to Boettcher (30 Apr 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
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611. REM to Heisertberg (15 Jim 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
612. REM to Heisenberg (31 Jul 1943} Heisenberg MPL
613. Heisenberg to REM (11 Aug 1943) Heisenberg MPI,
614. Kramers to Heisenberg (29 Jul 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
615. Kramers to Heisenberg (5 Jut 1944) Heisenberg MPL
616. Heisenberg to REM (20 Aug 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
617. Heisenberg to Kramers (20 Aug 1943) Heisenberg MPL
618. Kramers to Heisenberg (1 Sep 1943) Heisenberg MPI.
619. REM to Heisenberg (6 Sep 1943) Heisenberg MPI; Reichskommissar

fur die besetzten niederlandischen Gebiete to Heisenberg (15 Sep
1943) Heisenberg MPI,

620. Reichskommissar fur die besetzten niederlandischen Gebiete to
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